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INTRODUCTION
Under the terms of an interagency agreement with the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration this publication has been prepared by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for the joint use of both agencies and the scientific and technical
community concerned with the field of aeronautical engineering.
This supplement to Aeronautical Engineering--A Special Bibliography (NASA SP-7037)
lists 534 reports, journal articles, and other documents originally announced in May
1971 in Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) or in International Aerospace
Abstracts (IAA). For previous bibliographies in this series, see inside of front cover.
The coverage includes documents on the engineering and theoretical aspects of
design, construction, evaluation, testing, operation, and performance of aircraft (includ-
ing aircraft engines) and associated components, equipment, and systems. It also in-
cludes research and development in aerodynamics, aeronautics, and ground support
equipment for aeronautical vehicles.
Each entry in the bibliography consists of a standard bibliographic citation accom-
panied by an abstract. The listing of the entries is arranged in two major sections,
IAA Entries and STAR Entries in that order. The citations and abstracts are reproduced
exactly as they appeared originally in IAA or STAR, including the original accession
numbers from the respective announcement journals. This procedure, which saves time
and money, accounts for the slight variation in citation appearances.
Three indexes----subject, personal author, and contract number--are included.
An annual cumulative index will be published.
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AVAILABILITY OF CITED PUBLICATIONS
IAA ENTRIES (A71-10000 Series)
All publications abstracted in this Section are available from the Technical Information Serv-
ice, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., (AIAA), as follows: Paper
copies are available at $5.00 per document up to a maximum of 20 pages. The charge for
each additional page is 25 cents. Microfiche (1) are available at the rate of $1.00 per microfiche
for documents identified by the # symbol following the accession number. A number of pub-
lications, because of their special characteristics, are available only for reference in the AIAA
Technical Information Service Library. Minimum airmail postage to foreign countries is $1.00.
Please refer to the accession number, e.g., A71 _10613, when requesting publications.
STAR ENTRIES (N71-10000Series)
A source from which a publication abstracted in this Section is available to the public is
ordinarily given on the last line of the citation, e.g., Avail: NTIS. The following are the most
commonly indicated sources (full addresses of these organizations are listed at the end of this
introduction):
Avail: NTIS. Sold by the National Technical Information Service at a standard price of
$3.00 for hard copy (printed, facsimile, or reproduced from microcopy) of 300 pages
or less. Documents in the 301 to 600 page range are sold for $6.00 in hard copy,
and those in the 601 to 900 page range are sold at $9.00. Documents exceeding
900 pages are priced by NTIS on an individual basis. These prices apply retro-
actively to all documents in the NTIS collection, but in addition, documents of 300
pages or less that are over two years old (from date of announcement in Govern-
ment Reports Announcements, or STAR for those items announced only in
STAR) will have a surcharge of $3.00 added for a total price of $6.00. No additional
surcharge will be added for documents over 300 pages.
Microfiche is available from NTIS at a standard price of 95 cents (regardless of age)
for those documents identified by the # sign following the accession number (e.g..
N71-10411#) and having an NTIS availability shown in the citation.
Avail: SOD (or GPO). Sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, in hard copy. The price is given following the availability line. (An
order received by NTIS for one of these documents will be filled at the SOD price
if hard copy is requested. NTIS will also fill microfiche requests, at the standard 65
cent price, for those documents identified by a # symbol. SOD does not sell micro-
fiche.)
Avail: NASA Scientific and Technical Information Office. Documents with this avail-
ability are usually news releases or informational brochures available without charge
in paper copy.
Avail: AEC Depository Libraries. Organizations in U.S. cities and abroad that maintain
collections of U.S. Atomic Energy Commission reports, usually in microfiche form,
are listed in Nuclear Science Abstracts. Services available from the USAEC and
its depositories are described in a booklet, Science Information Avmlable from the
Atomic Energy Commission (TID-4550), which may be obtained without charge
from the USAEC Division of Technical Information.
Avail: Univ. Microfilms. Documents so indicated are dissertations selected from Disserta-
tion Abstracts, and are sold by University Microfilms, Inc. as xerographic copy (HC),
microfilm, or microfiche at the prices shown. Microfiche are available only for those
dissertations published since January 1, 1970. P_II requests should cite the author
and the Order Number as they appear in the citation.
(1) A microfiche is a transparent sheet of film. 105 x 148 mm in size. containing up to 72 pages
of information reduced to micro images (not to exceed 20:1 reduction).
iv
Avail: HMSO. Publications of Her Majesty's Stationery Office are sold in the U.S. by
British Information Services (BIS), New York City. The U.S. price (including a serv-
ice charge) is given, or a conversion table may be obtained from BIS.
Avail: National Lending Library, Boston Spa, England. Sold by this organization at the
price shown. (If none is given, an inquiry should be addressed to NLL)
Avail: ZLDI. Sold by the Aentralstelle fur Luftfahrtdokumentation und -Information,
Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, at the price shown in deutschmarks (DM).
Avail: Issuing Activity, or Corporate Author, or no indication of availability: Inquiries as to
the availability of these documents should be addressed to the organization shown
in the citation as the corporate author of the document.
Avail: U.S. Patent Office. Sold by Commissioner of Patents, U.S. Patent Office, at the
standard price of $50 each, postage free.
Other availabilities: If the publication is available from a source other than the above,
the publisher and his address will be displayed entirely on the availability line or in
combination with the corporate author line.
GENERAL AVAILABILITY
All publications abstracted in this bibliography are available to the public through the sources
as indicated in the STAR Entries and IAA Entries sections. It is suggested that the bibliog-
raphy user contact his own library or other local libraries prior to ordering any publication
inasmuch as many of the documents have been widely distributed by the issuing agencies,
especially NASA. A listing of public collections of NASA documents is included on the inside
back cover.
SUBSCRIPTION AVAILABILITY
This publication is available on subscription from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). The annual subscription rate for the monthly supplements, excluding the annual
cumulative index, is $18.00. All questions relating to subscriptions should be referred to the
NTI S.
AmericanI stituteofAeronautics
andAstronautics
TechnicalInformationService
750ThirdAve.
NewYork,N.Y.10017
ADDRESSES OF ORGANIZATIONS
British Information Service
845 Third Ave
New York, N.Y. 10022
Commissioner of Patents
U.S. Patent Office
Washington. DC. 20231
Defense Documentation Center
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
ESRO/ELDO Space Documentation Service
European Space Research Organization
114, av. de Neuilly
92-Neuilly-sur-Seine, France
Her Majesty's Stationery Office
P.O. Box 569, S.E. 1
London, England
NASA Scientific and Technical Information
Facility
P.O. Box 33
College Park, Maryland 20740
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Scientific and Technical Information
Office (KSI)
Washington, D.C. 20546
National Lending Library for Science
and Technology
Boston Spa, Yorkshire, England
National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Superintendent of Documents
U.S Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C 20402
University Microfilms, Inc.
A Xerox Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan _,8106
University Microfilms, Inc.
Tylers Green
London, England
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ACCESSION NUMBER---m- N71-12035"_ Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. East Hartford, Conn.
DEVELOPMENT OF MAINSHAFT SEALS FOR ADVANCED
TITLE
AUTHORS
CONTRACT
OR GRANT
REPORT
NUMBER
AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
" AIR BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS. PHASE 2 Final
Report
V. P. Povinelli and A H. McKibbin 23 Jun_970 122 p refs
I_"(Contract NAS3-7609)
_J i r _'(NASA-CR72737; PWA-3933) Avail: NTIS_=CSCL 21E
i I Two mainshaft face seal configurations for advanced
/ naq-rHrhinl= _nginA_ were dP,_ioned f_bricated and tested The seal
concepts incorporated lift geometries which used the relatNe motion
| between the primary seal surfaces to provide positive separation
| (film lubrication). One design (self-acting) with shrouded Rayleigh
J step lift pads operated with a gas film separating the sealing faces.
The other design (hydrodynamic) with a spiral groove geometry
operated with oil-film separation Tests of the gas-film seal
demonstrated the feasibility of operation at gas temperatures to
1200 F, pressure differentials to 250 psi. and sliding speeds to 450
ft/sec. Excellent correlations with analytically predicted performance
parameters were obtained. Face wear was less than 0.1 rail after
320 hours at an air temperature of 1000 F, a pressure differential
of 200 psi. and a sliding speed of 400 ft/sec. Average air leakage
during that test was 14 scfm. These operating conditions exceed
the capability of conventional contact seals and the air leakage is
1/10 that of a labyrinth seal. Testing of the oil-film seat revealed
an inadequate seal force balance, Author
CORPORATE
SOURCE
PUBUCATION
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AVAILABIUTY
SOURCE
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DOCUMENT
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AUTHORS J
1
_-- A71-10969 * # Sphere drag in near-frec-molecule hypersonic
flow. M. I. Kussoy, D. A. Stewart, and C. C. Horstman (NASA, Ames :
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.}. AIAA Journal, vol. 8, Nov.
1970, p. 2104, 2105. 9 refs.
Investigation of the drag coefficient of spheres at hypersonic
Mach numbers for near-free-molecule flow conditions. Sphere drag
data in the near-free-molecular regime for flow conditions close to
earth satellite conditions, obtained by using a free-flight technique in
the Ames 42-in. shock tunnel are tabulated, shown graphically, and
discussed. O.H.
AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
TITLE
AUTHOR'S
AFFIUATION
PUBUCATION
DATE
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IAA ENTRIES terms with respect to panel stability and postcritical response isdiscussed. (Author)
A71-22078 # Flutter analysis of rotating cylindrical shells
immersed in a circular helical f|owfield of air. A. V. Srinivasan
(United Aircraft Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Div., East
Hartford, Conn.). AIAA Joornal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 394-400. 13
refs.
The aeroelastic stability of a long, thin cylindrical shell with the
outer surface exposed to an inviscid, helical flow of air is
investigated. The cylinder behavior is described by classical shell
equations, whereas the aerodynamic forces are described by the
linearized potential theory. The approach that is used herein
examines the nature of stability of the system when the system is
"slightly" perturbed from its initial equilibrium state. In this paper,
numerical results are presented only for the special case of swirl flow
around a nonrotating shell, i.e., the axial flow velocity is set to zero.
These results indicate that traveling wave type of flutter can be
caused by coalescence of backward and forward traveling waves. Two
approximate theories are presented and the results are compared.
(Author)
A71-22080 *# Analysis of nonlinear panel flutter and re-
sponse under random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic loading.
Franklin E. Eastep (USAF, Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio) and Samuel C. Mclntosh, Jr. (Stanford University:
Stanford, Calif.). AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 411-418. 10
refs. Grant No. NGR-05-020-102.
Since the exact solution to yon K_rm_n's large deflection
equations is unknown, the Rayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton's variational principle is used to investigate nonlinear panel
flutter. Solution to this problem is given for (1) random excitation
and linear aerodynamic loading, and (2) nonlinear aerodynamic
loading alone. For 1, the limit-cycle oscillation is determined by
representing the modal amplitudes by a Fourier series and applying
the Galerkin averaging for the temporal solution. The existence of a
limit cycle is determined by investigating the stability of small
perturbations about the limit cycle solution. Random excitation
provided by a known pressure with spatial and temporal random
variation is introduced and treated. For 2, a two-dimensional panel
with aerodynamic loads obtained from nonlinear piston theory is
examined. A coupled set of quasi-linear second order differential
equations in time is derived for the modal amplitude. These
equations are then integrated from given initial conditions to provide
the panel motion versus time. The importance of various nonlinear
aerodynamic terms is assessed and the implication of the significant
A71-22081 *# Stochastic properties of turbulence excited
rotor blade vibrations. Gopal H. Gaonkar and Kurt H. Hohenemser
(Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.). (American /nstitute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Con-
ference, Tullahoma, Tenn., May 13-15, 1970, Paper 70-548.) AIAA
Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 419-424. 14 refs. Contract No. NAS
2-4151.
The developed analytical methods are applicable to the lin-
earized equations of blade motion up to high rotor advance ratios.
Rigid flapping blades with elastic flapping restraint are stipulated,
only vertical turbulence components are considered and the ratio of
turbulence scale length over rotor radius, L/R, is assumed to be large.
On the basis of computed threshold crossing expectations the blade
response can be described as a quasi narrow band random process
with small phase angle variance. The limiting case of infinite L/R is
easy to compute and to interpret and yields conservative values for
the mean square blade response. Numerical analysis for a slowed
unloaded rotor based on low altitude turbulence data indicates in the
absence of gust alleviating devices an appreciable probability of
excessive blade flapping or flap-bending. (Author)
A71-22083 # A theory of the high-aspect-ratio jet flap.
Keith P. Kerney (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). AIAA Journal,
vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 431_135. 8 refs. Contract No. AF
49(638)-1346.
The method of matched asymptotic expansions, which Van
Dyke used to formulate a lifting-line theory for high-aspect-ratio
wings, is applied to a wing with jet flap. The development differs
from Van Dyke's in that velocity components instead of the velocity
potential are the dependent variables, thin-airfoil approximations are
used throughout, and the jet flap is present. The theory is given for
the case of a flat elliptic wing with spanwise-uniform jet-momentum
coefficient and jet angle and the result is a simple equation for the
lift coefficient. Comparison with the results of two earlier finite-
aspect-ratio jet-flap theories shows close agreement. Certain approxi-
mations needed in the earlier theories to solve the integral equation
for the upwash induced by a semi-infinite lifting surface are avoided
by consistent use of the principle that, in the limit as the aspect ratio
becomes infinite, the change in lift due to induced incidence is much
smaller than the lift, so that the integral equation does not have to be
solved. (Author)
A71-22084 # Strong blowing into supersonic laminar flows
around two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies. G. R. Inger and G.
A. Gaitatzes (McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., Santa Monica,
Calif.). (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid
and Plasma Dynamics Conference, Los Angeles, Calif., June 24-26,
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1968, Paper 68-719.) AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 436-443.
23 refs. Research supported by the McDonnell Douglas Independent
Research and Development Fund.
Investigation of a generalized boundary-layer model of the flow
around high-speed slender bodies with surface mass transfer, for
injection rate s ranging from classical transpiration-cooled boundary-
layer values to very large rates where blowing momentum and
lateral pressure gradient effects are important. The model consists
of the usual boundary-layer axial momentum and energy equations
plus the inviscid form of the lateral (y) momentum equation; the
combined effects of viscosity, compressibility, lateral pressure
gradients, and three-dimensional transverse curvature with blowing
and viscous-inviscid interaction are considered. /kn approximate
integral-method solution of these equations is obtained and applied
to the case of uniform massive blowing on supersonic semlinfinite
wedges and cones where the dividing streamline becomes straight.
Results are presented for the blowing effect on the streamline
pattern, induced pressure field, and blown gas layer thickness,
including comparisons with available experimental data. (Author)
A71-22088 # Laminar boundary layer on a cone at in-
ocidence in supersonic flow. R. R. Boericke (General Electric Co.,
Re-Entry and Environmental Systems Div., Philadelphia, Pa.).
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 8th, New York N.Y., Jan. 19-21, 1970, Paper
70-48.) AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 462-468. 39 refs.
Research supported by the General Electric Co.
Results of three-dimensional boundary layer calculations for a
pointed cone are presented and extensive comparisons with experi-
mental data are made. Using a similarity transformation first
proposed by F. K. Moore, the explicit dependence of the equations
on axial position is removed. A further transformation is made to
remove a singularity at the leeward symmetry plane. The resulting
equations, in two independent variables, are then solved with an
implicit finite difference technique by marching around the cone
from the windward to the leeward symmetry plane. For the first
time, comparisons of the theory with test data are given. These
demonstrate the validity of the approach and include cases with large
cross flow. The comparisons include heat transfer, pitot probe
measurements, separation line location, and effects of blowing. A
technique for computing the edge properties from an experimental
pressure distribution is developed. Heat transfer measurements are
predicted to within 6% using this technique. The comparisons with
experimental data demonstrate that the boundary layer equations, in
similarity form, provide an adequate representation of the viscous
flow over most of the cone surface, although the physical model
breaks" down near the leeward symmetry plane. Together with a
numerical procedure (such as Moretti's) for solving the inviscid flow,
this approach can be used with confidence to predict viscous flow
properties on cones at angle of attack within the region of validity of
the usual boundary layer assumptions. (Author)
A71-22089 # Investigation of inlectant properties on jet
penetration in a supersonic stream. R. E. Reichenbach (Aerospace
Corp., El Segundo; U.S: Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.)
and K. P. Horn (Aerospace Corp., Plasma Research Laboratory, El
Segundo, Calif.). AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 469-472. 17
refs. Contract No. AF 04(695)-69-C-0066.
Experimental investigation of the effect of liquid properties on
secondary injection from a single small-diameter nozzle in a
supersonic stream. Normal penetration of liquid jets was inferred
from scattered-light and schlieren photographs. Primary flows with
incident Mach number of 2.8 and 4.0 were produced in a 4 x 4-in.
blowdown wind tunnel. Data on normal penetration of room-
temperature water were used to extend published correlations to
lower injection pressure ratios. The effect of vapor pressure on
penetration was investigated by injecting superheated water and
acetone. Penetration height was correlated with injection pressure
ratio for superheated liquid injection; these data were compared with
room-temperature results. Vapor pressure breakup outside of the
spray nozzle had little effect on the penetration height. Liquid
viscosity and surface tension were varied over a wide range of
conditions; neither property affected the penetration height for flow
in the acceleration-wave breakup regime. (Author)
A71-22090 * # Comparison of free-flight experimental results
with theory on the nonlinear aerodynamic effects of bluntness for
slender cones at Mach number 17. Gerald N. Malcolm and John V.
Rakich (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.).
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, A tmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Tullahoma, Tenn., May 13-15, 1970,
Paper 70-554.) AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 473-478. 19 refs.
Study of the aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones,
using free-flight tests of blunted 12.5 deg cones at Mach 17 and 18
together with the results of recent theoretical calculations. Con-
ventional wind-tunnel tests for 1O-deg cones at Mach 10.6 were also
included. Results of comparisons show that there is a strong
dependence of the initial moment-curve slope on nose bluntness.
This dependence is accurately predicted by recent theoretical
calculations using the method of characteristics both at zero angle of
attack and at angles up to 5 deg. Some disagreement between theory
and experiment is observed for low bluntness ratios. Strong
nonlinearities in the pitching moment curve with angle of attack
occur for blunted cones. The lift coefficient varies with bluntness
and angle of attack in a manner similar to the pitching moment
variation. T.M.
A71-22091 * # Experimental investigation of the mean flow
of the laminar supersonic cone wake. Dennis K. McLaughlin
(Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla.), James E. Carter
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.), Morton Finston
(MIT, Cambridge, Mass.), and J. Alan Forney (NASA, Manned Space
Flight Center, Aerophysics Div., Huntsville, AIM.). AIAA Journal, vol.
9, Mar. 1971, p. 479-484. 25 refs. Contract No. AF
44(620)-69-C-0013.
Experimental study of the mean flow of the near wake of a
sharp, 7 deg half-angle, adiabatic cone at Mach number 4.3 and
freestream Reynolds numbers of 40,600 and 94,300. The cone was
supported by a five-degree-of-freedom magnetic model suspension
system. Measurements were made of pitot pressure, static pressure
(using both cone and cone-cylinder static pressure probes), and
recovery temperature of a hot-film probe in the near-wake region
between the model and six model diameters downstream. This
enabled the flow regions to be mapped and a complete determination
to be made of the flowfield properties at the measurement stations
excluding the interior region of the recirculation bubble. The near
wake was fully laminar at a Reynolds number of 40,600. and at the
higher Reynolds number of 94,300 the flow downstream of the
recirculation region underwent transition to turbulence. When
compared with hypersonic cone wake measurements, it was shown
that the recirculation region was two or three times longer at the
lower Mach number, and the pressure overshoot peculiar to the
hypersonic cone wake was not found in the present measurements.
(Author)
A71-22097 * # Mach disk in underexpanded exhaust plumes.
Michael Abbett (Aerotherm Corp., Mountain View, Calif.).
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, 8th, New York, N.Y., Jan. 19-21, 1970, Paper
70-231.) AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 512-514. NASA-
supported research.
Theory which predicts when and where a Mach disk forms in an
underexpanded exhaust plume. The flowfield is qualitatively divided
into two subregions-a quasi-one-dimensional core flow and the outer
flow. The expansion waves from the exhaust plane reflect as
compression waves which coalesce to form the intercepting shock.
The integrated effect of the compression waves can result in the need
downstream for a very strong adverse axial pressure gradient. The
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supercritical (supersonic) core flow, interacting with the supersonic
outer flow, cannot smoothly generate this adverse axial pressure
gradient, but rather jumps to a subcritical (subsonic) state via a
strong shock, the Mach disk. The Mach disk location is quantitatively
determined by the requirement that the subsonic core flow must pass
smoothly through a throat-like region, thereby becoming supersonic.
Quantitative results are presented to illustrate the interaction and to
verify the theory. (Author)
A71-22098 # Forces on an indined circular cylinder in
supercritical flow. W. J. Bootte (Avco Corp., Avco Systems Div.,
Wilmington, Mass.). AIAA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 514-516.
A semiempirical method for estimating supercritical force
coefficients at low cross Mach numbers consistent with the observed
behavior is presented. An element of an infinite circular cylinder
inclined at an angle of attack to the flow is considered. It is assumed
that in turbulent flow the boundary layer exhibits negligible cross
flow with respect to the inviscid streamlines. An empirical expression
describing the pressure drag of elliptic sections in fully turbulent
flow is presented, and a graph is obtained showing the pressure drag
in supercritical flow as a function of chord/thickness ratio. A
comparison of theoretical and experimental values for cross-flow
force coefficient as a function of angle of attack shows excellent
agreement. G.R.
A71-22103 # Bounds for the torsional rigidity of heated
beams. Bruno A. Boley (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). A/AA
Journal vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 524, 525. 8 refs. Navy-supported
research.
It is pointed out that the simplest such bound can be obtained
by recalling that the thermoelastic stress in a beam under arbitrary
temperature distributions cannot exceed a value proportional to the
maximum temperature difference within a cross section. Exact and
approximate bounds are compared. The four thin doubly symmetri-
cal cross*sectional shapes analyzed by Van der Neut (1958) for
chord-wise temperature distributions are used for a discussion of the
results. G.R.
A71-22108 *# Numerical solution of boundary-layer flows
with massive blowing. Philip R. Nachtsheim and Michael J. Green
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Thermal Protection Branch, Moffett
Field, Calif.). A/AA Journal, vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 533-535.9 refs.
For the case of blowing into boundary layers in stagnation
regions, there is a dividing streamline where the oncoming flow is
stopped by the injected flow. A method that incorporates the
dividing streamline as the origin of coordinates is presented. The
similarity variable is retained as the independent variable. With no
blowing the dividing streamline coincides with the wall, and the
coordinate system introduced reduces to the usual ones. Calculations
performed using the proposed direct numerical method indicate that
it is possible to integrate the boundary-layer equations under
conditions of massive blowing irrespective of the value of the
blowing parameter. Unlike the usual numerical methods, the pro-
posed method actually converges to the solution more rapidly as the
value of the blowing parameter increases. G.R.
A71-22109 # Hypersonic strong interaction flow over an
inclined surface. T. K. Chattopadhyay and C. M. Rodkiewicz
(Alberta, University, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada). AIAA Journal,
vol. 9, Mar. 1971, p. 535-537.5 refs.
The solution considered uses an asymptotic expansion in powers
of the hypersonic interaction parameter to reduce the boundary-
layer equations to a sequence of ordinary differential equations. The
flowfield above an inclined plate in hypersonic viscous flow is
examined. Zero-order equations obtained are solved by an iterative
method. Some results are presented for Pr = 1 and 0.72 with
different thermal conditions on the plate. G.R.
A71-22111 # New information on the two-dimensional jet
interaction problem. William J. Thayer, III (Boeing Scientific
Research Laboratories, Seattle, Wash.). A/AA Journal, vol. 9, Mar.
1971, p. 539-541.8 refs.
The two-dimensional flowfield considered results from the
injection of a highly underexpanded jet from a converging slot nozzle
perpendicular to a supersonic airstream. The boundary layer on the
flat surface upstream of the nozzle is turbulent. An investigation of
the two-dimensional, transverse injection flowfield has been carried
out preliminary to supersonic combustion experiments in this
flowfield. Hydrogen, helium and nitrogen have been injected
perpendicular to a supersonic stream. Wall static pressure, concentra-
tion, and temperature measurements have been made upstream of
these jets. G.R.
A71-22112 Cessna Citation - First of the mini-fans. Ralph
Piper. Business and Commercial Aviation, vol. 28, Mar. 1971, p.
42-51.
Description of the design features, performance characteristics,
systems, and flight evaluation of a business jet. The Citation twin jet
has great versatility provided by the combination of a 400-mph-plus
jet-style cruise and the airfield traits of a light twin. It's low wing
provides a built-in ground cushion for touchdown at 80-85 knots.
The jet will get into and out of over 800 airports that are inaccessible
to most other business jets. The aircraft is easy to operate and
routine to maintain. The Citation will be sold factory-direct from a
series of sales-service centers to be set up in various parts of the US
and possibly one in Europe. M.M.
A71-22276 Simulation of a commercial satellite system in
order to analyze the cost effectiveness of the system - Study of the
Dioscures project (Simulation d'un syst_me de satellites d'application
en rue de I'analysa coQt_-,fficacit6 de ce syst_me - Etude du projet
Dioscures). B. Boucher de la Rupelle and C. Ganier. L'A_ronautique
et/'Astronautique, no. 25, 1971, p. 63-70. In French.
Description of a cost-effectiveness study by simulation methods
of the Dioscures project, which involves systems of telecom-
munications, air traffic control, and navigation by satellites. In
particular, the number of launchings to be predicted as a function of
the reliability of satellites is determined, as well as the choice of a
policy for replacing these satellites. An attempt is made to show the
advantages of such a method which, in addition to the accuracy of
the data obtained, makes possible the study of several variants.
F.R.L.
A71-22278 Hypersonic aerodynamics (A_rodynamique
hypersonique). J. P. Gilly (Toulouse, Universit6, Toulouse, France),
L. Rosenthal, and Y. Semezis (Soci_t_ Nationale Industriene A(_ro-
spetiale, Paris, France). Paris, Gauthier-Villars Editeur, 1970. 302 p.
194 refs. In French.'$11.75.
The purpose of this text is to inform and guide the aero-
dynamicist concerned with pilot projects which involve a hypersonic
phase. In order to give a preliminary view of the field, the principal
characteristics of hypersonic aerodynamics are given, with emphasis
on their subsonic and supersonic origins. Concepts of aerothermo-
chemistry are discussed, as well as equations of fluid dynamics,
methods of calculation of hypersonic flows, the transfer of heat by
convection, and heat transfer by radiation of gas. In an annex, some
phenomena of wave interaction of boundary shock layers are
discussed, the importance of which is particularly great at high Mach
numbers, as well as at relatively low Reynolds numbers, and more so
in the laminar than in the turbulent regime. F.R.L
A71-22372 # Approximate method for solving problems of
aerodynamics of rarefied gases (Priblizhennyi metod resheniia zadach
aerodinamiki razrezhennykh gazov). V. I. Skakauskas. Leningradskii
Universitet, Vestnik, Matematika, Mekhanika, Astronomiia, vol. 25,
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Oct. 1970, p. 93-110.8 refs. In Russian.
A method is developed for the approximate description of the
steady motion of a rarefied gas consisting of Maxwellian molecules
diffusely interacting with a surface. Applications to specific problems
are presented in order to demonstrate the proposed method. One of
these problems pertains to the flow around bodies of a rarefied gas
filling the whole space. The other problem is concerned with an
arbitrary, spherically symmetrical molecular interaction potential.
Unsteady motion is also considered. M.V.E.
A71-22405 /i Determination of conical shock waves by the
Pad_-Shanks method (D_termination des ondes de ehoe eoniques par
la m_thode de Pad_*Shanks). M. Bausset (Coll_ge Scientifique
Universitaire, Perpignan, France). (Conf#rence Nationale de 114#-
carrique Appliquge, Bucharest, Rumama, June 23-27, 1969.) Revue
Roumaine des Sciences Techniques, S6rie de Mgcanique Appfiqu#e,
vol. 16, no. 1, 1971, p. 3-23. In French.
Study of the shape of a shock wave attached to the vertex of a
cone of revolution or an elliptic cone moving steadily in a perfect gas
at a high velocity. Using the Pad#-Shanks method of fractional
approximations, the case of a cone at zero angle of attack is
considered, as well as the case of a cone at an angle of attack and the
case of a yawing cone. The results are presented explicitly both for
cones of revolution and for arbitrary cones of second degree. The
limiting angle of attack, beyond which relaxation occurs, is deter
mined. A.B.K.
A71-22409 # Turbulent inflow into a convergent axisym-
metric nozzle (Die turbulente Einlaufstr6mung in eine konvergente
rotationssymmetrische Dose). H Limberg (Deutsche Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Institut fur angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik,
Berlin, East Germany). (Conf#rence Nationale de M#canique Ap-
pliqu#e, Bucharest, Rumania, June 23-27, 1969.) Revue Roumaine
des Sciences Techniques, S#rie de M#eanique Appliqu#e, vol. 16, no.
1, 1971, p. 57 80. 10 refs. In German.
Investigation of the turbulent flow in the initial section of a
convergent axisymmetric nozzle on the basis of the logarithmic
velocity law. The velocity is regarded as constant in the inlet cross
section, while in the middle of the nozzle potential flow is assumed.
The friction layer on the nozzle wall is regarded as turbulent from
the inlet cross section on. In the inlet region the wall shear stress, the
boundary layer thickness, and the potential flow velocity in the
middle of the nozzle, which figure in the logarithmic law, are
unknown functions of the path length, which must be determined
with the aid of the continuity and momentum integral theorem, and
with the aid of the condition of steady connection of the velocity at
the edge of the boundary layer to the velocity of the potential flow
in the middle of the nozzle. The mathematical formulation leads to
an ordinary first-order initial value problem, the distinguishing
feature of which lies in the fact that explicitly given functions do not
appear on the right-hand side of the differential equation; these
functions can be determined only during the course of the
calculations, partly from series expansions, and partly from a
transcendental resolvent equation. A.B.K.
A71-22470 Unloading the ATC system. Glen A, Gilbert
(Glen A Gilbert and Associates). CATCA Journal, Fall 1970, p.
13-19.
Analysis of ATC system capability problems which points to
certain deficiencies which cause inefficiency in airport and airspace
utilization. The system elements contributing to these deficiencies
basically involve airporls, the air vehicles, procedures, air/ground
equipment, and the controller-pilot human element, Major attention
is given to area navigation (RNAV). Three-dimensional RNAV can
substantially reduce the likelihood of midair collisions. Incorporation
of a fourth dimension (time) further enhances the applicability of
3-D RNAV. Advanced ATC applications amd the traffic mix are
discussed. F.R.L.
A71-22582 Unsteady flow past a flat plate normal to the
direction of motion. Sadatoshi Taneda and Hiroyuki Honji (Kyushu
University, Fukuoka, Japan). Physical Society of Japan, Journal, vol.
30, Jan. 1971, p. 262-272. 17 refs.
Experimental investigation, using flow-visualization techniques,
of the development of the separated flow past a flat plate which was
started from rest either impulsively or with uniform acceleration.
The flow is irrotational initially, and the onset of separation takes
place at the two edges of a plate. The symmetrical twin vortices are
always formed at small times no matter how large the Reynolds
number may be. The length of the wake bubble is nearly propor-
tional to (Ut/d) to the 2/3 power, or (at squared/d) to the 2/3 power
at small values of (nu t/d squared), U being the plate speed, t the
time from the start, d the plate length, a the acceleration, and nu the
kinematic viscosity. The length of the symmetrical wake bubble
exceeds 4.1 plate lengths at ad cubed/nu squared = 4200. F.R.L.
A71-22592 The channel wing - An answer to the STOL
problem. E. F. 8bck (Oklahoma, University, Norman, Okla.). Shelf
Aviation News, no. 392, 1971, p. 2 7.
Review of the possibilities of the channel wing aircraft as a
means of reducing the direct operating costs of power-augmented lift
STOL aircraft. The present Custer Channel Wing Aircraft, which has
five seats and a maximum gross weight of 5000 Ib, and is powered by
two hp Continental engines, is described. The aerodynamic theory of
the channel wing is outlined; it takes advantage of the Bernoulli
principle The main advantage the channel wing concept has over
other power augmented lift STOL concepts is its simplicity. It can be
built with less moving parts than a CTOL aircraft because it does not
reqube flaps; only the additional channel structure is needed, and
this is not movable. F.R.L.
A71-22595 Vibration strain on aircraft engine hooped
turbine blades. L. N. Rzhavin, N. I. Opalikhin, and V. V. Matveev
(Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Problem Prochnosti,
Kiev, Ukrainian SSR). (Problemy Prochnosti, vol. 2, Feb. 1970, p.
3-7.) Strength of Materials, Feb. 1970, p. 107-111. Translation.
Results of an experimental study of the vibration stress of a new
type of construction of shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades, using
various methods of joining the shrouds. On the basis of a tensometric
analysis of these blades on a working engine, it is found that setting
up paired blades with a fixed tension along the shrouds ensures
minimum vibration stress on the blades during vibrations in the first
flexural mode under all conditions of operation of the engine. A.B.K.
A71-22610 Digital ICs + VOR = simpler navigation. Ivars
Breikss (Honeywell, Inc., Denver, Colo.). Electronics, vol. 44, Mar.
15, 1971, p. 80-84.
A new converter-indicator for the VOR navigation system which
uses ICs almost exclusively is considered. This design, in which the
standard d'Arsonval meter indicator is replaced by a direct numeric
readout using light-emitting diodes, is smaller and lighter than
conventional types, consumes less power, and offers about a tenfold
improvement in reliability. Further, it can be produced and sold for
less than the least costly standard system. The advantages of the new
system for a pilot in navigating from one point to annrhPr are
discussed. Design and operational details of the new device are
considered giving attention to the timing diagram. G.R.
A71-22633 Some problems of the strength and durabilit_
of turboprop engines of high reliabiliW. V. I. Omel'chenko
(Problemy Proehnosti, vol. 2, Mar. 1970, p. 68-74.) Strength o
Materials, Mar. 1970, p. 275-280. Translation.
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Discussion of certain problems concerning deficiencies in the
performance of turboprop engines and possible extension of their
service life. For eliminating these deficiencies, special programs of
accelerated tests are necessary. A method is proposed for determin-
ing a multivariable regressive relation between the failure rate and the
rigidity of usage regimes. On this basis, a common program of
accelerated aviation tests can be established. Z.W,
A71-22652 # Determination of the basic dimensions of a
multielement mechanism with drive angles least deflecting from
ninety degrees (Opredelenie osnovnykh razmerov mnogozvennogo
mekhanizma s uglami peredachi, naimenee otkloniaiushchimisia ot
devianosta gradusov). V. O. Fokin. Mashinostroenie, no. 1, 1971, p.
87-91. In Russian.
Design of a multielement flap mechanism taking into considera-
tion three positions of its three working sections. It is found that in
spite of the implementation of the given motion law, the mechanism
obtained possesses drive angles which deflect least fPom 90 deg over
the entire deflection range of the working sections. Z.W.
A71-22678 Determination of atmospheric parameters in
the transition range at altitudes 80-120 km. E. N. Golubev, V. V.
Mikhnevich. and lu. M. Trishina. (Kosrnicheskie Issledovaniia, vol. 8,
May-June 1970, p. 467-470.) Cosmic Research, vol. 8, May-June
1970, p. 431-434. 6 refs. Translation.
Discussion of a procedure for calculating the parameters of an
unperturbed atmosphere from measurements performed at the
surface of a bluntbody moving at hypersonic speeds under various
aerodynamic conditions (from continuous to free-molecular flow).
The procedure was developed on the basis of experimental data
obtained with a geophysical rocket, aimed at determining the
conditions occurring at the surface of the body (which must be
known in order to determine the atmospheric parameters). The
influence on the flow conditions of such factors as the configuration
and velocity of the body, the flight altitude, and stagnation
temperature was determined in wind-tunnel experiments. Corrections
for the influence of changes in the Reynolds number on the flow
conditions were computed on the basis of the Navier-Stokes
equations. V.P.
A71-22717 Test instrume,.itation for an F-111 static test
airframe. Donald K. I_et_f (General Dynamics Corp., Convair Div.,
San Diego, Calif.). In: Instrument Society of America, Annual
Conference, 25th, Philadelphia, Pa., October 26-29, 1970, Proceed-
ings. Part 2. Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of
America (Advances in Instrumentation. Volume 25. Part 2), 1970, p.
625.1-625.6.
The primary purposes of test instrumentation on the F-111
static test airframe are to monitor test load parameters and to
measure certain parameters of structural behavior. The application of
electronic computers for data acquisition and data processing
facilitates simultaneous use of a large number of measurement
transducers. Four hundred data channels of strain, load, and
deflection are scanned and recorded on magnetic tape within one
second. Some of these test data are also visually displayed and
recorded on X-Y plotters, and immediate printout in numerical
engineering units is available by playback of the magnetic tape
through a processor located in the data station. The strain gages
recorded for each specified test condition are selected from
approximately 2500 installations on the aircraft. A Land-line
network connects transducers from the three component testing
areas to 800 signal conditioners in the data station. (Author)
A71-22719 High temperature dynamic strain gage evalua-
tion system. John M. Hudson (General Electric Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio). In: Instrument Society of America, Annual Conference, 25th,
Phiiadelphia, Pa., October 26-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 2.
Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of America (Advances
in Instrumentation. Volume 25. Part 2), 1970, p. 628.1-628.8.
A test program was initiated to define the high temperature
dynamic precision, life, and environmental limitations of Karma
strain gages installed with flame sprayed alumina. The gages are to be
used in connection with gas turbine design and development which
requires strain measurement at temperatures up to 1800 F. Design
requirements are examined. A deflection controlled system is used in
order to obtain the necessary accuracy. Test beam configuration,
loading system, and heating system are described. It is pointed out
that a computer program is available for calculating the interaction
of temperature, strain, and deflection. The measurements conducted
are discussed taking into consideration an accuracy analysis. G.R.
A71-22725 Strain level counter for monitoring aircraft
fatigue. David E. Weiss (U.S. Naval Material Command, Naval Air
Development Center, Warminster, Pa.). In: Instrument Society of
America, Annual Conference, 25th, Philadelphia, Pa., October 26-29,
1970, Proceedings. Part 2. Pittsburgh, Instru-
ment Society of America (Advances in Instrumentation. Volume 25.
Part 2), 1970, p. 646.1-646,4.
This paper describes the specifications, development and con-
struction of a Strain Level Counter which presents counts of the
number of times that each of four strain levels has been exceeded.
The system has two major component, c' 11_ a strain sensor, mounted
in the critical structural area, which develops a voltage proportional
to the strain; and (2) an indicator unit which houses all the solid
state circuitry necessar¢ to energize the sensor mid condition its
output. The output, after appropriate filtering, is displayed visually
on four electro-mechanical counters. Overall accuracy is estimated to
be within 5%. Laboratory tests have been completed; flight tests are
planned. Based on the laboratory tests, the system is completely
developed for use in such obvious applications as monitoring strains
in bridges, towers, and other ground-based structures and vehicles.
Flight testing will be necessary for qualification for use in aircraft.
(Author)
A71-22726 Remote test site computation of complex
engine inlet dynamic parameters using an analog computer. E. L.
Smith and P. t11. Fleetwood (McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.).
In: Instrument Society of America, Annual Conference, 25th,
Philadelphia, Pa., October 26-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 2.
Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of America (Advances
in Instrumentation. Volume 25. Part 2), 1970, p. 647.1-647.9.
A system to provide real time computation and display of
complex engine inlet distortion parameters which are computed from
a large number of dynamic pressure data signals, was successfully
implemented, using integrated circuit operational amplifiers as the
primary analog computational elements, Pratt and Whitney engine
parameters in use at the time are shown and hardware diagrams of
the computational circuitry are explained. It is shown how the
system provided flagging pulses to the raw data tapes for subsequent
digitization and computer analysis of "worst case' data, with resultant
improvement in test data at significant savings in time and money.
(Author)
A71-22727 * The design, construction, and operation of
Purdue University's new Combustion Research Laboratory. C. M.
Ehresman (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.). In: Instrument
Society of America, Annual Conference, 25th, Philadelphia, Pa.,
October 26-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 2.
Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of America (Advances in Instrumen-
tation. Volume 25. Part 2), 1970, p, 648.1-648.12. Grant No.
NsG(f)-21.
This building complex consists of a Test Cell Building, a Control
Building housing the laboratory control and data acquisition system
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and an instrumentation service area, and Propellant Storage Build-
ings. The instrumentation system is designed to provide the wide
range of capability needed to support the fundamental research
objectives required of this laboratory. The data acquisition system
consists of three basic elements: a 40-channel digital data system
having a taped output compatible with the IBM 7094 or the CDC
6500 computers available at the university's Computer Science
Center, a 14-channel analog tape system with provisions for tape
playback to the oscillograph or the digital data system; and, for
direct analog data readout, a 36-channel oscillograph and nine
high-speed strip chart recorders. Data-system calibration techniques
are designed for propulsion-oriented experiments. M.M.
A71-22728 # Application of total-head and flow-rate
adapters for determining the density and velocity of a rarefied gas
flow (Ispol'zovanie nasadka polnogo napora i raskhodnogo nasadka
dlia opredeleniia plotnosti i skorosti potoka razrezhennogo gaza). M.
V. Prochukhaev. Inzhenerno-Fizicheskii Zhurnal, vol. 19, Dec. 1970,
p. 998-1001.5 refs. In Russian.
Experimental investigation of the density and velocity of a
rarefied gas flow within the range of freestream Mach numbers from
3.1 to 9.0 and freestream Reynolds numbers from 45 to 1500. The
results obtained are tabulated and discussed. In addition, experi-
mentally determined transverse density and velocity profiles within
the isentropic flow core region are presented. O.H.
A71-22768 Static pressure measurement. Marshall H.
Brenner (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.). In: Instrument Society of
America, International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium,
16th, Seattle, Wash., May 11-13, 1970, Tutorial Proceedings.
Edited by J. D. Chalupnik, J. E. Jorgensen, and
B. Washburn. Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of America (Funda-
mentals of Aerospace Instrumentation. Volume 3), 1970, p. 1-16.
It is the objective of the included series of tables and graphs to
provide the instrument user with pertinent performance information
on select pressure instruments. The select pressure instruments are
those generally applicable to aircraft instrumentation and calibration
requirements, the more accurate instruments (for calibration and
on-line use) and for the most part represent the latest generation of
'old principle' instruments. (Author)
A71-22770 Altitude rate generation. Merlin H. Wiese
(Boeing Co., Renton, Wash.). In: Instrument Society of America,
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, 16th, Seattle,
Wash., May 11-13, 1970, Tutorial Proceedings.
Edited by J. D. Chalupnik, J. E. Jorgensen, and B. Washburn.
Pittsburgh, Instrument Society of America (Fundamentals of Aero-
space Instrumentation. Volume 3), 1970, p. 24-30.
Altitude rate generation as distinguished from linear pressure
rate is required in the aerospace industry for functional test of
various aircraft instruments, including Rate-of-Climb Indicators,
Rate-of-Climb Switches and Central Air Data Computers. Several
methods of generating altitude rates have been tried but, in general,
are unsatisfactory due to basic inaccuracies. A new system consisting
of a Hawker Siddeley Dynamics automatic test station, combined
with two Schwien manometers has been developed for use at The
Boeing Company, Renton. This system meets the altitude rate
generation requirements of 100 ft/min to 30,000 ft/min, with an
accuracy ot plus or mmus I_o. iAumori
A71-22779 * # Nuclear power for surface effect vehicle and
aircraft propulsion. Frank E. Rom (NASA, lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio). American /nstitute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Annua/ Meeting, 7th, Houston, Tex., Oct. 19-22, 1970,
Paper 70-1221. 22 p. 8 refs.
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Preliminary results of an economic study that indicates the
potential application of nuclear surface effect vehicles and aircraft
for carrying transoceanic commerce in the post 1980 time period are
presented. A summary of recent encouraging mobile nuclear reactor
safety experiments for high speed impacts is also presented. The
results of the economic study indicate that there would be a
potential need for about 1500 nuclear surface effect vehicles of
10,000 tons gross weight with a speed of 100 knots to handle
transoceanic commerce if the shipping cost would be about 1 to 2
cents per ton mile. The study indicates that nuclear powered surface
effect vehicles may have the ability to carry cargo at rates less than 2
cents per ton mile. Subsonic nuclear aircraft with a gross weight of
1000 tons may be able to carry cargo at the rate of 4 to 5 cents per
ton mile. Very large subsonic nuclear aircraft of the order of 10,000
tons in gross weight may be able to carry cargo at rates less than 2
cents per ton mile. It would take a fleet of 500 such aircraft to
handle transoceanic trade that would be economically feasible to
carry at 1 to 2 cents per ton mile in 1980. (Author)
A71-22788 Conversion of large schlieren systems to holo-
graphic visualization systems. J. D. Trolinger (ARO, Inc., Arnold Air
Force Station, Tenn.), W. M. Farmer, and R. A. Belz (Tennessee,
University, Tullahoma, Tenn.). In: Instrument Society of America,
'International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, 15th, Las
Vegas, Nev., May 5-7, 1969, Tutorial Proceedings.
Edited by B. Washburn. Pittsburgh, Instrument
Society of America (Fundamentals of Aerospace Instrumentation.
Volume 2), 1969, p. 89-96.11 refs.
Results of an experimental and theoretical study in the
application of holographic visualization in operational wind tunnels
and test facilities are discussed. The study revealed that optical
requirements for image holography were similar to those for
conventional schlieren and further, that a natural conversion from
conventional schlieren to holographic visualization exists. A twenty-
inch diameter, single pass, schlieren system was converted for
holographic visualization and applied successfully to wind tunnel
studies. With this system, holograms are produced which are used to
provide three-dimensional photography, variable focus shadowgraph,
variable knife edge schlieren, and variable fringe interferometry, all
from a single photographic plate. The problems encountered in the
conversion are discussed, and examples of the data output are shown.
(Author)
A71-22799 # Stability of a rotor in polycentric bearings
with gas lubrication (K voprosu ob ustoichivosti rotora v mnogo-
tsentrovykh podshipnikakh s gazovoi smazkoi). V. N. Drozdovich
(Leningradskii Institut Tochnoi Mekhaniki i Optiki, Leningrad,
USSR). Priborostroeoie, vol. 13, no. 11,1970, p. 98-101. In Russian.
Theoretical study of the stability of an unloaded pin in a radial
bearing with an arbitrary periodic profile. The purpose of the study
is to determine the effect of the geometry of the carrying surface of
a radial gas-dynamical bearing on the stability of the central position
of a rotor in a dynamic equilibrium without a radial load. Complex
equations of small forward oscillations of a pin are derived from an
equation describing a linearized gas lubrication model. The equations
are used in an analysis of the oscillations of a pin about a central
position in a state of dynamic equilibrium. Conditions of asymptotic
stability are determined for this pin. V.Z.
A71-22811 * # Concepts for cost reduction on turbine engines
for general aviation. Robert L. Cummings and Harold Gold (NASA,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). Society of Manufacturing
Engineers and American Society for Nondestructive Testing, Western
Metal and Tool Exposition Conference, Los Angeles, Cafif., Mar.
8-I I, 1971, Paper. 22 p.
Preliminary results of gas-turbine engine design and fabrication
studies conducted to evaluate possible engine-cost reductions for
general aviation aircraft. Topics considered include (1) engine cycle
A71-22942
analyses and aircraft performance studies relating to cost-
performance tradeoffs, (2) proposed engine configurations, (3) a
fabrication development program intended to establish new com-
pressor and turbine construction methods, (4) production of
experimental models, (5) a new hydromechanical fuel control
system, and (6) the development of low-cost accessories. T.M.
A71-22851 Stability of a stratified free shear layer. S. A.
Maslowe and J. M. Thompson (Lockheed-California Co., Burbank,
Calif.). Physics of Fluids, vol. 14, Mar. 1971, p. 453-458. 10 refs.
The stability of the laminar mixing region between two uniform
streams is investigated by numerically solving the linear sixth-order
equation for the disturbance amplitude function. This equation
includes the effects of both viscosity and heat-conduction and is,
therefore, regular at the critical point, where the mean flow velocity
and disturbance phase speed are equal. Both the neutral stability
curve and curves of constant amplification rate are computed for
various Richardson numbers. The results show that the damping
effects of diffusion are quite small and, therefore, that the
Richardson number is the dominant parameter governing the
stability of the flow. Streamlines are computed for neutral distur-
bances and it is found that, in the inviscid limit for long waves, the
flow pattern approaches the configuration obtained previously by
Taylor in his study of a discontinuous three-layer model. (Author)
A71-22858 * # Propagation of sonic booms and other weak
nonlinear waves through turbulence. A. _. George and Kenneth J.
Plotkin (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.). Physics of F/uids, vol. 14,
Mar. 1971, p. 548-554. 20 refs. Grant No. NGR-33-010-054.
The structure of weak shocks propagating over long distances
through turbulence modeled by sound speed fluctuations is investi-
gated. The equilibrium wave shape is governed by a balance between
nonlinear steepening and a dissipative mechanism due to acoustic
scattering of high-frequency energy out of the incident wave
direction. This scattered energy appears as perturbations arriving
behind the shock. For conditions representative of sonic boom and
explosion wave propagation over long distances the mean wave
structure is governed by a Burgers" equation similar to that describing
viscous shocks, the difference being that parameters describing the
turbulent scattering appear in the dissipative term. The theoretical
predictions agree in order of magnitude with experiments on
atmospheric propagation of sonic boom and explosion waves.
(Author)
A71-22889 The effects of metallic coatings on the fatigue
properties of high strength steels. Edward J. Jankowsky, Joseph
Viglione, and Sara J. Ketcham (U.S. Naval Material Command, Naval
Air Development Center, Warminster. Pa.). National Association of
Corrosion Engineers, National Meeting, Chicago, IlL, Mar. 22-26,
1971, Paper 23. 15 p. 8 refs.
Summary of work done in this area, with presentation of
comparative quantitative data which can be used as design criteria.
The effect of chromium plating on the fatigue properties of high
strength 4340 steel, shot peening effects on the fatigue properties of
chromium plated high strength steels for use at temperatures up to
1000 F, and the effects of plasma sprayed coatings, electroless nickel
and aluminum coatings on steels are described. F.R.L.
A71-22890 # Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B. Aircraft Engi-
neering, vol. 43, Feb. 1971. p. 6-8, 10-16 (8 ff.).
The Trident 3B is the fourth member of the Trident family and
the third to enter service with B.E.A., who have ordered twenty-six
of the new aircraft. The flight test program conducted is discussed.
The investigation included a test of the performance of the aircraft in
conditions of high temperature and high humidity. It is pointed out
that the Trident 3B is the first airliner to incorporate a booster
engine as an integral part of the design. Aspects of the installation
and the operation of the booster engine are discussed. G.R.
A71-22891 The responsibility of air traffic controllers -
Disciplinary procedure (La responsebilit6 des contr6leurs de le
navigation a_rienne - ProcEdure disciplinaire). R.-A. Loosli. Revue
G#ndrale de FAir et de I'Espace, vol. 33, no. 4, 1970, p. 376-390. 47
refs. In French.
Study of the legal responsibility which might devolve on flying
control services, and its limits. The problem resides in the nature of
the relationships between operating personnel in the aircraft and the
flying control personnel. The sanctions which apply to aircrew are
briefly discussed. Air traffic controllers are responsible for clearances
and instructions to aircrew, and authorization of flight under IFR,
IMC, and VMC. Legislation in France and the U.S. is compared.
Legal aspects of several midair collisions are discussed. Some
comments are made on problems of responsibility arising when air
traffic control is functioning. F.R.L.
A71-22915 * # Snatch force during lines-first parachute de-
ployments. Earle K. Huckins, III (NASA, Langley Research Center,
Space Technology Div., Hampton, Va.). (American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 14-16, 1970, Paper 70-1171.)
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 8, Mar. 1971. p. 298, 299. 5
refs.
Snatch force, for a lines-first type of deployment, is show_ to be
a result of the large increase in the linear mass density of the
unfurling decelerator as the canopy skirt emerges from the deploy-
ment bag. An expression which approximates the snatch force is
derived by means of a steady-state analysis which considers the wave
propagation characteristics of the suspension lines. Results obtained
by using the new technique showed significantly better correlation
with flight data than results obtained by using the 'handbook
method' which is based on the deployment process characteristic of a
canopy-first type of deployment. (Author)
A71-22941 Heat transfer to slender bodies at a Math
number of 5.2. R. K. Fancett (Royal Armament Research and
Development Establishment, Fort Halstead, Kent, England). Aero-
nautical Quarter/y, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p. 12-24.6 refs.
Because of the lack of reliable data on heat transfer to long
bodies, measurements have been made to cone-cylinder-flares at a
Mach number of 5.2. Axial heat transfer distributions were closely
predicted by a modified reference enthalpy method for both laminar
and turbulent flows at zero incidence and the heat transfer to the
flare windward generator at incidence agreed with laminar theory.
(Author)
A71-22942 On the flutter of a smooth circular cylinder in
a wake. Alan Simpson (Bristol, University, Bristol, _.England).
Aeronaut/ca/Quarter/y, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p. 25-41.5 refs.
The stability of a smooth circular cylinder, free to translate
horizontally and vertically against linear springs in the wake from an
identical neighbouring cylinder, is studied using quasi-static aero-
dynamic derivatives and simple flutter theory. It is found that at
spacing values between ten and twenty cylinder diameters (typical of
the spacing employed on "bundled' overhead transmission lines)
classical flutter of the leeward cylinder can occur in a certain critical
range of wind speeds at certain orientations of this cylinder in the
wake. However, the occurrence of flutter appears to be conditional
on a positive difference of natural frequency between vertical and
horizontal motions of the leeward cylinder in still air. Classical static
instability (divergence) of the leeward cylinder is also shown to be
possible over the entire 'incidence' range in the wake, but this occurs
in a much higher wind speed range than that associated with flutter.
(Author)
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A71-22943 The interaction of the wake from an oscillat-
ing blade with a fixed cascade. D. S. Whitehead and V. G. Nabar
(Cambridge University, Cambridge, England). Aeronautical Quarter-
ly, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p. 42-52. 6 refs. Research supported by the
Ministry of Technology.
The paper presents a theoretical investigation of the flow when
the wake from a single vibrating aerofoil interacts with a fixed
downstream cascade set normal to the mean flow direction. It is
concluded that the effects of the cascade extend upstream by a
distance of about one quarter of the wavelength of the fluctuations
in the wake. It is also found that the wake passes through the cascade
unchanged in strength, but that the cascade sheds vorticity of equal
and opposite magnitude, so that, if an average is taken in the
direction parallel to the cascade, the wake is annulled. (Author)
A71-22944 Secondary mass injection in a hypersonic flow.
P. G. Simpkins (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.).
Aeronautical Quarterly, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p. 53-64.21 refs.
This paper describes an experimental study of the interaction
between a hypersonic flow and a transverse jet which issues radially
from a slender conical model. Measurements in the region far
upstream of the jet show qualitative agreement with free interaction
analyses, while downstream a film cooling effect appears to reduce
the heat transfer rate substantiarly. The effect of changes in
Reynolds number, jet pressure ratio and mass flux is examined and
compared with similar phenomena caused by fixed disturbances such
as compression corners. The shape of the interaction shock wave is
found to agree with the predictions of the second-order blast wave
theory. Finally a correlation is found between the boundary layer
separation length and a local mass flux parameter. (Author)
A71-22945 The estimation of pressure on finite sym-
metrical wings in subsonic flow. R. H. Eldridge and F. Walkden
(Salford, University, Salford, Lancs., England). Aeronautical Quarter-
ly, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p. 65+82. 13 refs.
Description of a numerical method for estimating the pressure
distribution on arbitrary finite symmetrical wings with rounded
leading edges at zero incidence in subsonic flow. The subsonic flow
equations are linearized so that the value of the partial derivative
with respect to phi over the partial derivative with respect to x at a
point on the wing mean plane can be expressed as the generalized
principal part of a singular double integral. This integral is modified
so that it can be evaluated numerically. Finally C sub p is obtained
from the partial derivative with respect to phi over the partial
derivative with respect to x by using the approximation C sub p - -2
times the partial derivative with respect to phi over the partial
derivative with respect to x. Two numerical methods are described;
one method to be used when the field point is close to the leading
edge and the other for field points in other regions. Numerical results
for two wings (Warren 12 and NPL 55 deg swept) are given and,
wherever possible, the computed results are compared with results
from other methods and with experiment. (Author)
A71-22946 A lifting-surface theory for the rectangular
wing in nonstationary flow. J. M. R. Graham (Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England). Aeronautical O_mrterly, vol. 22, Feb. 1971, p.
83 100.9 refs.
A method of obtaining the load distribution on thin rectangular
wings in nonstationary incompressible flow is presented, with
particular reference to the problem of gust induced loading. The
method utilizes solutions to a Fourier transform of the downwash
integral equation, enabling the problem to be expressed in the form
of a set of dual integral equations having a series solution. Some
values of the overall lift coefficient are computed and compared with
values of lift coefficient obtained by collocation methods. The
method is easily extendable to subsonic compressible flows. (Author)
A71-22947 /! Control system of the Soviet D-30 bypass
engine (Uklad sterowania radzieckiego silnika dwuprzeplywowego
D-30). Emil Wegrzyn. Technika Lotnicza i Astronautyczna, vol. 25,
Oct.-Nov. 1970, p. 7-10. In Polish.
Description of the electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic control
system components for the Soviet D-30 bypass engine used in the
Tu-134 aircraft. The N-30 fuel flow control assembly is explained in
terms of operation under steady, acceleration, and starting con+
ditions. The CR-1W centrifugal governor assembly regulates the
low-pressure compressor speed, while the CR-2W centrifugal
governor assembly controls air supply and bleed vents, with an
additional function of regulating the inlet guide vanes of the
high-pressure compressor. T.M.
A71-22948 /t Snow removal and deicing of transport aircraft
(Odladzanie i od{nie_,anie samolotbw transportowych). Jan
Wyganowski. Technika Lotnicza i Astronautyczna, vol. 25, Oct.-Nov.
1970, p. 28-33. In Polish.
Description of antifreeze liquids and sprayer equipment used by
the Polish Airlines LOT for deicing aircraft on the ground. A
nonflammable, nontoxic antifreeze liquid (designated KMW-O) was
developed for spraying on the iced aircraft surfaces. The liquid is
heated to 95 deg C and sprayed from specially constructed trucks
having retractable towers. Prior to deicing, snow is removed
mechanically by brushes. T.M.
A71-22949 ,'] Airports on the sea (Lotniska na morzu).
Eligiusz Ko_odzir_ski. Technika Lotnicza i Astronautyczna, vol. 25,
Oct.-Nov. 1970, p. 34, 35. In Polish.
Discussion of the structural design and financial aspects of a
floating airport (seadlome) previously proposed by Hariis (1970).
The basic runway elements consist of hollow concrete blocks filled
with polystyrene foam and joined with cables. The runways are
surrounded with breakwaters formed by floating flat slabs on which
the waves break and lose energy as on a beach. This type of
breakwater does not requite very strong anchorage. T.M.
A71-22950 /J Radar simulators and their use in training air
traffic controllers (Symulatory radiolokacyjne i ich zastosowanie w
szkoleniu kontrolerbw ruchu Iotniczego). Waldemar 8arski. Technika
Lotnicza i Astronautyczna, vol. 25, Oct.-Nov. 1970, p. 3641. In
Polish.
Description of optical and electronic equipment used for
training air traffic controllers in the use of surveillance and approach
radars at terminal control areas. Emphasis is placed on the design and
operation of a new analog simulator" developed by Solartron and
currently used at Warsaw's Okecie airport. T.M.
A71-22951 // Progress in safety with industry. Paul Holden
(GPS Sciences, Ltd., England). Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Jan.
1971, p. 6-8, 12.
Development of the proposition that the best contribution that
ATC can make to the overall safety of air traffic systems is by
reducing the routine, semiroutine, and distracting tasks that do
nothing to assist the controller in performing his task of strategic or
tactical controlling of aircraft. This means exploiting within the
immediate future some or all of these techniques and equipment:
flight data and radar data processing, computer drive and labeled
display, data link communications, satellites for communication and
navigation surveillance, computer-assisted approach sequencing, con-
flict prediction systems, conflict resolution, high accuracy multitrack
and profile navigation, and data link command and access to the
aircraft autopilot. F.R.L.
A71-22952 // Training and operations of air traffic control
services. T. Wilson (International Aeradio, Ltd., Southall, Middx.,
England). Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 10-12.
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Review of some methods of training air traffic controllers
developed and adopted by International Aeradio Ltd. (IAL), which
has trained over 1000 students of 45 nationalities, The realism of
radar simulation is _'eatly enhanced by providing the students with
the same equipment that is used in the live environment, so that
consoles with radio telephony controls, clocks, flight progress strips,
wind indicators, and telephone liaison lines are all provided. Various
types of operations carried out by IAL are described, F.R.L.
A71-22cJ53 # Recent developments in ATC systems. C. W.
Choules (Plessey Radar, Ltd., Weybridge, Surrey. England). Aircraft
Engineering, vol. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 14-16.
Outline of some of the developments in the field of e_ectronics
which are being channeled toward further improvements in air
safety. Automation in air traffic control, secondary surveillance_
radar, and the U.K. Mediator system are discussed. An air traffic
control center for the control of all aircraft operating in the upper air
space regions of Amsterdam, Brussels, Hanover, Frankfurt, and
Stuttgart, which is scheduled to come into operation by 1973. is
described. F.R, L.
A71-22954 # The value and purpose of digital ATC simula-
tion. R. N. Harrison (Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs., England).
Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 18, 19, 28.
Description of the place of the digital simulator in the training
of air traffic control officers. Factors involved in digital simulation
fall into three categories: traffic authenticity, realism of the working
environment, and the need to acquire familiarity with the geo-
graphical environment. The concepts of the simulator are exercise
capability and planning, aircraft control positions, the blip driver,
programming, data, strip printing, and expansion capability. F.R.L.
A71-22955 # Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems.
R. Shipley (Cossor Electronics, Ltd., Harlow, Essex, England).
Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 20, 21.
Description of the advantages and implications to the controller
of the introduction of secondary surveillance radar (SSR) facilities.
The advantages of SSR are increased range for lower transmitted
power, no clutter from weather or permanent echoes on the PPI,
positive identification without aircraft maneuvers, reduction of R/T
messages for identification, and air-to-ground information link.
Continuing increase in air traffic density has led to the use of
computers at the major centers to relieve the strain on controllers.
F.R.L.
A71-22956 # Test facility for high thrust aero engines. W. J.
Pitt (John Curran, Ltd., Cardiff, Wales). Aircraft Engineering, vol.
43, Jan. 1971, p. 26, 28.
Description of a new test bench suitable for advanced tech-
nology engines of up to 100,000 Ib thrust. An integrated design was
developed in which the moving frame of the test bench, to which the
thrust is imparted, is suspended on flexural strips from load-
spreading beam assemblies at each end of the bench. The result is an
economical design, particularly considering the high thrust capacity
of the test bench. It also avoids the use of sophisticated materials,
thus ensuring that the fabrication can be achieved with the ordinary
range of machine tools. F.R.L
A71-22957 # The NAE high Reynolds number 15 in. x 60
in. two-dimensional test facility - Description, operating experiences
and some representative results. L. H. Ohman and D. Brown
(National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerodynamic Testing Conference,
6th, Albuquerque, N. Mex., Mar. 10-12, 1971, Paper 71-293. 26 p. 6
refs. Members, $1.50; nonmembers, $2.00.
This new facility consists of a 15 in. wide and 60 in. high
two-dimensional test section that mounts in the transonic test
section of the NAE 5 x 5 ft blowdown wind tunnel. The geometric
characteristics are outlined and associated systems consisting of
sidewall boundary layer control, sidewall balances and wake traverse
mechanism are described in fair detail. Various problems encoun-
tered during the operation of the facility are discussed together with
proposed as well as applied remedies. Some typical results obtained
with models of a NACA 64 series airfoil section are presented,
demonstrating the effect of sidewall boundary layer control as well
as walt interference on the measured aerodynamic characteristics.
(Author)
A71-22963 Development of gearing for aircraft (Ent-
wicklung yon Getrieben for Luftfah_euge). Reinhard Rieger and
Gisbert Lechner (Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG, Friedrichs-
hafen, West Germany). VDI-Z, vol. 113, Feb, 1971, p. 127-136. 8
refs. In German.
The design and development of toothed wheel gearing for
aircraft and, especially, for VTOL craft are surveyed. General
considerations underlying the design of aircraft gear systems are
reviewed. Helicopter gear systems in operation are described, with
special attention to bearings, shaft connections, titanium alloy
components, lubricants, and the overall lubrication system. Quality
control and assurance procedures are also briefly discussed. M.V.E.
A71-22964 Fan propulsion for commercial vertical-takeoff
aircraft (Gebl_seantriebe t_r Vertikalstart-Verkehrsflugzeuge) •
Albrecht Hartmann (M.A.N. Maybach Mercedes-Benz, Munich, West
Germany). VDI-Z, rot. 113, Feb. 1971, p. 137-141. In German_
Various energy distribution systems for thrust boosting in
VTOL aircraft are discussed. The elements of fan propulsion power
plants using mechanical and gas-dynamical energy distribution
systems are reviewed. Alternative airframe-propulsion plant integra-
lion designs are compared and their relative merits examined. It is
felt that at the present state of the art a fan driven by a
rotor-blade-tip turbine may represent the most promising design
principle for a first generation of lift thrustors with a high mass flow
ratio. M.V.E.
A71-22965 Problems of thermodynamics and gasdynamics
(Probl_mes de thermodynamique et de gazodynamique). B. Kodja
(Aleppo, University, Aleppo, Syria). Paris, Masson et Cie., Editeurs,
1971. 272 p. In French.
The principal purpose of this work is to put into the hands of
students of engineering and science such material as will make it
passible for them to familiarize themselves with practical applica-
tions of the theories and formulas of thermodynamics, and with the
logic and reasoning employed in developing actual apparatus. Nearly
100 problems illustrating the applications of postulates and
principles to compressors, combustion, piston internal combustion
engines, steam and gas turbines, turbojets, refrigeration machinery,
and heat pumps are presented. The different chapters are in-
dependent of each other, thus facilitating their use in any order.
Tables and Mollier diagrams are given in appendice_ F.R.L
A71-22989 Compensation for death and injury in inter-
national air transport - A European view. F. E. Mostyn and P. Martin.
Aeronautical Journal, vol. 75, Feb. 1971, p. 85-90; Discussion, p.
90-92. 12 refs.
Discussion of the problem of whether strict liability without
fault and without limitation of damages should be imposed on
carriers in case of death or injury in international commercial air
transport or whether the idea of a limitation of compensation should
be accepted. Conflicting views of two British solicitors on this
subject are presented. O.H.
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A71-22990 Compensation for death and injury in inter-
national air transport - A United States view. J. Kennelly and G.
Lapham. Aeronautical Journal, vol. 75, Feb. 1971, p. 92-105.
Discussion of the extent of liability to be imposed on carriers in
case of death or injury in international commercial air transport from
the point of view of the legal system of the United States. Provisions
of the proposed amendment to the Warsaw Convention which are
believed to be incompatible with fundamental concepts of justice
and equality, and violative of constitutional safeguards of the
Constitution of the United States, are critically examined. Opinions
of two American representatives are presented. O.H.
A71-22996 Ultra high tensile steel landing gear com-
ponents - Material selection and manufacture. W. M. tmrie (Dowry
Rotol, Ltd., Gloucester, GIos., England) Aeronautical Journal, vol.
75, Feb. 1971, p. 139-152.8 refs.
Discussion of the characteristics of ultra high tensile steels and
the technical advantages of specifying these steels for landing gears
and other critical applications in aircraft design. The composition
and mechanical properties of some available ultra high tensile steels
are presented and quality requirements for their supplies are
considered. The manufacture and testing of the DC-10 noise landing
gear using these steels is discussed in detail. O.H.
A71-23000 On the question of the applicability of the air
traffic law to space law (Zur Frage weltraumrechtlicher Anwend-
barkeit des Luftverkehrsgesetzes). G_nter B. Krause. Zeitschrift f6r
Luftrecht und We/traumrechtsfragen, vol. 20, Jan. 15, 1971, p. 1-9.
41 refs. In German.
It is pointed out that the vehicles and devices considered by the
air traffic law also include spacecraft. Legally this inclusion of
spacecraft implies that the regulations of the air traffic law are
applicable to spacecraft. The validity of the regulations is limited,
however, to the object of the law - i.e., to air traffic. The air traffic
law is, therefore, in principle only applicable to the start and landing
phases of spacecraft when they are passing through air space. There
are, however, regulations of the air traffic law which apply indirectly
to the flight in space outside the air space. Questions of jurisdiction
regarding air traffic and traffic in space are examined. G.R.
A71-23054 A reactive, equilibrium hypersonic flow over a
slender pointed body. Michiru Yasuhara and Toshio Kondo (Nagoya
University, Nagoya, Japan) Physical Society of Japan, Journal, vol.
30, Feb. 1971, p 563566. Research supported by the Ministry of
Education.
Study of a reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over a
slender body. The reaction considered is nu sub 1 A + nu sub 2 B -
(nu sub 1 + nu sub 2)C, and it is assumed that the molecular weights
and the specific heats at constant pressure of species 'A,' 'B,' and 'C"
are the same, respectively. It is shown that approximate similarity
solutions exist for power law bodies r sub b approximately equal to x
to the mth power. Numerical results for several values of m for
two-dimensional bodies and bodies of revolution are presented for
the reaction nitrogen + oxygen : 2 NO. F.R.L.
A71-23057 # Vibration of a cylinder caused by wake force.
Masaya Funakawa and Ritsuro Umakoshi (Kawasaki Heavy
Industries, Ltd., Kobe, Japan). JSME, Bulletin, vol. 14, Jan. 1971, p.
39-45; Discussion, p. 45, 46; Authors' Closure, p. 46, 47. 5 refs.
Research supported by the Atomic Energy Bureau of Science and
Technic Agency.
Experimental results on the vibration of a cylinder caused by
shedding vortices undertaken at larger Reynolds number than in a
previous experiment by the authors (1969). Two experiments are
described, one being on an elastically supported cylinder, and the
other on a crank-excited cylinder. In the former the exciting force
coefficient is determined from a decrement and an amplitude of the
cylinder. In the latter, the exciting force coefficient is found by an
integration of pressures on the cylinder surface. These two results
coincide with each other; the exciting force suddenly decreases at
nearly the critical Reynolds number. At subcritical Reynolds number
a self-exciting force is induced just as previously determined by the
authors, but at supercritical Reynolds number the exciting force
decreases with an increasing cylinder amplitude, and at too large an
amplitude the force is changed to a damping force. F.R.L.
A71-23070 Meteorology for the supersonic transport
(Meteorologie _r den UberschalI-Luftverkehr). Heinz Panzram.
Naturwissenschaft/iche Rundschau, vol. 24, Mar. 1971, p. 113-115.
In German.
It is pointed out that the operation of supersonic transport
poses new meteorological problems because of the high altitude and
the high flight velocities involved. Meteorological conditions for the
subsonic flight phase at lower altitudes in connection with takeoff
and landing operations are the same as for other aircraft. However,
for the second flight phase during the transition from subsonic to
supersonic velocities at altitudes between 9 and 16 km conditions are
already dissimilar to those encountered by present airliners. The aid
of Applications Technology Satellites and other satellites in
providing better and more accurate information about thunderstorms
which may occur even in the lower stratosphere is discussed.
Problems regarding predictions concerning clear-air turbulence, wind,
and temperature are examined. Other subjects considered are cosmic
radiation, ozone, and supersonic boom. G.R.
A71-23092 # Nonsteady three-dimensional stagnation-point
flow. E. H. W. Cheng, M. N. Ozisik, and J. C. Williams, III (North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C.). ASME, Transactions, Series
E - Journal of Apphed Mechanics, vol, 38, Mar. 1971, p. 282-287.7
refs.
The equations of motion for the three-dimensional nonsteady
flow of incompressible viscous fluid in the vicinity of a forward
stagnation point are reduced to three ordinary differential equations
for a potential flow field chosen to vary inversely as a linear function
of time. The resulting ordinary differential equations contain two
parameters C and D; the former characterizes the type of curvature
of the surface around the stagnation point and the latter the degree
of acceleration or deceleration of the potential flow. The simple
stagnation-point problems which have been studied previously are
obtainable as special cases of the present analysis by assigning
particular values to C and D. Exact solutions have been computed
numericaUy for the velocity field and the pressure distribution in the
boundary-layer flow around the stagnation point of a three-
dimensional blunt body for the values of the parameter C from 0-1.
(Author)
A71-23162 # Foam polyurethanes and their use in flight
vehicles (Penopoliuretany i ikh primenenie na Iotatel'nykh ap-
paratakh). G. A. Bulatoev. Mpscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie,
1970. 232 p. 70 refs. In Russian.
An attempt is made to analyze and systematize a number of
features of the synthesis and application of foam polyurethanes.
Specific examples of the use of foam polyuretl_anes in the
construction of various flight vehicle assemblies (wings, controls,
ailerons, rudder fin, stabilizer) as lightweight fillers and protective
coatings are presented. It is shown that in a number of the cases cited
an increase in the specific strength of the assembly in question is
achieved, while in other cases not only is the thermal insulation
improved but also such properties as fatigue strength, degree of
leaktightness, and resistance to atmospheric factors. In addition to
-foam polyurethanes, the most significant features of other foam
plastics used in aircraft structures are considered. A description is
given of the equipment required for the synthesis and processing of
foam plastics. A.B.K.
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A71-23173 # Dynamics of acceleration sensors with liquid
damping (K dinamike datchikov uskorenii s zhidkostnym demp-
firovaniem). V. A. Murashev and S. I. Makarikhin (Leningradskii
Institut Aviatsionnogo Priborostroeniia, Leningrad, USSR}. Priboro-
stroenie, vol. 13, no. 12, 1970, p. 71-73. In Russian.
Study of the use of porous glass materials to ensure linear
damping in liquid-damped accelerometers. The cause of damping
nonlinearity is the onset of nonlaminar flow in the working channels
of piston-type dampers. It is shown that liquid flow through porous
materials retains its laminar nature, permitting near-linear damping
over a wide range of velocity. Formulas are derived for the damping
behavior as a function of the liquid properties and of the structure
and thickness of the porous layer. T.M.
A71-23275
the fatigue properties of some important aircraft alloys at elevated
temperatures have been reviewed. In the case of the high duty R.R.
58 aluminum alloy, the fatigue strength remains practically un-
affected between 20 and 175 C. In the case of titanium alloys the
fatigue strength is reduced with increasing temperature, but the
marked insensitivity of these alloys to notching is noteworthy.
Finally the mechanisms of fatigue fracture at elevated temperature
are discussed, The slip-zone microcracking which characterizes
fatigue damage, produced by small strains at room temperature is
progressively replaced by grain boundary cracking at elevated
temperatures. In the case of precipitation hardened alloys, fatigue
damage is initiated by persistent slip bands produced in regions of
precipitate coarsening and overageing. (Author)
A71-23199 # Fluid mechanics and aircraft design (Sixth
Nilakantan Memorial Lecture). D. Kuchemann (Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England). Aeronautical Society
of India, Journal, vol. 22, Aug. 1970, p. 141-156. 28 refs.
Selection and discussion of two specific ways in which fluid
mechanics comes into aircraft design: the atmospheric environment
in which an aircraft operates; and the types of flow which may occur
on swept wings and have to be taken into account in their design.
Major attention is given to aircraft intended to fly over short and
medium ranges, possibly with STOL capability to suit the Indian
environment. F.R.L.
A71-23200 # A theory ot thin alrtolls in nonequiiibrium
roagnetogasdynamics with nonequilibrium free stream. Kul Deepak
Nanda (Delhi, University, New Delhi, India). Aeronautical Society of
India, Journal, vol. 22, Aug. 1970, p. 157-165.5 refs.
The theory of thin airfoils in nonequilibrium magneto-
gasdynamics with nonuniform, nonequilibrium free stream is devel-
oped. A general result for the perturbation potential is obtained with
the help of Green's functions technique. Two specific examples,
namely, (1) a parallel nonequilibrium stream of constant velocity,
and (2) a nonuniform, nonequilibrium stream, have been worked
out. In particular, it is shown that in the supersonic, super-Alfv_nic
flows, the difference between the velocity potential of the flow at
the surface of the body in a nonuniform, nonequilibrium free stream
and the corresponding velocity potential in a uniform, equilibrium
stream increases with the increase in the intensity of the magnetic
field, while the reverse is the case in supersonic, sub-Alfv_nic flows.
(Author)
A71-23201 # Optimisation of parameters for boundary layer
control. Jagdish Narain Mishra and Ashok Kumar Dhol (Birla
Institute of Technology, Ranchi, India). Aeronautical Society of
India, Journal, vol. 22, Aug. 1970, p. 166-171.5 refs.
Boundary layer control is an important factor for energy
transfe; over aerofoils. It has further been observed that slot size, slot
angle, slot positioning and flow quantity used for boundary layer
control play a key role in energy transfer, In the present investigation
an attempt has been made to optimize the slot angle, slot positioning
and flow quantity affecting the boundary layer control. The
variation of momentum loss thickness and changes in C sub L with
the position of suction and injection slots and flow quantity
affecting the net change has also been studied. (Author)
A71-23204 # Fatigue properties of aircraft materials at
elevated temperatures. S. Kumaran and E. G. Ramachandran (Indian
Institute of Technology, Madras, India). Aeronautical Society of
India, Journal, vol. 22, Aug. 1970, p. 189-193. 12 refs.
The effects of aerodynamic heating on fatigue and creep
properties of aircraft materials have assumed great importance, with
the advent of supersonic aircraft. In this paper is briefly discussed the
importance of such study, with particular reference to the inter-
action between these deformation mechanisms. The available data on
A71-23273 American Society of Civil Engineers, Con-
ference on Electronic Computation, 5th, Purdue University.
Lafayette, Ind., August 31-September 2, 1970, Proceedings. Con-
ference co-sponsored by Purdue University. American Society of
Civil Engineers, Structural Division, Journal, vol. 97, Jar. 1971. 509
p.
Included are a procedure for automated aircraft-wing structural
design, a technique for interactive computer graphics in design,
experience with Problem-Oriented Languages (POL) environment, an
automatic generation of finite element matrices, efficient reanalysis
of modified structures, formulation of decision logic tables, and
computer-aided processing of design specifications.
M.M.
A71-23274 * Procedure for automating aircraft wing struc-
tural design. Gary L. Giles (NASA, Langley Research Center,
Structures Research Div., Hampton, Va.). (American Society of Civil
Engineers, Conference on E/ectTonic Computation, 5th, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., Aug. 31-Sept. 2, 1970.) American
Society of Civil Engineers, Structural Division, Journal, vol. 97, Jan.
1971, p. 99-113. 10 refs.
Description of a computer program entitled Design of Aircraft
Wing Structures (DAWNS). Particular methods used to incorporate
the analytical procedures required from the aerodynamic and
structural disciplines into this automatic design program are
described. Loads on the structure are calculated using linearized
Mach box aerodynamics, and a finite element idealization is used for
the structural analysis. During the design the structural members are
fully stressed to the allowables of either ma_rial yield strength or
buckling, or they are limited to minimum gauge. The program
provides detailed design information such as aerodynamic pressure
distribution, cross-sectional dimensions and corresponding stresses in
each structural member, and the idealized structural mass of the final
design. Simple user input combined with rapid iteration of analysis
and design procedures and graphical output of design information
permits early evaluation of the effect of changes in design variables.
M.M.
A71-23275 Men-oriented program system for engineering
design. George Rabe and Vincent A. Trossello (Bechtel Associates,
New York, N.Y.). (American Society of Civil Engineers, Conference
on Electronic Computation, 5th, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.,
Aug. 31-Sept. 2, 1970.) American Society of Civil Engineers,
Structural Division, Journal, vol. 97, Jan. 1971, p. 223-235. 18 refs,
Description of a man-oriented system which engineers have
created and are using for the design of industrial facilities. The
system operates in time-sharing mode and has a modular structure. It
was started with the design of large pressure vessels and is being
expanded to encompass other engineering specialties. The system's
structure and application closely follow the engineering design
process and the method of operation of a particular design office.
However, its basic principles and the ideas about the role of engineers
in computerized design are generally applicable. M.M.
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A71-23286 # The development of compressor blades in
composite materials. Gi.inter Niederstadt (Deutsche Forschungs- und
Versuchsanstalt fiJr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Forsehungszentrum,
Braunsehweig, West Germany). Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, Inter-
national Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of Con-
structional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines,
Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 9 p. In English and
German.
Demonstration of the possibilities and limits of applicability of
composite materials in aircraft engines. It is shown that a definite
limit of applicability is set by the operating temperature. Plastic
materials with boron and carbon fiber reinforcements attain the
highest specific strength values ahd moduli of elasticity, but cover
only a narrow service temperature range. Applications are therefore
possible in the low-pressure compressor or in the first stages of the
intermediate-pressure compressor. However, particularly in this range
application will be rewarding, because the geometrical shapes of the
blades are comparatively large and the weight savings - expressed in
percentages - are substantial. A.B.K.
A71-23288 # The problems of high-temperature corrosion.
Gustav Lennartz and Wolfgang Spyra. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke,
International Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of
CohstrpJctional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas
Turbh_es, Krefeld, West Gerrnany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 6 p. In
English and German.
Discussion of high temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components, power plant turbines and other turbine installations.
Sulfur contained in fuels, vanadium pentoxide and NaCI are
considered as the principal corrosion agents. The mechanisms of
corrosion by these agents and conditions stimulating corrosion
occurrence are described. The recommended measures against these
types of corrosion are listed as the minimization of corrosion agent
contents in fuels, corrosion inhibitor additions to fuels (particularly
SiO2 with or without MgO), the use of more corrosion resistant
alloys, and surface protection by Cr, AI, or Si coatings. V.Z.
A71-23290 # Present state and trend of development of
surface coating methods against oxidation and corrosion at high
temperatures. G_Jnter Lehnert and Helmut Meinhardt. Deutsche
Edelstahlwerke, International Symposium on Tendencies in the
Development of Constructional Elements for Aero-Engines and
Stationary Gas Turbines, Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970,
Paper. 6 p. In English and German.
Review of the currently u_ad protective coating techniques for
turbine parts operating at high temperatures, and survey of trends in
their development. The procedure used for applying aluminum-base
coating on nickel and cobalt alloys is briefly described. The following
trends in the development of protective coatings are discussed: (1)
search for 'diffusion barriers' preventing aluminum diffusion into the
material, (2) improvement of the adherence of protective coating and
increasing its crack resistance, and (3) development of duplex
coatings containing other elements - e.g., platinum for improving
oxidation resistance. The protective coatings used for stationary gas
turbines are briefly reviewed. Z.W.
A71-23292 # Application and development trend of
titanium alloys. Albert Ismer. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, Inter-
national SymposhJm on Tendencies in the Development of Con-
structional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines,
Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 7 p. In English and
German.
Analysis of the use and consumption of titanium in the aircraft
industry with respect to the competition of other new materials. It is
shown that during the past two decades the application of titanium
in jet engines steadily increased. The titanium proportion reached a
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certain saturation with 30% of the engine weight. Further increase
seems to be possible only by the development of new titanium alloys
for higher temperatures. The problems involved in the proper
selection of alloy composition for high temperatures and improve-
ment of structural stability that is closely connected with fracture
toughness, fatigue, and stress corrosion are summarized. Research
works for developing protective coatings on titanium for service
temperatures above 500 C are discussed. Z.W.
A71-23295 # 12% chromium steels and titanium-alloyed
austenitic steels. Herbert P. Wisniowski. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke,
International Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of
Constructional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas
Turbines, Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 11 p. 16
refs. In English and German.
Study of 12% chromium steels for short-time as well as
long-time application. Their properties make them suitable for
compressor disks, compressor rotor blades, and stator blades.
Chromium steels with molybdenum, carbide-forming elements, and
additions of cobalt have been subjected to metallurgical {reatment to
overcome a tendency to embrittlement at elevated temperatures. Of
ferrous-based metals, only austenitic grades show a satisfactory
creep-rupture behavior above 650 C. From the variety of austenitic
steels available, only the titanium alloyed types are discussed in
detail. F.R.L.
A71-23296 # Experiences with high-temperature coatings.
George Wile. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, International Symposium on
Tendencies in the Development of Constructional Elements for
Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines, Krefeld, West Germany,
May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 6 p. In English and German.
Attempt to give some insight into the behavior of high
temperature oxidation protective coatings, primarily from the
viewpoint of the jet engine operator. Sulfidation products can be
deposited on blades if coating defects occur during initial manufac-
ture. In the absence of coating, erosion occurs quite commonly, and
is due to carbon or, more rarely, to aluminum. Damage due to
thermal cycling and particle impact is important. F.R.L.
A71-23299 # Die forgings for aero engines and gas turbines.
Otto VoigUander. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, International Sympo-
slum on Tendencies in the Development of Constructional Elements
for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines, Krefeld, West
Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 17 p. In English and German.
Discussion of the manufacturing processes employed in the
production of high-precision components for aircraft engines and
stationary gas turbines. A review of advanced methods for forging
and machining of blades, discs, and rings is presented. It is shown
that using these methods, in combination with advanced joining
processes, shapes and materials can be produced which closely meet
the idea of the designer and consequently contribute to the
improvement of the engines' efficiency. O.H.
A71-23301 # Production of high-temperature materials at
DEW with special regard to the foreseeable development. Horst
Spitzer and Otto MLilders. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, International
Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of Constructional
Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines, Krefeld,
West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 16 p. In English and
German.
Description of the metallurgical processes employed at DEW
(Deutsche Edelstahlwerke Aktiengeseilschaft) in the production of
high-temperature steels and alloys, with particular emphasis on those
used for the manufacture of components for stationary gas turbines
and aircraft engines. The extensive DEW's production program
covering several types of high-temperature 12% Cr-steels, austenitic
A71-23440
Cr-Ni-steels,Co-Cr-Ni-steelsandalloys,andnickel alloys is reviewed,
and the respective fabrication technologies are described in detail.
Principal future technological trends are outlined. Detailed attention
is given to the interrelationships between production, quality
control, and research and development. O.H.
A71-23302 # High temperature nickel and cobalt alloys.
Florian Schubert. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, International Sym-
posium on Tendencies in the Development of Constructional
Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines, Krefeld,
West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 12 p. 13 refs. In English
and German.
Review of some of the high-temperature strength mechanisms,
capabilities, and limitations of the nickel-base and cobalt-base alloy
families. The underlying alloying concept of each is briefly
examined, and the mechanical behavior under stress and temperature
is reviewed, along with the pertinent microstructural aspects. The
contributory effects of individual alloying elements and of specific
intermetallic phases are discussed. Special attention is given to grain
structure effects. M.V.E.
A71-23303 # Production and quality assurance of titanium
and titanium alloys. Klaus Rfidinger. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke,
International Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of
Constructional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas
Turbines. Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 9 p. In
English and German.
Description of the arrangements employed for the production of
titanium at a newly constructed plant incorporating the latest
advances in smelting and fabrication technology. A number of
processing steps based on technical and quality-control necessities are
described, the purpose of which is to homogenize titanium sponge as
the starting material and the alloying additions. The result of these
arrangements is that the homogenization of ingots is shifted from the
first melt to a stage before melting. A.B.K.
A71-23307 # Development of components made of Com-
pound materials. George Wile. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, Inter-
national Symposium on Tendencies in the Development of Con-
structional Elements for Aero-Engines and Stationary Gas Turbines,
Krefeld, West Germany, May 21, 22, 1970, Paper. 6 p. In English and
German.
Discussion of several jet engine component designs using
metallic and nonmetallic composite materials which appear to be
attractive in some applications. The applications considered include
an integral blades/disk design with a glass fiber winding, a replaceable
blade concept using glass, a selective reinforcement hoop using
glass/resin airfoils stiffened with boron, and a hoop-supported rotor
design using glass/resin materials. The design problems involved when
such materials are used, such as maintenance and nondestructive
testing, are discussed. V.Z.
A71-23420 # Asynchronous generators for aircraft (Avia -
tsionnye asinkhronnye generatory). N. D. Toroptsev. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Transport, 1970. 204 p. 35 refs. In Russian.
Energy supply systems for aircraft are briefly reviewed and, in
particular, principal sources of alternating current for aircraft are
considered in terms of the present state of development and future
trends. Theoretical principles underlying the design of asynchronous
generators and principal characteristics of these generators are
presented. Parallel operation of asynchronous self-excited generators
is discussed in detait. Particular emphasis is placed on one possible
solution to the problem of generating alternating three-phase current
of stable frequency in case of variable speeds of rotation of driving
aircraft engines, which is based on the application of asynchronous
generators with synchronous current. O.H.
A71-23423 * # Further correlation of data from investigations
of a high-subsonic-speed transport aircraft model in three major
transonic wind tunnels. Stuart L. Treon, Frank W. Steinle (NASA,
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.), John R. Hagerman
(USAF, Aeronautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio),
John A. Black (ARO, Inc., Arnold Engineering Development Center,
Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn.), and Robert J. Buffington (Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerodynamic Testing Conference,
6th, Albuquerque, N. Mex,, Mar. 10-12, 1971, Paper 71-291. 15 p. 8
refs., Members, .$1.50; nonmembers, $2.00.
A second series of wind tunnel tests has been conducted to
assess the 'probable best expectancy" of agreement of static
aerodynamic data obtained for an airplane configuration in the
NASA Ames Research Center 11- by 11-foot, Arnold Engineering
Development Center 16-foot, and Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
8-foot transonic wind tunnels. This second series of tests was
conducted to prevent potential sources of error and ambiguity in the
data encountered in an initial series of tests previously reported. In
addition, an experimental assessment was made of the influence of
flow quality and zero-lift blockage on the data correlation for the
three facilities. "Best expectancy agreement' is determined for static
aerodynamic data obtained in the featured facilities for state-of-the-
art instrumentation and test procedures as currently practiced. This
agreement, although quite good. is less than desirable relative to
current goals. Corrections to the data based on advanced test
procedures defining relative buoyancy and stream turbulence in-
dicate strong promise of improved correlation of data between
facilities. (Author)
A71-23424 Fuel tank environments and sealant require-
ments for the supersonic transport. Marian R. Pollock (Boeing Co.,
Commercial Airplane Group, Renton, Wash.). SAMPE Journal, vol.
7, Feb.Mar. 1971,p. 19-22,48.
The standard procedure for evaluating the suitability of a
material for a particular application is to subject it to the operating
environment and measure the effect on properties. More often than
not, especially for aircraft, the environment is a combination of
factors complicated by individual variations in time and intensity of
each. As a rule, exposing the material to cycling combinations is
more severe than exposing it to a portion of the environment;
therefore, it is important to establish the laboratory environment as
realistically as possible. The following is the approach taken by
Boeing to do this for fuel tank sealants for the SST. (Author)
A71-23427 Fabrication of titanium structures. J. L. Spehr
and T. B. Runge (McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.). SAMPE
Journal, vol. 7, Feb.-Mar. 1971, p. 39-44, 54.
It is pointed out that in present-day fighter aircraft, most
titanium alloy applications are in areas which are subjected to high
temperatures but are relatively lightly loaded. Titanium properties
are examined. To fabricate titanium structures for advanced aircraft,
both newly developed and proven forming, metal removal and
assembly techniques are employed. Titanium assemblies fabricated to
demonstrate the applicability of the fabrication and assembly
methods described are considered. G.R.
A71-23440 # Studies on the gust response of a wing. I -
Response of a two-dimensional rigid wing. Hiroshi Maeda (Kyoto
University, Kyoto, Japan) and Makoto Kobayakawa (Kansai Uni-
versity, Osaka, Japan). Kyoto University, Faculty of Engineering,
Memoirs, vol. 32, Oct. 1970, p. 379-404. 14 refs.
Investigation of the response characteristics of a two-
dimensional rigid wing to gusts, which vary normal to the main flow
sinusoidally and randomly. In the case of a sinusoidal gust,
experimental results show that the absolute values of lift variations
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are less than those of Sears" function, and phase differences are large.
In the analyses the thickness effects of airfoil sections are in-
vestigated. For the case of a random gust, generalized harmonic
analyses are applied. The frequency transfer functions of lift have a
different inclination from those of Sears' function in the experi-
mental results. From the power spectral function of circulations the
frequency transfer function of lift is obtained analytically, and the
difference between the experimental results and the calculated ones
is discussed. F.R.L.
A71-23539 Effective stress concentrations for fillets in
landed structures. Clarence R. Smith. (Society for Experimental 
Stress Analysis, Fall Meeting, Houston, Tex., Oct. 14-17, 1969.)
Experimenta/Mechanics, vol. 11, Apr. 1971, p. 167-171.
Description of a method for correcting stress calculation factors
at fillets in landed structures. An attempt is made to show the
relationship between maximum load per gross area stress and the
factor by which handbook values for stress concentrations should be
multiplied to obtain true stress. Stress concentrations at fillet radii
are corrected for bending caused by misalignment between land and
adjacent structure. O.H.
A71-23577 A note on the calculation of 'cut-off' Mach
number. J. M. Nicholls. Meteorological Magazine, vol. 109, Feb.
1971, p. 33-46. 6 refs.
The paper gives a theoretical derivation of the Mach number
which an aircraft must reach in order that any sonic bang produced
will just reach the ground ('cutoff' Mach number). The derived
formula is compared with a derivation, used in other literature,
which was based on an incorrect assumption. A method of
calculation of cutoff Mach number is presented together with an
assessment of the probable errors in the calculated value. (Author)
A71-23578 On the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the
Prandtl boundary layer equations. Wolfgang Walter. Indiana Uni-
versity Mathematics Journal, vol. 20, Mar. 1971, p. B29-841. 9 refs.
Contract No. DA-31-124-ARO(D)-462.
The Prandtl equations for steady laminar two-dimensional flow
past a.rigid body are analyzed for the conventional boundary
conditions plus a condition at infinity. Upper and lower convergence
estimates are obtained for several cases. The boundedness of
solutions is examined. The behavior of the velocity component in the
x direction at large distances from the body is determined. V.P.
A71-23579 # Progress towards certification with Concorde.
S. G. Corps (Air Registration Board, London, England). Aircraft
Engineering, vol. 43, Mar. 1971, p. 12-16, 19-21, 29.
Airworthiness requirements for the supersonic transport Con-
corde are examined, and the participation of the Air Registration
Board in the flight test program is described. One of the more
interesting aspects of development flying is discussed, and a
hypothetical SST flight is described. General features and generic
differences that a slender delta transport aircraft present are pointed
out. The design of the flight deck is considered, and nose and visor
positions available for various phases of flight are shown. Some
details regarding takeoff are presented. Characteristics of supersonic
flight are explored. Transonic static stability for various heights, the
effect of Mach trim, skin equilibrium temperatures and static
stability at high incidence are among the subjects considered. Aspects
of the descent part of the flight are investigated. The importance of
good vision for the pilot is discussed in connection with the landing
operation. G.R.
A71-23580 # Thermal fatigue test installation for Concorde.
H. G. Hirschberg (Sutzer Brothers, Ltd., London, England). Aircraft
Engineering, vol. 43, Mar. i 971, p. 22, 27-29.
It is pointed out that in a supersonic aircraft stresses in addition
to those present in subsonic aircraft are produced in the structural
materials by rapid temperature changes occurring on the skin of the
aircraft and the temperature gradients connected with these changes.
An altitude-speed diagram of a typical supersonic flight is discussed.
Approaches for the conduction of fatigue tests are described. The
control of air temperature is considered. It was decided to control
temperature by variation of the transfer temperature in a single heat
exchanger block. Studies of heat and cold storage methods are
reported. A test cycle consisting of the climb phase, the cruise phase,
the descent phase, and the recovery phase is described. Reservoir
installations, refrigerating equipment, and air ducts are discussed.
G.R.
A71-23581 # Fuel management for Concorde. H. G. Turner
(Plessey Co., Ltd., Plessey Dynamics Group, Ilford, Essex, England).
Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Mar. 1971, p. 36, 39.
The importance of keeping the relationship between the center
of gravity and the center of pressure within predetermined limits in
order to maintain the trim of a supersonic aircraft is emphasized, and
measures taken to accomplish this by appropriate transfer of fuel
between sections of the aircraft during the flight are discussed. It is
pointed out that in addition to its use for the aircraft propulsion
engines, fuel is also used as a very convenient medium for cooling
sections of the aircraft. Some details are presented regarding the fuel
pumps used for the Concorde. G.R.
A71-23582 # Developments in electrochemical marking of
components. R Ayers (Lectroetch /Great Britain/, Ltd., England).
Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Mar. 1971, p. 38, 39.
The importance of markings for aircraft components, especially
those which differ from each other by only very small variations in
form or dimensions, is pointed out. The penetration involved makes
marking by stamping and engraving unacceptable when dealing with
highly stressed parts or thin materials. Electrochemical or electrolytic
marking of components has, therefore, been widely used in the
Concorde project. The introduction of this process, its character-
istics, and the equipment involved are discussed. G.R.
A71-23583 # Environmental testing of Concorde com-
ponents. K. J. C. MacMaster (industrial Furnaces, Ltd., Briertey Hill,
Staffs., England). Aircraft Engineering, vol. 43, Mar. 1971, p. 40, 41.
The necessity of designing new test facilities in connection with
aircraft development work is shown. A facility designed for
conducting endurance tests with the accessory drives system of the
Olympus 593 engine at simulated flight conditions for a minimum of
4,000 hours is described. Other test facilities discussed include
thermal shock rigs and a plant for simulating the air supply tapped
from the compressor stages of aircraft propulsion gas turbine engines
for the purpose of testing and developing items of aircraft air
conditioning equipment. G.R.
A71-23601 # Calculation of the three-dimensional flow in
an axial turbomachine (Calcul de I'dcoulement tridimensionnel dans
une turbomachine axiale). Robert Legendre. La Recherche Adro-
spatiale, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 1-6.9 refs. In French.
Factors involved in the calculation of the flow are examined,
and a geometric definition of each cascade is given. The flux vector is
defined by two families of conjugate stream surfaces which are
determined by a series expansion whose ooefficients are unknown
functions. The dynamics vector equation considered provides a set of
relations for determining the unknowns. The junction conditions of
the flows through and around the cascades are briefly discussed. G.R.
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A71-23603 # On some properties of turbulence in super-
sonic flows (Sur quetques propri_tds de la turbulence dans les
_coulements supersoniques). Jean Gavigtio (CNRS, Paris, France). La
Recherche Adrospatiale, Jan .-Feb. 1971, p. 17-24.28 refs. In French.
Approaches introduced by Kovasznay (1953) to study tur-
bulence in supersonic flow by considering three modes involving
vorticiW, entropy, and acoustic aspects are examined. The solution
of the linearized equation in a specific case is considered. The
characteristics of the three modes are investigated separately, and
conditions at their superposition are explored. The effect of each of
the three modes on a hot wire anemometer is examined. Character-
istics of turbulence as a function of the Mach nund_er are discussed
taking into account conditions at the boundary layer. Results
obtained in a number of flow investigations are evaluated. It is
pointed out that the mode involving the entropy is present in all
flows. Attention is given to the interpretation of measurements of
velocity and temperature at Mach numbers greater than five, and
mode interaction in case of more intense fluctuations is briefly
considered. G.R.
A71-23605 # Study of the coexistence of a supersonic jet
and of a subsonic jet in a constant section duct (Etude de la
coexistence d'un jet supersonique et d'un jet subsonique clans un
canal _ section constante). Jacques Paulon. La Recherche Adro-
spatiale, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 33-39. In French.
The experimental setup, in which a duct of rectangular cross
section with a height much larger than its width was used, is
described. The flow was ana!yzPrl by making use of pressure readings
on the walls and within the fluid. The results provided a basis for the
characterization of the actual boundaries of the two flows, as well as
the transition domain between them. The schlieren visualization of
the flow confirms the results drawn from the pressure readings. G.R.
A71-23606 # Application of the 'branch-modes' method to
the prediction of the vibrational behavior of a helicopter in flight
(Application de la mdthode 'modes partiels" _ la pr_vision du
comportement vibratoire d'un hdlicopt_re en vol). Pierre-Marie
Hutin. La Recherche A_rospatiale, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 41-50. In
French.
The method discussed consists in establishing the modal scheme
of the whole helicopter by superposition of the modal schemes of
different parts defined by ground resonance tests. Thus, the structure
without blades and the blades are considered separately. The validity
of the approach is demonstrated by an experimental investigation
made on the structure of rotors mounted on a support in an
experimental installation and on a helicopter. G.R.
A71-23607 # Acoustic effects due to gas jets (Efecte
acustice datorite jeturilor de gaze). C. Teodorescu-Tintea (IMFCA,
Rumania). Studii _i Cerce_ri de MecanicA AplicatA, vol. 30, no. 1,
1971, p. 3-24.14 refs. In Rumanian.
Description of the results of original investigations of the
structure of a free turbulent jet and the cause of aeroacoustic
phenomena in jets. On the basis of conclusions reached by the
author, a correlation between noise and turbulence is underlined, and
the characteristics of the near and far acoustic fields generated by gas
jets at subsonic and critical velocities are analyzed. M.M.
A71-23608 # Supersonic flow around a cross-shaped tail
plane having the horizontal plane with supersonic leading edge,
considering flow separation from the subsonic leading edge of the
plate (Mi_carea supersonic_ in jurul unui ampenaj cruciform avind
planul orizontal cu bordul de atac supersonic, consider;hal des-
prinderile de curent de la bordurile de atec subsonice ale pl_cii).
_tefan Staicu (Bucure_ti, Institutul Politehnic Gheorghe Gheorghiu-
Dej, Bucharest, Rumania). Studii _i Cercet&ri de Mecanic_ Ap/icatd,
vol. 30, no. 1,1971, p. 39-51.11 refs. In Rumanian.
As in the case of a slender delta wing with equal but opposite
sign incidence on both of its halves, in the case of a cross-shaped tail
plane with three branches the flow separates at the edges of the plate
in the form of conical horns. Treating the problem indirectly as for
the case of a plain delta wing, a theoretical study model is established
through which the pressure distribution and aerodynamic character-
istics of the cross-shaped tail plane are obtained. M.M.
A71-23609 # Aeroelastic stability of plane sandwich plates
placed in a supersonic gas flow (Stabilitatea aeroelastic_ a structurilor
plane de tip sandvi#, plasate intr-un corent de gez supersonic), t
Librescu and Eleonora Malaiu (Academia Rorr_n_, Institutul de
Mecanic_ Fluidelor, Bucharest, Rumania). Studii $i Cercet_ri de
Mecanic_ AplicatA, vol. 30, no. 1, 1971, p. 171-196. 28 refs, In
Rumanian.
Particular attention is devoted to the problem of the aeroelastic
stability of infinite sandwich panels. The influence of the parameter
which expresses the flexibility of the transverse shear of the structure
and the parameter connected with the axial loads on the critical
magnitudes (flutter and divergence) is investigated. The conclusions
reached in other recent works regarding the lack of agreement
between a series of results in this field obtained in exact and
approximate fashion are examined and justified. M:M.
A71-23615 # Determination of the generalized aerodynamic
forces acting on a harmonically oscillating wing in subsonic flow
(Opredelanie obobshchennykh aerodinarnicheskikh sil, deistvuiu-
shchikh na garmonicheski vibriruiushchee krilo v doztmkovom
potoke). Zdenek Shkoda. (Conference Nationate de Mdcanique
Appliqu_e, Bucharest, Rumania, June 23-27, 1969.) Revue
Roumaine des Sciences Techniques, Sdrie de Mdcanique Appliqu_e,
vol. 15, no. 6, 1970, p. 1325-1342.8 refs. In Russian.
Development of a method for solving a linearized problem of an
oscillating wing of finite span in a subsonic flow of an ideal gas. The
lifting surface of the thin wing is replaced by a lifting line system,
which under steady motion turns into the usual system of lifting
vortices. The integral equation of the lifting surfaces is then replaced
by a system of one-dimensional singular integral equations. The
computations are performed on a high-speed computer for any wing
planform and number of degrees of freedom of wing surface
deformation. The results are used mainly for critical wing flutter
calculations. M.V.E.
A71-23616 # On the "reflection" of the Mach cones at the
subsonic leading edges of a thin wing in supersonic flow. Dan
Mateescu (IMFCA, Budnarest, Rumania). (Conference Nationale de
Md_,anique Appliqude, Bucharest, Rumania, June 23-27, 1969.)
Revue Roumaine des Sciences Techniques, Sdrie de Mdcanique
Appliqu_e, vol. 15, no. 6, 1970, p. 1343-1356. 5 refs.
A procedure is discussed for treating the problem of motion
inside a reflected Mach cone - i.e., the Mach cone issuing from the
point where another Mach cone (issued from the vertex of a thin
wing) intersects a subsonic leading edge. The purpose of the
procedure is to determine the axial disturbance velocity on the wing
and to establish the resulting additional pressure distribution on the
wing portion affected by the reflected Mach cone. This involves a
mixed type problem, whose solution is arrived at with the aid of the
method of hydrodynamic analogy elaborated by Carafoli (1956) for
the study of high order conical flows. As an application example, the
case of a thin rectangular wing of low aspect ratio is treated. M.V.E.
A71-23617 # The delta wing of symmetrical thickness with
variable geometry, optimum for two supersonic cruising speeds.
Adriana N_stase (Bucure_ti, Institutul Politehnic Gheorghe
Gheorghiu-Dej, Bucharest, Rumania). (Confdrence Nationale de
Md_anique Appliqude, Bucharest, Rumania. June 23-27, 1969.)
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Revue Roumaine des Sciences Techniques, S#rie de M#canique
Appliqude, vol. 15, no. 6, 1970, p. 1357-1373.8 refs.
Discussion of approaches to determining the shape of a delta
wing of symmetrical thickness and of optimum variable geometry for
two supersonic velocities, with zero thickness along the leading and
trailing edges of the open and closed wing. The determination is
arrived at by solving the two extremum problems in cascade for the
closed and open delta wing. The use of the variational method makes
it possible to reduce each problem to the solving of a finite algebraic
system of linear equations. M.V.E.
A71-23618 # Interaction of a laminar boundary layer with a
shock wave in a compression corner (Interaction d'une couche limite
laminaire avec une onde de choc dans un coin de compression). A. A.
Sfeir (California, University, Berkeley, Calif.). (Confdrence Nationale
de M_canique Appliqude, Bucharest, Rumania, June 23-27, 1969.)
Revue Roumaine des Sciences Techniques, Sdrie de Mdcanique
Appliqude, voh 15, no. 6, 1970, p. 1375-1391.9 refs. In French.
The problem of viscous supersonic flow separation near a
concave compression corner is considered. In contrast to other
studies of this problem concerned with the total flow behavior, the
objective of this study is limited to detailed measurements of the
laminar layer designed, among other things, to test Chapman's
(1958) isc,_tropic recompression hypothesis and the gradient hypo
thesis viewing normal pressure gradients as negligible. Detailed
experiments of two-dimensional flow about a compression corner at
velocities near 2.65 M have led to several significant results, including
the validation of the two hypotheses. M.V.E.
A71-23663 /i Wind tunnel tests of a wing with blowing on
the bottom surface of the profile (Badania aerodynamiczne plata z
wydmuchem na dolnej powierzchni profilu). Robert J6;_wiak and
Andrzej Moldenhawer. Instytut Lotnictwa, Prace, no. 42, 1970, p.
3-20. 15 refs. In Polish.
Wind-tunnel tests of a NACA 23015 airfoil having different
blowing nozzle arrangements on the bottom overpressure surface at
air speeds of 18 and 30 m/sec. Measurements were made with a
continuous blowing slot extending across the entire span and with
arrangements of three circular and oval nozzles. The air blown from
the continuous slot caused flow turbulence and resulted in irregular
aerodynamic characteristics. The maximum lift coefficient of such a
wing does not exhibit a regular dependence on the blowing
coefficient. The pitching moment coefficient at zero angle of attack
changes sign twice in the examined range of blowing coefficients, and
the minimum drag coefficient increases very rapidly with higher
blowing coefficients. The wings with circular and oval nozzles have
regular aerodynamic characteristics and show promise for practical
applications. T.M.
A71-23667 # Studies of profile drag in flight (Badania oporu
profilowego w Iocie). Wanda Bartosik and Julian Bojanowski.
Instytut Lotnictwa, ,°race, no. 42, 1970, p. 71-84. 10 refs. In Polish.
The moments method was used to measure the in-flight profile
drag of gliders with two different sensor arrangements for the total
and static pressures in the boundary layer wake. One probe
arrangement consisted of a comblike configuration of pressure
sensing tubes connected to a bank of manometers. An improved
version consisted of a sliding pressure tube and a self-adjusting pitot
tube. Test data are given for the velocity distributions in the
boundary layer wakes of different profiles and for the effects of air
brakes on the profile drag. T.M.
A71-23669 // Loads on a rigid glider during towed flight in a
turbulent atmosphere (Obcia_enia sztywnego szybowca w Iocie
holowanym w burzliwej atmosferze). Justyn Sandauer. Instytut
Lotnictwa, Prace, no. 43, 1970, p. 3-53.24 refs. In Polish.
Analysis of the effect of glider and tow-system characteristics on
the difference in the maximum loading of a glider in turbulent air
under free- and towed-flight conditions. The air turbulence is
assumed as a rotor-wave gust with sinusoidal speed distribution and
variable length. A method is proposed for estimating the effects of
the main glider parameters and tow-flight conditions on the behavior
of loading. In the calculation, an analog computer was used. It is
shown that the value of the second maximum of the load factor can
be higher during towing than under free-flight conditions. The
conditions under which this increase in the maximum load can be
expected are determined. Practical recommendations are given for
the towing of a glider in air turbulence, including initial attitude with
respect to the towing aircraft, length of the tow cable, and dynamic
characteristics of the tow cable-glider system. Z.W.
A71-23670 // Helicopter takeoff taking advantage of the
kinetic energy of the rotor inertial system (Start {miglowca z
wykorzystaniem energii kinetycznej inercyjnego ukJadu wirnika
no{nego), Kazimierz Szumaflski. Instytut Lotnictwa, Prace, no. 43,
1970, p. 55-79.7 refs. In Polish.
The possibility of reducing the engine power reserves required
for the start of a helicopter from a hover state is examined together
with the utilization of the kinetic energy of the rotor inertial system
during acceleration above ground. The parameters of helicopter
motion during takeoff from hovering are analyzed. The acceleration
stage of the takeoff is examined taking into consideration the
following effects: (1) initial angular velocity of rotor, (2) initial
power excess, (3) flight altitude, and (4) acceleration of the
helicopter. A numerical example is presented for illustrating a
simplified takeoff analysis with allowance for the utilization of the
kinetic energy of rotor inertial system. Z.W.
A71-23672 // Experimental studies of the position of the
stagnation line on blunt bodies with a sharp edge (Badania
do{wiadczalne polozenia linii krytycznej na t(tpych cialach o ostrej
kraw_tdzi). Jerzy Stasiak. Instytut Lotnictwa, Prace, no. 44, 1970, p.
39-56. 7 refs. In Polish.
Experimental study of the position of a circular stagnation line
relative to a circular sharp edge on an axisymmetrical blunt body
consisting of a cylinder terminated by a spherical surface at the
front. Wind-tunnel tests were conducted at Mach-1.52 velocities to
verify the effect of stagnation-line motion away from the circular
edge, previously observed at Mach 2.3. It is shown that the sharp
circular edge can not be identified with the stagnation line even when
the radius governing the position of the circular edge on the body is
larger than the radius of the stagnation line on the spherical surface.
The stagnation line in this case remains on the spherical frontal
portion of the body and does not 'jump' to the edge. T.M.
A71-23675 # Symbolic flight displays. Steven L. Johnson
and Stanley N. Roscoe (Illinois, University, Urbana, Ill..). Naval
Research Reviews, vol. 24, Feb. 1971, p. 1-13. 13 refs.
Research conducted for improving performance of Navy pilots
through use of dynamic, symbolic flight displays is discussed. A
major problem in the design of symbolic displays has been the
question of movement relationships between symbols representing
the aircraft and those representing the outside world, and the effects
of these relationships on control reversals experienced by pilots. The
research described involves in-flight comparisons between the con-
ventional flight director display and an experimental display with
novel movement relationships. G.R.
A71-23690 Corrosion resistant adhesive bonding. Robert
H. Greer (Rohr Corp., Chula Vista, Calif.). SAMPE Quarterly, vol. 2,
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Jan. 1971, p. 51-60.
An adhesive bonded sandwich structure typical of airframe
component construction and triple adherend bonded metal to metal
test specimens were exposed to outdoor weathering and salt spray
environments. The triple adherend test specimens of bare and alclad
2024 aluminum were bonded with several adhesive and primer
combinations. After bonding, they were machined and fitted with
rivets and bolts to simulate the assembly procedures used in the
manufacture of the airframe component. The specimens were
dissected and examined after the exposure tests for bond line
corrosion. Based on the results of these tests, changes in current
design practices for adhesive bonded structures are recommended.
(Author)
A71-23691 The case for precision forgings and pressings.
John Noyes, Jr. (McDonnell Aircraft Co., St Louis, Mo.). SAMPE
Quarterly, vol. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 61-65.
Description of precision forging and pressing techniques for
aluminum and titanium parts of aircraft structures. The general
features of precision forging with respect to conventional forging
techniques are discussed. The parts designed for precision forging
have draft angles equal to zero or near zero where needed, webs and
radii are accepted smaller than usual, and overall tolerances are
reduced. A pressing has all the features of a precision forging plus
having no flash and no mismatch. This is achieved by additional dies
to confine the sides of the working metal. The economic aspects of
precision forging are discussed, taking into account savings in
machining expenditures and the need for more expensive forging
equipme_lt. Z.W.
A71-23824
It is shown that surface roughness can be used to ensure
turbulent reattacbment at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections
where separation occurs near the leading edge at high incidences. The
separation occurring near the leading edge produces a more or less
sizeable bubble depending on whether the reattacbment takes place
still under laminar or already under turbulent flow conditions
(transition within the bubble). Laminar-to-turbulent transition in the
bubble can be achieved by roughening the leading edge in a suitably
arranged pattern upstream of the pressure minimum. The roughness
changes a bubble with laminar reattachment into a short bubble
(turbulent reattachment). The roughness height can be determined
from the known value of the roughness Reynolds number. T.M.
A71-23804 # Small parameter method in the theory of
gyrocompass (O metode malogo parametra v teorii girokompasov).
V. P. Vasilenko (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Matema-
tiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) and A. P. tanishevskii (Akademiia Nauk
Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Gidromekhaniki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Ukrainskii Matematicheskii Zhumal, vol. 23, no. 1, 1971, p. 70-75. 5
refs. In Russian,
Application of the small parameter method for solving some
analytical problems of the theory of gyrocompass is discussed. A
system of differential equations is derived for describing the motion
of the sensitive element of a two-rotor gyrocompass which has not
the properties of a spatial gyrohorizon compass. Fundamental
solutions to these differential equations are derived by using the
small parameter method, The eigenvalues of a monodromy matrix
are analyzed to determine the stability of a zero solution of these
equations. V.Z.
A71-23696 # Preparations and experiences connected with
B-747 passenger handling in Frankfurt (Vorbereitungen und Erfahr-
ungen bei der Abfertigung der B-747 in Frankfurt). R. Lange.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Verkehrsflugh_fen, Jahresver-
sarnm/ung, 22nd, M6nchengladbach, West Germany, Oct. 21, 22,
1970, Paper. 5 p. In German.
Description of the special measures taken to facilitate the
passenger flow to and from Boeing 747s using the Frankfurt airport.
Measures taken to facilitate passenger loading and unloading, baggage
claim for arriving passengers, and customs control are described. The
use of three passenger gangways for the boarding and disembarking
of passengers is cited as an especially convenient feature. A brief
comparison is made between the noise level experienced with the
B-747 and the noise caused by the B-707. A.B.K.
A71-23759 # An existing system in the aircraft industry -
The British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Master Geometry sys-
tem. M. A. Sabin (British Aircraft Corp., Ltd., Weybridge. Surrey,
England). Royal Society (London), Proceedings, Series A, vol. 321,
no. 1545, Feb. 9, 1971, p. 197-205.8 refs.
Description of the characteristics of the Numerical Master
Geometry (NMG) system, employing parameter surface mathematics.
which is in use at British Aircraft Corporation. With the aid of this
system the external shape of aircraft can be represented numerically
in a form allowing the necessary information for design and
manufacture using a digital computer. The parametric form used for
surface definition is described, and surfaces thus generated are
illustrated. Advantages of parametric representation are discussed,
and some features of future development are outlined. O.H.
A71-23762 # The use of roughness to trigger off transition
in a bubble at the leading edge of an aerofoil at high incidences. E.
Erlich and M. Piooteau (ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-
Seine, France). (Supersonic Tunnel Association, Meeting, 35th,
Dallas, Tex., Mar. 8, 9, 1971.) ONERA, TP no. 923, 1971. 4 p. 20
refs.
A71-23813 Development of combustion reactions in the
presence of a velocity gradient downstream of a steady shock wave
(Ddveloppement des rdactions de combustion en prdsence d'un
gradient de vitesse en aval d'une onde de choc stationnaire).
Jean-Claude Belier, Jacques Soustre, and Numa Manson (Toulouse,
Centre d'Essais A_ronautiques, Toulouse; Ecole Nationale Sup_rieure
de Mecanique Appliqu_e, Poitiers, France). Acaddmie des Sciences
(Paris), Comptes Rendus, Sdrie A - Sciences Mathdmatiques, vol. 272,
no. 1, Jan. 4, 1971, p. 67-70.9 refs. In French.
The aerodynamic field in the induction region of a combustion
stabilized by Mach effects in a supersonic wind tunnel was studied,
the gases were analyzed, and the flame temperatures measured. The
data thus obtained made it possible to determine how combustion
reactions develop in the presence of a velocity gradient and to
ascertain the possibility of a reaction freeze in certain cases. M.V.E.
A71-23822 The problem of the flow around a rectilinear
profile placed in a current of finite width in linear theory (Sur le
probl_me de I'dcoulement autour d'un profil rectiligne placd dans un
courant de largeur finie en thdorie lindaire). Pierre Capodanno
(Besancon, Univelsit_, Besanc.on, France). Acaddmie des Sciences
(Paris), Comptes Rendus, S_rie A - Sciences Mathdmatiques, vol. 272,
no. 2, Jan. 11,1971, p. 157-159. In French.
Consideration, in the plane z = x + iy, of a uniform current of
finite Width, of velocity U parallel to the real axis, U being assumed
to be sufficiently large so that the effect of gravity can be neglected.
A rectilinear profile is introduced into the current. The new flow is
assumed to be steady and nonrotational. An attempt is made to
establish an approximate expression of the complex potential f(z),
and to calculate the forces exerted on the profile by the fluid. F.R.L.
A71-23824 Asymptotic study of the sonic flow of a
dissipative fluid at a great distance from a symmetrical plane barrier
(Etude asymptotique de I'dcoulement sonique d'un fluide dissipatif
grande distance d'un obstacle plan s'ym_trique). Jacqueline Hubert
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(Paris, UniversitY, D_partement de M_canique, Paris, France).
Acad_mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, S_rie A - Sciences
Math_matiques, vol. 272, no. 2, Jan. 11, 1971, p. 168-171.6 refs. In
French.
Completion of previous work (1968) by study of what the
shock and flow conditions become downstream of the shocks. For
the latter, two developments are considered, one called 'exterior,'
which is outside the wake, and the other called 'interior,' which is
within the wake. ]'he linking-up is made according to the classical
method of Kaplun-Lagerstrom. F.Ri.
A71-23855 Determination of the instantaneous flow
velocity in a pulsed subsonic wind tunnel (D_termination de la
vitesse instantande dans la veine d'une soufflerie subsonique puls_e).
Roger Barriol (Orleans, UniversitY, Orleans, France). Acaddmie des
Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, S#rie A - Sciences Math#matiques,
vol. 272, no. 8, Feb. 22, 1971, p. 555-557.5 refs. In French.
The flow profile in a pulsed subsonic wind tunnel is determined
with allowance for the boundary layer thickness at the walls for a
constant velocity equal to the mean velocity of the flow. The
correction for the boundary layer thickness, with a view toward
obtaining a completely homogeneous pulsed flow, is made by
determining the corrections that must be applied to the velocity at
each moment of time and in each section of the flow, taking into
account the nonlinear element introduced by the boundary layer.
V.P.
A71-23928 Data processing in the experimental flight
technology (Datenaufbereitung in der Flugversuchstechnik). Lothar
Koch (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fLir Luft- und
Raumfahrt, Institut fLir Dynamik der Flugsysteme, Oberpfaffen-
hofen, West Germany). DFVLR-Nachrichten, Mar. 1971, p. 145-147.
In German.
It is pointed out that the success of flight experiments in
connection with the investigation of problems of flight mechanics
and control depends largely on the quality of the data processing.
The requirements of data processing equipment needed are exam-
ined. The use of a digital computer of the type Honeywell H 516 for
organizing the flow of the measurement data and for controlling the
operation of all subsystems and devices is discussed. G.R.
A71-23936 Study of unsteady low Mach number flows
with application to aerodynamic noise (Etude des _coulements
instationnaires _ faible nombre de Mach avec application au bruit
a_rodynamique). Henri Viviand (ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux,
Hauts-de-Seine, France). Journal de M_canique, vol. 9, Dec. 1970, p.
573-599. 10 refs. In French.
Consideration of the general problem of calculating an unsteady
low Mach number flow by a perturbation method in which the
solution is represented by expansions with respect to a characteristic
Mach number. It is shown that these expansions, called inner
expansions, are not uniformly valid at great distances, owing to the
unsteady character of the flow. The problem is therefore one of
singular perturbation and is treated by the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. The solution at great distances is represented
by outer expansions which lead to the acoustic approximation and
thus represent the acoustic field generated by the flow. With the aid
of the matching conditions, which are treated in detail, the first three
terms of the outer expansion of the pressure are determined as a
function of certain characteristics of terms of the inner expansion of
the pressure. A.B.K.
A71-23938 # Direct measurement of fatigue damage in
aircraft, E. J. Blackburn (Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Ltd., Kingston-
on-Thames, Surrey, England). Strain, vol. 7, Jan. 1971, p. 25-30.
Research supported by the Ministry of Technology.
Description of a fatigue life gauge for aircraft, mounted on a
mechanical amplifier and bonded to a structure, for integrating the
load/frequency pattern to which it is exposed. The purpose of the
device is to compare the rate of loading, accumulated by a test
structure, with the rate accruing to similar structures undergoing
variable service loading. Inasmuch as this loading affects the fatigue
life of a component, the device will monitor fatigue damage. Some
agreement is shown between laboratory test of an aircraft fin and
measurements taken during routine flying. The device is sensitive to
change in aircraft use. M.M.
A71-23943 ILS and the microwave landing system. E. R.
Hollm (Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Deer Park, N.Y.). Interavia, vol. 26,
Feb. 1971, p. 142, 143.
Review of the accelerating progress toward the next generation
microwave ILS, which indicates that a new international standard
could be achieved in this decade. ILS limitations and improvements,
and a modular solid-state ILS design, are discussed. Some improve-
ments in the availability and usefulness of ILS are believed
obtainable by rational changes in rules or procedures. It is expected
that the ILS will have another 25 years of life before retirement.
F.R.L.
A71-23944 V/STOL controls and displays. R. W. Howard
(Elliott Flight Automation, Ltd., Rochester, Kent, England).
Interavia, vol. 26, Feb. 1971, p. 144 146.
Consideration of the automatic flight control system require-
ments for V/STOL aircraft, which are expected to benefit sub-
stantially from recent developments Jn electronic displays. The flight
control requirements for pure STOL are not likely to be very
different from those of current CTOL aircraft. Autostabilization and
computing must be incorporated into the manual flying control
system of the VTOL aircraft in order to improve the handling
qualities, to vary the lift and control effectiveness against the lift
engines during transition, and to provide automatic compensation for
lift engine failure. One of the major developments in avionics is
electronic head-down displays. These developments aim to provide
the crew of an aircraft with more substantial and better reformation
in a manner which is more readily assimilated. F.R.L.
A71-23946 An operational aid for warning of aquaplaning
conditions, J. E. Forbat (Inertia Switch, Ltd., Camberley, Surrey,
England). Interavia, vol. 26, Feb. 1971, p. 164-166.
Consideration of aircraft skidding accidents due to aquaplaning,
and of means of preventing them. Trials conducted at Wallops Island,
Va., and Cranfield, Beds., are reviewed, which indicate that runway
resurfacing or grooving will reduce aquaplaning occurrences on a
fairly high proportion of occasions, but at high cost. The APRIL
(AquaPlaning Risk Indicator for Landings), a water depth sensor
capable of measuring, relative to a specified datum, to within one or
two thousandths of an inch, is described. It employs discrete probes
accurately set in a shallow steel dome which is bolted into the
runway and is strong enough to take the rolling weight of heavy jet
transports. The system is relatively inexpensive. Employing a
telemetry link instead of cables for data transmission, the system
requires only battery powered transmitters with frangible antennas at
the sides of the runway near each sensor. F.R.L.
A71-23956 The motion of incompressible fluids with
electrical resistivity past thin airfoils in oblique fields. Lazar Dragos
(Bucure_ti, Universitatea, Bucharest, Rumania). Zeitschrift fi_r
angewandte Mathematik und Physik, vol. 22, Jan. 25, 1971, p.
96-108. 7 refs.
Reduction of the problem of electrically resisting fluid flow past
a thin airfoil in the case of oblique fields to the solution of a
Fredholm integral equation. The equation can be solved with the aid
of the method of successive approximations. In the cases of aligned
fields and perpendicular fields, for small magnetic Reynolds
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numbers, the equations are solved explicitly and exactly. The lift is
determined in the case of a flat plate, and the manner in which the
lift decreases as the magnetic Reynolds number increases is shown. It
is also shown that in the case of orthogonal fields the lift is smaller
than in the case of aligned fields. The solution of classical
aerodynamics is obtained from the general solution as a particular
case, as well as the solution for a fluid with negligible resistivity.
A.B.K.
A71-23957 An expansion method for boundary layers on
thin aidoils. Bernard Grossman and Stanley G. Rubin (Brooklyn,
Polytechnic Institute, Farmingdale, N.Y.). Zeitschrift for angewandte
Mathematik und Physik, vol. 22, Jan. 25, 1971, p. 109-130. 13 refs.
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1623; Grant No. AF AFOSR 70-1843.
Development of a simple expansion method for inve_igating
laminar incompressible boundary layers on thin airfoils. The
proposed method combines an expansion for a small perturbation
with 'quasi-similar' boundary layer theories. Various geometrical
configurations are treated, including a Joukowski airfoil, a parabolic
airflow, and a slender wedge. The velocity profiles and friction values
obtained are in good agreement with results from other sources, even
for fairly thick airfoils. The method is regarded as particularly useful
in the three-dimensional case, where other two-dimensional methods
cannot be simply extended. A.B.K.
A71-23974 # Instrumentation required for shuttle main-
tenance and Operatio, ns. John Bircham (Briush Aircraft Corp., Ltd.,
London, England). American /nstitute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Space Shuttle Development Testing and Operations Con-
ference, Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 15-17, 1971, Paper 71-313. 9 p.
Members, $1.50; nonmembers, $2.00.
This paper discusses the flight instrumentation requirements and
concepts for the space shuttle vehicles. The space shuttle concept has
many of the characteristics of a launcher, a spacecraft, and an
airplane. The instrumentation will necessarily encompass all three of
these flight modes. Additionally, during the development program,
flight test instrumentation will supplement the operational installa-
tion. The operational equipment will include both real-time perfor-
mance measurement and recorded and telemetered data for mission
monitoring and maintenance. The emphasis in this paper is placed on
concepts of data gathering, presentation of the information, re-
cording and telemetry of useful data, using a digital data bus. The
test and equipment status monitoring philosophies are also discussed.
(Author)
A71-23982 Technology and market structure: A study of
the aircraft industry. Almarin Phillips (Pennsylvania, University,
Philadelphia, Pa.). Lexington, Mass., D. C. Heath and Co.,1971. 236
p. $12.50.
An important influence on market structures and on the
research and development programs and innovative behavior of firms
stems from the presence or absence of related technological and
scientific changes which occur for reasons generally exogenous to
market phenomena and the goals of particular firms. The argument is
that a basic element causing the structural changes in the commercial
aircraft industry was a scientific and technological environment
which was itself changing. The structure of the market for
commercial aircraft and the relations between operating costs and
aircraft technologies, and the aggregate market for trunk line
commercial aircraft are considered. Cost comparisons of successful
and unsuccessful aircraft are made, and reasons for success or failure
are suggested. Five appendixes provide tables of domestic airlines
entering scheduled service, the characteristics of commercial aircraft,
aircraft in the aggregate fleet of trunk airlines, and aircraft in fleets
of individual carriers by carriers and by aircraft. F.R.L.
A71-24000 Unsteady air flow between two discs at low
velocity. C. E. Garcia (LTV Aerospace Corp., Las Cruces, N. Mex.).
Institution of Mecha/i/cal Engineers, Proceedings, vol. 184, pt. 1, no.
48, 1969-1970, p. 913-923; Communications, p. 924,925; Author's
Reply, p. 926. 20 refs.
Velocities of air flowing between two discs were measured with
a hot-wire anemometer where flow was induced with a steam ejector.
Inward and outward flow were found to be unsteady, but outward
flow unsteadiness was greater. This is due to the diffusion nature of
the flow. A solution to the cylindrical wave equation was obtained
and showed that, within the assumptions of the equation, a steady
radial flow field becomes unstable upon passage of a wave due to a
step function change of velocity at the boundaries of the flow.
Comparison of a power spectrum of recorded data with one of
turbulent air flow in a pipe showed the oscillations to be dissimilar.
Unsteady motions seen in other studies of radial flow are also
discussed. (Author)
A71-24011 # Fundamentals of the theory of electric space
propulsion systems (Osnovy teorii kosmichaskikh elektro-
reaktivnykh dvigatel'nykh ustanovok). O. N. Favorskii, V. V.
Fishgoit, and E. I. lantovskii. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Vysshaia Shkola,
1970. 488 p. 167 refs. In Russian.
The physical foundations, principles of operation, character-
istics, and mathematical foundations of advanced space propulsion
systems are examined. The discussion includes heat-transfer and
electric-are type heat engines, ion engines, electromagnetic plasma
engines, thermionic engines, nuclear energy sources, propulsion
systems employing steam- and gas-turbine generators, systems
employing closed-cycle reciprocating engines, thermoelectric genera-
tors, MHD and MGD generators, elec_rogasdynamie generators, and
photoelectric generators. Characteristic cases of heat transfer in
solids with internal heat release, the calculation of MHD and coolant
flow parameters, the calculation of solar cells, and the selection of
heat-transfer agents for closed-circuit systems are examined. The
monograph is intended to serve as a textbook for advanced students,
but should also be of interest to scientists and engineers. V.P.
A71-24012 # Preliminary design of an aircraft (Eskiznoe
proektirovanie semoleta). B. T. Goroshchenko, A. A. D'iachenko,
and N. N. Fadeev. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie, 1970. 332
p. 35 refs. In Russian.
Steps to be taken in preparing preliminary design specifications
for aircraft are outlined. The main functions considered include (1)
the definition of operational requirements to be used as performance
and efficiency criteria, (2) calculation of the flight characteristics and
structural parameters affecting aerodynamic stability, and (3) specifi-
cation of the basic weight, geometrical, and structural aspects of the
aircraft. Methods of arriwng at tradeoffs in operational requirements
are outlined, and examptes are given which illustrate the determi-
nation of factors affecting the required speed, altitude, range,
takeoff, landing, stability, and maneuverability. The selection of a
particular configuration is explained, together with methods for
specifying weight distributions, propulsion systems, fuselage assem-
blies, tail structures, wing arrangements, and cabin areas. T.M.
A71-24013 # Flight of an aircraft with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust (Polet samoleta s nepolnoi i nesimmetrichnoi
tiagoi}. M. L Gallai. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie, 1970.
192 p. 23 refs. In Russian.
Problems concerning the dynamics of a multiengine aircraft
immediately after the failure of one of the engines are examined.
Attention is given to the probabilistic characteristics of such a flight,
the effects of external factors and of the aircraft's aerodynamic
parameters, stabilized on-course flight, landing approach, landing,
and takeoff with partial engine failure. Special attention is given to
the explanation of physical mechanisms responsible for the effects
experienced during flight with incomplete and asymmetrical thrust.
Practical recommendations are directed at both aircraft designers and
pilots, providing information about structural solutions to eliminate
possible emergencies and optimal piloting procedures to cope with
engine failure. A separate section discusses international and regional
certification standards for aircraft characteristics in case of power
failure. T.M.
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A71-24064 New directions in aircraft adhesives and sand-
wich structural materials. Andre B. Kerr (Furane Plastics, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif.). In: Aerospace adhesives and elastomers; Society of
Aerospace Material and Process Engineers, National Technical Con-
ference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970, Proceedings.
Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace Material and
Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Conference Pro-
ceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 1-8.
Description of two-component, high peel strength epoxy and
urethane adhesives for aircraft bonding operations. New room
temperature curing systems which offer good properties at elevated
temperatures are also presented. Repair procedures for honeycomb
panels are discussed. Z.W.
A71-24069 A tough, moderately heat resistant, room
temperature curing structural adhesive. Malcolm E. Gross (B. F.
Goodrich Co., Brecksville, Ohio). In: Aerospace adhesives and
elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers,
National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 49-61.5 refs.
Description of a room temperature curing adhesive for bonding
rigid composite structures containing elements with widely divergent
coefficients of thermal exparrsion. This adhesive combines toughness
and good shear strength in the medium temperature range of 200 F.
It is based upon a prereaction product between a low molecular
weight epoxy resin and a liquid nitrile copolymer having terminal
group reactivity. The adhesive was used successfully for bonding
fiber-reinforced plastics to metal substructures for service use in a
temperature range from -20 to 250 F. Z.W.
A71-24079 Self-sealing aircraft fuel tanks. William F.
Anspach (USAF, Materials Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio). In: Aerospace adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd,
Dallas, Tex., Octobe, 6-8, 1970, Proceedings.
Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers
(National SAMPE Technical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2),
1970, p. 167-174.
The role and importance of the damage control material,
self-sealing material, and fuel barrier in the overall self-sealing system
are discussed. Both self-sealing integral fuel tanks and self-sealing fuel
cells are examined. The following self-sealing concepts are con-
sidered: chemical systems, fuel sensitive layers (elastomers which
swell), precompressed foams, reactive chemical systems, and elasto-
meric spheres. In this last concept when the system is punctured, the
balls flow to the wound, plug it, and swell to seal it. Z.W.
A71-24080 Fluorosilicone fuel containment sealants. J. K.
Wessel (Dow Coming Corp., Midland, Mich.). In: Aerospace
adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and Process
Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October
6-8, 1970, Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of
Aerospace Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Tech-
nical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 175-181.
Fuel tank sealants of today's aircraft must withstand new levels
of heat and heat aging. At the same time, they must resist jet fuel,
moisture, and they should not become brittle at low temperatures.
Fluorosilicone sealants of various types are meeting these needs.
Flexible bead formulations developed recently by McDonnell-
Douglas engineers show promise of making these sealants even more
reliable. (Author)
A71-24081 Recent developments in high-temperature air-
craft fuel-tank sealants, Lester Morris (Products Research and
Chemical Corp., Burbank, Calif.). In: Aerospace adhesives and
elastomers; Sociely of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers,
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National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 183-190.
Three types of sealant products are described for high-
temperature fuel exposures on aircraft. They differ in polymer type
an.d performance range. A polysulfide-based material is evaluated for
350 F performance. A second sealant with long-term 450 F
capabilities based on a new, low-temperature fluorocarbon elastomer
is described. A third product with potential value for high-
temperature 'groove injection' sealing based upon a modified
polysiloxane is also presented. (Author)
A71-24083 Accelerated testing of fuel containment seal-
ants. Gary Snyder, Edward Sweet, and Thomas Talcott (Dow
Coming Corp., Midland, Mich.). In: Aerospace adhesives and
elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers,
National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 199-208.
Development of an accelerated fuel containment sealant test
procedure using a reduced pressure, jet fuel vapor environment at
temperatures between 525 and 600 F. The data supporting the
validity of accelerable testing were generated in tests using a new
hybrid fluorocarbon/silicone sealant as a test material. (Author)
A71-24084 Optimum weight bonded structure design
using variable weight composite materials. L. E. Meade. In: Aero-
space adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and
Process Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex.,
October 6-8, 1970, Proceedings. Azusa, Calif.,
Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers (National
SAMPE Technical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p.
209-220.
Using the C-5A aircraft as an example, it is shown how weight
was saved by selecting the optimum weight materials for each
adhesive design. The selection of an adhesive weighing 0.045 Ib/sq ft
instead of one weighing 0.060 Ib/sq ft saved 640 pounds of the
originally anticipated weight. In approximately 40% of the C-5A
honeycomb applications, 5/32 in. cell size, 0.0007 in. nominal foil
gauge core, having a density of 2.6 Ib/cu ft, was found to be suitable
for face sheet stabilization instead of the 1/8 in. cell size. This
accounted for an additional 400 pounds of weight saved. Z.W.
A71-24093 Structural bonding of titanium for advanced
aircraft, Robert E. Walter, David L. Voss, and Marvin S. Hochberg
(McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.). In: Aerospace adhesives
and elastomers; Society of Aerospace Materia! and Process Engineers,
National Technical Conference, 2rid, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 321-330.
Annealed Ti-6AI-4V, annealed Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn, and heat treated
and aged Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn alloys were used to determine the effect of
alloy and heat treatment on the bondability of Ti. Supported and
modified epoxy adhesives, Metlbond 329.HT424, Scotchweld AF
131HP and Plastilock 677, were evaluated for bonding Ti skins to AI
and phenolic fiber glass honeycomb core. Nonsupported nitrile-
phenolic adhesives, AF 31 and Plastilock, were evaluated for Ti-to-Ti
joints. Nonperforated 5056-H39 aluminum and heat resistant phe-
nolic glass fabric were evaluated as honeycomb core materials for
applica=tions at 450 F under cyclic loading. Duracore and corrosion
inhibiting adhesive primers were evaluated to obtain corrosion
resistant adhesively bonded structures. Metal-to-metal evaluation
tests for lap shear and T-peel and skin-to-honeycomb tests for
flatwise tension, climbing drum peel, short column compression,
longitudinal beam shear, thermal gradient, and fatigue were con-
A71-24158
ducted to obtain data for applications on advanced fighter aircraft.
Prebonding cleaning of Ti by 30.sec immersion at 70 F in 10%
hydrofluorosilicic acid provided acceptable lap shear strength in
specimens after 96 hr storing, comparing favorably with other
cleaning techniques. V.Z.
A71-24096 Contoured silicone pressure mandrels for fabri-
cation of helicopter rotor blades. A. E. Holt and J. H. Powell (Bell
Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). In: Aerospace adhesives and
elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers,
National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif.. Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 353-361.
Recent advancements in rotor blade designs have posed new
problems in their fabrication and bonding. To solve these problems,
internal pressure bag mandrels were devised, using silicone elastomers
and/or foams. The mandrels are: rigid enough to locate and support
blade parts, elastic enough to apply even pressure during bonding.
able to withstand 350 F repeatedly, self releasing, and collapsible for
removal from openings of half the mandrel's size. The mandrel's
fabrication techniques and use in rotor blade fabrication are
discussed. (Author)
A71-24101 Polyurethane coatings for subsonic rain ero-
sion protection. J. F. Moraveck (Olin Corp., New Haven, Conn.). In:
Aerospace adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material
and Process Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas,
Tex., October 6-8, 1970, Proceedings. Azusa,
Calif., Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers (National
SAMPE Technical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p.
425-439. Contracts No. AF 33(615)-68-C-1068; No. AF 33(615)-A-
3633.
A whirling arm apparatus using a simulated rainfall proved
invaluable in the development of erosion-resistant polyurethane
coatings. Polyurethanes with widely different physical properties
were synthesized and tested extensively in rain in an attempt to
correlate structure and physical properties to dynamic performance.
Further, these tests showed that coating performance and modes of
failure of a particular formulation was also dependent upon the
substrate construction, primer used and coating thickness. (Author)
A71-24102 Photochromic coatings for nondestructive
testing. Sidney Allinikov and Albert Olevitch (USAF, Materials
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: Aerospace adhesives
and elastomers; Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers,
National Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970,
Proceedings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Con-
ference Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 441460.
This paper describes the development and application of a
photochromic paint to nondestructivety inspect aerospace materials
and structures. The formulation of the paint is described as well as
the methods of application of the paint. The paint is converted from
a white to a bright violet color by exposure for a few seconds to
ultraviolet light. The painted surface is heated by any suitable means
such as a hot air blower. The heat bleaches the paint to its original
white color. If defects are present the conductivity at the site of the
defect is different from that of the rest of the area inspected. The
defect is thus visualized as a colored or white area depending on the
nature of the defect. The paper discusses the types of defects and the
kinds of structures to which this special paint can be used. The
advantages and limitations are also pointed out. (Author)
A71-24103 Density gradient visualization with a schlieren
optical system. Robert M. Wohlfed (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.). In: Aerospace adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd,
Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970, Proceedings.
Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers
(National SAMPE Technical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2),
1970, p. 461-470.5 refs.
This paper presents results of preliminary investigations of
propeller aerodynamics using schlieren optical techniques. Although
this paper deals mainly with aerodynamics it also discusses the
manner in which a schlieren system can be used for nondestructive
testing of polymers and adhesives. A ten minute movie shows the
aerodynamic results as seen with a schlieren system. (Author)
A71o24112 A comparative test for corrosion resistant
adhesive primers. Narvel k Rogers (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.). In: Aerospace adhesives and elastomers; Society of Aerospace
Material and Process Engineers, National Technical Conference, 2nd,
Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970, Proceedings.
Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers
(National SAMPE Technical Conference Proceedings. Volume 2),
1970, p. 571-588.
Improved corrosion resistance is an objective in all aircraft
design. The advent of the corrosion inhibiting adhesive primers
provides the designer with an additional tool to use in reaching this
objective. As with any new material, tests must be developed that
will provide some insight into the relative merits of the different
adhesive systems. In that the end use of a material will vary with
_ach designer, the technique of testing must vary to insure reliable
and usable data. (Author)
A71-24115 Hydrolytic stability of electrical potting com-
pounds. Philip A. House (USAF, Materials Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: Aerospace adhesives and elastomers;
Society of Aerospace Material and Process Engineers, National
Technical Conference, 2nd, Dallas, Tex., October 6-8, 1970, Proceed-
ings. Azusa, Calif., Society of Aerospace Material
and Process Engineers (National SAMPE Technical Conference
Proceedings. Volume 2), 1970, p. 609-642.
Investigation of the resistance to reversion of plastics employed
as potting compounds in aircraft electrical systems. Reversion was
first observed in a polyester polyurethane potting compound on the
F-4 aircraft as a result of poor hydrolytic stability of the compound.
A program was conducted to determine the hydrolytic stability of all
potting compounds used by the Air Force. The results of the test
program are presented. O.H.
A71-24150 # V/STOL area navigation. J. C. Alexander and
C. L. Heide (Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd., Ottawa, Canada).
(Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, Aerospace Electronics
Symposium, Ottawa, Canada, Mar. 19, 20, 1970.) Canadian Aero-
nautics and Space Journal, vol. 17, Mar. 1971, p. 89-93. 11 refs.
Discussion of area navigation system requirements of com-
mercial V/STO L aircraft. The solutions to the navigation problems in
the congested air environment to be derived from the airborne
computer, flight plan data storage and control subsystems, and
horizontal orientation display, to make up the V/STOL area
navigation system hardware, are reviewed. The hardware develop-
ment work currently in progress is described. M.V.E.
A71-24158 # Investigation of aircraft motion and traffic
control processes under conditions of random disturbances (Issledo-
vanie protsessov dvizheniia i upravleniia samoletopotokami v uslo-
viiakh sluchainykh vozmushchenii). E. V. Melikhova. In: Current
problems of cybernetics (Sovremennye problemy kibernetiki). (A71-
24155 10-10) Edited by la. Z. Tsypkin. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka,
1970, p. 70-76. In Russian.
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The flight dispatching problem in air traffic control is examined
from the viewpoint of obtaining a control quality criterion. Safety
restrictions limit the region of admissible solutions, and the
dispatcher strives toward a minimum of deviations from the initial
flight schedule to satisfy economic requirements while maintaining
flight safety. Statistical simulation is used to determine the weighting
coefficients of control parameters, and attention is given to the
possibility of traffic rate control that maintains schedules with
allowance for random factors associated with weather conditions.
Traffic flow at intersections of air corridors is analyzed, and the
effects of random factors on flight in these areas are evaluated. T.M.
A71*24174 # The need for developing a high Reynolds
number transonic wind tunnel in the U.S. Julius Lukasiewicz
(Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada). Astronautics and Aero-
naut/cs, vol. 9, Apr. 1971, p. 64-70.
Study of the glowing gap between the Reynolds numbers of
actual transonic flight and those achieved in wind tunnel simulations
in the U.S., considering this gap as a possible cause of unpredicted
aircraft flight and rocket trajectory situations. The effects of
Reynolds numbers on maximum low-speed lift and wing section
pitching moment are analyzed. Shock-induced flow separations in a
wind tunnel and during a full-scale flight are compared. The
performances and designs of the Ludwig tube tunnel and the
blowdown tunnel are discussed. It is urged that the technique of
transonic testing at high lift conditions should be developed further.
V.7.
A71-24175 VHF over-the-horizon ground-to-air communi-
cation equipment, Itsugo Takeisbi, Tsugio Sudo, and Rokuro
Shimada (Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Toshiba
Review, Feb. 1971, p. 22-28.
Description of the design and operation of the communication
equipment of the first regular air traffic control station constructed
in Japan for communication with the Northern Pacific air routes.
The equipment consists of one high-gain antenna (25.5 dB), two
VHF AM transmitters (carrier power 2 kW), three low-noise VHF
over-the horizon receivers with 3-dB noise figure, and three terminal
supervisory units for controlling and monitoring the transmitters and
receivers and for receiving the transmission and reception voice
signals. The results of actual contact with an airplane in flight have
demonstrated that the communication range is up to 377 rim, which
is nearly identical with the theoretical value, O.H.
A71-24215 Advanced centrifugal compressors. New York,
American Society/ of Mechanical Engineers, 1971. 221 p. Members,
$12.60; nonmembers, $15.75.
Topics include aspects of fluid dynamics of the centrifugal
compressor, and an investigation conducted to develop a small,
high-pressure-ratio radial compressor. Performance and problems of
single-stage compressors with pressure ratios in the range 10:1 to
15:1 are considered, as well as research undertaken to define design
criteria and performance characteristics. G.R,
A71-24216 On the unresolved fluid dynamics of the
centrifugal compressor, Robert C. Dean, Jr. (Creare, Inc.; Dartmouth
College, Hanover, N.H.). In: Advanced centrifugal compressors
New York, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 1971, p. 1-55, 54 refs.
The fluid dynamics of the centrifugal compressor are surveyed
with particular emphasis on those aspects not perfectly understood.
Among all turbomachines, the radial compressor and turbine are
unique because the details of their flows are still in large part
unknown. In contrast, the axial compressor and turbine have only a
few important mysteries remaining. The intent of this paper is to
sketch out the uncharted territory with the expectation that this
exploration may encourage appropriate research upon the critical
problems and the development of realistic design systems. Data are
included to emphasize the significance of various phenomena. The
crucial fluid dynamic aspects of the centrifugal compressor are
identified tentatively. Forecasts of ultimate performance are then
offered. The future of the centrifugal compressor appears to be
bright, provided that its complicated fluid dynamics can be un-
scrambled and mastered for design optimization. (Author)
A71-24217 The radial outflow compressor. J. R. Erwin
and N. G. Vitale (General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio). In:
Advanced centrifugal compressors. New York,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1971, p. 56-117.22 refs.
Contract No. DA-44-177-AMC-180(T).
Aerodynamic and mechanical compressor analyses are described,
and aerodynamic cascade tests, low-speed compressor tests, mechani-
cal bench tests, and design studies which led to the construction of a
high-speed compressor are discussed. An account of developmental
testing of the high-speed compressor leading to further improvements
is given. The improved compressor performance is achieved by
eliminating the inlet guide vane system, including a circular inlet
turning vane, enlarging the exit scroll, using new rotor blades, and
employing subsonic stator vanes. G.R.
A71-24218 High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines. R. E. Morris and D. P. Kenny (United
Aircraft of Canada, Ltd., Longueuil, Quebec, Canada). In: Advanced
centrifugal compressors. New York, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1971, p. 118-146. 10 refs. Research
supported by the Defence Research Board of Canada and United
Aircraft of Canada.
It is pointed out that poor specific fuel consumption of the gas
turbine has been a major factor in preventing its general use. The
variation of specific fuel consumption and specific power with cycle
pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature is investigated, and some
data on the performance of single stage centrifugal compressors with
pressure ratios in the range 10:1 to 15:1 are presented. It is found
that a major problem with high pressure ratio compressors is the
avoidance of separation within the impeller. Research impellers
which have been designed initially by a relatively simple potential
flow method are described. Loading diagrams are evaluated by a
novel pipe analogy method. A novel diffuser capable of accepting the
nonuniform supersonic flow from the impeller with low loss and
good operating range is discussed. G.R
A71-24219 Design and development of small, high pres-
sure ratio, single-stage centrifugal comprassors. F. G. Schorr, A. D.
Welliver, and L. J. Winslow (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.). In:
Advanced centrifugal compressors. New York,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1971, p. !47-217. 23
refs.
Studies of Boeing compressor designs in the pressure ratio range
of 3.5:1 to 6:1 form the background of the work discussed. An
account is given of a number of tests conducted with the impeller
and diffusels in order to obtain overall compressor maps. The overall
performance target was a pressure ratio of 10:1 at an adiabatic
efficiency of 80% at an airflow of 2 Ib/sec. The maximum
compressor pressure ratio (static to total) measured was 10.6:1
(106% design speed). Airflow range up to 16% was demonstrated at
pressure ratios between 9.0 and 10.0:1. Compressor adiabatic
efficiency of 72.0% was nearly constant at a!l compressor speeds.
G.R.
A71-24239 Development of a single-grade general aviation
avgas. H. J. Foster and L. G. Olson (Shell Oil Co., Houston, Tex.).
Societv of Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft
Meethrg, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710369. 14 p.
Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
To verify the practicality of a single-grade general aviation avgas
which would meet the needs of engines using grade 80/87 and
100/130 fuel, a flight evaluation was conducted in selected light
aircraft. Some 2200 hr of actual flight operation demonstrated the
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acceptability of this fuel for grade 80/87 certificated aircraft,
together with a performa nee advantage for grade 100/130 users.
(Author)
A71-24240 Aircraft carburetor icing studies. L. Gardner,
G. Moon, and R. B. Whyte (National Research Council, Fuels and
Lubricants Laboratory, Canada). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710371. 10 p. 8 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
A study has been made of the effect of gasoline icing inhibitors
on aircraft carburetor icing. An engine test was developed and used
to evaluate various types of inhibitor. The results obtained showed
that aircraft carburetor icing can be prevented by the inclusion of
additives in the gasoline. The use of a Teflon-coated throttle plate to
prevent ice adhesion was studied, and it was found that virtually all
ice formation on the plate was eliminated. The Teflon-coated plate
and the use of ethylene glycol monomethyl ether at 0.10-0.15% by
volume in the gasoline were shown to prevent both carburetor and
fuel system icing. (Author)
A71-24241 The FAA flying and handling qualities
program. Jerome Teplitz (FAA, Washington, D.C.). Soc_ty of
Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita,
Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710372. 4 p. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers. $1.50.
Discussion of the efforts being made to correlate aircraft
stability and control requirements. Presented are principal features of
_h_ FAA fiy;._j a,_d ha,_d;;,-_ 9 qua_;t;_ pro§ram, t_c cbjactivc _.f
•"_;_" ;s *v" dcve!opment _# #..h* _h=.=rt_rist re nrlteri= q,,_tified
when possible and intended to define both optimum and minimum
acceptable characteristics for use in the design of new aircraft, both
civilian and military. O.H.
A71-24242 Flying qualities criteria for small general
aviation airplanes as determined by in41ight simulation. David R.
Ellis (Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.). Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar.
24-26, 1971, Paper 710373. 7 p. 5 refs. Members, $1.00; non-
members, $1.50.
In-flight simulation techniques using a variable-stability airplane
have been used to determine quantitative flying qualities criteria for
small general aviation aircraft. Recent experiments covering longi-
tudinal short-period frequency and damping, pitch control sensitiv-
ity, and lift-curve slope indicate that the combination of parameters
giving the best level of flying qualities can be identified, but
reasonably wide variations are possible without causing serious
degradation. Instrument approaches can be successfully flown with
moderate levels of static instability, but even small instabilities may
be undesirable due to the danger of upsets following pilot distrac-
lion. (Author)
A71-24243 Lateral-directional handling qualities for the
executive jet in the landing approach. G. Warren Hall (Cornelt
Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). Society of Automo-
tive Engineers, National Business ,Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710374. 7 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$1.50. Contract No. AF 33(615)-69-C-1664.
Lateral-directional handling qualities for executive jet and
related medium weight airplanes in the landing approach flight phase
were investigated in the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane.
Emphasis was placed on the effects of crosswinds and turbulence.
Simulated IFR ILS approaches and VFR offset and crosswind
approaches were made. Specifically, two Dutch roll frequencies,
three Dutch roll damping ratios, th=ee roll-to-sideslip ratios, and
three roll mode time constants were investigated. It was found that
the ranges of lateral-directional dynamics investigated do not
establish a limiting crosswind value; however, they do determine the
ease or difficulty with which a crosswind approach can be accom-
plished. Roll control power requirements were determined fiom pilot
A71-24248
control usage data and an investigation of the effects of limited roll
control power. It was found that available roll control power can
establish a limiting crosswind component. (Author)
A71-24244 * NASA aerodynamic research applicable to
business aircraft. Laurence K. Loftin, Jr. and Marion O. McKinney,
Jr. (NASA, Langley Research Canter, Hampton, Va.). Society of
Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita,
Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710378. 11 p. 9 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $1.50.
A review is made of NASA aerodynamic research of interest to
the designer of business aircraft. The results of wind-tunnel and flight
studies of several current aircraft are summarized. The attainment of
STOL performance is discussed and the effectiveness of several lift
augmentation concepts is examined. Finally, the potentialities and
problems of flight at and beyond the speed of sound are discussed.
(Author)
A71-24245 * The turn rate indicator - Its interpretation as
affected by installation and true airspeed. G. W. Stinnett, C. T.
Jackson, Jr., and P. D. Talbot (NASA, Ames Research Canter,
Moffett Field, Calif.). Society of Automotive Engineers, National
Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper
710380. 6 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
The effects of mounting an airplane turn rate gyro at various
angles relative to the roll axis of the vehicle have been investigated in
flight. The range of suitable mounting angles varies not only with the
_rnount Of rnl! rpt e $_n¢inn dP_ir_d fnr I_ad information, but also
with the true airspeed of the airplane. Tilting the gyro in a face-up
direction, as occasionally happens on a slightly inclined instrument
panel, might have disastrous results if the instrument is relied on for
recovery from an unusual attitude. Turn rate information is of very
limited value on airplanes having high subsonic cruise speed. (Author)
A71-24246 Time between overhaul as related to modern
engine design and maintenance techniques. R. B. Ingrain (Avco
Corp., Avco Lycoming Div., Stratford, Conn.). Society of Auto-
motive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710381. 10 p. Members, $1.00; non-
members, $1.50.
Discussion of extended time between overhauls (TBO) programs
in the aircraft industry. TBOs of above 2000 hr for certain Lycoming
aircooled aircraft piston engines are shown to be practical through
the use of modern engine design, materials, and maintenance
technology. Several examples of extended time programs are shown
for a 150 bhp direct drive, 4-cylinder engine and 380 bhp 6-cylinder
geared and 310 bhp turbocharged engines. Limiting TBO factors and
practical limits of TBO are also discussed. O.H.
A71-24247 Development of a dual ignition system for
general aircraft. Richard P. McClelland (Bendix Corp., Electrical
Components Div., Sidney, N.Y.). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710382. 6 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
A new dual magneto has been developed for use on engines in
business and small military aircraft. This ignition system represents a
considerable advance in the areas of weight saving, ease of installa-
tion, maintainability, and synchronization of the two sparks in each
cylinder. This paper describes the reasons for its development, design
details, and the test program followed in its development. It includes
a discussion of the problems encountered during testing and the
natures of their solutions. (Author)
A71-24248 General aviation engine oil filtration - A model
specification. William M. Paradise (Champion Spark Plu 9 Co.,
Toledo, Ohio) and H. C. Mouwen (PurOlator, Inc., Newbury Park,
Calif.). Society of Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft
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Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710383. 8 p. 6 refs.
Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Model design and performance specification for filters used in
genera! aviation engine lube oil systems. Filter types are classified,
their construction is described, and some of the popular filter
applications are reviewed. A model specificatioil is presented which
concerns the filter as_'embly to ensure its improved efficiency, greater
dirt-holding capacities, and reliable mechanical integrity. O.H.
A71-24249 Noise certification of business jet aircraft.
Wdliam J. Galloway (Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge,
Mass.). Society of Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft
Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710384. 7 p.
Membe,-s, $1.00; nonmembers, S1.50.
Noise certification under FAR Part 36 is now a requirement tor
issuance of all new and supplemental type certificates for turbojet-
powered o0 transpolt-category aircraft. Recent experience with three
noise certification programs has shown: how to estimate from
aircraft performance data the necessity and extent of noise measure-
ment requirements, ways to show compliance through the use of
equiva!ent test data, and techniques for minimizing program cost.
(Author)
A71-24250 Engine nacelle noise prediction and trades.
Henry F. Veldman (Boeing Co., Wichita, Kan.). Society of Automo-
tive Eqgineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Mar. 24-26, 197!, Paper 710386. 7 p. 6 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $1.50.
The object of engine nacelle noise prediction is to use aircraft
sound data measured at a test site or measured from flyover data and
estimate the noise level as a function of time at other hypothetical
observer locations. The simulation consists of applying attenuation
corrections to the input sound pressuTe spectra to obtain the
projected spectra as a function of time. The effect of acoustic noise
suppression can be analyzed by examining the influence of each
noise source on the total noise spectra. Trade studies can be
conducted by constructing lines of constant anrtoyance for aircraft
landing, takeoff, or fly-by. (Author)
A71-24251 * The application of spoilers to a small, fixed-
wing general aviation aircraft. John W. Olcott (Aeronautical Research
Associates of Princeton, Inc., Princeton, N.J.), David R. Ellis
(Aeronautical Research Associares of Princeton, Inc.; Princeton
University, Princeton, NJ.), and Alan E. Fay_ (NASA. Ames
Research Center, Moftett Field, Calif.). Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Bush_ess Aircraft Meethrg, Wichita, Kan., Mar.
24-26, 1971, Paper 71038,7. 16 p. 6 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $1.50.
Flight tests were made of spoilers/clive brakes on small fixed-
wing aircraft to investigate whether such aerodynamic surfaces could
be used to augment the glide path performance and longitudinal
handling qualities of such aircraft in a manner which would be
beneficial during the total landing risk. Steady state flight path angles
up to 13 deg for a true airspeed of 85 rnph were obtained with a
spoiler/dive brake area of 5.7 sq ft. No change in trim airspeed was
experienced for that configuration provided 15 deg of flaps were
used. An 11.92 sq ft spoiler/dive brake configuration produced
steady state flight path angles up to 18 deg at 90 mpb true airspeed.
Preliminmy evaluations indicated that the former configuration
offered significant improvements in the vehicle's handling qualities
during the total lar_ding risk, p_ovided a suitable means of controlling
the considmable performance of the spoilers/dive brakes was
available. O.H.
A71-24252 The influence of bobweights and downsprings
on flying qualities. T. Peter Neal (Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,
Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). Society of Automotive Engineers, National
Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Ma_. 24 26, 1971, Paper
710388. 9 p. 5 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Control-system bobweights and downsprings are quite often
used in general aviation airplanes to improve longitudinal static
stability at aft c.g. positions. However, these devices can also have
strong and usually undesirable effects on the airplane's dynamic
behavior. These important effects are reviewed and discussed. In
addition, guidance is provided as to how some of the undesirable
characteristics can be minimized by careful design. (Author)
A71-24253 Low speed airfoil analysis using a small digital
computer. W. H. Wentz, Jr. (Wichita State University, Wichita, Kan.),
J. A. Miller (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.), and R. E. Koepsel
(Kiekhaefer Mercury Corp.). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710389. 7 p. 12 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
A computing routine has been developed for calculation of
two-dimensional incompressible airfoil characteristics on a small
(IBM 1130) digital computer. Theodorsen's method of conformal
transformation is utilized to obtain potential flow pressure distribu-
tions. A selection of quadrature methods are utilized to obtain
boundary layer characteristics, including laminar and turbulent
layers, instability transition, and separation. Selected results are
presented which illustrate the capabilities and limitations of the
program. Typical computing times and costs are presented. Several
suggested improvements to the calculation routine are discussed.
(Author)
A71-24254 Chemical oxygen generators for business and
utility aircraft. V. N. Harwood (Automatic Sprinkler Corporation of
America, Scott Aviation Div.). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710390. 10 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
New FAA Oxygen Requirements Standards state that emer
§ency supplemental oxygen is a necessity in any pressurized aircraft
flying over 25,000 ft. Chemical oxygen generators can be used to
fulfill the new requirements. They offer savings in weight, size, and
maintenance, while offering considerably greater safety. The oxygen
generator packages, which offer variations of function and size, are
discussed. (Author)
A71-24255 Air conditioning the Piper Cherokee product
line. J. L. Jiruska (Piper Aircraft Corp., Lock Haven, Pa.). Society of
Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita,
Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710391. 9 p. Members, $1.00;
nonmambers, $1.50.
For many years, the designers of general aviation light aircraft
have been more preoccupied with safety and performance than
comfort. In order to expand the user base and utility of the small
airplane, we must provide the elementary comforts which we have
come to demand from our automobiles. We are currently working to
improve sound levels, seating comfort, ventilation, and other human
factors; now we must air condition. This paper will not deal with the
basics of refrigeration system design as many books are available on
this subject. We will touch briefly on a review of system theory and
types, then take you through the conceptual thinking, design
considerations, certification, and service test phases of our program.
(Author)
A71-24256 Optimizing the design of the battery-starter/
generator system. John M. Evjen and Lawrence £). Miller, Jr.
(General Electric Co., New York, N.Y.). Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar.
24-26, 1971, Paper 710392. 10 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$1.50.
Aircraft starting and generating systems heretofore have been
largely the result of joining together available components. Recent
studies have demonstrated that substantial benefits in weight, cost,
size, and performance may be realized through a total system
approach. This paper identifies the types of information required,
and the methods of system analysis employed, to design an
optimized system. (Author)
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A71-24257 * A flight control system providing a simple-to-
fly, constant attitude aircraft. Frederick O. Smetana (North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, N.C.). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710393. 10 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50. NASA-
supported research.
Most light aircraft accidents occur during landing and takeoff
because at these times the pilot mus_ operate controls frequently and
precisely and with more than average force. These operations are
further complicated by the nose-high attitude of the aircraft, which
interferes with a normal visual control reference. The purpose of the
studies reported here was to design an aircraft that would fly at zero
pitch angle and would require a minimum of pilot commands for
satisfactory operation. Preliminary investigation showed l_at it
would be possible to modify an existing airplane by providing a
three-component control system, new wing with Fowler flaps for lift
modulation, and additional longitudinal control power. The details
of these modifications are described fully in this paper. _Author)
A71-24258 Qualification of light aircraft for flight in icing
conditions. Paul R. Leckman (Cessna Aircraft Co., Commercial
Aircraft Div., Wichita, Kan,). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710394. 24 p. 15 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Since light aircraft are being used more and more frequently in
the IFM environment, icing is becoming a greater operational
problem. This paper reviews the icing problem for light aircraft.
Design criteria and flight testing techniques are discussed. The
discussion is limited to general aviation aircraft whose maximum
takeoff, gross ;;_ight is less than 6000 lb. 9oth theoretical and flight
test data are reviewed. Data are included which describe the increase
in instrument-rated pilots and IFR flying activity in recent years.
Flight profiles of a typical light aircraft are compared with larger
aircraft. Performance penalties due to ice accumulations are pre-
sented for light aircraft based on flight test experience to date at the
Commercial Aircraft Div. of Cessna Aircraft Co. (Author)
A71-24261 Crash injury severity as related to aircraft
attitude during impact. Terry F. Wallace and John J. Swearingen
(FAA, Protection and Survival Laboratory). Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar.
24-26, 1971, Paper 710399, 7 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$1.50.
A small number of general aviation aircraft accidents selected
from the files of the Civil Aeromedicai Institute illustrate potential
injury severity in various crash situations. It appears that crash
injuries, especially to the head and chest, are apt to be more severe in
aircraft involved in forward, right side up crash decelerations in
which the occupants are restrained by seat belts only. Minor injury.
severe crashes are described in which the principle crash forces were:
to the side, forward with the aircraft inverted, or forward with the
aircraft right side up but with the occupants utilizing both seat belt
and shoulder harness restraint. Apparently to avoid serious injury in
general aviation crash impacts, one must avoid striking the rigid,
nonpadded ins_ument panel. In addition, a sing4e case is presented
to illustrate the high probability of injury to the spine and internal
organs in present-day aircraft when the principle crash forces are
vertical. (Author)
A71-24262 Structural considerations of steel landing gear
springs. Don McCosh (Cessna Aircraft Co.. Commercial Aircraft Div.,
Wichita, Kan.). Society of Automotive Engineers, National Business
Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710400. 12
p. 6 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Aircraft produced by Cessna have, for a number of years, used
steel landing gear springs as the major portion of the aircraft main or
tail landing gears. These steel springs are relatively simple in design
and manufacture, and have proved to be durable. This paper
discusses some of the factors involved in the design of a spring steel
landing gear, analysis methods, and design goals used at Cessna.
Certification requirements and methods of compliance for landing
gears are also discussed. The analysis methods employed have been
proved acceptable by the ability of the gears to pass certification
tests without modification, and by service experience. (Author)
A71-24263 Analytical simulation of landing gear dynamics
for aircraft design and analysis. J. F. Furnish and D. E. Anders
(Cessna Aircraft Co., Military and Twin Div., Wichita, Kan.). Society
of Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting,
Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710401. 9 p. 7 refs.
Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
This paper presents an analysis of a nonlinear landing gear
mounted on a flexible airplane equipped with external stores and tip
tanks. Interaction effects of the flexible airplane with the gear are
included. The method of treating the strut Iockup-breakout pheno-
mena is an improvement over previous work. Test results are
presented from a full scale test of an airplane supported on
displacement controlled hydraulic actuators, which simulated taxiing
over discrete runway bumps. The analytical method was applied to
several design problems which are also discussed. (Author)
A71-24264 Fatigue substantiation procedures for general
aviation aircraft. Arnold E. Anderjaska (FAA, Flight Standards
Service, Washington, D.C.). Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971,
Paper 710404. 27 p. 9 refs. Members, S1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Fatigue substantiation of wing structure on small airplanes is
now required by the Federal Aviation Regulations for civil type
certification of new designs. Methods for substantiation of this
structure under the 'safe-life' concept, including sugqested loading
spectra and procedures for strength determination are outlined. The
background leading to these methods and a basis for establishing
scatter factors are presented. Procedures for substantiation under the
'fail-safe' concept are also given. (Author)
A71-24265 # Relationship between the phenomenology of
uncertainty and the degree of effectiveness in the future of the
international air transportation industry (Rapporto tra fenomencP
Iogia dell'incertezza e grado di efficienza nel futuro delrindustria del
trasporto aereo internazionale). Gianrocco Tucci. Istituto /nterna-
zionale del/e Comunicazioni, Convegno Internazionale delle Comuni-
cazioni, 18th, Genoa, Italy, Oct. 12-16, 1970, Paper. 30 p. 8 refs. In
Italian.
Discussion of factors of uncertainty in management decisions
and the necessity for optimizing operations in the field of interna-
tional air transports. The factors which affect the optimization of
operations are extent of services produced and sold, price, and
capital available for investment in corporate operations. It is pointed
out that the present structure of the international air transport
industry, which is not to be expected to vary substantially in the
near future, will not lead to the discontinuance of price competition,
hence the reduction of the uncertainty factors. Therefore, the
reduction of the margin of uncertainty is to be sought in gaining
greater knowledge of the services-producing function, in the modifi-
cation of the corporate setup and/or change in the relationships
between a company and its clients. M.M.
A71-24270 # Interferometer and total pressure measure-
ments in a supersonic boundary layer. Luciano M. De Socio
(Minnesota, University, Minneapolis, Minn.). /stituto Internazionale
delle Comunicazioni, Convegno Internaziona/e de/le Comunicazioni,
18th, Genoa, Italy, Oct. 12-16, 1970, Paper. 22 p. 8 refs.
The determination of the boundary layer density profile over a
flat plate by means of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is discussed.
The determination was made on a turbulent boundary layer at a
single Reynolds number. Aspects of experimental design are con-
sidered taking into account problems of interferometer adjustments
and compensator rotation. The reduction of interferometer data and
correction of errors is described. The data obtained were checked
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against the density profile calculated from a total profile using the
assumption of isoenergetic flow. G.R.
A71-24271 # ATCAS, the Italian air traffic control automa-
tion system ('ATCAS," sistema italiano di automazione del controllo
del traffico aereo). Paolo Regi (IBM Italia S.p.A., Milan, Italy).
Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni, Convegno Inter-
nazionale delle Comunicazioni, 18th, Genoa, Italy, Oct. 12-16, 1970,
Paper. 18 p. In Itatian.
The design of ATCAS is the outcome of thorough studies
initiated in 1963 by experts of IBM-Italia and Selenia. The main
functions of ATCAS are: (1) to relieve the controller as much as
possible from tasks of an executionat nature in order to increase his
available time for the performance of conceptual tasks (decisionat
evaluations); and (2) to automate as much as possible conceptual
functions by supplying the controller with solutions to the principal
ATC problems. Selenia, as the prime contractor, is responsible for
the system. M.M.
A71-24274 # V/STOL systems as a unifying factor in
transport. I. C. Cheeseman (Southampton, University, Southampton,
England). Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni, Convegno
Internazionale de/le Comunicazioni, 18th, Genoa, Italy, Oct. 12-16,
1970, Paper. 32 p. 19 refs.
Service provided by various means of transportation is examined
giving attention to cost factors and to the importance of door to
door transport. If aircraft are to be introduced into residential areas
there is a need to drastically reduce the noise level. Approaches for
doing this are considered. Classes of aircraft discussed include the
ABC helicopter, an advanced helicopter producing lift in the reversed
flow region, a tilt wing/rotor aircraft and a stopped rotor aircraft. If
much larger VTOL ports are permitted (diameter 3000 feet) then the
fan lift aircraft is attractive for longer stages without intermediate
stops. STOL aircraft are serious competitors for this market. The
importance of the airfield as a growth point in area planning is
investigated. G.R.
A71-24288 Automatic correction of sideslipping. II -
Indirect-anticipation instrumentation (Correction automatiqu- _ du
ddrapage. II - Instrumentation indirecte-antieipation). Rend Jaeger
(Breguet Aviation, Velizy-Villacoublay, Yvelines; Centre de Docu-
mentation de I'Armement, Paris, France). L'Adronautique et I'Astro-
nautique, no. 26, 1971, p. 71-75. In French.
Combined use of a rudder position director and a transversal
accelerometer to measure sideslipping in fighter aircraft. A high pass
filter is used to optimize the automatic control loop of the
sideslipping and to provide an anticipation (coupling of lateral
control with direction) to reduce the initial sideslipping. The system
should make it possible for fighter pilots to achieve high accuracy
firing. F.R.L.
A71-24300 Automated fueling for the jet-age airport.
George Feinman (Port of New York Authority, New York, N.Y.) and
Bernard Sonenshein (General Electric Co., New York, N.Y.). IEEE
Transactions on Industry and General Applications, vol. IGA-6,
Nov.-Dec. 1970, p. 580-597.
The underground fueling system at John F. Kennedy Inter-
national Airport provides for handling as many as 28 segregations of
fuel. These fuels are transferred from a main or bulk storage area,
laid out to accommodate 90 large tanks to a satellite or day tank area
which is 2 miles closer to the terminals and consists of 40 small
tanks. Identity of product by supplier and grade must be maintained
in transferring fuel from the bulk to satellite tanks in five pipe-line
transfer systems. Reassignment of tankage in both areas and pipe
lines is made possible by flexible arrangement of mechanical
equipment and piping. Control of the transfer requires automated
valves, pumps, tank gauging, and other equipment in both tank
farms. To provide supervision and control of this complex system, a
data control system was designed, consisting of a GE 412 digital
computer, solid-state supervisory system, and backup manual
control. The real-time program incorporates many safety checks and
alarms and the capability of matching the flexibility of the
mechanical system without program changes. (Author)
A71-24283 Research and development of short and verti-
cal takeoff - The Aladin 2 program (Recherches et ddveloppements
sur le d_collage court ou vertical - Le programme Aladin 2). Jean
Bertin, Jean Cayla, Louis Duthion, Paul Guienne, and Michel
Perineau (Soci_t_ Bertin et Cie., Paris, France). L'Adronautique et
I'Astronautique, no. 26, 1971, p. 3-23. In French.
Discussion of the Aladin 2 project, which consists in combining
a wing fitted with suitable flaps and a number of propulsion units
fitted with fish-tail nozzles to produce homogeneous mixtures within
a rectangular ejector. It is thus possible to increase takeoff thrust, to
obtain optimum wing flap blowing, and to greatly reduce noise.
Various aircraft configurations have been drafted from this formula.
It is considered that the quickest application could be by adapting an
existing fuselage, such as that of the Nord 260, and that an Aladin
2-type aircraft should be able to supplement other transportation
systems, such as motor vehicles, railways, and aerotrains. F.R.L.
A71-24328 Condensation of argon in a supersonic stream.
T. Pierce, P. M. Sherman (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Mich.),
and D. D. McBride (Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. Mex.). Astro-
nautica Acta, vol. 16, Jan. 1971, p. 1-4. 5 refs. Contract No. AF
33(615)-67-C- 1197.
Measurements were made of the location of onset of condensa-
tion in a supersonic nozzle. Argon was used as the condensing vapor
in place of the more exotic vapors required in new space propulsion
schemes (lithium vapor, for example). Measurements were made-over
a range of saturation pressures between 7 psia and 300 psia. The
location of onset of condensation was determined by static pressure
measurements. It was found that over the range of conditions
considered, the vapor was supercooled to approximately 20 K
beyond the saturation point. This result is shown to be consistent
with computed results based on the classical liquid drop theory.
(Author)
A71-24285 Toward the hypersonic aircraft (Vers I'avion
hypersonique). Clement Dousset (Societ6 Nationale Industrielle
A_lospatiale, Paris, France). L'Adronautique et I'Astronautique, no.
26, 1971, p. 37-46. In French.
Consideration of the hypersonic aircraft, which is expected to
appear by the turn of the century, its justification being the increase
in long distance traffic. The technical problems to be overcome are
understood now, and a practical aircraft should be feasible in a few
decades, especially if the space shuttle undergoes further develop-
ment. The hypersonic aircraft will complete the range of transport
aircraft (subsonic, supersonic, hypersonic) up to the region where
true space travel begins. Some economic aspects are described. F.R.L.
A71-24336 A solution for equilibrium condensation on
two component flow through a nozzle. D. D. McBride (Sandia Corp.,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.)/and P. M. Sherman (Michigan, University,
Ann Arbor, Mich.). AstrOnautica Acta, vol. 16, Feb. 1971, p. 97-101.
Contract No. AF 33(615)-67-C-1197.
Integrated solution which yields flow properties at a given
nozzle area ratio without requiring a stepwise solution of the whole
flow field downstream of the saturation point. The integrated
equations are also combined into a single transcendental equation
which may be solved graphically. Some results obtained for
superheated zinc vapor in helium are presented. The solution is also
used to obtain an approximation for the deviation of static
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temperature and pressure from that for frozen flow (no con-
densation) for large area ratios for a range of stagnation chamber
temperatures, pressures, and mass fractions of vapor. F.R.L.
A71-24338 * Some studies of the turbulent wake problem.
Joseph A. Schetz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.).
Astronautica Acta, vol. 16, Feb. 1971, p. 107-117. 28 refs.
NASA-supported research; Contract No. NO_62-0604-c.
Analytical and experimental study of the development of the
mean-flow field of a turbulent wake behind a body in a fluid stream
from low subsonic to hypersonic speeds. Existing experimental data
are summarized, and new data for supersonic flow and a planar
geometry are presented. The occurrence of strong normal pressure
gradients in the planar geometry at both low and high speeds is
discussed, as well as the analytical prediction of the downstream
development of such flows, taking the conditions just beyond the
near wake as initial conditions. It is shown that a unified treatment
of the mean flow is possible in that the functional expression for the
eddy viscosity can be used to provide good predictions of the data
for the wake cases zn the range M about equal to zero to M = 12.
Particular attention is drawn to the important direct relationship
between turbulent transport in the mean flow equations and the
detailed characteristics of the turbulence in shear flows of the wake
and jet type. F.R.L
preseparation zone and on the location of the separation point at
various incident flow Mach numbers (particular attention is paid to
cases of strong cooling of the wall). The effect of the Prandtl number
and the temperature dependence of the viscosity on the location of
the separation point of a laminar boundary layer is considered for
various wall temperatures and Mach numbers. Data are obtained
concerning the effect of wall temperature, Mach number, tempera-
ture dependence of viscosity, and Prandtl number on the distribution
of thermal fluxes and friction in the preseparation zone of a laminar
boundary layer. It is shown how various methods of assigning the
pressure distribution along the body surface affect the location of
the separation point and the distribution of thermal fluxes and
friction. A.B.K.
A71-24370 # Axisymmetfic minimal-drag bodies in a viscous
hypersonic flow (Osesimmetrichnye tela minirnal'nogo soprotivleniia
v viazkom giperzvukovom). V. D. Parminov. AkademWa Nauk SSSR,
Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 90-96. 12
refs. In Russian.
Formulation and numerical solution of the problem of axi-
symmetric minimal-drag bodies with given length, relative thickness,
volume, or total heat flux in a hypersonic viscous gas flow. Assuming
that the pressure on the body surface is given by a modified
Newton's law, the friction coefficient is determined by the method
of local variations. A.B.K.
A7!-243_53 H A case of aperiodic mot.;on of a ._6ng ..rp._r a
solid surface (Pro odin vipadok aperiodichnogo rukhu krila poblizu
tverdoi poverkhni). G. S. Lipovoi (Akademiia Nauk Ukrains'koi
RSR, Institut Matematiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR). Akademiia Nauk
Ukrains'koi RSR, Dopovidi, Seriia A - Fiziko-Tekhnichni i Matema-
tichniNauki, vol. 32, Jan. 1971, p. 19-24. In Ukrainian.
Study of the aperiodic motion of a wing in the case where it
jumps from one periodic state to another periodic state of different
frequency. Laplace and Fourier transforms are used to reduce the
boundary value problem for the partial differential equation to an
ordinary differential equation and subsequently to a system of two
integral equations. These are solved by the residue method. T.M.
A71-24362 =_ The effect by which a flapping wing utilizes
the kinetic energy of the wake (Pro efekt vikoristannia mashuchim
krilom kinetichnoi energii slidu), lu. M. Savchenko (Akademiia Nauk
Ukrains'koi RSR, Institut Gidromekhaniki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR).
Akademiia Nauk Ukrains'koi RSR, Dopovidi, Seriia A - Fiziko-
Tekhnichni i Matematichni Nauki, vol. 32, Jan. 1971, p. 78-80. In
Ukrainian.
Measurements of instantaneous hydrodynamic forces acting on a
flapping wing show that the wing can utilize the kinetic energy in the
wake to create thrust at low translational speeds or when operating
in a hover mode. The mean thrust obtained can be three to four
times larger than that calculated from the maximum steady-state
coefficients of aerodynamic forces applied to the wing. T.M.
A71-24368 # Effect of the incident flux parameters and the
wall temperature on the flow characteristics in the preseparation
zone of a laminar boundary layer (Vliianie pararnetrov nabegaiu-
shchego potoka i temperatury stenki na kharakteristiki techeniia v
predotryvnoi zone laminamogo pogranichnogo sloia). V. V.
Vasiukov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i
Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 76-82. 5 refs. In Russian.
Results of calculations concerning the effect of various factors
on the flow characteristics in the preseparation zone of a laminar
boundary layer and the location of the separation point. A study is
made of the effect of the wall temperature on the flow in the
A71o24371 # Aerodynandc characteristi= of star-shaped
bodies at supersonic velocities (Aerodinamicheskie kherakteristiki
zvezdoobraznykb tel pri sverkhzvukovykb skorostiakh). A. L. Gonor,
M. N. Kazakov, A, I. Shvets, and V. I. Shein (Moskovskii Gosu-
darstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR). Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
/zvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Jan:Feb. 1971, p. 97-102. 5
refs. In Russian.
Results of an experimental determination of the overall aero-
dynamic characteristics and the flow pattern in the wake behind a
star-shaped body in a wide range of Mach numbers from 2.5 to 8.0
and for angles of attack ranging from 0 to plus or minus 8 deg. The
aerodynamic characteristics of two models of star-shaped bodies with
four and six lobes, respectively, are obtained, and a comparison is
made with the characteristics of an equivalent cone and the
characteristics of a 'star" with ten lobes. For comparison with
experimental data a calculation is made of the drag and the location
of the shock waves. A.B.K.
A71-24372 # A vortex layer on a circular cone (O vikhre-
vom sloe na krugovom konuse). 8. M. Bulakh. Akademiia Nauk
SSSR, /zvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p.
103-108. In Russian.
Consideration of the problem of a vortex layer arising near the
surface of a circular cone in an asymmetrical steady flow of a
homogeneous supersonic inviscid gas. In contrast to other works,
including a previous work by the author (1962), where the angle of
attack was assumed to be small, in the present work the main terms
of the gasdynamic parameters near the cone surface are determined
for an arbitrary angle of attack. A.B.K.
A71-24373 # Linear theory of supersonic flows of a mixture
of a gas and particles (K lioeinoi teorii sverkhzvukovykh techenii
smesi gaza i chastits). R. A. Tkalenko. Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 109-119.9
refs. In Russian.
Derivation of a partial differential equation for the perturbation
potential which describes weakly perturbed two-phase su.'_-rsonic
plane axisymmetric flows. The desired equation is derived within the
framework of a linear theory proposed by Kraiko and Tkalenko
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(1968). A general solution to this equation is obtained with the aid
of a Laplace transformation. The transition to the plane of the
originals is achieved in the entire flow region near thin plane
axisymmetric bodies, either rarefaction waves or weak shock waves
being obtained near points of deflection of the contour. A.B.K.
A71-24376 Y Numerical solution by the build-up method of
the problem of the mixed axisymmetric gas flow in certain
curvilinear regions (Chislennoe reshenie zadachi o smeshannom
osesimmetricheskom techenii gaza v nekotorykh krivolineinykh
oblastiakh metodom ustanovleniia). I. M. Vasenin and A. D.
Rychkov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i
Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 155-159.9 refs. In Russian.
The build-up method is applied to the calculation of a gas flow
with uniform and nonuniform enthatpy in a curvilinear region with a
continuous upper boundary, and also to the calculation of a
nonuniform-enthalpy flow in a region with a discontinuity of the
cross-sectional area. In this method, a steady gas flow is treated as a
time-limited nonstationary flow. The curvilinear portion of the
region is rectified by introducing new independent variables, and the
condition under which such a transformation does not influence the
form of the conservation laws is derived. It is shown that flow in
such regions do not lend themselves to description by one-
dimensional theory. V.P.
A71-24378 y Experimental investigation of the effect of
intensive injection of various gases on a turbulent boundary layer
(Eksperimental'noe issledovanie vliianiia intensivnogo vduva razlich-
nykh gazov na turbulentnyi pogranichnyi sloi). V. M. Eroshenko, A.
L. Ermakov. A. A. Klimov, V. P. Mo_ulevich, and lu. N. Terent'ev.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza,
Jan. Feb. 1971, p. 162-167. 7 refs. In Russian.
A channel with lateral interferometriofrequency glass walls and
a porous area in the lower wall was used in a study of the turbulent
boundary layer of a subsonic airflow during the injection of all and
carbon dioxide through the porous area into the channel. An
interferometer was used for recording the structural features of the
boundary layer during injection. The flow concentration and velocity
profiles in the boundary layer vs injection rates are determined. V.Z.
A71-24379 # Profiling of nozzles using gases with con-
densate particles (O profilirovanii sopl, rabotaiushchikh na gaze s
chastitsami kondensata). G. V. Dritov and A. P. Tishin. Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Jan.-Feb. 1971,
p. 170-175. 16 refs. In Russian.
Optimal contour geometries are determined by a direct varia-
tional procedure for supersonic gas turbine nozzles when the working
gas carries condensed particles. Available data concerning the motion
of real polydispersed conaensate systems with roughly 30% AI203
particles are used as the basis for calculating the dynamic character-
istics of a nonequilibrium gas-solid flow in nozzles of various
geometries. Diagrams are given to show families of trajectories of
individual solid particles in supersonic nozzles of various designs.
Tentative considerations are given for designing supersonic nozzles
using gases with suspended solid particles. V.Z.
A71-24380 // Calculation of nozzle two-phase losses in the
case of coagulation and atomization of condensate droplets (Raschet
dvukhfaznykh poter' v soplakh pri nalichii koaguliatsii i drobleniia
kapel' kondensata). G. L. Babukha, L. E. Sternin, and A. A. Shraiber.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza,
Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 175-177. 5 refs. In Russian.
The interaction between a large stationary (target) droplet and a
stream of small incident droplets is studied experimentally. The
peculiarities of the behavior of collidinq droplets revealed by
high-speed photography lead to a simplified model of the process,
where the diameter of the atomized droplets is taken as that of the
small droplets and their velocity as that of the large droplets. This
model is used to derive a method of calculating nonequilibrium flows
of a two-phase mixture (consisting of a gas and condensate droplets)
with allowance for both the coagulation and atomization of colliding
droplets. V.P.
A71-24406 Effects of blowing or suction on the laminar
boundary layer flow over a rotating cone. Shoichiro Fukusako,
Masaru Kiya, and Mikio Arie (Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan).
Applied Scientific Research, vol. 23, Dec. 1970, p. 269 280. 6 refs.
Description of the effects of suction or blowing at the surface of
a rotating cone in a quiet fluid on skin friction and heat transfer. The
equations governing the fluid motion and thermal energy transfer are
transformed by the boundary layer approximations, and the resulting
equations are solved under the condition that the suction or blowing
velocity varies as x to the nth (x being the distance measured from
the apex of the cone, and n an arbitrary constant). The solutions are
obtained as a perturbation from the basic laminar flow of an
incompressible viscous fluid over the impermeable rotating cone.
Detailed numerical calculations are performed for the case of an
isothermal rotating cone with uniform blowing or suction (i.e., n -
0), the Prandtl number being 0.72. Results are given for the shear
stress, heat transfer, and velocity and temperature fields. It is shown
from the analysis that suction sharply increases the circumferential
shear stress and the heat transfer at the surface. (Author)
A71-24420 Conclusive tests of a model of the Marchetti
Rotormobile (Essais concluants d'une maquette du 'Rotormobile' de
Marchetti). Jacques Morisset. Airet Cosmos, vol. 8, Feb. 13, 1971, p.
24-26. In French.
Discussion of the telecontrolled Rotormobile lifting vehicle, or
flying crane, the basic element of which is a jet-powered lifting rotor.
There is no fuselage or antitorque rotor, and no landing gear other
than an air cushion. Its purpose is to lift heavy loads over short
distances. Because of its simplicity it should be cheaper to build than
the conventional helicopter with its fragile blades and complex rotor
head, and should be less expensive to maintain. Tests made in the
Tarbes wind tunnel showed a useful load/weight empty ratio double
that of the best helicopters. It makes possible the transport of heavy
loads without the size limitations imposed by road or rail trans-
portation. F.R.L.
A71-24453 Determination of the plane irrotational mo-
tion of an ideal incompressible fluid driven by the displacement and
deformation of a constant-area airfoil (D_termination du mouvement
plan irrotationnel, d'un fluide parfait incompressible anim_ par le
d(_placement et la d_formation d'un profil d'aire constante). Roland
Laporte. Acad#mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, S#rie A -
Sciences Math#matiques, vol. 272, no. 9, Mar. 1, 1971, p. 621-623.
In French.
Determination of the motion of an ideal incompressible fluid
due to the displacement of a deformable constant-area airfoil. A
study is made of the velocity potential of the fluid motion, and those
motions and deformations of pointed airfoils are characterized for
which the Joukowsky condition does not involve any vortex leakage.
The motions of a deformable airfoil which are compatible with a
holomorphic fluid velocity are ascertained. A.B.K.
A71-24454 Obtaining flows with a velocity which is a
harmonic function of time (Sur I'obtention d'_coulements dont la
vitesse est une fonction harmonique du temps). Hubert Mainardi,
Max Plan, and Jean-Michel Thomas (Orleans, UniversitY, Orleans,
France). Acad#mie des Sciences (Paris), Comptes Rendus, S#rie A -
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Sciences Math#matiques, vol. 272, no. 9, Mar. 1, 1971, p. 624-626.
In French.
Description of an experiment in which a flow with a velocity
obeying a harmonic law was obtained in a wind tunnel. The flow rate
was controlled by a sonic striction located downstream from the test
jet. The cross section of this striction was made to vary periodically
in time by means of a pulsator consisting of a central valve shutter
displaced by a periodic motion along the axis of a convergent-
divergent nozzle. It is shown that the harmonic distortion of the flow
remains low even for a modulation rate of _ per cent. A.B.K.
A71-24483 Normal shock wave reflection on deformable
solid walls. Rodolfo Monti (Napoli, UniversitY, Naples, Italy).
Meccanica, vol. 5, Dec. 1970, p. 285-296. Research supported by the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche.
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the interaction
between normal shock waves and deformable solid materials, with
emphasis on the characteristics of the reflected shock wave. A
theoretical analysis gives a solution for the shock wave intensity
reflected into the gas and for the transmitted shock wave propagating
into the elastic solid material for both cases of linear and nonlinear
solids. For the first type of materials a closed form solution is found.
For nonlinear materials the problem is solved through a numerical
analysis. Experiments were made on two types of expanded foams
(closed-cell and open-cell foams). The theoretical analysis is in very
good agreement with the experiments, especially taking into account
the correction for the gap between shock tube and model walls. M.M.
A71-24517" # Ion acoustic wave detection using a con-
tinuous channel electron multiplier. Wilhelm K. Rehmann and Noble
H Stone (NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Space Sciences
Laboratory, Huntsville, Ala.), Review of Scientific Instruments, vol.
42, Apr. 1971, p. 529, 530.5 refs.
Description of measurements made in a plasma wind tunnel of
the propagation and structure of ion acoustic waves using both the
metal electrode technique and the continuous channel electron
multiplier, The results obtained with both methods for two values of
plasma density are shown. At higher densities, the signals attained
from the Channeltron and the metal grid electrode are approximately
equal. However, at the lower value of plasma density, the metal grid
signal vanishes while the Channeltron signal remains almost un-
changed. The relatively low maximum output current for which the
Channeltron response is linear requires that some care be exercised to
avoid the occurrence of saturation effects when acoustic wave signals
are received at higher plasma densities. M.M.
A71-24520 Ideal fluid flow in an endosure of toroidal
geometry. M. Jakubowski (IBM Corp., Endicott, N.Y.), A. A. Kovitz,
and S. Raynor (Northwestern University, Evanston, III.). Inter-
national Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, vol. 6, Feb. 1971, p.
101-115.
Ideal fluid flow in a space of toroidal geometry is studied with
the aim of obtaining steady state solutions for flow patterns useful in
the design of turbomachinery. Attention is focused on rotational
flow. The governing equations are referred to a polar toroidal
coordinate system. The problem is reduced to the solution of a
homogeneous, nonlinear, third order partial differential equation for
a stream function with an associated set of boundary conditions.
Solutions of the stream function equation are obtained by a power
series representation valid in some neighborhood of the outer
boundary (the shell). This results in a set of linear first order
ordinary differential equations which can be solved consecutively,
and exhibits explicitly the connection between the fluid velocity and
the body forces. Some numerical examples of particular flows are
presented. M.V.E.
A71-24593
A71-24565 # Cylindrical shell of finite length in a fluid flow
(Tsilindricheskaia obolocJlka konechnoi dliny v potoke zhidkosti). V.
N. Buivol (Akademiia Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, Institut Gidro-
mekhaniki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR). Prikladnaia Mekhanika, vol. 7, Jan.
1971, p. 43-48. 8 refs. In Russian.
An approximate method of determining critical speeds for
potential flows of an inviscid compressible fluid past thin-walled
elastic cylindrical shells is proposed. The method, based on the use of
a long-wave approximation, makes it possible to obtain the critical
velocity in explicit form. The explicit formula can be used to analyze
the critical velocity as a function of the shell parameters. V.P.
A71-24588 A rediatin 9 gas jet. I - Optically thick plane jet.
Hsiao C. Kao (Northrop Corp., Aircraft Div., Hawthorne, Calif.).
Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics, rot. 24,
Feb. 1971, p. 1-21.9 refs.
The inviscid flowfield of a high-temperature jet exhausting from
a two-dimensional nozzle into a low-temperature quiescent medium
is analyzed. The gas is assumed to be optically grey and thick. This
problem is shown, under the appropriate conditions, to be a singular
perturbation one due to the formation of radiation boundary layers
and is solved accordingly. To illustrate the procedure, the analysis is
followed by a numerical example. (Author)
A71-24589 Aerofoil theory for a stratified fluid. D. G.
Hurley (Western Australia, University, Nedlands, Australia). Quarter-
/y Journal of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics, vol. 24, Feb.
1971, p. 37-42. 8 refs. NSF Grant No. GA-641X.
Previous investigations of the flow of a stratified fluid past a
symmetrical airfoil at zero incidence are extended to include the
effects of camber and incidence. The effect of stratification on the
integral equation of airfoil theory is determined and the modified
equation is solved approximately for the loading in the case when the
inverse Froude number is small. It is shown that when this is the case
the intensity of the internal waves due to lift should be much larger
than that due to thickness. M.V.E.
A71-24592 The lip shock during expansion of a supersonic
boundary layer (Der Abl6sestoss heider Expansion einer 0herschall-
Grenzschicht). Wolfgang Merzkirch (Ruhr-Universit_t, Bochum, West
Germany). Zeitschrift f#r F/ugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Jan. 1971, p.
1-12. 15 refs. In German.
In the case of the separation of a supersonic boundary layer, for
instance at the base of a flying body. an oblique shock results
following the expansion fan, and distorts the boundary layer profile.
On the basis of the reflection and refraction of Mach waves in an
anisentropic, isobar supersonic flow, the strength of this shock is
determined for the two-dimensional case. The numerical results are
discussed using the numerous experimental findings by Hama.
(Author)
A71-24593 Studies of the effects of an inclined engine jet
on the aerodynamic properties of tail control surfaces (Untersuchun-
gan iiher den Einfluss eines genaigten Triebwerkstrahls auf die
aerodynamisChen Eigenschaften eines Leitwerks). Manfred Seidel
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fLir Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Institut fiir Aerodynamik, Braunschweig, West Germany). Zei_chrift
fiir Flugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Jan. 1971, p. 13-19. 52 refs. In
German. Research supported by the Bundesministerium der Vertei-
digung.
In a basic experimental study the change in lift of an "isolated'
tailplane induced by a cold circular jet is determined. With regard to
the longitudinal stability of a VTOL aircraft in the transition speed
range, a dominant parameter is the angle of the jet nozzle relative to
the mainstream direction. As further parameters the jet-speed to
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mainstream-speedratio, the iameter of the nozzle and its position
relative to the tailplane, the incidence, the chord and the thickness of
the tailplane are investigated. Systematic force and pressure measure-
ments have been carried out on several tailplane models (NACA 0010
section and flat plate with a rounded nose) of rectangular planforms
and with sideplates. The results provide a survey on the magnitude of
jet-induced tailplane contributions to changes in stability and may
allow to estimate roughly engine-efflux effects in an early design
stage of an aircraft. Some fluid-mechanical aspects of the spreading
and interference of inclined jets are discussed. The testing installation
and performance are briefly described. (Author)
A71-24616 # A study of free jet impingement. I. Coleman
Dup. Donaldson and Richard S. Snedeker (Aeronautical Research
Associates of Princeton, Inc., Princeton, N.J.). Journal of Fluid
Mechanics, vol. 45, Jan. 30, 1971, p. 281-319. 17 refs. Contract No.
Nonr-3903(00) (X).
The mean properties of the flow field are established. Velocity
profiles are given for three types of jet flow issuing from a circular
convergent nozzle. Measured distributions of surface pressure are
given which result when the jets impinge both normally and
obliquely at various distances on several surface shapes. The pressure
distributions are used to compute the radial velocity gradient at the
impingement stagnation point. It is found that for normal impinge-
ment this gradient correlates with the free jet centerline velocity and
half-radius at the same axial location. A fall-off in the correlated
value is noted as the impingement is made oblique. Measurements of
the azimuthal distribution of momentum flux in the resulting wall jet
are given. M.M.
A71-24622 # A note on turbulent shear-layer reattachment
downstream of a backward-facing step in confined supersonic
two-dimensional flow. T. Mukerjee (Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London, England), A. Farshi (National Petrochemical
Co., Shiraz, Iran), and B. W. Martin (Wales, University, Cardiff,
Wales). Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 46, Mar. 29, 1971, p.
293-297. 15 refs.
The reattachment of a supersonic jet with a turbulent separating
boundary layer abruptly expanding into a two-dimensional parallel
diffuser has been experimentally investigated using a surface-flow
technique. The reattachment criterion proposed by Mukerjee and
Martin (1969) for axisymmetric confined and unconfined flows is
found to correlate equally well similar two-dimensional flow mea-
surements in terms of the free-stream Mach number after separation.
(Author)
A71-24643 Y Local analysis of nonlinear forced vibrations
of a plat e of finite length in two-dimensional supersonic flow. Z.
D_ygad,to. Proceedings of Vibration Problems, vol. 11, no. 4, 1970,
p. 353-368. 12 refs.
The vibrations of a plate loaded by harmonically varying
pressure are studied, with allowance for the nonlinearity of the
elastic forces and for the nonlinear action of the flow on the
vibrating plate. A solution is obtained in the form of a series in
eigenfunctions of the plate variations in vacuo. An asymptotic
single-frequency method of analysis is applied to the vibrations. The
local resonance characteristics are studied for near-critical parameters
of the natural vibrations of the system. Numerical results obtained
reveal the strong influence of the system nonlinearity on the
resonance characteristics at subcritical Mach numbers. The behavior
of the resonance characteristics at supercritical Mach numbers is also
examined. Nonlinear forces at supercritical Mach numbers are shown
to lead to new phenomena resulting from the coupling between
forced and self-excited vibrations at the limit cycle. V.P.
A71-24670 # Technical operation and reliability of aircraft
radio equipment (Tekhnicheskaia ekspluatatsiia i nadezhnost" avia-
tsionnogo radiooborudovaniia). V. S. Novikov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo
Transport, 1970. 233 p. 17 refs. In Russian.
The fundamentals of the theory of reliability and operation of
radio equipment are outlined. Information concerning the conditions
of operation of ground and onboard radio equipment is presented.
Quantitative reliability parameters are considered, as well as methods
of calculating and testing the reliability of radio equipment and the
use of redundancy and rational methods of operation to improve the
reliability. Engineering devices are described, including automatic
systems for controlling the technical state of radio equipment.
A.B.K.
A71-24726 Y Optimal stabilization of a control system with
continuously acting small mean disturbances (Ob optimal'noi stabili-
zatsii upravliaemoi sistemy pri postoianno deistvuiushchikh vozmu-
shcheniiakh malykh v srednem). E. I. Dergacheva. Avtomatika i
Telemekhanika, Jan. 1971, p. 17-22.8 refs. In Russian.
The equations of motion of a controlled plant dx/dt = Ax + Bu
+ f(x, u, t) are analyzed, where x is an n-dimensional vector of the
phase coordinates, u is an m-dimensional control vector, f is an
I-dimensional vector of a continuously acting perturbing force, A, B,
are n x n and n x m constant matrices, and t is time. The boundary
conditions correspond to constantly acting forces that are small in
the mean. The results of the analysis are applied to the stabilization
of the horizontal flight of an aircraft in the presence of vertical gusts.
V.P.
A71-24749 # Influence of lift and cruise engine design on
the transition characteristics and ground acoustic field of VTOL
transport aircraft (Einfluss der Hub- und Reisetriebwerkauslegung
auf die Transition und das Bodenschallfeld vertikalstartender Trans-
portflugzeuge). H. Pakendorf and G. 6ottger (Vereinigte Flugtech-
nische Werke-Fokker GmbH, Bremen, West Germany). Deutsche
Gesellschaft fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt, Symposium iiber VTOL-
Antriebe, Munich, West Germany, Oct. 22, 23, 1970, Paper DGLR
70-040. 47 p. 13 refs. In German.
A transition technique for maximum horizontal acceleration is
used to evaluate the influence of engine design and thrust-vector
control on the transition characteristics. It is shown that the vertical
balance of forces in transition, and hence the transition charac-
teristics, are influenced directly by the input-output impulse ratio
and by the thrust-vector control characteristics of the lift and
cruising engines, and indirectly by optimal adaptation of the cruising
engines to the cruising flight requirements and by the number of lift
and cruising engines installed. A parametric analysis of mixed and
direct lift configurations shows that thrust-vector control over an
angle of at least 30 deg for the lift engines is essential for ensuring
safe transition. V.P.
A71-24750 Some design considerations for a low noise,
direct lift, VTOL engine. P. A. Taylor (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby,
England). Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt, Sympo-
sium Liber VTOL-Antriebe, Munich, West Germany, Oct. 22, 23,
1970, Paper. 15 p.
Design optimization procedures used to minimize noise levels in
direct-lift VTOL engines. Noise mechanisms and characteristics are
identified for such source parameters as rotor tip speeds, fan pressure
ratio, rotor-stator axial gap, inlet axial velocity, inlet hub-tip ratio,
inter rotor-stator axial diffusion, rotor and stator chords, and
acoustic liner thickness. Methods in which these parameters can be
varied to minimize generated noise are outlined, and the use of
silencers for further improvement is demonstrated. The noise level of
a typical lift fan engine designed in the proposed manner is then
related to the various operating noise limits proposed for civil VTOL
aircraft. T.M
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A71-24751 Thepresent"state of the art" of VTOL engines.
A. Stewart (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby, England). Deutsche Gesell-
schaft f/jr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Symposium _iber VTOL-Antriebe,
Munich, West Germany, Oct. 22, 23, 1970, Paper. 11 p.
Heat engine and propulsion system design and performance of
VTOL aircraft constructed by Rolls-Royce are reviewed. The Pegasus
jet lift engine is noted as an example of compromise between takeoff
and cruise functions yielding a compression ratio of 11.7. Specific
thrust and bypass ratio vs exhaust and fan velocities are plotted.
Specifications are listed for the principal VTOL engines available,
being developed, or planned by Rolls-Royce. V.Z.
A71-24752 # Safety requirements and their effect on VTOL
oower plants (Sicherheitsforderungen und ihre Auswirkungen bei
YTOL-Triebwerksanlagen). Heinz G. Klug (Hamburger Flugzeugbau
GmbH, Hamburg, West Germany). Deutsche Gesetlschaft f/jr Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Symposium /jber VTOL-Antriebe, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 22, 23, 1970, Paper. 15 p. 8 refs. In German.
Analysis of the breakdown rate of VTOL lift engines, including
recommendations regarding ways of preventing catastrophic damage
to these engines. The probabilities of the occurrence of single and
double breakdowns are determined, and the consequences of such
breakdowns for VTOL design are assessed. Dangers arising from
disintegrating engines are discussed. A.B.K.
A71-24753 # Effect of propulsion system and controller
design on the thrust change at the ejection of air for aircraft
stabilization in hovering fligt0t (Einflus= der Trietm_wks- und Reg-
leraudegung auf die Schub6nderung bei Luftal_blasung zur Flugzeug-
stabilisierung im Schwebeflug). K. Bauerfeind (Motoren- und
Turbinen-Union MLinchen GmbH, Munich, West Germany). Deutsche
Gesel/schaft f/Jr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Symposium /jber VTOL-
Antriebe, Munich, West Germany, Oct. 22, 23, 1970, Paper. 18 p. In
German.
The effect of variations in a number of propulsion system design
parameters for vertical takeoff aircraft was investigated including
turbine inlet temperature and pressure ratios. The approaches for
fuel control considered are based on a constant supply of fuel, on
constant speed of the rotor of the compressor, and on a constant
turbine inlet temperature, respectively, for various adjustments of
the control unit. The smallest decrease in total thrust was obtained
for a constant rotor speed and total pressure ratio of 20 or higher.
The turbine inlet temperature was found to have little effect. G.R.
A71-24755 # Basic principles for regulating turboprop and
turboshaft engines (Podstawowe zasady sterowania turbinowych
silnik6w _iglowych i Jmiglowcowych). Leszek Kru_ and Stefan
Szczecihski. Tachnika Lotnicza iAstronautyczna, vol. 26, Jan. 1971,
p. 7-9, 14.12 refs. In Polish.
Interrelationships among the operational characteristics of tur-
boprop engines are examined to illustrate the control requirements.
Curves show the dependence of torque and power on engine speed
for both single-shaft and twin-shaft (separate drive turbine) engines.
Block diagrams are giver, "or the control sequences and control
points in different engine layouts. T.M.
A71-24756 # Strengthening of airport surfaces (Wzmac-
nianie nawierzchni Iotniskowych). Franciszek Ka_mierczyk.
Technika Lomicza i Astronautyczna, vol. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 18-21,
39. In Polish.
Description of methods for strengthening existing runway
surfaces by overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers or by
completely replacing highly used sections by stronger segments.
Typical cross sections of new surface layers are illustrated, and
problems of joining, preparation, and reinforcement are examined.
TM.
A71-24811
A71-24761 # Transonic =hear flow past a symmetric airfoil.
Masanobu Namba (Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan). Kyushu
University, Faculty of Engineering, Memoirs, vol. 30, Nov. 1970, p.
51-67. 15 refs.
A linearized small-disturbance theory is developed that can be
applied to a symmetric airfoil in a nonuniform transonic shear flow
whose Mach number varies across the span of the airfoil. The effect
of compressibility in nonuniform flows is investigated. A noticeable
difference is found between the compressibility effects of transonic
shear flows and those of uniform flows. This difference explains the
failure of strip theory approximations when applied to transonic
shear flovv_ Some numerical examples are presented and discussed.
M.V.E.
A71-24762 Application outlook for titanium P/M parts.
Robert H. Gassner, S. M. Weiman (Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach,
Calif.), and W. R. Raymont. Metal Progress, vol. 99, Apr. 1971, p.
66-68.
Prospects for the use of powder metallurgy parts in aircraft are
illustrated by the example of a flareless-sleeve coupling nut made of a
pressed and sintered Ti-6AI-4V alloy. The part is molded in
conventional powder metallurgy tooling without internal or die-wall
lubricants and is then sintered in a high vacuum to eliminate
atmospheric contamination. The resultant product has a density of
about 96%, a tensile strength of 137,000 psi, yield strength of
123,000 psi, and 7% elongation in 1 in. Z.W.
A71-24770 Advanced filamentary composites for primary
aircraft structures. S. Dastin (Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.,
Bethpage, N.Y.). In: Polyblends and composites; Polytechnic Insti-
tute of Brooklyn, Seminar, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N.Y., June 6, 7, 1969, Proceedings.
New York, Interscience Publishers (Applied Polymer Symposia, no.
15), 1970, p. 81-92.
Advanced filamentary composites considered for primary aero-
space structural applications, particularly boron-epoxy, are discussed
and several typical examples are given. Mechanical property data,
preliminary design allowables, and resultant weight savings are
presented along with the generalized manufacturing and quality
control techniques presently employed. (Author)
A71-24774 Air traffic control system - Digital simulation
facility. John R. Vander Veer and Louis J. Bona (FAA, National
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center, Atlantic City, N.J.). Simula-
tion, vol. t6, Jan. 197t, p. 5-17.
Description of the digital simulation facility of the new air
traffic control system near Atlantic City, N.J., now serving as a tool
in research, development and testing of futuristic air traffic control
concepts and systems. The facility allows for improved real-time
systems simulation and is currently being used to support two
important projects aimed at improving control and safety of air
traffic: ( 1 ) evaluation of the interaction between a proposed airborne
collision avoidance system and the air traffic control system, and (2)
validation of the various automation levels in the air-terminal
automation development program. The description covers the opera-
t/on of the system; the hardware it consists of; and the software
required to control the equipment, to simulate aircraft flights, and to
collect and reduce data. The advantages of the new facility are
discussed. M.V.E.
A71-24811 * # Measurements of the refraction and diffraction
of a short N wave by a gas-filled soap bubble. Bruce A. Davy and
David T. Blackstock (Rochester, University, Rochester, N.Y.).
Acoustical Society of America, Journal, vol. 49, Mar. 1971, pt. 2, p.
293
A71-24816
732-737. 12 refs. NASA-USAF-supported research.
Description of a laboratory model experiment carried out to test
Pierce's (1968) suggestion that peaking and rounding in the pressure
signatures of sonic booms are the result of refraction and diffraction
caused by atmospheric inhomogeneities. N waves about 1-cm long
were produced by an electric spark, refracted and diffracted by a
gas-filled soap bubble, and received by a very wide-range condenser
microphone. The bubble acted as a converging acoustic lens when it
was filled with argon and as a diverging lens when filled with helium.
It was found that the converging lens caused peaking of the N wave,
while the diverging lens caused rounding. These results qualitatively
support Pierce's theoretical model. MM.
A71-24816 Radiation of sound by airfoils that accelerate
near the speed of sound. Richard H. Lyon (Bolt Beranek and
Newman, Inc.; MIT, Cambridge, Mass.). Acoustical Society of
America, Journal, voh 49, Mar. 1971, pt. 2, p. 894-905. 6 refs.
This work shows theoretically that airfoils accelerating at a
speed near to, but less than, the speed of sound can be powerful
emitters of sound. The sound generation is due to both lift and
thickness effects. The airfoil is replaced by volume velocity and body
force distributions, and the solutions are obtained by standard
methods. A rotating blade is replaced by a lineal progression of
accelerating 'torpedoes' representing the rotor tips. The sound of lift
and thickness effects is radiated strongly forward. Sound power
calculations made for thickness radiation alone for a series of airfoil
shapes show some reduction of radiated sound with tip shape, and a
promising correlation with experimental results. (Author)
A71-24817 * // Statistical theory of atmospheric turbulence
effects on sonic-boom rise times. Allan D. Pierce (MIT, Cambridge,
Mass.). Acoustical Society of America, Journal, vol. 49, Mar. 1971,
pt. 2, p. 906-924.46 refs. NASA-supported research.
The measured sonic-boom rise times at ground level are typically
of the order of 1-10 msec, which is two to three orders of magnitude
larger than what would be predicted on the basis of a planar shock
propagating in a homogeneous atmosphere. A tentative explanation
of how such anomalous rise times are caused by atmospheric
turbulence is given in terms of the Keller-Friedlander geometrical
acoustics theory of weak shock propagation in an inhomogeneous
medium. It is suggested that the shock front initially develops ripples
that subsequently are transformed into folds in the front when the
shock passes vertices of caustics. This wavefront-folding mechanism
may produce sonic-boom signatures that have a fine structure
consisting of many small pressure jumps (microshocks), each jump
corresponding to a segment of the folded wavefront. To assess the
mechanism's effectiveness quantitatively, a stochastic model of an
initially sharp shock propagating through the earth's turbulent
boundary layer is derived. M.M.
A71-24819 Mitsubishi 60 cm trisonic wind tunnel. I1. S.
Kuroiwa, M. Ikai, T. Kurata, A. Kubozono, and T. Sibata. Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Technical Review, voh 7, no. 6, 1970, p. 1-9. In
Japanese, with abstract in English.
Review of calibration tests in the trisonic wind tunnel. The
results include the effects of the second throat, reentry slots and
reentry flaps in the transonic speed range, Mach number distribution
and flow inclination in a test section, static pressure distribution on
the surface o1 a cone cylinder, and aerodynamic characteristics of
AGARD-B and AGARD C calibration models. F.R.L.
A71-24821 Fatigue strength of aluminum materials at
higher temperatures (Schwingfestigkeit yon Aluminiumwerkstoffen
bei h_heren Temperaturen). G. Jaeoby and H. Laudert (Carl Schenck
Masehinenfabrik GmbH, Darmstadt, West Germany). Aluminium,
vol. 46, Dec. 1970, p. 799-804.9 refs. In German.
Aluminum alloys which might possibly be suitable for applica-
tions as structural components with environmental temperatures not
exceeding for any long time period 120 to 170 C are investigated,
The alloys include materials alloyed with Cu and Ni, a Li containing
material, and a material containing Cu, Mn, Zr, and V in addition to
aluminum. Tensile tests conducted at room temperature and at 100,
150, 200, and 250 C are discussed, and one-step fatigue tests are
reported. Other fatigue tests described were conducted as pro-
grammed investigations at various temperatures. The aluminum
alloys studied are compared with a material containing Co, Cr, W,
and Ni, which has excellent high-temperature characteristics, taking
into account weight factors. G.R.
A71-24824 Air cargo transport - Status and development
tendencies (Luftfrachttransport Stand und Entwicklungs-
tendenzen). W. Meyer (Aluminium-Zentrale, DiJsseldorf, West
Germany). Aluminium, vol. 46, Dec. 1970, p. 820-824. 12 refs. In
German.
The increase in air cargo volume during the time from 1960 to
1969 is examined considering the situation in various airports and in
the countries of the International Civil Aviation Organization. The
aircraft which are mainly used for transporting air cargo are
discussed, and a table is presented showing some technical data
regarding the aircraft. Another table contains numbers concerning
the orders which have been placed for various aircraft models.
Technological aspects of air cargo storage are described giving
attention to container design and container handling. G.R.
A71-24834 Propagation of fan noise in cylindrical ducts.
Uhich Bolletm (Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.) and Robert C.
Chanaud (Colorado, University, Bouldel, Colo.). Acoustical Society
of America, Jounral, vol. 49, Mar. 1971, pt. 1, p. 627-638. 24 refs.
Research supported by the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
The propagation of random sound in a cylindrical duct has been
treated theoretically. The corrditions under which the simple wave
equation applies to the transmission of sound generated by industrial
air-moving devices is made explicit. The acoustic forcing function
and termination conditions are discussed extensively as well as the
structure of the sound field in the duct. Equations for the power
spectral density and pressure cross-spectral density are derived in
order to define the problems associated with deducing sound power,
given sound pressure at two points. The results suggest that an
anechoic termination is almost mandatory and that the modal
spectra must be known, if accurate measurements are to be made. A
number of simplifications to the theory were tested experimentally
and found to apply. Modal spectra were measured and were used to
compute sound power and predict pressure measurements. The
predicted and observed were found to be within 1 dB, suggesting that
a practical means for measuring ducted-fan sound power can be
found. (Author)
A71-24850 V/STOL and variable sweep. Gordon
Swanborough. Chartered Mechanical Engineer, vol. 18, Mar. 1971, p.
86-93.
The most promising of the current studies aimed at providing a
civil airliner with V/STOL characteristics are examined, including the
rotor-lift aircraft, powered-lift aircraft, aerodynamic lift aircraft, and
variable-sweep aircraft. Problems concerning the pivot in the variable-
sweep aircraft are discussed taking into consideration the actually
developed aircraft types. The joint 'Panavia' Anglo-German-ltaban
program for developing a military aircraft and the advanced
supersonic bomber project for the USAF are briefly discussed. Z.W.
A71-24851 * # Predictions of vortex-lift characteristics by a
leading-edge suction analogy. Edward C. Polhamus (NASA, Langley
Research Center, Subsonic Aerodynamics Branch, Hampton, Va.).
(American /nstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meet-
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ing and Technical Display, 6th, Anaheim, Calif., Oct. 20-24, 1969,
Paper 69-1133,) Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8. Apr. 1971, p. 193-199.
28 refs.
A leading-edge suction analogy has been used to develop
analytical methods of predicting the low-speed lift and drag-due-to
lift characteristics of sharp_:=clge delta and delta related wing
planforms. In addition, the method has been extended to supersonic
speeds, and correlations were made with experimental data. From
the results, it appears that the leading-edge suction analogy ac-
curately predicts the lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics for
conditions where essentially complete flow reattachment occurs
inboard of the leeding-edge vortices. For delta wings, the analogy
indicates that the vortex lift is relatively independent of aspect ratio
in the range of usual interest. The application of the analogy to
nondelta wings has indicated that for the flow reattachment
condition, arrow and double delta planforms produce greater values
of vortex lift than the delta. Extension of the analogy to supersonic
speeds provides a method which appears to accurately predict the
reduction in vortex lift with increasing Mach number. (Author)
A71-24853 # Effects of density ratio on rotary jet flow
induction. J. D. McBrayer (Washington University, Cahokia, Ill.) and
K. H. Hohenemser (Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.). Journal
of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 208-212.6 refs.
Rotary jet flow induction has been considered as a simple means
of jet thrust augmentation for VTOL aircraft or other jet propelled
vehicles. In potential applications, the primary gas, when expanded
to ambient pressure, usually has lower density than the secondary air
with which it interacts. Previous analysis has indiuated improvements
in flow induction for low primary to secondary gas density ratios,
however no substantiating tests were available. The present study fills
this gap. Experiments have been conducted with a rotary jet device
using as the secondary medium ambient air and as the primary
medium either helium, a helium-nitrogen mixture, or air, thus
covering a range of primary to secondary flow density ratios from
1:7 to 1:t. Substantially smaller improvements of secondaw flow
induction with lower primary gas density were found than could be
predicted with the previous analysis. A revised analysis was corre-
lated with the test results and indicated that with lower primary gas
density increasing flow mixing must occur before the process of
mutual flow deflection takes place, thereby reducing the
effectiveness of rotary jet flow induction for low primary to
secondary flow density ratio. Optimum thrust augmentation is
obtained for density ratios of about t:3. (Author)
A71-24854 # Engine compatibility programs for the super-
sonic transport propulsion system. J. B. Taylor (General Electric Co.,
Supersonic Transport Dept., Cincinnati, Ohio). (American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meeting and Technical
Display, 5th, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 21-24, 1968, Paper 68-993.)
JournalofAircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 213-218.
Review of the status o5 the more significant inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs for 5ST systems. To date, most of the test-
ing effort has been on inlet-engine compatibility and exhaust nozzle
installation effects. Future testing, however, will devote more
attention to the airframe effects. The reason for this is that super
sonic flight greatly increases the number of propulsion system
interactions with the airframe, and places greater demands on the
installed propulsion system for higher component and overall effi-
ciency. P. v. T.
A71-24855 # Inlet dynamics and compressor surge. Ronald
A. Mays (Boeing Co., Commercial Airplane Group, Seattle, Wash.).
(American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Propulsion
Joint Specialist Conference, 5th, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado
Springs, Colo., June 9-13, 1969, Paper 69-484.) Journal of Aircraft,
vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 219-226.9 refs.
Numerical solution of the one-dimensional, unsteady, inviscid
flow equations in a variable area duct, based on Laxls artificial
A71-24859
viscosity technique and developed to examine large-amplitude tran-
sients, such as compressor surge, and their effect on mixed-com-
pression inlet flow. The advantages and characteristics of the nu-
meriea/ method are briefly outlined. How to properly define surge,
the appropriate numerical boundary conditions, and the sensitivity of
inlet flow history to the surge-initlating mechanism are discussed.
Representat/ve experimental data are evaluated and compared with
nume rical re sults. (Author)
A71-24856 # Attenuation of inlet flow distortion upstream
of axial flow compressors. G. M. Callahan (United Aircraft Corp.,
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Div., West Palm Beach, Fla.) and A. H.
Stenning (Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.). (American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Propulsion Joint Specialist Con-
ference, 5th, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo., June
9-13, 1969, Paper 69-485.) Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p.
227-233. 6 refs.
Linearized analysis prt dictin R the v<,locity and _tar_c pressure
redistribution in a distorted f]o_ field upstrean_ of a low hub-tip
ratio axial flow cc)n_pressor as a function of the slope of the con]-
pressor pressurt, ris_ _ mass f]oxvrale characll-rislic. T}]e al-
tenuatlon of axial x_,]oc_ty distortion ani! tht¸ _a_p-itudt. ol tb_ g_'nt'r-
at_d circun]t_'ren_ia] and radial v_ ]ocities _r_: found to increas(, with
a slt'epvr ne_ativ_ slope of thv con_pr_._sor characteristic. Analyti-
cal results indicate that th_ P,zagnitudt of the, upslr_,am flow redis-
tril_tltionis approxip.lat_.!_= halwd _htn radial v_ ]oclties art, con-
served within tht¸ COl_]pre_or a_ _,li_r_=_] to th_ rc_u!ts assu.n_.ing
that rad;.a] \_ ]ocJlies art. supDrt,_sed within the con_pr¢_ssor. The
cor_ipr_s_or testc,d suppressed in_vrna] raffia_,vv]ocitivs, and data
verified the appropriat_ analysis. The local slope of th_ distorted
characteristic was found to be significantiy less than the undistorted
slope. Much of the difference b_'twcen the local distorted slope and
th(.undistorted compressor characteristic slope was attributable to
rotor unsteady effects. (Author)
A71-24857 # Power-on channel wing aerodynamics. Edward
F. Blick (Oklahoma, University, Norman, Okla.) and Vincent Homer.
Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 234-238. 10 refs.
A theory is developed for lift developed by semicircular channel
wings with a pusher propeller at the trailing edge. The theory
assumes that the lift on the inside (or top) of a channel airfoil can be
determined by using standard airfoil pressure coefficient data but
with an effective freestream velocity and an effective freestream
static pressure equal to those vatues just in front of the propeller
plane. The lift on the outside (or bottom) of a channel airfoil is
assumed to be the same as that calculated by present-day standard
methods. Good correlation was found between the theory and
wind-tunnel and flight-test data. Both the theory and test data
indicate extremely large values of lift coefficient can be obtained
with channel wings. (Author)
A71-24858 * # Flight path optimization with multiple time
scales. Henry J. Kelley (Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc.,
Jericho, N.Y.). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 238-240. 7
refs. Contract No. NAS 12-656.
Approaches involving the asymptotic expansion in several
parameters are used in the optimization study. The decoupling of a
high-order three-dimensional aircraft flight problem into several
lower-order problems is discussed taking into account the possibility
of further extension of the approach to rigid body and control-
motion problems which take p!ace on additional faster time scales.
The problem of a reduced system invoicing optimal steady flight is
considered, and the sublayer system is examined giving attention to
aspects of energy interchange. G.R:
A71-24859 # Constrained gain problem and its application
to aircraft control systems. S. J. Asseo (Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr.
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1971, p. 241-247. 12 refs.
The objective of the constrained gain problem is to find optimal
gains that satisfy given constraints and minimize a quadratic cost
functional of the states. The conditions for optimality are obtained
by using the calculus of variations. It is shown that the optimal gains
yield a stable closed-loop system and locally minimize the cost
functional. An algorithm for the iterative solution of optimal gains is
presented and the theory is applied to two aircraft control problems
where a comparison is made between present results and those of
linear optimal control. (Author)
A71-24861 # An all turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity
transport. T. Gardner Hill (Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta, Ga.).
Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 254-257. 10 refs.
Lift engine technology is examined giving attention to the
introduction of the high bypass turbofan lift engines. The effect of
the high bypass fan on weight and fuel consumption is a small
reduction in engine thrust to weight ratio, and a marked reduction in
specific fuel consumption. A graph is provided showing the ratio of
lift engine thrust to the weight of the lift engines plus their fuel as a
function of bypass ratio for various hover times. Factors responsible
for noise reduction in the new engines are examined. Questions of
the appropriate location for the lift engines on the aircraft are
investigated, and the design of a 100 passenger intercity transport is
discussed. Problems of propulsion exhaust scheduling and aircraft
interior design are explored. G.R.
A71-24862 # Development of a double-oblique-shock scram-
jet model in a shock tunnel. I. T. Osgerby, H. K. Smithson, and D. A.
Wagner (ARO, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn.). Journal of
Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 258-263. 12 refs.
A double-oblique-shock scramjet has been developed using the
AEDC-VKF 16-in. Shock Tunnel I at a freestream Mach number of
11. The model was developed as a test bed for the development of
instrumentation and hydrogen fuel injection techniques for super
sonic combustion experiments to be conducted at the 54-in. test
section in the AEDC-VKF Tunnel F. Difficulties were encountered,
especially at the entrance to the combustor because of the combined
action of separation and the interaction of the second shock from
the cowl lip. Satisfactory, repeatable performance was obtained with
a porous metal inlet ramp to remove the low momentum portion of
the .inlet boundary layer. The highest total pressure recovery in the
combustor was obtained with the porous inlet ramp installed. The
measured pressure levels were approximately 50% less than the values
predicted for inviscid two-shock performance. The primary pressure
losses were attributed to viscous-inviscid flow interactions at the
combustor entrance an(] secondary plessure losses were due to source
flow effects in the conical tunnel nozzle flow. (Author)
A71-24863 # Transonic flight and wind-tunnel buffet onset
investigation of the F-8D aircraft. E. K. Damstrom and J. F. Mayes
(LTV Aerospace Corp., Dallas, Tex.). (American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, Fighter Aircraft Conference, St. Louis,
Mo., Mar. 5-7, 1970, Paper 70-341.) Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr.
t971, p. 263-270. 8 refs.
Results of flight and wind tunnel tests of the F-8D aircraft
conducted within Mach 0.72 to 0.92 to establish the proper
interpretation of various wind tunnel data in predicting flight buffet
onset. The divergence of the rms wing bending moment fluctuation
agreed best with the flight onset defined by plus or minus 0.05
peak-to-peak fluctuation of normal acceleration at the center of
gravity. Buffet onset trimmed lift coefficient was increased
approximately 0.08 when plus or minus 0.05 normal acceleration
fluctuation at the pilot station, rather than center of gravity, was
used to define flight onset. The flight test data analysis disclosed an
interesting decrease of the predominant frequency of acceleration
fluctuation with increasing trimmed lift coefficient during the
maneuver. Analysis of flight data suggested that the g level, as well as
frequency and amplitude of g fluctuation, should be considered if
buffet intensity is to be related to pilot functional capability. A.B.K.
A71-24864 # Theories on the mechanics of tires and their
applications to shimmy analysis. R. L. Collins (Louisville, University,
Louisville, Ky.). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 271-277.
11 refs.
Some theories on tire mechanics and wheel shimmy are
discussed and their results compared in an effort to clarify
uncertainties as to the validity of the theories. Of particular interest
is the comparison of the stretched string and the point contact
theories of the mechanics of tires. Contrary to conclusions of some
previous investigations, it is found that either of these fundamental,
linear theories will predict the shimmy characteristics of wheeled
systems if the parameters involved are properly chosen. Nonelastic
effects and tire slippage can be and should be included in either
theory if further improvement is desired. A simple but important
correlation between certain of the parameters of these two basic tire
mechanics theories is also demonstrated. The theories are compared
with each other and with experimental data. (Author)
A71-24865 # A slanted round jet at low forward speed. T.
Strand (Air Vehicle Corp., San Diego, Calif.). Journal of Aircraft,
vot. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 278, 279. Contract No. DA-
31-124-ARO(D)-311.
A jet wind-tunnel model consisting of a 3-in. diam nozzle bolted
to a plenum chamber is considered. The nozzle and the plenum
chamber can be rotated in pitch to vary the jet angle of attack. Flow
phenomena associated with a jet in a cross flow are discussed giving
attention to the inviscid-flow Trefftz-plane solution reported by
Levinsky et at. (1969). Calculated and measured lift at approxi-
mately constant mass flow are compared. G.R.
A71-24866 # An explicit formula for additive drag of a
supersonic conical inlet. Frank W. Barry (United Aircraft Corp.,
Hamilton Standard Div., Windsor Locks, Conn.). Journal of Aircraft,
vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 279, 280.
It is pointed out that the approach used by Mascitti (1966) for
computing the additive drag has the disadvantage of requiring a
knowledge of the conical flowfield between the conical shock and
the inlet lip. A formula which requires a knowledge of the flow only
in the freestream and through the conical surface intersecting the
inlet lip with the apex at the tip of the conical centerbody is
discussed. G.R.
A71-24867 # Wave structure of exhaust from transonic
aircraft. Allen E. Fuhs (USAF, Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio). JournalofAircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 280,
281. 5 refs.
The geometry of the reflection at a shear layer is examined and
the train of shock diamonds that occur from an underexpanded jet is
considered. It is pointed out that the periodic jet structure requires a
negative reflection coefficient. The streamline dividing the jet from
the ambient air stream for a periodic and a nonperiodic jet is
investigated. A map of the different regions for the reflection
coefficient is presented. G.R.
A71o24868 # Development of a gliding guided ribbon para-
chute for transonic speed deployment. William B. Pepper and Ira T.
Holt (Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. Mex.). Journal of
Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 281,282. AEC-supported research.
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Aguided parachute system not limited to low-speed deployment
is considered. Investigations for modifying conventional ribbon
parachutes to provide a glide and turn capability without materially
affecting opening reliability, structural integrity, or effective drag are
discussed. Design involving two glide flaps are described. Wind-tunnel
tests were conducted to investigate gliding performance and radio-
controlled flights were made using two motors to open and close the
flaps on command. G.R.
A71-24869 # Calculation of supersonic compressor losses,
W. R. Wells and W. Tabakoff (Cincinnati, University, Cincinnati,
Ohio). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 282-284. 10 refs.
Grant No. DA-HC-04-69-C-0016.
An attempt is made to supplement previously employed
analyses with a semlempirical performance estimation that is believed
to be simpler in application and more widely applicable to a large
family of cascade geometries. The method discussed extends a
successful formulation developed for subsonic compressors by Losey
and Tabakoff (1967) to the cases of supersonic compressors in which
shock losses are present and accounted for. Other effects, such as
dump losses, and errors in the shock structure model used, are
partially accounted for through the use of the experimental data.
G.R.
A71-24870 # Optimal stochastic control and aircraft gust
alleviation. Ronald A. Hess (U.S. Naval Postgraduate School.
Monterey, Calif.). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8, Apr. 1971, p. 284-286.
6 refs.
The problem of minimizing the mean square normal acceleration
of the center of mass of a large, rigid, jet transport flying level
through a one-dimensional, turbulent upwash field is considered. In
particular, the dependence of the mean square performance and
optimal control system gains upon the gust characteristic length is
discussed. The strength of this dependence determines the utility of
an on-line measurement of the gust characteristic length for the
purposes of implementing an adaptive control policy. G.R.
A71-24871 # Center deflections of square plates with elastic
edge beams. James Ting-Shun Wang (Georgia Institute of Teeh-
nology, Atlanta, Ga.). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 8. Apr. 1971, p. 286,
287.
The sidewall of a typical C-5A cargo box subjected to statically
equivalent uniformly distributed inertia load during aircraft maneu-
vering is considered. All materials are assumed to be elastic. The
center deflection that represents the maximum deflection is investi-
gated, and an engineering method for estimating this deflection is
discussed. The solutions presented are not exact but are adequate for
practical applications. G.R.
A71-24872 # High speed photographic assembly SFR-2MT
with a turbine drive (Vysokoskorostnaia fotogeaficheskaia ustenovka
SFR-2MT s turbinnym privodom). A. S. Dubovik, S. N. Sidorov, and
S. V. Baranov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Fiziki Zemli,
Moscow, USSR). Zhurna/ Nauchnoi i Prik/adnoi Fotografii i Kinerna-
tografii, vol. 16, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 9-14.8 refs. In Russian.
The assembly consists of a camera, a control panel, and a trigger
and has a turbine drive with a scanning mirror, two bearings, a
sensor, and a vacuum case. The peak angular velocity of the mirror is
240,000 rpm, the photorecorder scanning rate is a maximum 12,000
m/sec, the resolution is 3 nanosec, and the frame frequency is 8
million frames per sec. The assembly was designed in 1967 as a more
advanced modification of the older assembly, SFR-2M, and can
perform either continuOUs recordings or frame photography. V.Z.
A71-24897 Theory and design of automatic control sys-
tems for flight vehicles. Number 1 - Dynamics of linearized
A71-24944
automatic control systems (Teoriia i proektirovanie sistem avtome-
ticheskogo upravleniia letatel'nymi apparatami. Number 1 - Dinami-
ka linearizovannykh sistem avtomaticheskogo upravleniia). Edited by
B. N. Petrov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie (Moskovskii
Aviatsionnyi Institut, Trudy, no. 189), 1970. 211 p. In Russian.
The topics include: the dynamics of stationary and non-
stationary linearized automatic control systems; theoretical studies
of processes in systems with deterministic and random inputs;
methods of analyzing the stability of processes; synthesis methods;
methods of solving equations of free and forced oscillations; response
of stationary nonlinear systems to periodic inputs; calculation of
input signal distributions for stationary systems in the presence of a
non-Gaussian process, and transfer functions characterizing velocity
and altitude control for an aircraft employing automatic thrust
control. V.P.
A71-24910 ,= Certain features of the transfer functions
characterizing the speed- and altitude-control modes of an aircraft
having a thrust controller (Nekotorye osobennosti peredatochnykh
funktsii, kharakterizuiushchikh rezhimy regulirovaniia skorosti i
vysoty poleta semolete s a_ometom tiagi /AT/). A. I. Egorov. In:
Theory and design of automatic control systems for flight vehicles.
Number 1 - Dynamics of linearized automatic control systems
(Teoriia i proektirovanie sistem avtomaticheskogo uprevleniia
letatel'nymi apparatami. Number 1 - Dinamika linearizovannykh
sistem avtomaticheskogo upravleniia). Edited by
B. N. Petrov. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie (Moskovskii
Aviatsionnyi Institut, Trudy, no. 189), 1970. o. 172-188. In Russian.
The transfer functions characterizing the speed and altitude
parameters of flight are analyzed for an aircraft having an automatic
controller which regulates the engine thrust as a function of flight
velocity. A system of equations is derived which describes the
motion of the aircraft's center of gravity. The coefficients of
differential equations comprising this system characterize the air-
craft's aerodynamics, engine thrust, inhomogeneity of the atmo-
sphere, and the flight regime. It is shown that the automatic thrust
controller provides an aperiodic stability margin for the motion of
the aircraft's center of gravity. A stable aircraft with an astatic thrust
controller does not have residual deviations in speed and altitude
under the action of atmospheric disturbances. T.M.
A71-24915 On aerodynamic infrasound. W. C. Meecham
(California, University, Los Angeles, Calif.). Journa/of Atmospheric
and Terrestria/ Physics, vol. 33, Feb. 1971, p. 149-155. 14 refs.
USAF -supported research.
We consider atmospheric pressure variations in the period range
from a few seconds to a few minutes. These pressure fluctuations
arise (1) from local hydrodynamic effects which are estimated; (2)
from nonpropagating pressure effects associated, for example, with a
jet stream; (3) from nonpropagating pressure effects associated with
aerodynamic infrasound. Following standard aerosonic theory, which
is briefly reviewed here, the intensity of aerodynamic sound is
estimated. The estimated amount of power radiated by aerodynamic
sources, chiefly fluctuating winds at high altitude, is approximately
that observed in noise measurements on the ground. Comparison is
made between these theoretical estimates and observed pressure
fluctuations in the low frequency range. (Author)
A71-24944 A design of sonic nozzle for the precise
measurement of mass flow. John E. Green (Royal Aircraft Establish-
ment, Bedford, England). Zeitschrift fiir F/ugwissenschaften, vol. 19,
Mar. 1971, p. 129-137. 16 refs.
A profile form is developed for a family of axisymmetric,
convergent-divergent nozzles particularly well suited to the accurate
measurement of mess flow rate. The nozzles have very gentle
longitudinal curvature, and are for operation in a choked, insulated
condition from a uniform air supply. The profile of the nozzles is
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such that the axial velocity distribution given by one-dimensional gas
dynamics leads to an exact analytic solution of the laminar boundary
equations, derived by a transformation of the well-known solution
for two-dimensional, incompressible sink flow. For a model gas, with
Prandtl number unity and viscosity proportional to temperature, the
solution for the transonic region as a whole is exact in the limit of
infinite Reynolds number and vanishing throat curvature. The
departures from this exact solution, when the gas is air and the
Reynolds number and throat curvature have values which might be
expected under laboratory conditions, are examined, the most
serious potential sources of error in determining mass flow are
discussed, and some means of keeping these errors to a minimum are
suggested. (Author)
A71-24945 Determination of the thickness distribution of
propeller blade profiles at a given pressure distribution (Bestimmung
der Dickenlinie von Propellerfl_gelprofilen bet vorgegebener Druck-
verteilung). Ralf Hille (Hamburg, Universit_t, Hamburg, West
Germany). Zeitschrift f6r Flugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Mar. 1971, p.
138-143. In German. Research supported by the Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft.
If the pressure field of a screw propeller in a stationary potential
flow and the hydrodynamic pitch k sub 1 are known, it is possible to
calculate the thickness distribution and the camber line of the
hydrofoil. This requires the determination of the source-sink
distribution and the vorticity distribution and leads in the scope of a
linearized theory to an integral equation with a singular kernel
function which is discussed and solved for a propeller with sector
type blades. This integral equation remains essentially unchanged if
the nonlinear problem is approximately treated by an iteration
process. (Author)
A71-24946 Theory of three techniques for determining
parameters of an elastomechanical system in ground vibration testing
(Theorie dreier Verfahren zur Bestimmung der Parameter eines
elastomechanischen Systems im Standschwingungsversuch). Hans
Georg KLissner (Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt, Gottingen, West
Germany). Zeitschrift f6r Flugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Feb. 1971, p.
53-61.8 refs. In German.
Three methods for performing and evaluating ground vibration
tests used for determining elastomechanical parameters of aircraft are
theoretically examined and discussed: the integral equation tech-
nique, the phase resonance technique, and the phase separation
technique. The advantages and disadvantages of these techniques and
fields of their applicability are discussed. O.H.
A71-24947 Gust load of a plane rigid airfoil using an exact
and approximated solution (B6enbeanspruchung des ebenen starren
Tragfl_gels bet exakter und gen_herter Rechnung). Hermann Stumke
(Stuttgart, Universit_t, Stuttgart, West Germany). Zeitschrift f6r
Flugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Feb. 1971, p. 76-80. 5 refs. In German.
The author's previously proposed method of the 'asymptotic'
equivalent oscillatory model is applied to the problem of the motion
of a plane rigid airfoil with the fixed center of gravity in turbulent
air. Compared with the exact nonsteady theory, this method involves
a certain overestimation of the gust toad which, however, does not
exceed 20% in the area of the major interest. On the other hand, the
quasi-steady theory by Glauert (1928) leads in general to essentially
larger deviations from the results of the exact theory. O.H.
A71-24949 The tensor of inertia and the products of
inertia in aircraft (0ber den Tr_igheitstensor und die Deviations-
momente von Flugzeugen). Ernst Mewes and Gerhard Rosenau
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Institut fiir Flugmechanik, Braunschweig, West Germany). Zeitschrift
fur Flugwissenschaften, vol. 19, Feb. 1971, p. 81, 82. In German.
In defining the tensor of inertia, the moments of inertia
(elements in the principal diagonal) are positive, whereas the
products of inertia (elements beyond the principal diagonal) can be
either positive or negative. Formulas are given for a conversion from
the principal system of coordinates to a system rotated by an angle
for the case that the y-axis is the principal axis of inertia. It is found
that the products of inertia are negative in this particular case. O.H.
A71-24952 # Aerodynamic noise caused by a flow past rigid
bodies (Aerodynamick_ zvuk I_ri obt_k_n( pevn_ch t_les). Jif( Sulc.
Zpravodaj VZLO, no. 4, 1970, p. 7-26.23 refs. In Czech.
Discussion of the mechanism responsible for the generation of
aerodynamic noise by a subsonic flow of a gaseous medium in the
presence of rigid surfaces. Based on Lighthill's theory, functions
defining the dependence of fundamental acoustic parameters on flow
parameters are formulated for several rigorously defined cases.
Particular attention is also given to a specific case of noise generation
in the turbulent boundary layer in view of its application to the
flight of aircraft. A review is given of practical methods for the
calculation of the totat level of acoustic pressure and its spectral
composition caused by the turbulent boundary layer on the surface
of aircraft. Finally, results of the author's own measurements are
presented and summarized in a form suitable for the determination
of the lowest approximate probable value of cabin noise caused by
the turbulent boundary layer for some types of aircraft. O.H.
A71-24953 // The lift correction in a perforated two-
dimensional experimental wind tunnel (Oprava na vztlak v perforo-
van_m dvourozm_rov_m m_icim prostoru). Ji_i Benetka. Zpravoda/
VZLO, no. 4, 1970, p. 27-34.8 refs. In Czech.
Perforated walls of two dimensional transonic wind tunnels
change the shape of the streamlines in their neighborhood and thus
influence the entire flowfield in the tunnel. The correction of both
the angle of incidence and the aerodynamic coefficients caused by
the change of the streamline curvature around an airfoil model in a
perforated tunnel is derived. This correction is of the same order as
the upwash correction and therefore creates a significant part of the
corrections necessary in a perforated two-dimensional wind tunnel.
Experimental results are presented which are in good agreement with
the theoretically obtained corrections. O.H.
A71-24954 # Modeling of nonstationary stresses in aircraft
structures (Modelov_n( nestacion_rn_ch nap_ti v leteck_ch konstruk-
c(ch). Jan Drexler and Vojt_ch Nejedl_. Zpravodaj VZLU, no. 4,
1970, p. 35-43. 10 refs. In Czech.
Examination of some problems associated with modeling of
difficult processes in the area of operation reliability of aircraft
components and structures. It is shown that using a special random
generator of binomial pulses equipped with a probability trans-
former, a simple and flexible loading circuit can be designed which
enables generation of a wide class of nonstationary stochastic stress
processes with a priori prescribed probability distributions. A
theoretical calculation of a procedure for adjusting the parameters of
the probability changer in order to obtain the required statistical
distributions is presented. The results of this calculation are
compared with experimental data obtained in a fatigue test of the
lower arm of a landing gear break strut of a jet trainer. O.H.
A71-24958 # Model investigations of subsonic stages of an
axial compressor. Karel (_elikovsk_. Zpr#va VZLU, Dec. 1970, p.
1-51.30 refs.
Discussion of some results of extensive theoretical and experi-
mental research on a series of model compressor blades designed
according to available technical literature. The method used for
calculating isolated stages is presented and verified. The stages were
treated as moderately aerodynamically loaded and subsonic. The
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outer dimensions and the degree of aerodynamic loading were almost
identical throughout the series investigated; the hub-tip ratio,
however, was systematically decreased until it reached for the last
stage of the experimental series a value employed in designing
front-fan turbojets by the world's leading producers. The character-
istics of the stages investigated are discussed and compared with a
thermodynamic calculation. O.H.
A71-24963 Influence of the weather on long range radio
navigational aids (Influenza del tempo sull'assistenza radioelettriea
alia navigazione a lungo ra_3io). Carlo Torrianl. Rivista Aeronautica,
vol. 46, Dec. 1970, p. 2095-2146. In Italian.
Consideration of the principles upon which various long range
navigational systems are based, with discussion of their charac-
teristics. The GEE, LORAN, and DECCA systems, developed during
WW II and after, are briefly outlined. Methods of navigation which
use polar coordinates (Consul, Omniranges) are considered. The
effects of radio paths, subsidence, advection, clouds, and various
L;/pes of winds are described. The influence of atmospheric condi-
tions on radiotransmission in general, and on various navigation
systems in particular is considered in detail. Supersonic aircraft
operation and principles of inertial navigation are treated. F.R.L.
A71-24997 Aircraft and the bird hazard. G. W.
Underwood (Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Ltd., Kingston-
upon-Thames, Surrey, England). Environmental Engineering, Mar.
1971, p. 13-18.
The results of a general aircraft survey regarding bird impact
problems are discussed. It was found that the distribution of known
strikes on aircraft was roughly proportional to the frontal area. All
parts of forward facing structural area were vulnerable to major
damage on many current civil and military aircraft. Most strikes were
at a relatively low level and very few occurred above 5000 ft. While
fatal accidents have been relatively few, many cases would appear to
have occurred where major disasters have been avoided more by luck
than by the presence of bird impact-proof structures. Structural
integrity requirements in relation to bird strike are examined, and
methods for alleviating the hazard are discussed. The development of
test techniques for aircraft structures is considered, and some current
research for providing design information is reported. G.R.
A71-25015 Use of the coupling of airfoil sections method
as a means of studying the general movement of an obstacle in an
ideal tlul¢l in the presence of a rectilinear wall {Sur la m_thode du
couple des profils pour I'_tude du mouvement g_n_ral d'un obstacle
dans un fluide ideal en presence d'une paroi rectiligne). Titus Petrila
(Cluj, Universitatea, Cluj, Rumania). Acad6rnie des Sciences (Paris),
Comptes Rendus, S_rie A - Sciences Math6matiques, vol. 272, no. 12,
Mar. 22, 1971, p. 818-821. In French.
Development of a new method, similar to that of Capodanno
(1966), which makes it possible to solve for the general case the
problem of the determination of the complex potential of a plane
fluid flow produced by the movement of an arbitrary airfoil section
in the presence of a fixed infinite rectilinear wall. The fluid is
assumed to be ideal and incompressible, and at rest at infinity. The
problem at the limits set in the plane of the circular crown is also
solved. F.Ri.
A71-25052 # Structural response to sonic booms. Roland L.
Sharpe (John A. Blume and Associates, Engineers, San Francisco,
Calif.). (American Society of Civil Engineers, National Structural
Engineering Meeting, Portland, Ore., Apr. 6-10, 1970.) American
Society of Civil Engineers, Structural Division, Journal, vol. 97, Apr.
1971, p. 1157-1174.6 refs. FAA-USAF-sponsored research.
Extensive research was carried out to investigate the dynamic
loading of structures which results from shock waves created by
aircraft flying at supersonic speeds. The results show that properly
designed and constructed houses should incur either no or only a
minor damage. A large percentage (55 to 80%) of all damage
incidents is glass damage. Plate and racking deflections in typical
houses from sonic booms with 1 psf to 2 psf overpressure are small
and on the order of 0.034 in. and 0.005 in., respectively. Sonic
booms from large aircraft affect a larger range of structure elements
than those from smaller aircraft. The response to sonic booms can be
adequately predicted if the characteristics of the boom and structure
elements are known. Free field signatures can be used to adequately
predict structure response. Structure response prediction can be
greatly simplified by use of a boom pressure wave model. O.H.
A71-25085 # An investigation of the forces on flat plates
normal to a turbulent flow. P. W. Bearman (Ministry of Technology,
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middx., England). Jour-
nal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 46, Mar. 15, 1971, p. 177-198.8 refs.
Measurements on square and circular plates in turbulent flow
show the mean base pressure to be considerably lower than that
measured in smooth flow. Power spectral density measurements of
the fluctuating component of the drag on square plates in both
smooth and turbulent flow are presented. The measurements in
turbulent flow show the importance of the ratio of turbulence scale
to plate size. There is shown to be a strong correlation between the
fluctuating drag force and the velocity fluctuations in the approach-
:_- " .... The ";--^-;^_ _ *h_ .,..h.,lon_ • ,,,,_ ,,u, ............................. s.ruc.ure approaching a
plate is also discussed, tAuthor)
A71-25096 The hypersonic boundary layer on a wedge
with uniform mass addition and viscous interaction. W. S. King and
R. L. Varwig (Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.). International
Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, vol. 14, Jan. 1971, 15. 41-48. 13
refs. Contract No. AF 04(701)-69-C-0066.
Analytical and experimental investigation of the effects of
uniform surface blowing on the hypersonic boundary layer with
viscous interaction. For strong and moderate viscous interaction, the
heat transfer on a flat plate and a slender wedge is calculated by use
of th_ local similarity technique to solve the boundary layer
equations and by the tangent wedge approximation to determine the
inviscid pressure. The experiments are conducted at Mach numbers
of 16 and 20, at unit Reynolds numbers of 230,000 and 130,000 per
ft, and at the cold wall condition. The analytical and experimental
results are in good agreement. For moderate blowing, it is found that
the effects of viscous interaction dominate the flow when the
interaction is strong and that the effects of blowing become more
important as the strength of the viscous interaction decreases.
(Author)
A71-25097 Approximate calculation of heat- and mass-
transfer in supersonic laminar boundary layers blown with a light gas
(N_herungsweise Berechnung des W_rme- und Stoffaustausches in
laminaren Ueberschallgrenzschichten bei ausblasen" eines leichten
Gases). J. L. Bansal (Aerodynamiscbe Versuchsanstalt, Gottingen,
West Germany). International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer,
vol. 14, Jan. 1971, p. 83-131.29 refs. In German.
A general solution for a binary-mixture boundary layer is
obtained under the assumption that the fluid properties are variable
and that the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are arbitrary and are
functions of the concentration. The method employed is derived
from an analysis of the influence of blowing a cooling agent into a
supersonic boundary layer, in the case where the parameters of the
blowing gas differ from those of the external flow. The approximate
results are obtained in closed form, which makes them applicable for
studying parameter variations even in cases that do not lend
themselves to numerical analysis. V.P.
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A71-25132 U.S. General Aviation safety record. C. O.
Miller, Paul Alexander, and Starke Jett (U.S. Bureau of Aviation
Safety, Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.). Society of
Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita,
Kan., Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710397. 35 p. 10 refs. Members,
$1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
The General Aviation safety record through 1970 is discussed,
both statistically and in the nonquantitative sense. Related functions
of the cognizant aviation accident investigatory agency, the National
Transportation Safety Board, are also reviewed to place the data in
proper perspective. Finally, a matrix is provided as an outline for
participants in the General Aviation system to assess their own
contribution to accident/injury prevention in this most rapidly
growing segment of aviation. (Author)
A71-25133 FAR 23 fatigue substantiation procedures -
GAMA committee report. R. D. Christian (North American Rockwell
Corp., Aero Commander Div., Bethany, Okla.). Society of Auto-
motive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Mar. 24-26, 1971, Paper 710403. 28 p. 15 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $1.50.
Recommended fatigue evaluation procedures for demonstrating
compliance with new FAA regulations concerning the fatigue of
aircraft wings. Typical test load spectra are illustrated for simulations
of gust loads, maneuver loads, ground-air-ground effects, taxi loads,
and landing impact loads. The proper use of S-N curves for
endurance data is demonstrated, and appropriate scatter factors are
established. The use of automatic fatigue monitoring devices under
operational conditions is briefly considered. T.M.
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STAR ENTRIES
N71-19353# Advisory Group for AerospaCe Research and
Development. Paris (France).
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Jan. 1971 451 p refs Presented at Fluid Dyn. Panel Specialists'
Meeting. Silver Spring, Md., 28 -30 Sap. 1970
(AGARD-CP-71-71 ) Avaih NTIS HC $6,00/MF $0.95
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of various
airframe-propulsion systems for commercial transport and military
aircraft are discussed. Wing-fuselage store designs and body-wing
and tai_ configuration effects ere emphasized.
N71-19354_ Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England). Aerodynamics Dept.
SOME REMARKS ON THE INTERFERENCE BETWEEN A
SWEPT WING AND A FUSELAGE
D. Kuechemann /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971
11 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6,00/MF$0.95
Principal physical interference effects which occur when
a swept (or unswept) wing is _ to a fuselage are armlvzed.
The flow is dominated by what happens in the junction between
the two bodies, here the interference is largest. The leading terms
in the velocity field can be interpreted as being caused in part by
the interference with the mirror image in a plane wall of the half
wing outside the fuselage, This reflection effect depends mainly on
the sweep angle and the dihedral angle. In addition, there is a body
imerference effect at all sweep and dihedral angles. The method
of singularities is applied to calculate the inviscid flow fmld for some
simple cases with and without lift, Theoretical and experimental
results demonstrate quite cieady the magnitude of the interference
effect, Author
N71-193S_ Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstett fuer
Luft- und Raumfahrt. Goettingen (West Germany),
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE VORTEX SYSTEM
NEAR AN INCUNED BODY OF REVOLUTION WITH AND
WITHOUT WINGS
F.-R Grosche In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971
15 p refs
Avail: NTIS HCS6.00/MF$0.95
The flow field on the suction side of a slender body of
revolution with and without wings was investigated by means of
a directional probe in a 3 m x 3 m low speed wind tunnel,
Measurements have been conducted at Mach numbers Ma = 0.12
end Reynolds numbers Re = 500.000. based on free stream
velocity and body diameter. The model was tested at angles of
attack alpha = 7 deg. 10 deg, 15 deg. 20 deg. From the measured
data. the cross flow velocities and the isobars of total pressure loss
were computed. Position and strength of the vortices were
determined as functions of the axial coordinate. There are significant
deviations from the results of measurements at high subsonic or
supersonic velocities, as well as from measurements at substantially
lower Reynolds numl)ers. The strength of the body vortices is
considerably reduced by the presence of the wings, Author
N71-19356_ Boeing Co., Seattle. Wash. SST Aerodynamics
Configuration Group.
CONSIDERATIONS OF AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE IN
SUPERSONIC AIRPLANE DESIGN
Edward J. Kane and Wilbur D. Middleton In AGARD Aerodyn.
interference Jan. 1971 16 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$O.95
Methods for optimizing the interferences between aircraft
wing and body, wing and engine nacelles, and wing and trimming
surfaces in supersonic flow are discussed. Theoretical concepts are
reviewed and expanded where necessaw to understand the physical
relationship that leads to the most favorable arrangement of the
configuration components, Specific applications are illustrated by
examples employing analyses of both theoretical and experimental
data, Author
N71-193§7"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
RECENT EXPERIENCE IN USING FINITE ELEMENT
METHODS FOR THE SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS IN
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Ralph L Carmichael In AGARD AerodYn. Interference Jan.
1971 5 p refs (
(NASA-TM-X-66884) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Discrete sets of elementary solutKms of the linearized equations
Of gas dynamics for solving problems of flow about airplane
configurations are combined in such a way that the boundary
conditions of zero flow through physical surfaces are satisfied at
large numbers of control points on the surfaces, Calculations using
discrete elements and discrete control points produce solutions
consistent with closed-form solutions that satisfy the boundary
conditions everywhere. An existing computer program for predicting
the flow about simple wing-bodv combinations is expanded to
include bodies other than the main fuselage. Author
N71-19358_ National Physical Lab.. Teddington (England).
Aerodynamics Div.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF WING BODY CONFIGURATIONS AT LOW SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS
J. Bridgewater. R, C. Lock. and G. F, Lee In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 11 p refs
Avail: NTIS HCS6,00/MF$0.95
Wing-body combinations with modifications to the shapes
of the basic bodies, wing leading edges and wing roots for reduced
drag at transonic and tow supersonic speeds were studied. Force
and pressure measurements are given for a 55 deg swept wing
mounted in turn on two asymmetrically waisted bodies. The first
body was designed with the aid of the transonic area rule. and
the second was a modified version of this design to give improved
performance at low supersonic speeds. Additional experimental
results are presented for a second wing having a much blunter
leading edge shape so as to give a pealo/type of pressure distribution
in place of the roof-top pressure distribution of the first wing.
Finally considered is the blending of varying wing section shapes
near the root of swept wings at supersonic speeds in order to
achieve a favorable combined wing-body pressure field inboard on
the wind. thus offering the possibility of drag reduction without the
use of body waisting. Author
N71-193SB# Technische Hogeschool, Delft (Netherlands),
UFT AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF DELTA WING
HALF CONE CONFIGURATIONS WITH SUBSONIC LEADING
EDGES, USING SLENDER BODY THEORY
W. J. Bannink and J. W. Reyn In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference
Jan. 1971 11 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/M'F$0.95
Configurations composed of a cone with a helf-circuter
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cross section mounted asymmetrically with respect to a delta wing
of zero thickness with subsonic leading edges and placed in a
supersonic flow, are studied using slender body theory. The lift and
drag characteristics are compared to those of configurations having
an identical wing and a symmetrically disposed circular cone of
equal volume as the half cone. A disposition of a half cone on one
side of the delta wing shows a drag reduction at a given lift
compared to the symmetrical full cone configuration, provided the
body diameter-wing span ratio is larger than 0.45 approximately.
However, the high wing disposition is preferable to the low wing,
since lower angles of incidence are required to attain a certain lift.
Below the ratlo of 0.45 the symmetrical system appears to be
more favorable The lift curve slopes of asymmetrical configurations
studied are targer than those of symmetrical configurations.
Author
N71-193SO# Messerschmitt-Boelkow G.m.b,H., Munich (West
Germany).
DOWNWASH INVESTIGATIONS ON TAILS OF MISSILES
G, Gregoriou and J. Laude (DFVLR. Brunswick, West Germany)
In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 14 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF $0.95
A numerical method was developed to calculate the downwash
and hence the forces and moments on missile tails. This method
is principa!ly based on the linear lifting surface theory and can be
applied in the compressible subsonic range at any angle of attack
and bank. The results of the calculation indicate a nonlinear
dependence of the average downwash angle or, the angle of attack
Generally, theoretical results show good agreement with wind
tunnel tests, Author
N71-19361"# National Aeronautics arid Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va.
EXTENSION OF A NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A WING TO
INCLUDE A CANARD OR HORIZONTALTAiL
Barrett L Shrout /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan 1971
12 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66886) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A method for predicting the aerodynamic lifting surface
characteristics of wing-horizontal tail configurations or canard wing
configurations at. supersonic speeds is discussed. The numerical
solution has been programmed for a digital computer and is part of
a complex of computer programs used in the design, optimization,
and evaluation of aircraft configurations at supersonic speeds. The
present method predicts lift, drag. and moment characteristics over
a range of lift coefficients and for various control settings.
Theoretical and experimental data are compared for wing-horizontal
tail configurations and for canard-wing configurations at various
Mach numbers These corr_parisons show both the basic data with
control deflections and some final trimmed drag polars, Some data
are also presented to show the extent to which program limitations
affect the accuracy of the analytic methods. Author
N71-19362# Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospa:iales, Paris (France)
CALCULATION OF AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN LIFTING ELEMENTS OF AN AIRPLANE IN
SUPERSONIC STATIONARY OR NONSTATIONARY FLOW
[CALCUL O'INTERACTIONS AERODYNAMIQUES ENTRE
LES ELEMENTS PORTANTS D'UN AVIAN EN ECOULEMENT
SUPERSONIOUE STATIONNAIRE OU INSTATIONNAIRE}
Michel Enselme. Jean-Paul Boisseau, and Andre Guillois In
AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 7 p refs In FRENCH;
ENGLISH summary
Avail: NTiS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
After recalling the principle of analog computation of a
lifting assembly in supersonic, steady or unsteady flow a numerical
process is presented that uses an explicit method for computing
the solutions of the wave equation. Results obtained either by
analog or by numerical computations are presented for wing-body
or wing-pod interactions, and for a wing of arbitrary planform in
unsteady flow. Author
N71-19363# Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Washington, D.C.
THE EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK ON INDUCED
ROLLING MOMENT FOR A LOW ASPECT RATIO MISSILE
Raymond P, Le Beau In AGARD Aerodyn, Interference Jan.
1971 11 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
Two wind tunnel tests were conducted to examine the
characteristics of the induced rolling moment of two small span
missile configurations at transonic Mach numbers for angles of
attack up to 90 deg. The induced rolling moment at a roll angle
of 225 deg was found to increase with angle of attack to a peak
value then remain near that value to 90 deg. This peak occurred
at angles between 25 deg and 40 deg. It was also observed that
negative values of induced roiling moment at a ro!l angle of 22.5
deg occurred for one configuration when the angle of attack was
less than 20 deg. Author
N71-19364# National Aerospace Lab. Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Dept. for Theoretical Aerodynamics.
AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF
THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON WING BODY
COMBINATIONS AT SUBCRITICAL SPEEDS
Th. E. Labrujere, W, Loeve, and J, W. Stooff In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 17 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$600/MF$095
A method is described which makes it possible to calculate
accurate pressure distributions on lifting configurations at Mach
numbers up to the critical value. The compressible flow around a
configuration is related to an incompressible flow by means of
Goethert's rule. which is supplemented semi-empirically. The iterative
scheme for solving the large system of linear, simultaneous
equations that is involved with the incompressible flow problem is
optimized. Assuming a simple wake configuration, the method has
been applied to a number of lifting wingbody combinations,
Comparisons with measured pressure distributions show that the
method can be used when studying wing-body interference problems
in subcritical, attached flow Author
N71-1936S# Naval Ordnance Lab., Whito Oak, Md.
AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION PHENOMENA PRODUCED
BY A FIN PROTUBERANCE PARTIALLY IMMERSED IN A
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER AT MACH 5
Allen E. Winkelmann In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan.
1971 12 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
Various flow visualization results are presented for a
cylindrically blunted, unswept, unyawed fin partially immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer, The model, consisting of a fin-flat plate
combination, was mounted on the test plate nozzle wall of a
boundary layer channel. Experiments were completed at a nominal
Mach number of 5 and nominal free-stream Reynolds numbers per
foot of 2.8 x 1 million and 7.4 x 1 million. Azobenzene tests show
regions of high heat transfer to occur on the flat plate immediately
upstream and downstream of the fin. Oil smear tests show in detail
the surface shear directions and locations of separated flow which
occur on the model. Schlieren and shadowgraph photographs
indicate the complex shock wave structure which exists in front of
the fin. Author
N71-1936S*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
FLIGHT AND WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF
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INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON UNDERWlNG SUPERSONIC
CRUISE EXHAUST NOZZLES AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
Daniel C. Mikkelson and Bbrnard J. Blahs In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 10 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66887) Avail: NTIS CSCL2OD
A combined flight and wind tunnel test program is being
conducted utilizing • modified F-lO6 aircraft, to investigate
airframe installation effects on exhaust nozzle systems mounted on
underwing engine nacelles. Flight tests in the transonic speed
regime determined nozzle performance and boattail drag for variable
flap ejector, conical plug. and auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle concepts.
Wind tunnel tests were conducted on isolated models of these
nozzles and also on a 1/20-scale model of the F-106 aircraft with
simulated underwing engine nacelles. Wing and nacelle pressures
from these wind tunnel tests are used to qualitatively explain the
observed installation effects. The 1/20-scale model was also
used to evaluate the effects of changes in nacelle geometry and
angle-of-attack. Author
N71-19367_ National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa
(Ontario).
THE HALF CONE PRESSURE FIELD AND ITS
SIGNIFICANCE TO SIDE MOUNTED iNTAKES
D. J. Peake, D. J, Jones, and W. J. Rainbird In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 12 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0,95
The supersonic, inviscid flow field about an isolated half
cone has been computed and the result applied to a semi cone
intake mounted adjacent to an aircraft fuselage. The pattern of the
intake external flow was obtained from an aircraft model tested
in a Mach number M = 1.6 airstream, incorporating a 25-degree
semi-angle half cone. The fuselage boundary layer approaching the
intake was turbulent, corresponding to a Reynolds number of 0.8
x 1 million based upon the intake capture dimension. The strong,
three dimensional character of the interactions that occur between
the intake shock system and the fuselage boundary layer imply that
any boundary layer control system must be designed to remove
the effects of three dimensional rather than two dimensiona(
separations. Author
N71-19368*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley. Va.
AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE BETWEEN EXHAUST
SYSTEM AND AIRFRAME
Jack F. Runckel /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971
13 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66888) Avail: NTIS CSCLD1A
Mutual aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences are
studied by s model experimental investigations of jet interference
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. Emphasis is placed
on twin-engine fuselage configurations with nozzles installed near
the terminus of the afterbody where the interactions of the nozzle
exhausts and the external stream produce a complex flow field
environment. Airframe interferences on nozzle Derformance considered
are: installation locations in the afterbody, boattailing aheacl of the
nozzles, and effects of tails and protuberances. Nozzle shape and
jet exhaust interference can alter aircraft performance and stability.
The effect on afterbody drag of nozzle exit axial location appears
to pose more problems than the lateral spacing of the nozzles. For
closely spaced nozzles, the shape of the interfairing between the
nozzles has a pronounced effect on afterbody and nozzle
performance. Author
N71-19369_ General Electric Co,. Cincinnati. Ohio.
AIRFRAME/PROPULSION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ANALYSIS USING THE PROPULSION SIMULATOR
TECHNIQUE
John T. Kutney In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971
21 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/MF $0.95
The propulsion simulator technique was conceived to provide
the analysis and evaluation of the total system performance in the
wind tunnel of the new high bypass turbofan installations. This
technique provides simultaneous simulation of the induction system
and the exhaust system flows with correct geometric simulation
and allows the total aircraft aerodynamics and the propulsion
system interactions to be evaluated together without the use of
additional or reference models. Examples of these data are presented
including comparison of a C5A type scale model and full scale
results of the TF39/B52 installation. The use of this technology for
advanced programs of airframe engine integration for both the
subsonic and supersonic flight spectrums is discussed. Author
N71-19370# Tennessee Univ..Tullahoma, Space Inst.
UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS OF ROTOR BLADES OF A
COMPRESSOR UNDER DISTORTED FLOW CONDITIONS
B. H. Goethert and K. C. Reddy In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference
Jan. 1971 13 p refs'
Avail: NTIS HC$6,O0/MF$0.95
A theoretical investigation was undertaken to determine
the interference effect between oscillating and distorted inlet flow
and compressor stall. It was found that the dynamic effects on the
single stage characteristics tend to make the stsges less sensitive
to pressure oscillations since the flow lacks the necessary time for
building up the lift of the individual blades of the stage, On the
other hand. the spacer volume in the stages themselves and
between the stages produce time lags which tend to increase the
stage pressure ratio and thus reduce the stall margin of the
mchv=duai stages, Depending upon the geometry and the type of
oscillations, either the beneficial effects of the dynamic response
reduction of individual stages at higher frequencies or the detrimental
effects of the spacer volume between the stages will prevail.
Author
N71-19371"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
STUDIES OF AIRCRAFT FLOW FIELDS AT INLET
LOCATIONS
Lyndell S. King and Terence W. Schmidt (Arnold Res. Organ.. Inc.)
In AGARD Aerodyn, Interference Jan. 1970 10 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66885) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A wind-tunnel investigation of the flow fields about fuselage
configurations at transonic and supersonic speeds and at angles of
attack up to 24 deg is reported. A family of seven fuselages with
different cross sectional shapes was tested in conjunction with two
nose shapes, two canopies, and two wings of different sweep. Flow
field surveys were performed at two likely inlet locations- ahead of
and under the wing-to assess the effects of forebody geometry
throughout the Mach number and angle-of-attack envelope. The
experimental data particularly indicate the strong influence of the
canopy, nose droop, and fuselage shape on flow angularities in the
forward survey plane. Nose droop and the canopy both tend to
reduce sensitivity to positive angles of attack and to reduce the
extent of influence of fuselage lower corner ge()metry. Under the
wing. however, the flow field is dominated by the effects of the
wing itself. Author
N71-19372_ National Gas Turbine Establishment. Pyestock
(England).
SOME RECENT RESEARCH ON SUPERSONIC INTAKES AT
NGTE
M. C. Neale and F. W. Armstrong In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 18 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0,95
Drag investigations covering both supersonic and subsonic
flight conditions are described, and attention is focused on the
difficulty of minimizing supersonic pre-entry drag while retaining an
adequate stability margin. The effects are shown of shear planes
of varying strength generated in the supersonic compression field,
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Reynoldsnumbereffects are also described. A brief survey of
prospects for mixed compression intakes offering an optimum
combination of drag and high pressure recovery in supersonic flight
is included. Author
N71-19373# Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash. Supersonic Transport
Div.
CONFIGURATION ASPECTS OF PROPULSION
INSTALLATION ON SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Albert A, Van Duine. William W. Rhoades. and Walter C.
Swan In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 8 p
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
Intake decision closely related to configuration effects are
outlined for supersonic transport applications. The general problems
of propulsion po d placement and proper integration of pod and
wing are discussed. The effects of wing flow field and aircraft
maneuvers on intake performance and intake operating envelope are
treated. Intake-to-intake and intake-to-wing spacing criteria are
established relative to mutual intake interference and wing/body
boundary layer effects. Finally. a propulsion comparison is made
between a variable sweep configuration employing double engine
pods and a fixed wing configuration employing single engine pods,
Author
N71-19374# Deutsche Forscnungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer
Luft- und Raumfahrt, Goettingen (West Germany).
JET SIMULATION AND JET INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON
TAILPLANE
W. Geissler and R. Wulf /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan.
1971 12 p rafs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
Extensive wind tunnel tests with jet simulation have been
carried out in the low speed wind tunnel on different models of
the European airbus. Bypass engines able to simulate the correct
ratios of jet to freestream velocity have been developed and are
described, The results of force and downwash measurements show
destabilizing influences of the airplane caused by jet-tailplane
interference. Several steps have been undertaken in order to minimize
these effects: the displacement of the engines in wing-tip direction
seemed to be the best solution of this problem. In addition to force
measurements on a complete model the determination of magnitude
and direction of the flow velocities established the boundaries of
jet influence. Author
N71-19375# British Aircraft Corp, Weybridge (England).
Aerodynamics Dept.
THE COMPLEX AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE PATTERN
DUE TO REAR FUSELAGE MOUNTED POWERPLANTS
P. R. G. Williams and D. J. Stewart In AGARD Aerodyn,
Interference Jan. 1971 lS p ref
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF $0.95
The complex interference effects due to rear fuselage mounted
power plants on modern high subsonic aircraft are investigated.
Results from wind tunnel and full scale flight tests obtained during
design and development of BAC VC10 and 1-11 are discussed. Of
particular interest are the favorable interference on the wing and
comparisons between twin and four-engined configurations The
influences of changes in fuselage length, nacelle setting and rear
fuselage shaping to reduce adverse pressure fields are illustrated.
Typical pressure distributions and boundary layer traverses measured
on the standard and super VC10 in flight are presented and
comparisons are made with wind tunnel results, The data presented
are evaluated for the probable mechanism of the complex
interference forces set up by the presence of the power plants.
Author
N71-19376# General Dynamics/Convair. San Diego. Calif,
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF HIGH BYPASS RATIO
TURBOFAN AND WING AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
J. E. Aldridge and J. L. Nye (GE) In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference
Jan. 1971 12 p
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF_;0.95
Results of a wind-tunnel investigation into the interference
effects of a pylon-wing-mounted, high-bypass-ratio turbofan on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a twin engine subsonic airplane are
presented. This was accomplished using a high-pressure, air turbine
powered propulsion simulator mounted on a 1/7-scale semispan
model of the airplane, Results show that significant interference
does exist, and that it varies with free stream Mach number, engine
power setting, and rift coefficient. Generally. the drag due to
nacelle/body interference increases with Mach number, decreases as
engine power is increased, and optimizes with lift coefficient. The
interference level is either favorable or unfavorable depending on
these parameters. The presence of the nacelle has no measurable
effect on wing upper surface pressure distribution; however, wing
lower surface, nacelle fan, and turbine cowl distributions are
significantly altered. Author
N71-19377_ Douglas Aircraft Co.. Inc.. Santa Monica. Calif.
DETERMINATION OF LOW SPEED INTERFERENCE
EFFECTS BY SUPERPOSITION
John L. Hess and Suzanne M. Fautkner In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 15 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6,00/MF$0.95
The application of e computer program for potential flow
to problems of estimating aerodynamic interference is reported.
Exampies are presented of straightforward use of the program to
calculate flow about more complicated configurations than could
previously be handled. Superposition is also used to conserve
computing time. The program greatly expands the usefulness of the
superposition method. First, the component flows to be superposed
may be any of the very general class of solutions that the
program can calculate. Second, by comparing flows calculated by
superposition with the same flows calculated exactly by the
program, the limits of validity of the superposition principle can be
determined with a new precision. Examples are presented of
calculated flow fields and of comparisons of exact and superposed
solutions. Author
N71-19378# Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris (France).
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION INTO AERODYNAMIC
INTERACTIONS INDUCED BY DROP LOADS [ETUDE
EN SOUFFLERIE DES INTERACTIONS AERODYNAMIQUES
DUES AUX CHARGES LARGABLES]
J. Christophe and J. Coste In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan.
1971 11 p refs in FRENCH; ENGLISH summary
Avail: NTIS HC$6,00/MF$0.95
Techniques for the investigation of aerodynamic interactions
induced by drop loads are reviewed and some representative
results are reported Emphasis is placed on direct tracings of
dropped load trajectories and microrocket propelled missiles by high
speed filming in the wind tunnel, Obtained results are compared with
those from the newly developed alternative method of weighin 9
the load in the aerodynamic field of the aircraft and reconstructing
its trajectory by computing routine. Author
N71-19379# Nielson Engineering and Research, Inc., Palo Alto,
Calif
A CALCULATIVE METHOD FOR PREDICTING STORE
SEPARATION TRAJECTORIES AT SPEEDS UP TO THE
CRITICAL SPEED
Jack N Nielson, Frederick K. Goodwin, and Marnix F. E. Dillenius
In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 14 p refs
Sponsored by AFFDL
Avail: NTIS HC$600/MF$095
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A theory has been developed for predicting the trajectories
of external stores dropped from high-speed aircraft up to the
critical speed. The method consists of three steps: (1) prediction of
the non-uniform flow field in the vicinity of the store; (2) prediction
of store forces and moments in the nonuniform flow field; and (3)
calculation of the trajectory. A vortex lattice method used for the
first step predicts well the flow field velocity components under the
wing or fuselage. A simplified slender body method for calculating
the normal force and moment on the external store is moderately
successful by comparison with experiment. Calculated trajectories
based on the simplified method are in fair agreement with
experiment. Author
N71-19380_/ Aircraft Research Association. Ltd, Bedford
(England).
EXAMPLES OF AIRFRAME STORE INTERFERENCE
J. B. Berry In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 12 p
refs (
Avail: NTIS HCS6.00/MF$095
Effects of airframe-store interference on the side force and
the drag increment due to pylon mounted underwing stores are
discussed. The main features of the sidewash and pressure
distributions in the flow field beneath a swept wing are described.
It is noted that. while the loads on a store would be expected to
vary significantly with its position under the wing. some of the
interference forces may be regarded as buoyancy effects, implying
opposing forces on the aircraft. Examples of measured side force
on stores and pylons show that a qualitative correlation can be
obtained with underwing sidewash data. Comparisons of the axial
force on stores and pylons and the drag increment with estimates
of the freestream drag of the store assembly, are presented and.
at low speed and low to moderate C. these demonstrate the
expected cancellation of some of the interference forces. Brief
descriptions of methods being developed for the prediction of store
and pylon side force and installed drag increment are included.
Author
N71-19381_ McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis. Mo.
EVALUATION OF THE PREDICTION OF AIRPLANE STORE
INTERFERENCE BY MNEAR THEORY
Gordon G. Grose and Dean R. Bristow In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan. 1971 12 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
A ring-body analysis computer program is used to calculate
the interference flow field at a store location due to a wing-body
combination, and the resulting loads applied to the store.
Interference loads predicted by linear theory are compared with test
data on typical fighter bomber configurations at subsonic and
supersonic speeds. The subsonic case consists of stowed load
wind tunnel data on a body representing the SUU-16A gun pod,
mounted on the outboard wing pylon of the F-4C airplane. The
supersonic case consists of loads on a sting supported store model
in the vicinity of a swept wing-body combination representing a
fighter bomber at Mach 1.6. The results of the comparison show
the detailed survey of the interference flow field provided by the
method, and indicate that it is a promising method of estimating
store interference effects from the airplane geometry. Author
N71-19382# Breguet-Aviation. Paris(France).
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES
FASTENED UNDER AN ARROW WING ON THE
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OF THAT AIRCRAFT
[ANALYSE DE L'INFLUENCE DE CHARGES EXTERNES
FIXEE$ SOUS LA VOILURE D'UN APPAREIL A AILE EN
FLECHE SUR LA STABIUTIE LONGITUDINALE DE CET
AVION]
R. Taisseire /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 13 p
In FRENCH; ENGUSH summary
Avail: NTIS HC$6,00/MF$095
Wind tunnel test results show that external stores fastened
under a swept wing by pylons decrease longitudinal stability of the
aircraft. Most of this stability loss comes from the increased
deflection of the horizontal tail due to vortice field development at
the pylon's trailing edge; this is caused by the force of the local
sideslip at the lower part of the wing that produce a lateral lift
force on the pylon. The deflection changes the stability of the
aircraft as a function of the angle of attack. Author
N71-193831(/ Boeing Co.. Wichita. Kans.
SEPARATION CRITERIA FOR DENSELY PACKED STORES
IN BOMB BAYS
Richard B. Holloway, Donald L Sutcliffe. and James D. Woodward
In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 10 p
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$095
Separation characteristics of the weapons in the densely
packed B-52 bombing system configuration 1224-7 proved to be
dependent on the release sequence, release interval and release
airspeed. Several different release sequences were investigated to
solve bomb collision problems. A successful sequence was derived
which provided satisfactory bomb release characteristics when a
minimum clearance of one bomb diameter between adjacent bombs
is provided as the bomb clears the guide rails Flight tests indicated
the optimal performance of a three-bay configuration with a
minimum release interval of 80 to 50 milliseconds, Author
N71-19384# Royal Aircraft Establishment, Famberough (England).
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF A TECHNIQUE FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF THE TOTAL AND INTERFERENCE
DRAG OF EXTERNAL STORES
K. P. King /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan. 1971 13 p
refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00"/MF$O,95
Results are given of the flight investigation of a technique
for the measurement of the drag of external stores which can be
jettisoned. The technique is to drop the stores and evaluate the
store drag from the resultant change in aircraft acceleration along
the flight path. In an exploratory series of tests, 1000 Ib bombs
were dropped from a Hunter aircraft and the variation of the drag due
to the stores as they separated from the aircraft was determined.
The results indicate that, with this particular aircraft/store
combination, there is no significant variation of the total installed
drag with C sub L over the range tested but the interference drag
varies linearly with C sub L squared. Author
N71-19385# General Dynamics/Pomona. calif.
A METHOD FOR PREDICTING INTERFERENCE FORCES
AND MOMENTS ON AIRCRAFT STORES AT SUBSONIC
SPEEDS
F, D. Fernandes In AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan, 1971
9 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
A method is developed for theoretically predicting the loading
on aircraft stores at separation for subsonic flow. The method
consists of predicting the flow field about the aircraft by using
singularity distributions to represent the aircraft according to linear
theory; the effect of the variable interference flow field is integrated
over the store by using the free-air load distribution properties of
the store locally, Buoyancy effects are included The loading over
each store fin is given special consideration with regard to its
interaction with the aircraft pylon and with other store surfaces. A
FORTRAN computer program performs the calculations Effects of
aircraft wing. fuselage, pylons, and inlets are included, Store
moment calculations under an F-4C aircraft are compared with test
data. Author
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N71-19386# Naval Ship Research and Development Center.
Washington, D.C
A STUDY OF CAPTIVE FLIGHT DRAG AND SEPARATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFTING BODY (HALF BOMB AND
HALF POD) STORE CONFIGURATIONS
Roger J. Furey and C. Joseph Martin In AGARD Aerodyn.
Interference Jan, 1971 11 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6,0O/MF$0.95
The use of lifting bodies as a basic shape for externally
carried stores is considered as a means of overcoming the
large incremental drag and poor separation qualities of the more
conventionally shaped aircraft stores. Wind-tunnel tests were
conducted on a half-bomb and a half-pod to determine their captive
flight drag and separation characteristics. Testing was conducted
at Mach numbers of Q74 and 1.88. The half-bombs were found
to have as much as a 35 percent drag reduction, in a simulated
captive flight condition, over its equivalent whole-bomb counterpart.
and separated cleanly without the use of an ejection force under
all conditions tested. The half-pod configuration produced as
much as a 20 percent drag reduction over that of the equivalent
whole-pod It also separated cleanly although an ejection force was
necessary in order to prevent a pitch-up maneuver and possible
collision at the higher Mach number. Author
N71-19387# Naval Ordnance Lab, White Oak. Md
AIRCRAFT/STORE INTERFERENCE
Chris A. Kalivretenos /n AGARD Aerodyn. Interference Jan.
1971 16 p refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
A series of tests relating to the carriage and separation
characteristics of a newly developed rocket launcher pod are
reported. The objectives of the tests were to identify those flight
conditions under which separation of the launcher might result in
damage to the aircraft and to obtain data from which the separation
behavior could be predicted. Included in this series of tests was
a pod installation force test, a flow-field survey test and a pod
jettison test. In each investigation, the loaded and empty rocket
launcher pods were suspended from the centerline and outboard
shoulder stations of the scaled triple ejector rack located on the
inboard wing station of an A-4 aircraft model. The pod tends to
pitch nose upward at high aircraft angles of attack and nose
downward at low aircraft angles of attack In full-scale tests the
nose of the empty pod collides with the wing of the aircraft when
launched from the shoulder station at airspeeds below 250 knots
and the tail impacts the rack when launched from the centerline
at airspeeds above 450 knots. Author
N71-19388# Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Washington, D,C
PREDICTION OF STORE LAUNCH CHARACTERISTICS
THROUGH STATISTICAL METHODS
Michael A. Sekellick In AGARD Aerodyn Interference Jan.
1971 11 p refs (
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95
Two statistical methods are presented which have the capability
of generating equations to predict the separation characteristics of
airborne stores from aircraft. A mathematical relation was found
between a configuration, the launch conditions, and the associated
trajectory. The aircraft/store combination was described by
parameters representing the important geometric and physical
features which affect separation behavior. Each launch event was
catalogued in terms of such parameters and the resulting separation
behavior. This data was then statistically analyzed to predict the
outcomes of untried launch situations Author
N71-19391# Aeronautical Research Labs.. Melbourne (Australia).
THE EFFECT OF RELAXATION IN SCALING PARAMETERS
ON THE FREE FLIGHT PATH OF A WIND TUNNEL MODEL
Wl]H FORCED EJECTION
D. A. Lemaire and P. T. Malone Jun, 1970 24 p ref
(ARL/A-322) Avail: NTIS
For the case of a nose strake ejected upstream of a body,
the effect of certain relaxation of the basic similarity criteria on the
subsequent flight path of a scale model in a wind tunnel is
considered, A scaling approximation based on (velocity) squared is
derived and wind tunnel experiments to determine its validity are
described. Comparative trajectories are also given for a specific
model over a range of wind speeds, and it appears that considerable
variation in test wind speed may be permissible if the full-scale
density ratio is preserved. Author
N71-19397# National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council, Washington, D.C.
VISUAL FACTORS IN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
1969 135 p refs Presented at the Proc. of Spring Meeting,
NAS-NRC Comm. on Vision, 1969
(PB-196014) Avail: NTIS CSCL13F
Contents: Visual problems of truck and bus drivers; Visual
problems in automobile driving; Factors in visibility and legibility
of highway signs and markings; Requirements for automobile
exterior lighting; Factors in highway lighting; Selected visual problems
of an airline pilot; Visual problems of the air traffic controller;
Some display concepts in air traffic control; The helicopter in high
density traffic; Measurement of height and distance information
provided pilots by the extra-cockpit visual scene; Visual illusions in
aircraft accidents. GRA
N71-19401# National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario)
DIVISION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND THE
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT Quarterly
Bulletin. lJul. 30Sep. 1970
30Sep. 1970 75 p refs
(DME/NAE-1970(3)) Avail: NTIS
CONTENTS:
1 DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
FOR STUDYING MOTOR VEHICLE IMPACTS WITH FLEXIBLE
SAFETY BARRIERS G. L Basso, H F L. Pinkney and G F. W
McCaffrey p 1 - 26 refs
2. NAE MULTI-SOURCE SCHLIEREN APPARATUS FOR
5-FOOT × 5-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL A. Bowker
p 27 49 refs
N71-19403# National Aeronautical Establishment. Ottawa
(Ontario), High Speed Aerodynamics Lab,
NAE MULTI-SOURCE SCHLIEREN APPARATUS FOR
S-FOOT × 5-FOOT TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL
A, 8owker In Natl. Res. Council of Canada Div. of Mech. Eng
and The Nail Aeron. Estab. 30 Sep. 1970 p 27 49 refs
Avail: NTIS
The in-house development of a multiple-source schlieren
system for the National Aeronautical Establishment Trisonic wind
tunnel is described, The basic optical elements and their mechanical
arrangements are shown in schematics. The control panels, and
operational procedures are also described. F.O.S.
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N71-1942S_ Gage-Babcock and Associates. Inc., Westchester.
III.
MINIMUM NEEDS FOR AIRPORT FIRE FIGHTING AND
RESCUE SERVICES Final Report
Bert M. Cohn and John A, Campbell Jan, 1971 95 p refs
(Contract DOT-FA71 WA-2487)
(FAA-AS-71-1. Rept-7113) Avail: NTIS
In order to develop minimum standards for airport fire fighting
and rescue services complying with the intent of the Airport and
Airway Development Act of 1970. a study was made of the needs
for different categories of airports serving air carriers certificated
by the Civil Aeronautics Board. The study consisted of a review
of the state-of-the-art, analysis of accident reports, extrapolation of
data from various sources, and discussions concerning these services
with various owner and user oriented organizations.
Recommendations are presented for adoption as the minimum
requirements covering quantities and application rates for fire
extinguishing agents, the number of vehicles to transport the agents.
vehicle response times, manning, and other related elements which
comprise these services. Author
N71-19434# .Gibbs and Hill. Inc., New York,
AIRPORT ACCESS STUDY: FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
Sep. 1970 210 p Sponsored in part by Federal Railroad Admin.
(PB-196023) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13F
The study indicates that the most attractive method of
providing rail access to Friendship International Airport from the
metropolitan centers of Washington. D.C. and Baltimore, Md
would be through the implementation of a high-speed electric
service running directly to a new railroad terminal at the Airport
from Union Station in Washington and Camden Station in Baltimore.
Use would be made of existing Penn Central and Baltimore and
Ohuo Railroad routes and facilities, with a connection between the
two at Winans and an additional track on the Penn Central.
Author (GRA)
N71-19449" Melpar, Inc. Falls Church, Va.
TELEVISION SIMULATION FOR AIRCRAFT AND SPACE
FLIGHT Patent
John E, Conant, inventor (to NASA) Issued 29 Jul, 1969 (Filed
10 Nov, 1965) 9 p CI. 178-6; Int. CI, H04n7/00. 3/16. 5/38
Sponsored by NASA
( NASA- Case-XF R-03107 : U S- Patent- 3.458.651 ;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-507257) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 17B
A wide angle image transmission and projection system.
in which a single camera is used in cooperation with a single
projection unit to provide a wide angle image on a projection screen
is described. The latter is fixedly positioned with respect to the
projection unit which includes optics to control the relative position
of the projected image on the fixed screen so as to simulate roll.
pitch, and azimuth angle of the projected image with respect to
a fixed optical axis, The center of the projection surface is aligned
to the optical axis. Official Gazette of the U,S. Patent Office
N71-19451"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
AIRCRAFT PROPULSION
Washington 1971 463 p refs Conf held at Cleveland. 18 - 19
Nov. 1970
(NASA-SP-259) Avail: NTIS HC$600/MF$095 CSCL21A
CONTENTS:
1. FAN AND COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY M. J.
Hartmann, W. A. Benser. C. H. Hauser and R. S Ruggeri
p 1-36 refs
2* TURBINE AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR
ADVANCED TURBINES T. P Moffitt, S M. Nosek and R J.
Roelke p 37-55 refs I
3. TURBINE COOLING RESEARCH H. H. Ellerbrock
andR. P. Cochran p 57-96 refs
4 COMBUSTION J. Grobman. R. E. Jones. C J Marek
and R. W. Niedzwiecki p 97 - 134 refs.
5. V/STOL PROPULSION N D. Sanders. J H Diedrich,
J. L. Hassell, Jr.. D. H Hickey. R. W Luidens et al p 135-168
6 NOISE REDUCTION J. J Kramer, D Chestnutt,
E. A. Krejsa, J. G. Lucas and E. J. Rice p 169 210
I. LOW-COST ENGINES FOR AIRCRAFT R. L Cummings
andH Gold p 211-231"
8. SUPERSONIC EXHAUST NOZZLES M.A. Beheim.
B. H. Anderson, J. S Clark. B W. Corson, Jr., L. E. Stitt et al
p 233-282 refs
9. SUPERSONIC CRUISE INLETS D. N Bowditch.
R. E. Coltrin, B. W. Sanders, N. E Sorensen and J. F. Wasserbauer
p 283-312 refs
10. EFFECTS OF ENGINE INLET DISTURBANCES ON
ENGINE STALL PERFORMANCE J H Povolny, F. W. Burcham.
Jr., J. E. Calogeras. C L Meyer and R. A. Rudey p 313-341
refs
11 DYNAMICS AND CONTROL A. S. Boksenbom. G.
L. Cole, D. I. Drain. K. W. Hiller. R. G Willoh et al p 351 -395
refs
12. CRYOGENIC FUELS FOR AIRCRAFT J. B. Esgar
p 397-420 refs
13. ADVANCEMENTS IN BEARINGS. SEALS. AND
LUBRICANTS E. V. Zaretsky and L P. Ludwig p 421 _463 refs
N71-19452"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
FAN AND COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY
Melvin J. Hartmann. William A. Benser. Cavour H. Hauser. and
Robert S. Ruggeri In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971 p 1-36 refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95 CSCL21E
Fans and compressors for advanced engines are described.
The compressor of a turbojet engine requires a number of high
pressure ratio stages. A low bypass ratio turbofan engine may
require two or three stages in the fan. For high bypass ratio
engines, the fan pressure ratio is low and single-stage fans may he
adequate. Some of the general requirements of fans and compressors
are listed. As usual, high component efficiency is essential for low
specific fuel consumption. Light weight is generally desirable for
all applications. Light weight may be achieved by using high
pressure stages so that fewer stages are required to achieve the
required pressure. Light weight materials and advanced construction
techniques must also be used. Fans and compressors must operate
over a wide range of flows and must tolerate inlet flow distortions
that may occur during some portions of the flight. Low noise limits
may require the selection of specific rotational speeds and
blade Ioadings. Even with suitable selection of these parameters,
considerable noise suppresion may be required. Author
N71-19453"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
TURBINE AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR
ADVANCED TURBINES
Thomas A. Moffitt, Stanley M. Nosek, and Richard J. Roelke In
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its Aircraft Propulsion 1971 p 37-55 refs
Avail: NTISHC$6,00/MF$0.95 CSCL21E
Advanced engines offer many interesting challenges to the
turbine designer. For example, the continuing trend to higher
temperature complicates the problem of effectively cooling the
turbine. Another example is the trend in fan engines toward higher
bypass ratios. These trends create special problems for the turbines
that drive these fans. Some of the turbine aerodynamic work to
study two of these problem areas is presented. Author
N71-19454'_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, C;eveland. Ohio.
TURBINE COOLING RESEARCH
Herman H. Ellerbrock and Reeves P. Cochran In its Aircraft
Propulsion 1971 p 57-96 refs
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/MF $0.95 CSCL 21E
Turbine cooling for application to aircraft gas turbine engines
at gas temperatures up to about 4000 F and gas pressures up to
about 600 psia is discussed. Present facilities permit experimental
research at gas temperature and pressure of about 2500 F and
125 asia. resoectivefv, The ourposes of this paper are threefold.
namely. (1) to d_scuss the objectives of the turbine cooling probram.
(2) to indicate how and with what facilities the research is
conducted, and (3) to present some results that have been obtained.
Author
N71-18465"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
COMBUSTION
Jack Grobman. Robert E. Jones. Cecil J. Marek, and Richard W.
Niedzwiecki In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971 p 97-134 refs
Avail: NTISHC$6.00/MF$O.95 CSCL21E
The latest engine operating conditions affecting the problems
in combustor design ere reviewed. The research approaches being
used to solve these problems are discussed. By way of review, the
various criteria that are used in the design of gas turbine combustors
are considered, Author
N71-19456"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
V/STOL PROPULSION
Newell D. Sanders, James H Diedrich, James L. Hassell. Jr., David
H. Hickey. RogerW. Luidens et al In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971
p 135-168
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$095 CSCL21E
The propulsion technology for commercial airplanes designed
for short takeoff and landing (STOL) or for vertical takeoff and
landing (VTOL) is described Some differences between these
airplanes and conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) airplanes are
illustrated by the trajectories. A greater demand for engine thrust,
or lift, exists from CTOL to STOL and to VTOL airplanes. Values
of engine thrust to airplane gross weight might be as follows: (1)
CTOL airplanes, 03, (2) STOL airplanes. 0,6. and (3) VTOL
airplanes, 1.2, The desired thrust of the STOL airplane is double the
thrust of the CTOL airplane. The VTOL airplane requires another
doubling of the thrust, These values are generalizations; they are
intended to convey a sense of magnitude only. Author
N71-19467"i_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
NOISE REDUCTION
James J. Kramer, David Chestnutt, Eugene A. Krejsa. James G.
Lucas, and Edward J. Rice In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971
p 169-210
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/MF $0.95 CSCL 01B
Both conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) and vertical/short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft noise is discussed. The
subsonic aircraft flight profile is considered first. Noise is a factor
for subsonic aircraft when they are landing and taking off. These
aircraft land on a 3 deg glide slope, so that their altitude above
the community is fairly well defined as a function of distance from
touchdown. The engine power setting varies as the pilot maneuvers
down the glide slope, but generally the engines are at about 25
percent of takeoff thrust. During takeoff the altitude above the
community depends on the operating weight of the aircraft and the
power setting. It is possible for the pilot to reduce power after he
has achieved some safe altitude. This power reduction results in
less noise. Author
N71-194BS*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
LOW COST ENGINES FOR AIRCRAFT
Robert L. Cummings and Harold Gold In its Aircraft Propulsion
1971 p 211-231
Avail: NTISHC$6.00/MF$0.95 CSCL21A
The very high cost of current gas turbine engines which
substantially restricts their use is discussed. The approximate cost
of several current general aviation engines are shown. The general
avaition light plane must be suitable for a retail sales price of
around $30,000 for a single-engine aircraft and $45.000 for a light
twin-engine aircraft. For the high flight speeds, a 425-horsepower
engine would be required, but the price of over $17,000 is already
too high. The currently available turbojet, turboshaft, and fanjet
engines are much too costly, with prices ranging from $22,000 to
over $65,000. The competitive impact of a really low-cost gas
turbine engine with a 1000-pound static sea level thrust having a
total manufacturing price of $5000, or $5 per pound of thrust is
described. Such an engine would provide important performance
gains for light aircraft and also have a very important price
advantage over either current piston engines or current jet engines.
In order to sell at 1/5 the price per pound of thrust of current
jet engines, however, this engine would require really major design
simplifications and manufacturing cost reduction. Author
N71-19469"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
SUPERSONIC EXHAUST NOZZLES
Milton A. Beheim. Bernhard H. Anderson, John S. Clark. Blake W.
Carson, Jr.. Leonard E. Stilt et al In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971
p 233-282 refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$O.95 CSCL 21A
A major problem in the design of an exhaust system for
a supersonic airplane is that its geometrical shape should change
as flight conditions are changed. The sonic area and expansion
ratio must be variable, and it might also be required to reverse thrust
and to suppress jet noise or infrared radiation. The mechanisms that
are needed to do this can be complicated and heavy. Therefore,
there is a trade between weight and performance that depends on
the mission. The missions for supersonic aircraft can be divided
into the following types: (1J Supersonic cruise, such as the B-70,
SR-71, and the supersonic transport and (2) Supersonic dash, such
as the B-58, F-4. F-111, B-1. F-14. and F-15. The supersonic dash
aircraft fly long distances subsonically but are also able to go
supersonic for relatively short distances. Exhaust nozzle concepts for
both types of aircraft are considered in this section. Supersonic
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cruise nozzle are discussed first, and then some of the supersonic
dash problems are described. Author
N71-19460*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
SUPERSONIC CRUISE INLETS
David N. Bowditch. Robert E Coltrin. Bobby W. Sanders. Norman
E. Sorensen. and Joseph F. Wasserbauer In its Aircraft Propulsion
1971 p 283-312 refs
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/M F $0.95 CSCL 21A
For supersonic cruise at Mach numbers greater than 2.
one of the inlet parameters that affects these important inlet
charactistics is the internal contraction of the supersonic diffuser.
The performance of several inlets to show how the amount of
internal contraction affects their characteristics is discussed. Not
only those inlet characteristics that can be measured in terms of
range are considered, but also inlet characteristics such as
angle-of-attack tolerance which are more difficult to evaluate, In
addition, methods to improve the stability of the internal contraction
inlets and some typical distortions that have been measured during
wind tunnel testing are described. Author
N71-19461"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
EFFECTS OF ENGINE INLET DISTURBANCES ON ENGINE
STALL PERFORMANCE
John H. Povolny. F. W. Burcham. Jr.. James E. Calogeras, Cad L
Meyer. and Richard A. Rudey In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971
p 313-341 refs
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/M F $0.95 CSCL 21A
The operating limits of propulsion systems may restrict
the capabilities of both subsonic and supersonic aircraft. One such
limit of gas turbine propulsion systems is compressor stall or surge.
The performance and operating limits of the engine, especially the
compressor system, are influenced by the flow conditions at the
engine inlet. This leads to the necessity of adequately matching the
inlet and engine so that the capabilities of the aircraft are not
compromised by the condition "of the flow supplied by the inlet to
the engine or the susceptibility of the engine compressor system
to this flow. It should be noted that. in addition to the inlet
design parameters, the condition of the flow is also determined by
external influences such as armament firing, flight maneuvers, thrust
reversal, inlet unstart, inlet buzz, some of which cause temperature
as well as pressure disturbances. In order to better understand the
flight environmental disturbances and their effects on the operating
limits of turbine engines, research programs are being conducted.
Data obtained from these programs are presented. Author
N71-19462"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio,
DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
Aaron S. Boksenbom. Gary L. Cole. Daniel I, Drain. Kirby W. Hiller.
Ross G. Wilioh et al In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971 p 361--395
refs I
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$0.95 CSCL21E
Major problems in dynamics and controls of a supemoni¢
propulsion system are presented. The job of the contro4 (inlet
control, engine control, and coupling signals between the inlet end
the engine) is to avoid severe, damaging, or unstable conditions
throughout the system. They also maintain system operation at the
desired or optimum condition and. when required, move the system
from one operating point to another. To design such controls
requires an understanding of the dynamic, as well as the static,
performance of all system components. Author
N71-19496
N71-19463"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
CRYOGENIC FUELS FOR AIRCRAFT
Jack B. Esgar In its Aircraft Propulsion 1971 p 397-420 refs
Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/MF $095 CSCL 21D
Exploratory research on the use of cryogenic fuels for
airbreathing gas turbine engines is presented. The two prime reasons
for the interest in cryogenic fuels for advanced aircraft are the
higher heating value per pound of fuel and the heat sink capacity
that is available in this fuel for cooling hot components in the
engine or the aimraft. The possible applications of liquid methane
to a supersonic transport type aircraft and the application of liquid
hydrogen to the airbreathing engines for recoverable boosters and
orbiters for the space shuttle are discussed. Author
N71-19464"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
ADVANCEMENTS IN BEARINGS. SEALS, AND
LUBRICANTS
Erwin V. Zaretsky and Lawrence P. Ludwig In its Aircraft
Propulsion 1971 p 421-463 refs
Avail: NTIS HC$6.00/MF$O.95 CSCL11A
Advances in airbreathing turbojet engines have dictated that
bearing materials and lubricants operate at higher temperatures.
higher speeds, and higher loads. The first generation supersonic
transport (SST) turbi.u ungine main-sha_ bearings "will operate at
s bearing temperature of 425 deg F and a maximum speed of 1.3
million DN. It is anticipated that more advanced engine designs
may require bearings to operate at temperatures between 500 and
550 F and speeds of approximately 2 million DN. Projection of
these trends would predict bearing temperatures to 600 F and
bearing speeds of 3 to 4 million DN, which would produce higher
bearing operating stresses. A summary of the rolling-element
bearing and seal state of the art contributions to solving problems
encountered in advanced airbreathing turbojet engines is presented.
Author
N71-19488_ Air Force Systems Command. Wnght-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT WITH AIR-BREATHING
ENGINES
V. I. Polikovskii and D, N Surnov 22 Oct. 1970 351 p refs
Transl into ENGLISH of the book "'Silowe Ustanovki Letatelnykh
Apparatove Svosdushno-Reaktivnymi Dvigatelyami'" 1965
p 1-261
(AD-716496: FTD-HC-23-595-69) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21/5
The textbook supplies the necessary information for planning
the basic systems of a modern aricraft power plant with an
air-breathing jet engine. The aspects of engine operation in an
aircraft are compared with the conditions of its operation on a
stand, and the general requirements that apply to the power plant
and its systems are derived, Separate chapters are devoted to'the
fuel systems, air intake and exhaust systems, and systems for
scavenging and engine cooling, Author (GRA)
N71-19496 Tennessee Univ.. Knoxville
ON SOME ASPECTS OF SHOCK WAVE OSCILLATIONS IN
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Dieter Jacob (Ph,D. Thesis) 1969 159 p
Avail: Univ, Microfilms: HC $7.40/Microfilm $3.00 Order No.
70-2115
Literature pertinent to the oscillating interaction of shock
waves and turbulent boundary layers is critically reviewed. The
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unsteady interaction of harmonic upstream or downstream
disturbances with normal shock waves in nonviscous,
quasi-one-dimensional diffuser flow is treated. A numerical method
is presented which applies to arbitrary diffuser shapes, Solutions for
different exit conditions and upstream disturbances are discussed.
Dissert. Abstr.
jet total acoustic power are developed from the measurements and
related to engine operating parameters. Expressions are derived to
predict the one-third octave band spectra at positions in the field
and on the vehicle from similarly configured aircraft for various
engine operating conditions. Author (GRA)
N71-19816# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Foreign Technology Div.
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE AN-24
AIRPLANE [SAMOLET AN-24 KONSTRUKTSIYA I
E KSP U LATATSIYA]
Zh. S. Chernenko et el 26 Oct. 1970 576 p refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from the Russian
(AD-716499; FTD-HC-23-448-69) Avail: NTIS HC $6,00/MF
$0,95 CSCL1/3
The book presents the basic data on the AN-24 airplane,
including descriptions of the airframe, flight controls, landing gear,
power plant, hydraulic, fuel, fire protection, anti-icing, air
conditioning systems, and ground equipment, Each chapter includes
some recommendations on servicing the individual components,
assemblies, and systems. A separate chapter covers airplane
operations. Author (GRA)
N71-19548# Ballistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md,
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
SUPERSONIC TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER IN A
MODERATE ADVERSE PRESSURE GRADIENT. PART I: A
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND
TABULATION
Walter B. Sturek Oct. 1970 131 p refs
(AD-716336; BRL-1506-Pt-1) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
Experimental measurements of the profile characteristics
of the supersonic turbulent boundary layer in a region of zero
pressure gradient and in a region of moderate adverse pressure
gradient along the curved surface of an isentropic ramp model are
reported. Detailed surveys of impact pressure, static pressure and
total temperature were taken through the boundary layer and local
values of wall shear stress were obtained using the Preston tube
technique. The measurements were made in a supersonic wind
tunnel for a nominal tunnel nozzle setting of Mach 3.5. The data
are for an adiabatic wall with values of momentum thickness
Reynolds number ranging from 19,000 to 42,000. The experiment
is described in detail and the mean profile data are presented in
tabular form. Fluctuation data obtained using constant temperature
hot wire enemometry are presented for one station in the region
of zero pressure gradient and for one station in the region of
adverse pressure gradient. Author (GRA)
N71-19558# Solar, San Diego, Calif.
ROTATING VANELESS DIFFUSER STUDY Final Report,
Oct. 1969 Sep. 1970
C. Rodgers and H. Mnew Ft. Belvoir. Va. Army Mobility Equipment
Res. and Develop. Center Oct. 1970 82 p
(Contract DAAK02-70-C-0148)
(AD-716370; ER-2249) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
An analytical and experimental investigation of the free
vaneless rotating diffuser concept demonstrated both mechanical
feasibility and aerodynamic effectiveness. The objectives of the
program were to design, manufacture, and test a model rotating
vaneless diffuser in a simulated compressor environment, to measure
the performance gains, and to establish and verify an analytical
design and performance method. The conclusions of the program
are: (1) The free rotating vaneless space diffuser is mechanically
feasible; (2) The free rotating vaneless space diffuser reduces
diffusion losses by an amount depending on compressor pressure
ratio and specific speed; (3) The analytical predictions of loss
reduction were verified; (4) The exit traverse test results support the
argument that the rotating diffuser will tend to smooth out distorted
inlet flow profiles, Author (GRA)
N71-19559# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, Foreign Technology Div
THE EFFECT OF ELASTICITY ON THE LIFTING FORCE OF
A WING
B, S. Berkouskiy 30 Oct. 1970 10 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH
from Dopovidi Akad. Nauk Uk. SSR (Kiev), No. 11. 1967
p 1044 1048
(AD-716509; FTD-HC-23-1193-68) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/1
A deformable bearing surface is of interest from the
standpoint of designing rigid structures and obtaining controllable
aerohydrodyna mic characteristics In the article static
aerohydroelasticity is investigated A general equation is considered for
the deformation of the bearing surface in an ideal noncompressible
infinite stream, The elastically deformed load-bearing surface is
investigated by assuming that the theory for the large aspect ratio
airfoil is applicable. An integral-differential equation is obtained for
an elastic airfoil. The solution of this equation gives a dependence
for the lift coefficient of a nondeformable airfoil and the function
for the effect of elasticity. Author (GRA)
N71-19549# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Flight Dynamics Lab
THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT OF A DEFLECTED-JET
VTOL AI RCRAFT
D. L. Smithand S L, McFarland, Jr, Sep, 1970 44 p refs
(AD-715939;AFFDL-TM-70-1-FYA) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/1
A noise survey conducted on a deflected-let VTOL aircraft
is described, The test aircraft was mounted on a vertical thrust
stand with the nozzles oriented in the hover-stop position while
engine runs were made at different power settings. Forty-one (41)
microphones were located in the field on the port side of the
aircraft and six (6) microphones were located at positions near the
aircraft skin. The height of the field microphones was varied (5 ft.
10 ft. and 15 ft) One-third octave band spectra obtained from all
microphones and for all engine power settings were flat and did
not exhibit the haystack shape which is characteristic of a free jet.
Typical one-third octave band sound pressure level spectra and
contours of overall sound pressure level are presented. Estimates of
N71-19560# Fort Detrick, Frederick, Md. Munitions Development
Div.
ON FLIGHT DYNAMICS OF MAGNUS ROTORS
Peter H. Zipfel(Ph.D, Thesis) Nov. 1970 285 p refs
(AD-716345; SMUFD-TR-117; AMXFD-AE-T-50403) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 20//4
A Magnus rotor is an autorotating flight vehicle, designed
to develop a Magnus force efficiently and to employ it as the major
lift force in free flight, The equations of motion of Magnus rotors
are derived and their performance and stability analyzed and
correlated with free flight tests, Necessary and sufficient conditions
for limit cycles are derived, and it is shown how limit cycles can
be avoided by proper design of the Magnus rotor, Thirty models
were flight tested. Their trajectories and attitude motions are
correlated with computer simulations whose aerodynamic input data
are solely based on wind tunnel tests. The agreement is satisfactory,
Two different Magnus shapes were tested for limit cycles. The test
results agree well with predictions. Author (GRA)
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N71-19574_ Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
PLASTIC WING WITH LAMINAR PROFILE
O. R. Cheranovskii et al 26 Aug. 1970 13 p refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from Samoletostr. Tekh. Vozdush. Flota (USSR), no. 16.
1968 p 101-106
(AD-716526; FTD-HT-23-400-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/3
A brief review is presented of the design and fabrication
problems of plane and trapezoidal fiberglass wings with laminar
profiles to be used in aerodynamic tests on an automatic airborne
laboratory under real flight conditions. Techniques for manufacturing
such plastic wings with required specifications and surface
roughness and configuration allowances are described. The properties
and fabrication of the wing rigging are discussed, and a version
of a slotted plastic wing producing laminarization is described. A
lower production cost, a simpler manufacturing technology, and
higher aerodynamic properties are noted as the advantages of these
plastic wings over riveted or wooden wings. Author (GRA)
N71-19603# Pennsylvania State Univ, University Park.
TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS OVER
HETEROGENEOUS TERRAIN Final Report
Hans A. Panofsky. Carl A. Mazzola. James Woods. and Karl
Eidsvik Sep. 1970 89 p refs
(Contract DAEA18-69-C-0079)
(AD-716361; ECOM-0079-F) Avail: NTIS CSCL4/1
The report su.,n-.adzu_ _BUII)U f_suit5 _'[Ufll thlee separate
field studies, in the United States and Norway. These conclusions
are reached: The Bradshaw-Peterson hypothesis that the ratio of
the standard deviation of velocity components to the friction
velocity is a universal function of Richardson number even when the
air is not in equilibrium appears to be correct in the case of the
standard deviation of vertical velocity. In that case, the ratio is
approximately 1.3 in neutral air For the horizontal velocity
components, the hypothesis is only approximately true; these
components have low-frequency, mesoscale contributions which obey
neither Monin-Obukhov similarity nor the above-named hypothesis
The hypothesis that the ratio between dissipation and friction
velocity cube over height also has a general value in neutral air
appears to be correct. The value is about the reciprocal of van
Karmans constant. Spectra of vertical motion, multiplied by wave
number and normalized by the variance or the square of friction
velocity, have universal shapes, depending only on Richardson
number in stable air Author (GRA)
N71-19611# Rhode Island Statewide Compre.ensive
Transportation and Land Use Planning Program, Providence.
STATE AIRPORT SYSTEM AIRLINE PASSENGER TICKET
SURVEY
Sep, 1970 41 p Sponsored in part by HEW and DOT Its Tech.
Paper No 17
(PB-195939) Avail: NTIS CSCL 01E
In the course of collecting data for a report on state airport
system plan criteria and forecasts, 1970 1990. a survey was
conducted involving all the airlines at Theodore F. Green State
Airport to determine the number of passengers carried and their
destinations. It was decided to compile the data received into a
separate technical paper for use in preparing projections of future
air transportation demands and in determining the requirements for
the state airport system for the next 20 years. Author (GRA)
N71-19630"# Bolt, Beranek. and Newman, Inc. Cambridge. Mass.
ACOUSTICAL EVALUATION OF THE NASA LANGLEY
FULL-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
Istvan L. Ver. Charles I Maline. and Eugene B. Meyer 15 Jan
1971 35 p refs
(Contract NAS1-9559)
(NASA-CR-111868: Rept-2100) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
The acoustical measurements done at the NASA Langley
Research Center's Full Scale Wind Tunnel are summarized The
purpose of these measurements was to supply NASA Langley
operating personnel with data indicating the types of acoustical
measurements which can be undertaken in the tunnel test section
The series of measurements included {11 evaluation of the octave
band ambient noise level in the test section with the tunnel fans
stationary: (2) evaluation of the octave band noise levels in the test
section as a function of the air speed in three different locations
in the tunnel test section: (3) mapping of the sound field of an
omnidirectional continuous broadband sound source of known
power output: and (4) measurement of decay rate in the test section
and in certain other locations in the tunnel An analysis of the
measured data indicates that the test section of the full scale w_nd
tunnel has potential as an environment for performing some types
of acoustical measurements. The validity of the test results is
dependent upon the type of noise source to be investigated (on the
acoustical power output, radiation pattern frequency spectrum and
dimensions of the source), the distance from the source where
measurements are to be taken, and upon the air flow conditions.
Author
N71-19635# National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario). Oiv. of Mechanical Engineering.
BALANCE MEASURED THRUST PERFORMANCE OF
VARIOUS COWLED AXIAL FAN CONFIGURATIONS IN A
MAINSTREAM AT 90 PEG INCIDENCE
R. A. Tyler and R. G. Wiiiiamson Oct. 1970 i 55 p refs
(NRC-11740; LR-543) Avail: NTIS
Balance measured force data are presented for a series
of thrusting fan configurations (tip dia 15 in) operated in crossflow,
at 90 deg incidence, in the 10 ft. x 20 ft NRC V/STOL Propulsion
Tunnel. Test conditions involved tunnel speeds from 30 to 130
ft/sec in combination with mean intake velocities from "tOO to 400
f_/sec. The force data provide a direct measure of fan gross thrust
performance at constant fan speed, under conditions of increasing
forward speed, i.e. increasing inflow distortion. Limited pressure
data afford an indication of the behavior of overall fan pressure ratio
under the same conditions. A total of 51 different configurations
was tested, providing some insight into the effects of various
configurational variables on thrust performance sensitivity to
cross-flow conditions. Author
N71-1965B# Naval Ordnance Lab.,White Oak. Md.
FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDIES OF A FIN
PROTUBERANCE PARTIALLY IMMERSED IN A TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYER AT MACH 5
Allen E, Winkelmann 20 May 1970 56 p refs
_AD-716023; NOLTR-70-931 Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/4
Various flow visualization results are presented for a
cylindrically blunted, unswept fin (yawed and unyawed) partially
immersed in a turbulent boundary layer (sigma approximates 2.6
inches). The model, consisting of a fin-flat plate combination, was
mounted on the test plate nozzle wall of a boundary layer channel.
Experiments were completed at a nominal Mach number of 5 and
nominal free stream Reynolds numbers per foot of 2.8 x 10 to the
6th power and 7.4 x 10 to the 6th power. Azobenzene tests show
regions of high heat transfer to occur on the flat plate immediately
upstream and downstream of the fin. Oil smear tests show in detail
the surface shear directions and locations of separated flow which
occur on the model. Schlieren and shadowgraph photographs
indicate the complex shock wave structure which exists in front of
the fin. A possible flow field model is suggested to account for
the observed flow patterns. Author
N71-19677"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
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A STATUS REVIEW OF LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SUPPORTED PROTECTION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
S. J. Grisaffe. J. P. Merutks. and S, R. Levine [1971] 13 p
refs Presented at 18th Refractory Composite Working Group,
Huntsville. Ala.. 16-18 Mar. 1971; sponsored by NASA and US
Air Force
(NASA-TM-X-52977) Avail: NTIS CSCL 11C
The status of several Lewis Research Center sponsored
coating research and development studies is reviewed. Efforts on
protecting superalloy and dispersion strengthened materials for
aircraft gas turbine engines and on protecting refractory metals for
reentry systems are discussed. Author
maximum allowable leading-edge temperature. Variations in the
basic all-body shape were investigated using three independent
shape parameters; body leading edge sweep, position of breakpoint
between forebody and afterbody, and ratio of maximum cross
section to body planform area. The third shape parameter had the
strongest influence on the aerodynamic performance. Studies of the
radiation equilibrium surface temperature show that the
temperatures on the lower surface resulting from the inherent lift
loading of the all-body configuration are less than would be
expected for higher lift-loading configurations, A brief analysis of
vehicle stability and control showed that using a canard for trim
instead of horizontal fins reduced trim drag penalties. Author
N71-19696# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
OPTIMAL CONTROL OF ELASTIC FLIGHT VEHICLES
A. A. Baloev 9 Oct. 1970 12 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH
from Tr. Kazansk. Aviats. Inst. (Kazan), no. 103, 1968 p 54-60
(AD-716517; FTD-HT-23-454-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/3
A study was made of the optimal control of the rotational
and transversal motions of flight vehicles taking into account their
torsional and flexural deformations. The equations for the torsional
vibrations of the vehicle at high Mach numbers are analyzed. The
optimal control of banding deformations is approached by
introducing equations for the axial vibrations of the vehicle and
determining their boundary conditions. A numerical example
illustrating the proposed method is given. Author (GRA)
N71-19699"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
A REVIEW OF THE MASS-FLUX PROBE
Lloyd N Krause and George E. Glswe [1971] 28 p refs
Proposed for presentation at the 1971 Symp. on Flow. its Meas.
and Control in Sci. and Ind.. Pittsburgh. 9- 14 May 1971
(NASA-TM-X-52974; E-6180) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
The mass-flux probe is studied as a useful diagnostic tool in
high Mach number and high enthalpy flows. The factors discussed
which affect the probe performance and operation include: inlet
contraction ratio, shape, size. bluntness, and angle of attack.
F.O.S.
N71-1970Z# Army Foreign Science and Technology Center.
Washington, DC
AIRPORTS: THE MILITARY POSITION OF AVIATION
V. K. Buzunov 16 Oct 1970 110 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH
of the book 'Aerodromy: Boevaya Pozitsiya Avaitsii' Moscow,
1969 p 3 124
(AD-716603; FSTC-HT-23-036-71) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/5
The book deals primarily with military airfields, describing
types, design and construction, operation and management. It
discusses the functions an airfield must perform to support aviation
and how an airfield is organized to carry out these functions, e.g..
flight service, maintenance, armament, refueling, traffic control, etc
Author (GRA)
N71-19706"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
ESTIMATED AERODYNAMICS OF ALL-BODY HYPERSONIC
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
LouisJ. Williams Washington Mar, 1971 38 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2091;A-3637) Avail: NTIS CSCL01C
Results are presented for aerodynamic performance, surface
temperatures, and static longitudinal and directional stability.
Aerodynamic performance of the all-body configurations is presented
in the form of the effect on complete configuration maximum
lift-to-drag ratio of iach number, configuration geometry, and
N71-19707"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
INLET PLENUM CHAMBER NOISE MEASUREMENT
COMPARISON OF 20-INCH DIAMETER FAN ROTORS WITH
ASPECT RATIOS 3.6 AND 6.6
Thomas F. Gelder and Richard F. Soltis Washington Mar. 1971
49 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2191; E-5823) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1A
The effects of rotor blade aspect ratio, part-span damper
design, and hub curvature on blade passing frequency noise,
multiple pure-tone noise, and broadband noise from the inlet are
presented for a wide range of speeds and airflow. Facility
calibrations for noise are discussed and detailed radial aerodynamic
measurements were made. The higher aspect ratio reduced the
noise level of blade passing frequency for all speeds; about a 9 dB
reduction at 70-percent speed to about a 14 dB reduction at
100-percent speed. The reduced size of dampers along with reduced
hub curvature greatly improved the aerodynamic performance of
the rotor with little change in blade passing-frequency noise levels.
The other two noise components were about the same for all
rotors. Author
N71-19709_ Naval Ordnance Lab., White Oak, Md.
SUPERSONIC NOZZLE DESIGN
Stuart L. Brodsky 22 Sep. 1970 26 p refs
(AD-716026; NOLTR-70-131) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
The paper is concerned with a method of finite differences for
determining two-dimensional and axisymmetric supersonic nozzle
contours. The approach taken is to specify a Mach number or
velocity array along the entire centerline of the nozzle and then to
integrate the equations numerically to obtain the desired nozzle
shape, The original problem was tested in the subsonic region, and
reasonable results were found provided the Mach number gradient
was not too steep in a neighborhood of the sonic line.
Author (GRA)
N71-19731_ Michigan Univ.. Ann Arbor. Dept. of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering.
THE WAVE RESISTANCE OF AN AIR-CUSHION VEHICLE
IN ACCELERATED MOTION
Lawrence J. Doctors and Sore D. Sharma Dec. 1970 199 p
refs
(Contract NO0014- 67-A-0181-0018)
(AD-716055: Rept-099) Avail: NTIS CSCL13/10
The report is concerned with the theoretical wave resistance
of an air*cushion vehicle (ACV) traveling over water of uniform
finite or infinite depth, in steady or unsteady motion. Referring first
to steady motion, it is shown that the unrealistic oscillations in the
wave resistance curve at low Froude numbers found by previous
workers can be eliminated by using a smoothed out pressure
distribution rather than one with sharp edges studied exclusively in
the past. The main result of unsteady motion calculations is that
the peak wave resistance in shallow water, even in moderately
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accelerated motion, is appreciably less than the corresponding
steady-state value, One feature of unsteady motion is that besides
wave resistance there is another mechanism transferring energy to
the free surface which is called the dynamic sustention power.
COntrary to intuition, the wave resistance in unsteady motion over
finite depth sometimes becomes negative at supercritical Froude
numbers before finally approaching zero at infinite speed,
Author (GRA)
N71-19735# Boeing Co. Renton. Wash. Commercial Airplane
Div
A POTENTIAL NEW RIVET MATERIAL
Donald Webster 18Dec. 1970 12 p
(AD-716677: D6-24764-TN) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13/5
Additions of nickel and niobium were found 1o improve
the ductility of AFC 77 by promoting a stress-induced austenite to
martensite transformation. The combination of properties obtained
in the modified alloy appear to be suitable for rivet applications.
Author (GRA)
(NASA-CR-117135) Avail: NTIS HC $6.00/MF $0.95 CSCL
14B
Research literature, published commentary, and supplementary
information on the subject of aircraft operating problems and the
head-up display are analyzed. The device presents information as
a collimated image in such a way that the pilot vmws the dmplay and
looks out the window at the same time. The general requirements
governing the display's acceptance are identified as safety.
practicality, and economy. The greatest potential contribution is in
approach and landing. The pilot's task and his guidance and control
problems are analyzed, along with takeoff, missed approach, and
taxiing in very low visibilities. The pilot's visual tasks are described
in detail, and present aids and solutions to these problems and
their shortcomings are examined. The applicability and usefulness of
the head-up display in solving these problems are outlined. The
technical and practical problems which must be solved before the
display can gain final acceptance in civil aviation are classed as
technological, human factors, doctrinal, and commercial. It is
concluded that the potential value of the display justifies the effort
necessary to resolve implementation problems. NEN.
N71-19749_ National Aerospace Lab.. Tokyo (Japan).
ON THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A FREE
FLIGHT MODEL FFM-IO
Toshio Kawasaki. Hideo Saito. and Iwao Kawamoto Jun. 1970
53 p refs In JAPANESE; ENGLISH summary
(NAL-TR-210 Avail: NTIS
A free flight model FFM-IO equipped with NAL-7 rocket
motor in the fuselage was developed for measurement of dynamic
stabi!_/ derivatives =t sub"_..onic =nd _u_.,_._nic sp_'-'ds. The FFM-!O
has a simple configuration including a delta wing and a conical
cylinder fuselage. The aerodynamic characteristics obtained from
static and dynamic wind tunnel tests are discussed including a test
in which a pair of ailerons and slippers were attached to the wind
tunnel model, Author
N71-19750# National Aerospace Lab.. Tokyo (Japan),
APPLICATION OF DORODNITSYN'S TECHNIQUE TO
COMPRESSIBLE TWO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOILTHEORIES
AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
Junzo Sato Oct, 1970 14 p refs
(NAL-TR-220T) Avail: NTIS
The approximate compressible theories of two-dimensional
airfoil sections at transonic speeds were obtained by means of
Dorodnitsyn's technique. Both direct and inverse methods were
formulated. The singular parts of solutions were solved exactly, in
terms of the incompressible flow solutions for Joukowskii airfoil
sections, and the remaining regular parts were transformed into a
system of ordinary differential equations by means of Dorodnitsyn's
integral methods; and the equations were integrated using the
Runge-Kutta numerical method. An iterative cycle was set up to
make the resulting profiles close in the inverse method when the
pressure distributions were arbitrarily prescribed, Several examples
both for direct and inverse methods were computed for symmetric
airfoil sections at zero angles of attack, with the region over which
the integration was made being divided into two arbitrary strips.
Airfoil sections having local supersonic regions without shock
waves were obtained by means of the present inverse method.
Author
N71-19752"_ Matrix Research. Falls Church. Va.
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS: A STUDY OF THEIR APPLICABILITY
IN CIVIL AVIATION
Larry L Jenney. Thomas B. Malone. and George A. Schweickert
8Jan. 1971 326 p refs
(Contract NASw- 1940)
N71-19769_ RAND Corp., Santa Monica. Calif.
R AND D IN SOVIET AVIATION
Arthur J, Alexander Nov. 1970 49 p refs
(Contract F44620-67-C-0045: Prol, RAND)
(AD-716410: R-589-PR) NTIS CSCL 5/3
Research, design, development, and manufacture of Soviet
aircraft are concentrated in the Ministry of Aviation industry.
However. the various functions are performed by administratively
separate orgonizations, The present structure can be traced beck to
1939. when a reorganization of the industry raised a number of
young individuals to positions of authority following a period of
intense purges. Information flows link the separate organizations.
Research institutes provide design bureaus and manufacturing plants
with handbooks of aerodynamic forms and structures and lists of
approved materials and manufacturing techniques. Design starts
with a small, short-term effort called the pre-project, which takes
only a few months to prepare Simplicity. commonality, and design
inheritance are important features of design practice,
Author (GRA)
N71-19796"_ Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.. Huntsville. Ala.
Research and Engineering Center.
BUFFET LOAD MEASURING TECHNIQUE Final Report
A. M, EIlison Feb. 1971 109 p refs
(Contract NAS2-5917)
(NASA-CR-114287; HREC-5917-1; LMSC-HREC-D162888) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 20D
An analytical and experimental study is presented of a
new technique for determining the unsteady forces during a wind
tunnel test of an elastic model, The analysis showed that by
placing a wind tunnel model in the feedback circuit of a servosystem
which includes a force generator, a force transducer, and a model
response transducer, the dynamic response of the specimen will
be forced to follow the input signal. If this input command is a tape
recording of the model response due to wind tunnel excitation.
then the force required to reproduce the response can be used to
estimate the original wind tunnel excitation forces. This force
obtained from the force generator is accurately measurable with the
force transducer. A control system was developed which caused
the model response to closely duplicate the command signal, Good
accuracy was obtained in recovering the original modal forces. The
design of a servosystem based on a S0-pound thrust force generator
is presented. Author
N71-198121_ Federal Aviation Administration. Oklahoma City,
Okla. Office of Aviation Medicine.
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EVACUATION TESTS FROM AN SST MOCK-UP
J. D. Garner and John G. Blethrow Dec. 1970 28 p
(AA-AM-70-19) Avail: NTIS
A comparative study of passenger flow rates through Type 1
and Type A aircraft door exits was made with two 280-passenger
groups from the full-scale Lockheed Supersonic Transport mock-up,
mounted in a belly-landing attitude. The first load of 280 passengers
and 9 crew members evacuated the mock-up through the right side
containing four minimumum-size Type 1 and three minimum-size
Type 3 exits in 70.7 seconds, A secor_d load of 280 passengers
evacuated the left side of the mock-up containing three
minimum-size Type A exits in 47.4 seconds. Each passenger group
reloaded and performed another evacuation for (1) the effect on
flow rates of a 12-inch increase in height of a Type 1 exit, and
(2) the effect of passenger flow rates through the forward and aft
Type A exits from a single aisle configuration Effects of step-down
distances outside the fuselage and influences of one and two lines
to double Type A doors during escape were evaluated. Cabin crew
assist spaces at double doors were under study to establish
guidelines for requirements involving crew interference within
passageways to the doors An analysis of passenger inteltigibility of
crew commands revealed a lack of comprehension of verbal
instructions. These and other influencing factors are described in the
report, Author
N71-1SS17# Boeing Co, Seattle. Wash Military Aircraft Systems
Div.
COCKPIT GEOMETRY EVALUATION, PHASE 2. VOLUME 1:
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND SUMMARY Final Report.
1Jan.-21 Dec. 1969
PatrickW. Ryan Feb. 1971 124 p refs
(Contract NO0014-68-C-O289)
(AD-716395: D162-10125-2-VoI-1. JANAIR-7OO201-Vol-2) Avail:
NTIS CSCL 1/3
The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Program is an experimental
development to establish a standardized method for evaluating the
physical geometry of a crew station. It evaluates the physical
compatibility of any sized seated crew member with any crew
station beginning with the design concept. Data on the geometry
of the crew station, the anthropometric characteristics of the crew
members, and the sequence of tasks to be performed are stored
in a computer, Mathematical routines provide dynamic movement for
a variable-sized mathematical man-model. Numerical performance
indicators, identification of physical and visual interferences, and
reach infeasibilities are output. The program was originally planned
as a six-phase development. Each sophisticating phase is designed
to provide an immediately usable tool The developoment is highly
dependent on the laboratory acquisition of identified human data
requirements, Volume I summarizes the results and techniques of
Phase II. and gives a sample of input and output from the
computer Author (GRA)
2. REVIEW OF THE METHOD OF INTEGRAL RELATIONS
APPLIED TO VISCOUS INTERACTION PROBLEMS INCLUDING
SEPARATION J. N. Nielsen, F. K. Goodwin, and G. D Kuhn
(Nielsen Eng. and Res., Inc.) p 31-82 refs
3. THE LAMINAR HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER:
SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE
PROBLEM S. M. Bogdonoff (Princeton Univ., N.J.) p 83-108
refs
4. TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION AND
REATTACHMENT AT SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
A. Todisco and B. L. Reeves (AVCO Corp., Wilmington, Mass,)
p 139 179 refs
5. HYPERSONIC VISCOUS FLOW OVER CONCAVE
AND CONVEX SURFACES J. L. Strollery(Imperiat Coll. of Science
and Technology) p 181-212 refs
6. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
THE SHOCK WAVE BOUNDARY INTERACTION ON CURVED
COMPRESSION SURFACES M. S. Holden (Cornell Aeronautical
Lab.. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.) p 213-270 refs
7. VISCOUS FLOW AT HIGH MACH NUMBERS WITH
PRESSURE GRADIENTS A. Ferri and S. Dash (New York Univ.,
N.Y.) p 271 -317 refs
8. SOLUTION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS FOR
VISCOUS SUPERSONIC FLOWS ADJACENT TO ISOTHERMAL
AND ADIABATIC SURFACES S. M. Scala and P. Gordon(GE.Co..
Philadelphia, Pa.) p 319-391 refs
9. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF SEPARATED FLOWS
J. G. Trulio, L. Walitt (Applied Theory, Santa Monica, Calif.) and
C, Y. Liu (Calif. Univ., Los Angeles) p 393 425 refs
10. THE AXIALLY SYMMETRIC THROAT PHENOMENON
IN INTERACTINGVISCOUS-INVlSCID FLOWS R.W. Garvine(GE.
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.) and S. Weinbaum (City Univ. of New York)
p 427 461 refs
11. COMPUTATION OF SEPARATED FLOW OVER
BACKWARD FACING STEPS AT HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER O.
R. Burggraf (Ohio State Univ.. Columbus) p 463 491 refs
12. THREE DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS INTERACTIONS
M. H. Bloom, S. G. Rubin, and R. J. Gresci (Polytechnic Inst. of
Brooklyn, N.Y.) p 493-522 refs
13. HIGH SPEED FLOWS OVER WEDGES AND FLARES
WITH EMPHASIS ON A METHOD OF DETECTING TRANSITION
J. J. Ginoux (Von Karman Inst. for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode
Saint-Genese (Belgium) p 523-549 refs
14. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EXTENT OF LAMINAR
TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION AT
MODERATELY HYPERSONIC SPEEDS K. O.W. Ball p 551 566
refs
N71-19830 Aerospace Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio. Hypersonic Research Lab.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1969 SYMPOSIUM ON VISCOUS
INTERACTION PHENOMENA IN SUPERSONIC AND
HYPERSONIC FLOW
1970 560 p refs Symp. held at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
7 --May 1969
(AD-714352) Avail: HCavailable no charge from Issuing Activity
Attn: Mal, Morton, Bldg. 450. Wright-PattersonAFB, Ohio 45433.
No copies furnished byDDCor NTIS CSCL 20/4
CONTENTS:
1. SOME RECENT RESEARCH WITH VISCOUS
INTERACTING FLOW-IN HYPERSONIC STREAMS M. H Bertram
and A. Henderon, Jr. (NASA. Langley Res. Center) p 1 -30 refs
N71-19831"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
SOME RECENT RESEARCH WITH VISCOUS INTERACTING
FLOW IN HYPERSONIC STREAMS
Mitchel H. Bertram and Arthur Henderson. Jr. /n ARL Proc. of
the 1969 Syrup. on Viscous Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic
and Hypersonic Flow 1970 p 1-30 refs
(NASA-TM-X-66914) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
Experiments are reviewed in which viscous interaction and
interference predominate. This includes research on flaps at low
Reynolds numbers, the flow in corners, and the flow over delta
wings at high Reynolds numbers and with the addition of a body
Heat transfer and pitot and surface pressure distributions, oil flow,
and the electron beam flow visualization technique are used to
examine several of these interacting flow fields. Author
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N71-19833 Princeton Univ, N.J. Gas Dynamics Lab.
THE LAMINAR HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER: SOME
OBSERVATIONS OF THE LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE
PROBLEM
S. M. Bogdonoff In ARL Proc. of the 1969 Syrup. on Viscous
Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic and Hypersonic Flow 1970
p 83--108 refs
Avail: HC available no charge from Issuing Activity Attn: Maj.
Morton, Bldg. 450, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433. No
copies furnished by DDC or NTIS
The limits of applicability of classical strong and weak
hypersonic interaction theory were investigated near the leading
edge and trailing edges of bodies in h;gh-speed flows. The influence
of the leading edge region was found to extend considerably
downstream of the merged region. An adjustment region, extending
to hypersonic interaction parameters of approximately 50 and
rarefaction parameters less than 0.1, is proposed before complete
reliance on hypersonic strong interaction theories is realistic.
Upstream influence from the trailing edge base flow or small surface
disturbances extend many boundary layer thicknesses at low Mach
number and at adiabatic wall conditions but only a fraction of a
boundary layer thickness at high Mach number and cold wall
conditions. Correlation of the results was obtained on a boundary
layer to subsonic layer thickness ratio, but further tests and
analysis are required to comDlete the understanding of this flow
phenomenon. Author
N71-19834"# McDonnell-Douglas Astronaut,s Co.. Santa Monica,
Calif. Western Div.
SUPERSONIC TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
INTERACTION WITH A COMPRESSION CORNER AT VERY
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
A. Roshko and G. J. Thomke /n ARL Proc. of the 1969 Symp.
on Viscous Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic and Hypersonic
Flow 1970 p 109-138 refs
(Contract NA59-589)
(NASA-CR-117052) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Shock wave boundary layer interaction in supersonic flow
over a compression corner was investigated. The concern is more
with the conditions for incipient separation, and those before
separation, than with the oft-studied case of fully separated flow.
The boundary layer is turbulent and at very high Reynolds numbers,
which was made possible by utilizing the thick turbulent boundary
layer on the wall of a large wind tunnel. The compression corner
consisted of a ramp whose inclination could be varied and set
during a run; this feature made it feasible to vary easily the
conditions leading to incipient separation. Author
N71-19836 Imperial Coil, of Science and Technology. London
(England), Dept. of Aeronautics.
HYPERSONIC VISCOUS FLOW OVER CONCAVE AND
CONVEX SURFACES
J. L Stollery In ARL Proc. of the 1969 Symp. on Viscous
Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic and Hypersonic Flow 1970
p 181-212 refs
Avail: HC available no charge from Issuing activity. Attn: Maj
Morton, Bldg. 450. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433. No copies
furnished by DDC or NTIS
Experimental and theoretical studies of hypersonic laminar
boundary layer growth over curved surfaces were made to study
the effects of Reynolds number. Mach number, wall temperature.
and viscous interaction on surface pressure and heat transfer rate
distributions, boundary layer thickness, and separation point position.
Experiments were made at M = 8, t2. and 15 on continuous
concave and convex surfaces and on a flat plate with variable
trailing edge flap. On the last of these models it was possible to
study attached incipient, and well-separated flows. The inclpren_
separation data were compared with other laminar results. By
changing the tunnel conditions, the magnitude of the viscous
interaction effects was varied and the influence on surface pressure
and heat transfer rate ascertained. By heating the model, the effect
of wall temperature ratio was cleady demonstrated: the colder the
wall, the further separation was delayed. Author
N71-19837 Cornell Aeronautical Lab.. Inc., Buffalo, N,Y.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE
SHOCK WAVE BOUNDARY INTERACTION ON CURVED
COMPRESSION SURFACES
Michael S. Holden In ARL Proc. of the 1969 Syrup. on Viscous
Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic and Hypersonic Flow 1970
p 213-270 refs
(Contract F33615-67-C- 1298)
Avail: HC available no charge from issuing activity. Attn: Maj.
Morton. Bldg. 450. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45423. No copies
furnished by DDC or NTIS
A theoretical and experimental study of attached and separated
laminar boundary layers over highly cooled, curved compression
surfaces in a hypersonic airflow is described. In the theoretical
study, the integral forms of the boundary-layer equations for the
conservation of mass. streamwise momentum, normal momentum.
moment of streamwise momentum, and energy were used to
describe the development of attached and separated boundary layers
on a curved surface. The theory, which was in good agreement
with measurements on compression surfaces in Mach 10 and 14.8
airflows, showed that large pressure gradients can be generated
__¢rns_ the boundary layer in the separation and reattachment
regions. In the experimental study, skin friction, heat transfer and
pressure measurements were made on a series of flat
plate-cylindrical arc-wedge compression surfaces. Separation first
occurred on the compression surface downstream of the fiat plate.
and incipient separation could not always be detected by observing
the first occurrence of an inflexion point in the pressure distribution.
Author
N71-19845 Aerospace Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EXTENT OF LAMINAR "1"_/O
DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION AT
MODERATELY HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
Kadheinz O. W. Ball In its Proc. of the 1969 Symp on Viscous
Interaction Phenomena in Supersonic and Hypersonic Flow 1970
p 551-566 refs
(Contract AF 33(615)-2175)
Avail: HC available no charge from Issuing Activity. Attn: Mal.
Morton. Bldg. 450, Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio 45433 No copies
furnished by DDC or NTIS
Results of an experimental investigation are presented for
the behavior of laminar boundary layers on a compression corner
model simulating a lift surface followed by a control surface. The
effect of model span and chord length is discussed to obtain fully
developed regions of separation and consistent data. The
experimental data is compared with an analytic approach for the
prediction of the beginning of the separation interaction. Generally
good agreement was obtained permitting further development of
the effects of Mach number, Reynolds number, heat transfer, and
flap deflection angle on the extent of separation. Possible extension
of the analysis to turbulent boundary layers is indicated. Author
N71-19848# Lincoln Lab,. Mass Inst of Tech., Lexington
A COCKPIT SITUATION DISPLAY OF SELECTED
NAS/ARTS DATA
Richard W Bush. Howard Blatt. and Francis X Brady 15 Dec
1970 22 p
(Contract F 19628-70-C-0230)
(AD-716425: TN-1970-39; ESD-TR-70-404) Avail: NTIS CSCL
17/7
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By the mid-1970s, the evolving NASz/ARTS ground
environment will provide the air traffic controllers with high quality
computer-processed traffic situation displays. We believe it would
be useful, particularly in busy terminal areas, to display some of
this data in the cockpit. Systems with this objective have been
constructed and flight tested at least 3 times during the past 25
years, but these ear}Jet systems could, not benefit from: a source
of computer-processed data of the quality to be available from
NAS/ARTS; aircraft altitude information: contemporary digital data
link techniques: and airborne equipment capable of automatically
selecting and displaying only information relevant to a particular
airplane It is believed that an effective cockpit display would permit
pilots, under IFR conditions, to retain some of the station-keeping
and navigation functions they perform during VFR conditions and
thereby improve the efficiency of terminal area operation. The goals
of the proposed program are: to evaluate the effectiveness of this
class of system in reducing pilot and controller work toads, and to
determine its potential for expediting traffic flow in busy
terminal areas. A simulated cockpit display has been developed and
experienced pilots and controllers who have flown it have endorsed
enthusiastically the desirability of evaluating this class of system
in an operational environment Author (GRA)
N71-19853*# National AeronautJcs and Space Admnistration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERACTION
OF A NACELLE-MOUNTED SUPERSONIC PROPULSION
SYSTEM WITH A WING BOUNDARY LAYER
Glenn A. Mitchell and David F. Johnson Washington Mar. 1971
42 p refs
NASA-TM-X-2184: E-5983) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A Mach 2,5 inlet nacelle was mounted adjacent to a simulated
wing boundary layer. The extent of inlet shock and boundary layer
interactions was determined for steady state inlet operation and
unstart transients Transients were initiated with bypass closure and
throat overcontraction for an inlet coldpipe combination, the inlet
with a choke point at the compressor face station, and the inlet
mated to a J85-GE-13 turbojet engine Engine stalls were also
used to initiate transients. The effects of boundary layer height and
wing-to-cowl-lip spacing were determined The most severe
transients were those resulting from engine stalls which produced
wing-boundary-layer separatmns extending 2.8 cowl-bp diameters
forward of the lip. Author
N71-19856# Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept. of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering
ELASTIC STRENGTH OF PROPELLERS: AN ANALYSIS
BY MATRIX METHODS Final Report
Paris Genalis(Ph.D. Thesis) Nov. 1970 219 p refs
(Contract N00014-67-A-0181-0017)
(AD-716463; Rept-101) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13/10
The determination of displacements and stresses in a propeller
blade under the influence of a hydrodynamic pressure load is
investigated. Also a simplified approach to the free. undamped
vibration of the blade is suggested The finite element method of
analysis is used to analyze the blade as a shell or as a combination
of a three dimensional solid and a shell. For the vibration problem.
the complete blade was idealized by shell elements only Constant
stress tetrahedra and rectangular prism elements were used for the
analysis of the three dimensional solids A combination of both
kinds of elements was found to cause no algorithmic difficulties or
inaccuracies in the results and to provide the flexibility to
approximate irregular boundaries by the tetrahedron. The stiffness
of the shell element was obtained by the superposition of the
stiffneas of the plene stress element and the fully compatible plate
bending element. The results using only the shell element were
good both for the static and the dynamic problems. It was felt that
with comparable meshes the shell element was more powerful
than either of the three dimensional elements. Author IGRA)
N71-198S7# National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa
(Ontario).
A FRACTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE FATIGUE FAILURE
OF AIRCRAFT WHEELS
W. Wiebe Nov. 1970 46 p refs,
(NRC-11694; LR-541} Avail: NTIS
A survey of aircraft wheel failures, and a review of the
parameters involved in the qualficiation tests for aircraft wheels,
have indicated a need for accurate information concerning wheel
service loading conditions in order to formulate realistic wheel
fatigue test spectra. The fractographic examination of three types of
wheels from modern aircraft has emphasized the significance of
corrosion in the nucleation of fatigue cracks, and has indicated that
landing impact loads and brake applications at high speeds may
contribute to the growth of the cracks. Several types of macroscopic
growth bands or lines that are frequently observed on the fatigue
fracture surfaces of laboratory specimens and of components that
have failed in service, have been cited and described. Those lines
observed on the fracture surfaces of the failed wheels were
correlated with crack growth during aircraft landing cycles The
derivation of fatigue crack growth rate information from these lines
has facilitated the revision of wheel inspection schedules with the
purpose of preventing the cataatrophic failure of aircraft wheels.
Author
N71-19865# Rhode Island State Planning Program. Providence
STATE AIRPORT SYSTEM AIRLINE PASSENGER TICKET
SURVEY
Oct. 1970 19 p refs Supplement to PB 195939 Its Tech.
Paper No. 17, Suppl. 1
(PB-195940) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1E
The document is a supplement which summarizes the second
phase of an airline passenger ticket survey. The format of the survey
and a summary of the first phase was reported in N71-19611 The
present survey was carried out in an identical manner.
Author (GRA)
N71-19901# National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
Atlantic City, N,Y.
TITANIUM FUSELAGE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
IN POST-CRASH FIRES Final Report, 1968 1970
ConstantineP. Sarkos Mar 1970 74 p refs
(FAA-RD-71-3; FAA-NA-71-2) Avail: NTIS
A 28-foot titanium fuselage was exposed to a 400-square-foot
JP-4 fire for about 2 1/2 minutes, The titanium fuselage remained
intact, thus preventing any flames from entering into the cabin.
Heating of the cabin pressure sealant and insulation caused these
materials to burn. This, in turn. caused significant increases in
temperature, smoke, and toxic and combustible gases within the
cabin at about one minute after fuel ignition and a flash fire at two
minutes, Theoretical heat transfer calculations were compared with
thermocouple data from a section of the fuselage where the
insulation did not burn, This comparison indicated that if the
insulation and sealant wer_ inert, habitable conditions would have
been maintained within the cabin for at least five minutes, and
perhaps more. Author
N71-19908# Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme. Calif.
SNOW COMPACTION: INVESTIGATION OF
METAMORPHISM OF SNOW Final Report. Jun. 1968-Jun.
1970
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lAD-716417: TR-706) Avail: NTIS CSCL 8/12
Although processing and compacting increase the density
and bearing capacity of surface snow for use as roads and trails.
these processes have not been able to achieve the degree of
densification that occurs naturally as snow slowly metamorphc)ses
to glacier ice. A study was made at the Naval Civil Engineering
Laborato_/of the processes and influences of the major mechanisms
that control snow metamorphism--grain size. pressure, temperature
and solar radiation--in order to provide a basis for developing
better techniques for higher strength snow pavements. It was
concluded that maximum snow strengths are achieved at or near
a critical density of 60 gm/cu cm. followed by bond growth, or
age hardening, at temperatures between -12C and -7C In addition.
as distribution of applied loads with depth is essential to the
development of operational criteria for such pavements, it is
recommended that research be conducted to develop this knowledge.
Author (GRA)
N71-19912"_ Cornetl Aeronautical "Lab., Inc.. Buffalo. N.Y.
A SECOND ORDER SLENDER WING THEORY FOR WINGS
WITH LEADING EDGE SEPARATION
Joseph P. Nenni and Chee Tung Apr. 1969 45 p refs
(Contract NAS1-7650)
(NASA-CR-66762: CAL-BB-2530-5-1) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
A second-order, slender-wing theory was developed for
incompressible flow over low-aspect-ratio wings with and without
leading-edge separation. The theory is second order in terms of the
ratio of span to chord whmh is proportional to aspect ratio. The
theory has been developed using the technique of matched
asymptotic expansions. The Brown and Michael flow model was
used for the case with leading-edge separation, The theory proves
to be somewhat limited in that it can only be reasonably applied
to wings which satisfy the Kut-ta condition at the trailing edge in
the first approximation. The present results obtained for an
aspect-ratio-one gothic wing represent a significant improvement for
the separated flow case over the first-order result but the predicted
lift is still somewhat higher than the experimental data, Author
N71-19921# Sandia Corp.. AlbuquerQue. N.Mex. Technical
Translation Service.
SOME RECENT RESULTS OF RESEARCH CARRIED OUT
AT ONERA ON MECHANICS OF SOLIDS [QUELQUES
RESULTATS RECENTS DES RECHERCHES EFFECTUEES A
L'ONERA EN MECHANIQUE DES SOBDES]
Roger Va_id Apr. 1970 21 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH from
Rech. Aerosp. (France). no. 2. Mar.-Apr. 1970 p 113-119
Presented at Natl. Conf. of Appl. Mech., Bucharest. 23-27 Jun.
1969 Sponsored by AEC
(SC-T-70-4047: CONF-690647-1) Avail: NTIS
Calculating methods are discussed for elemetary structures.
such as shells and beams, working outside the elastic domain.
Three-dimensional behavior laws. in plasticity as welt as in creep are
considered. The studies proceed along two lines: (1) development
and checking of behavior laws. and (2) development of calculation
methods. Author
N71-19952_ Aix-Marseilles Univ. (France). Inst. de Mecanique
des Fluides.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF A HIGH
TEMPERATURE HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER WITH
AN ADVERSE PRESSURE GRADIENT {ETUDETHEORIQUE
ET EXPERIMENTALE D'UNE COUCHE LIMITE
HYPERSONIQUE CHAUDE EN PRESENCE D'UN GRADIENT
DE PRESSION DEFAVORABLE|
N71-20050
R, Marmey, J. P. Guibergia. and E. Brocher Jut. 1970 69 p
refs In FRENCH
(Contract DRME-516/68)
Avail: NTIS
Boundary layer interactions with nonviscous outflows of
hypersonic or supersonic air inlets are reported. A computer program
was used to analyze aerodynamic interaction data of conical pointed
axisymmetnc bodies of resolution having differing cuP4atures, in
high- and Iow-enthalpy shock tunnel tests. Shock values were
determined from convective heat flow distributions and pressures on
the wall. Results established the formation of a weak shock wave
between the conical point and the conical envelope; this shock
wave was refracted and detached and produced upon collision with
an obstacle a laminar boundary layer until it reattached to the
envelope again. Convective heat flux distribution on the envelope
was a cross function between curvature and Reynolds number.
Transl. by G.G.
N71-20002# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
A MTERATURE SURVEY ON THE GYROSCOPE AND ITS
APPUCATIONS
Helmut Sorg(Stuttgart Univ.) Feb. 1971 23 p refs
(AGARD-582-71) Avail: NTIS
A consolidated listing is presented of all known unclassified
texts which are readily available to scientists and engineers from
commercial sources, documentation centers and public as well as
corporate libraries, Each entry cites the author, publication year.
title, documentation center source and a brief abstract of the work.
Author
N71-20040*_ Virginia Univ., Charlottesville. Research Labs. for
the Engineering Sciences.
RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF MOLECULAR COLLISION
PHENOMENA USING MOLECULAR BEAM TECHNIQUES
Final Report
S S Fisher. A R Kuhlthau. and J. E. Scott, Jr. Feb. 1971 22 p
refs
(Grant NGR-47-005-046)
{NASA-CR-117041; AEEP-4038-115-714) Avail: NTIS CSCL
20H
The application of modern molecular beam techniques to
the study of molecular collision processes is reported. Emphasis
has been placed on interactions between atmospheric gases and
solid surfaces. Investigations have been primarily experimental
observations of the scattering of gases from engineering surfaces in the
thermal range of interaction energies. Aerodynamic-type molecular
beams are employed After a beam is scattered from a test surface.
the angular d_stribution of beam flux and the distribution of velocities
in that flux are measured. These distributions then characterize the
interaction. Author
N71-20050"# Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Fluid
Mechanics Lab.
SMOKE EMISSION FROM JET ENGINES
Lawrence H, Linden and John B Heywood Oct. 1970 32 p
refs Sponsored in part by NSF
(Grant NG R-22-009-378)
(NASA-CR-117031; FML-70-12) Avail: NTIS CSCL21E
The fundamental processes determining the amount of
smoke in the exhaust of a gas turbine engine are examined, The
configuration of modern combustors and the processes occurring
within the combustor are reviewed. Data from laboratory flame
studies of carbon formation are then discussed and correlated with
engine and combustor exhaust studies. It is seen that solid carbon
is the nonequilibrium product of fuel vapor-air combustion in locally
fuel rich zones. Calculations of carbon oxidation rates are then used
to show that significant fractions of the carbon formed in the rich
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regions of the primary zone may be consumed in the leaner regions
of the primary zone and in the secondary zone Finally,
combustor design features desirable for minimal exhaust smoke are
summarized Author
N71-20051# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
ASSESSMENT OF LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES
Feb 1971 284 p refs Presented at the Lecture Series,
Rhode-Saint-Genese. Belgium. 20 24 Apr. 1970; Sponsored by
AGARD and yon Karman Inst
(AGARD-LS-43-71) Avail: NTIS
CONTENTS:
1 AERODYNAMICS OF MECHANICAL HIGH LIFT DEVICES
D M Mc Rae (Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Ltd, Hatfield, England)
23 p .refs
2AERODYNAMICS OF PNEUMATIC HIGH LIFT DEVICES
J. von der Decken (Tech. Hochschule Carolo Whilhelmina) 36 p
refs
3 AERODYNAMICS OF VARIABLE SWEEP Ph
Poisson Quinton (Office Nail d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris, France) 19 p refs
4 FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF FLOW SEPARATION
UNDER HIGH LIFT CONDITIONS H P Horton (Von Karman Inst
forFiuid Dynamics) i9 p refs
5. SOME NOTES ON TWO DIMENSIONAL HIGH LIFT
TESTS IN WIND TUNNELS B van den Berg (Natl. Lucht-en
Ruirntevaartlaboratorium) 18 p refs
6 MODEL TESTING REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNIQUES
FOR HIGH LIFT SCHEMES THREE DIMENSIONAL ASPECTS
C Russell (British Aircraft Corp, Warton, England) 22 p refs
7 ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS FOR
HIGH LIFT SCHEMES t B Gratzer (Boeing Co, Seattle, Wash)
23 p _efs
8 ANALYSIS OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS FOR
LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES R Taisseire (Breguet Aviation)
21 p
9 FLIGHT TESTING MILITARY TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FOR CLEARANCE IN THE STOL ROLE K P Eyre (Aeroplane and
Armament Experimental Establishment) 24 p ref
10. LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES AND THEIR EFFECT
ON THE ENGINE. PART 1: INTERFACE PROBLEMS BETWEEN
ENGINE AND AIRFRAME J. A, Hopper (Rolls-Royce, Ltd, Bristol,
England) 18 p
11 LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES AND THEIR EFFECT
ON THE ENGINE PART 2: THERMODYNAMIC PROBLEMS AND
SOME POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS E A. White and H. CHillier
(Rolls-Royce. Ltd.. Bristol, England) 13 p
12 OPTIMISING THE PROPULSIVE/LIFT SYSTEM FOR
TURBOFAN STOL AIRCRAFT CONSIDERING COST
EFFECTIVENESS H. T. Bowling (Lockheed-Georgia Co,, Marietta)
14p
13 A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR AEROFOIL LEADING EDGE
STUDIES J. Monnerie (Office Nail d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris, France/ 5 p ref
14. SOME COMMENTS ON CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH LIFT
WINGS D N Foster (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough,
England) 5 p refs
15 THE HUNTING H.126 JET FLAP RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
K D Harris (Hawker Siddeley Aviation. Ltd, Hatfield, England)
7 p refs
16 AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH ON HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS
F Mavrlplis (Canadair, Ltd) 13 p refs
N71-20052# Hawker Siddeley Aviation. Ltd., Hatfield (England)
Aerodynamic Dept.
AERODYNAMICS OF MECHANICAL HIGH LIFT DEVICES
D M. McRae In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb. 1971 23 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The purpose is to describe in general terms the stalling
of conventional airfoils and the effects of mechanical high lift
devices thereon The factors affecting maximum lift coefficient are
discussed in the context of estimation methods. Drag is also
discussed. Author
N71-20053# Technische Hochschule Carolo Wilhelmina,
Brunswick (West Germany) Inst. fur Stromungsmechanik
AERODYNAMICS OF PNEUMATIC HIGH LIFT DEVICES
J. vonder Decken In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1_71 36 p refs
Avail: NTIS
An introductory survey of pneumatic boundary layer and
circulation control schemes for increasmg maximum lift is given
The physical background of boundary layer control by suction and
blowing, and of supercirculation and slipstream effects, is described;
also the aerodynamic efficiency of the different devices is estimated
by theoretical approaches, Finally. practical applications and
performance evaluation of pneumatic devices are discussed. Author
N71-20054# Office Naqonat d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales. Paris (France). Dept. des Etudes de Synthese.
AERODYNAMICS OF VARIABLE SWEEP
Ph. Poisson-Quinton In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb. 1971 19 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Aerodynamic problems in the design of variable sweep
aircraft are discussed. Selection of pivot location is reviewed, as
well as investigations of high lift devices, wing camber, and
longitudinal instability near the stall on variable sweep configurations
Application of this configuration to reusable spacecraft is mentioned
E.C.
N71-20055# yon Karman Inst for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode
Saint-Genese (Belgium)
FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF FLOW SEPARATION UNDER
HIGH LIFT CONDITIONS
H. P. Horton In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1971 19 p refs
Avail: NTIS
A qualitative description is presented of separation problems
covering: two dimensional laminar and turbulent separation
concepts, separated flow on single two dimensional airfoils, boundary
layer separation bubbles, separated flow on multi airfoil systems
awake and boundary layer mixing), and three dimensional separated
flow The possibildy of applying theorehcal techniques to the
prediction of the maximum lift and drag of an airfod is briefly
discussed EC
N71-20056# Nattonal Lucht-En RuMltevaartlaboratoHu m.
Amsterdam,{Nethedands)
SOME NOTES ON TWO DIMENSIONAL HIGH LIFT TEsT
IN WIND TUNNELS
B. van den Berg In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb. 1971 18 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Problems associated with two dimensional high lift tests
are discussed in terms of the test setup m the wind tunnel, the
design of the models, and the methods to determine the forces
on the model Tunnel wall interference effects are also discussed
These include the effect of the constraint which the tunnel walls
impose on the flow as well as the danger of boundary layer
separations on the tunnel walls The necessity of boundary layer
control at the model tunnel wall junctions is demonstrated
Author
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N71-20057_ British Aircraft Corp. Warton (England) Wind
Tunnel Dept.
MODEL TESTING REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNIQUES FOR
HIGH LIFT SCHEMES: THREE DIMENSIONAL ASPECTS
C. Russell In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation Devices
Feb. 1971 22 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The subject of three-dimensional high lift model testing
is dealt with from the point of view of the development of a
specific full-size project. Various topics and problems are dealt with.
in approximate(y the order in which they would normally arise,
from initial concept to data presentation. Author
Feb. 1971 24 p ref
Avail: NTIS
The types of tests which are likely to be required to clear
an aircraft from handling and performance aspects for military
STOL applications are discussed. Tests made to clear the Andover
C. Mk. 1 are given as an example. No special consideration is
given to particular high lift devices each of which may of course
introduce individual problems. However, it is considered that in the
case of STOL aircraft generally the problem of variability in behavior
may require more than usual attention doe to the rapid maneuvers
and short distances involved with considerable dependence on pilot
technique. Author
N71-20058# Boeing Co,, Seattle, Wash.
ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS FOR HIGH
LIFT SCHEMES
L. B. Gratzer In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb. 1971 23 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The way in which the design tradeoff process affects airplane
economics is illustrated in relation to the impact of high lift system
design on the final configuration selection. An assessment of
representative high lift concepts, including boundary layer control, is
given in terms of low-speed performance potential. For long-range
transport airplanes operating from long runways, it is shown that
well-designed mechanical flap systems are generally competitive
with more sophisticated concepts involving blowing or suction
boundary layer control (BLC). However, recent progress in high lift
technology indicates that significant performance gains for
long-range airplanes may be possible using BLC techniques. The
gains for airplanes designed to operate from shorter fields appear
attractive and achievable with today's technology. For STOL
airplanes the use of BLC to provide high wing lift together with
direct lift from the engines, or a more highly integrated form of lift
augmentation such as the jet flap, is mandatory. The interaction
between high lift system design and problems involving the
stability and control characteristics of the airplane are considered.
Author
N71-20059# Breguet-Aviation. Velizy (France). Div.
Aerodynamique.
ANALYSIS OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS FOR
LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES
R. Taisseire In AGARD Assessment of Lift. Augmentation Devices
Feb. 1971 21 p
Avail: NTIS
Problems associated with the design of high lift systems
for combat aircraft are reviewed. Performance and flying qualities
are considered. Low level high speed flying requires small wing
thickness to chord ratio (about 5 to 7%). high sweep angle (35 to
45 degs), small aspect-ratio (3 to 4) and high wing Ioadings (about
400 to 500 kg per sq. meter). With such a wing, it is difficult to
provide good take-off and landing performance for short field
operation while maintaining good flying qualities at low speeds,
Effective high lift devices are needed to achieve the low stalling
speeds required for short takeoff and landing distances and their
design must provide a satisfactory level of control in the {ow
speed flight range. The review is intended to clarify the problems
encountered in achieving these aims and to indicate ways of solving
them. Author
N71-20060_ Aeroplane and Armament Experimental
Establishment. Boscombe Down (England). Performance Div.
FLIGHT TESTING MILITARY TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT FOR
CLEARANCE IN THE STOL ROLE
K P. Eyre In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation Devices
N71-20061_ Rolls-Royce. Ltd.. Bristol (England). Bristol Engine
DN.
LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES AND THEIR EFFECT ON
THE ENGINE. PART 1: INTERFACE PROBLEMS BElINEEN
ENGINE AND AIRFRAME
J A. Hooper /n AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1971 18 p
Avail: NTIS
Interface problems between engine and airframe associated
with the achievement of short field performance are described. Civil
and military aircraft are treated with the main emphasis on civil
STOL. A range of possible lift augmentation devices is considered.
and their effect on engine design is shown. The associated problems
of noise and performance are also considered. Optimum engine
designs and their particular characteristics for various systems are
described. Author
N71-20062# Rolls-Royce, Ltd.. Bristol (England). Bristol Engine
Div.
LIFT AUGMENTATION DEVICES AND THEIR EFFECT ON
THE ENGINE. PART 2: THERMODYNAMIC PROBLEMS
AND SOME POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
E. A. White and H. C. Hillier In AGARD Assessment of Lift
Augmentation Devices Feb. 1971 13 p
Avail: NTIS
The effects of the previously established design criteria
on the thermodynamics of the engines for STOL applications are
discussed. Several possible engine solutions with their associated
advantages and disadvantages are described. Author
N71-20063# Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta.
OPTIMISING THE PROPULSIVE/LIFT SYSTEM FOR
TURBOFAN STOL AIRCRAFT CONSIDERING COST
EFFECTIVENESS
H. T, Bowling In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1971 14 p
Avail: NTIS
The results are presented of a comparison of three STOL
high lift concepts which have been integrated with bypass-ratio
turbofan engines. Transport aircraft configurations optimized using
these concepts are compared along with significant characteristics
of each system. The purpose of this comparison was to provide
possible insight for future studies and testing. None of these
systems were subjected to a highly detailed analysis and do not
represent completely optimized concepts. Every effort was made to
make the comparison as consistent as possible, A secondary
purpose isthe discussion and demonstration of a study methodology
which was developed to integrate cost effectiveness into the early
technical development of new airplane concepts This methodology
is primarily applied to a military STOL development program
However, some examples are shown of considerations of commercial
cost effectiveness Author
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N71-20064# Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris (France).
A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR AEROFOIL LEADING EDGE
STUDIES
J. Monnerie In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation Devices
Feb. 1971 5 p ref
Avail: NTIS
Illustrations are given from an investigation of flow separation
bubbles which develop near an airfoil leading edge. These include
a drawing of the airfoil profile, a velocity diagram for a profile with
a Handley Page slat. a plot of the similarity between the flow on
two models, surface flow visualization near the leading edge.
boundary layer curves in the bubble region, and water tunnel model
visualization data E.C.
N71-20065# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough (England)
SOME COMMENTS ON CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH LIFT
WINGS
D. N Foster /n AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb. 1971 5 p refs
Avail NTIS
Wind tunnel tests, under as near to two dimensional conditions
as possible, were carried out on a wing section with plain leading
and trailing edge flaps having boundary layer control by blowing
at the flap knees A range of flap deflections were tested; results
are presented for the condition with no leading edge flap deflection
and with the trailing edge flap deflection 20 deg Results suggest
that the inviscid lift is achievable with a momentum coefficient
which _s dependent on the angle of incidence (or the lift): that under
these conditions a pressure distribution will be measured which is
very similar to the inviscid predictions; and that sensibly zero drag
will result Drag with high lift devices is also discussed Author
N71-20066# Hawker Siddeley Aviation. Ltd., Hatfield (England).
THE HUNTING H-126JET FLAP RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
K D. Harris In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1971 7 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The jet flap principle is reviewed, as well as the development
of a piloted research aircraft to test the principle. Aircraft thrust
losses, stability and control problems, and stalling characteristics
are discussed E.C
N71-20067# Canadair. Ltd., Montreal (Quebec).
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH ON HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS
Fotis Mavriplis In AGARD Assessment of Lift Augmentation
Devices Feb 1971 13 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Aspects of two dimensional flow research on high lift systems
are discussed A theoretical method is described for calculating two
dimensional potential flow about multi-element high lift airfoils, The
method is based on the distribution of vorticity on the airfoil
contour. A wall blowing technique is also described which was
developed for testing effectively complex high lift models in the
wind tunnel. It was used to study the effect of leading edge and
trailing edge devices on the aerodynamic characteristics of a 17%
and a 10% thick airfoil Finally. comparisons of calculated and
experimental data obtained on some of the complex configuratDons
tested are presented to demonstrate the usefulness of the methods
described, Author
O. W. Preston. G. W. Kibbee, R H. Muroyama. and R. A. Stodey
Mar, 1971 19 p refs
(Contract DOT-FA-66-NF- 128)
(FAA-NA-70-5; FAA-RD-70-62) Avail: NTIS
Studies and tests were conducted to develop a basic
methodology for predicting the test aircraft stopping distance on a
wet runway. Development consisted of a series of wet and dry
runway tests utilizing the FAA Variable Slip Runway Friction Tester
and an instrumented nonflyable test aircraft followed by an anaiysis
of the test results using an analog computer simulation of the
aircraft. A relationship was established between wet runway friction
measured by the friction tester and friction available to the braking
wheels of the test aircraft The methodology consists of using this
relationship and an analog computer aircraft simulation,
incorporating actual antiskid and braking system hardware, to prepare
a nomograph showing aircraft stopping distance as a function of
the runway friction measured by the FAA VariabJe Slip Runway
Friction Tester. Correlation exists between friction measured hv the
friction tester and friction available to the tires of the test mrcraft
when normalized with respect to theoretical hydroplaning velocities
Author
N71-20069# National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
Atlantic City, NJ
INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF RUNWAY GROOVES
ON WHEEL SPIN-UP AND TIRE DEGRADATION Final
Report, Nov. 1969 Mar. 1970
CharlesR. Grisel Apt 1971 26 p
(FAA-RD-71-2; FAA-NA-70-47) Avail NTIS
Tests were conducted at three airports having different
runway groove configurations The obiectwe of these tests was to
determine if grooves change the rate of wheel spin-up and if they
produce cuts _n the tires of the test aircraft Although no evidence
of tire cutting was observed. _t was found that the wheel spin up
rate for the test aircraft was increased by the lunway grooves The
extent of the increase was influenced by the width of the grooves
Author
N71-20101# National Aerospace Lab. Tokyo (Japan)
A CALCULATION OF THE PROFILE DRAG OF AIRFOILS
AT LOWMACH NUMBERS
Toshio Kawasakiand Yojilshida 1970 19 p refs In JAPANESE;
ENGLISH summary
(NAL-TR-198) Avail NTIS
A method for calculating the profile drag of a_rfolls at low
Mach numbers is presented In this method the calculated or
experimental pressure distributions on airfoils must be given in
advance The method conslsts of 1) calculation of lamJnar boundary
layer by Thwaites' method, 2) prediction of instability point by
Schlichting-Urtich'scorrelation curve. 3) predict=on of transition point
by Granville's correlation curve, 4) calculation of turbulent boundary
layer by Head's method, and 5) calculation of wake by means of the
Squire-Young relation. The procedure that predicts the instability
point first and then predicts transition point seems to be more
reasonable from the physical point of wew In this method, an
approximate treatment of laminar separation bubbles which occur
near the leading edge of airfoils was also studied. It was shown
that an approximation is reasonable, at least to the short bubbles
Profile drag has been calculated by this method for several airfoils
at various lift coefficients and Reynolds numbers Companson of
the results with available experimental data show good agreement
The error based on calculated drag values is 3 7% Author
N71-20068# Douglas Aircraft Co, Inc , Long Beach. Calif
DEVELOPMENT OF A BASIC METHODOLOGY FOR
PREDICTING AIRCRAFT STOPPING DISTANCE ON A WET
RUNWAY Final Report, 1966 1970
N71-20102# National Aerospace Lab., Tokyo (Japan)
ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION STUDIES ON THE
HEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM OF FLYING TEST BED. 2: ON
SOME PROBLEMS
32O
N71-20127
Yuso Horikawa and Tadao Kai 1970 46 p refs In JAPANESE,
ENGLISH summary
(NAL-TR-200) Avail: NTIS
For the purpose of studying the fundamental problems of
VTOL operations for lift jet type VTOL aircrafts, a flying test bed
(FTB) has been developed The analytical and simulation studies
have been done with a flight simulator consisting of an analog
computer and a simple fixed base cockpit, and criteria of these
studies were not based on the pilot rating system but the quantltalive
analysis of simulation results. Operational probelems which were
analyzed and these results are as follows. ( 1 ) safety problems when
one engine out in flight, (2) effect of transient response when
redundant triple systems change Over from the normal system to
the standby system, (3) effect of attitude motion on height control.
(4) effects of nonlinearities, and (5) effect of vertical gust in flight,
Author
N71-20106# National Aerospace Lab. Tokyo (Japan)
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL-TESTS OF THE FA-2OO-XS
AIRPLANE MODEL INFLUENCED WITH GROUND EFFECTS
Kenichi Hirosue, Takatugu Ono, Hiroshi Takahashi, and Naoaki
Kuwano 1970 35 p refs In JAPANESE; ENGLISH summary
(NAL-TR-201) Avail NTIS
Tests were conducted in a 6 m low-speed wind tunnel
for the investigation of the effects of ground proximity on the static
longitudinal characteristics of the FA-200-XS airplane model The
ground was simulated by a moving-belt test rig The tests described
cover cases of flap deflection with boundary layer control at power
on and puwer off conditions. The eftectweness ot elevator at
ground proximity was also investigated. Author
N71-20109# California Univ.. Livermore. Lawrence Radiation
Lab.
CLOSER TOLERANCES: ECONOMIC SENSE
James B Bryan 17 Mar. 1970 20 p _resented at the 1970
Gen. Assembly CIRP, Turin, 28 Aug.-6 Sap. 1970 Submitted for
publication Sponsored by AEC
(UCRL-72380; CONF-700831-1) Avail: NTIS
The economics of closer tolerances in manufacturing are
discussed, Examples show that improvements can be made in the
following areas of consumer interest: reduced initial cost. reduced
operating cost. increased lifetime, increased reliabili W. increased
performance, reduced undesirable side effects, ease of use, better
portability and durability through miniaturization, ease of repair
through the use of fewer parts which are interchangeable, and
improved appearance. The principle example used in support of this
contention is a model airplane engine costing less than $6.00,
which routinely holds a tolerance of 50 microinch on the clearance
between the piston and cylinder. Author
N71-20114_# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FUTURE SHORT-HAUL
TRANSPORTATION
George C Kenyon. Thomas L Galloway. and Hubert M, Drake
Washington Mar 1971 62 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2228;'A-3727) Avail: NTIS CSCL05C
A simplified economic analysis has been maoe ot one
transportation mission: intercity short-haul business passenger-travel
The analysis includes both air and ground transportation modes for
1968 based on current mode characteristics, and for 1975 and
1982 based on projected characteristics for two assumed levels of
R&D. The effects of changes in the transportation mode and
interface characteristics are investigated. The simplified approach
allowed a qualitative assessment of the relative merits of
transportation modes. Specifically, the results for 1968 indicated
that the auto, bus. and subsonic jet were competitive while the train
was not. The helicopter could be competitive at ranges between
50 and 150 miles for time values above $5/hour. The light aircraft
was particularly attractive for multiple travelers Results for 1975
and 1982 indicated that: (1) the auto will remain the major mode
for short distances: (2) the bus will remain competitive at low time
values; (3) the high speed train will not be competitive unless
heavily subsidized; and (4) the STOL transport will be a major
transportation mode until it is replaced by the VTOL An intensive
level of R&D effort will be required to produce a competitive VTOL
transport by 1982, The light aircraft mode. particularly with
STOL performance and multiple travelers, appears very promising.
Author
N71-2Ol15# Loughborough Univ of Technology (England) Dept.
of Transport Technology.
CALCULATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
POTENTIAL FLOW AROUND LIFTING NON-PLANAR
WINGS AND WING-BODIES USING A SURFACE
DISTRIBUTION OF QUADRILATERAL VORTEX-RINGS
B Maskew Sep. 1970 80 p refs
(TT-7009) Avail: NTIS
A numerical method for calculating the steady three-
dimensional potential flow around lifting nonplanar configurations is
outlined and a number of preliminary results presented which
demonstrate the potentially wide range of application. The method
is based on a surface distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings. Each
quadrilateral element has a control point at which the bounda_'
condition of zero flow (vortex-induced plus free stream) through the
surface is specified. The vortex-ring strengths ere snlved after
evaluating all the vortex-ring influence coefficients for each control
point in turn and applying the boundary condition. The vortex
strengths are then used to obtain surface velocities, pressures, loads
and moments. The results which are presented include some for
cases involving wing alone (thin and thick), wing plus flaps (plain
flaps and slotted flaps), wing-fuselage and wing in wind-tunnel.
Author
N71-20126"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va
ROLL-CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF SEVERAL SPOILER
CONFIGURATIONS ON AN AIRPLANE MODEL WITH WING
SWEEP OF 55 DEG AND 75 DEG AT SUPERSONIC MACH
NUMBERS
Clyde Hayes Washington Mar 1971 64 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2165: L-7177) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
An investigation has been conducted to determine the
roll-control effectivenss of several spoiler configurations on an airplane
model employing variable-sweep wings. The spoilers were located
on either the movable outer wing panel or the fixed inboard panel.
Leading edge extensions, deflected to provide roll control, were
also investigated. The outboard-spoiler tests were made at Mach
numbers from 2.50 to 4.63 at a constant Reynolds number of 3
million per 03048 meter (per foot). The inboard spoilers and
leading-edge extensions were tested at Mach numbers from 1.50
to 2.86 at a constant Reynolds number of 2 million per 0.3048
meter (per foot) The results of the investigation showed that
although the effectiveness of all the upper surface spoilers was
small, there were configurations that produced rolling moments
probably sufficient to trim the configuration and allow some
maneuvering at low angles of attack. Lower wing-surface spoilers.
inboard upper surface spoilers, and leading-edge extensions were
all ineffective in producing significant amounts of rolling moment
over the range of Mach number and angle of attack Reversal of
the direct{on of rolling moment with changing Mach number
occurred with inboard spoilers Autho=
_171-20127"_ Applied Physics Lab., Johns Hopkins Univ,, Silver
Spring, Md.
l"WO-OI ME NSlONAL, SUPERSONIC MIXING OF
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HYDROGEN AND AIR NEAR A WALL
Charlie LYates Washington NASA Mar. 1971 46 p refs
(Contract NASr-76)
(NASA-CR-1793) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Parallel injection of hydrogen at Mach 119 from a rectangular
walt-slot into a Maeh 2.1 airstream was experimentally investigated
using instream probes. The development of pressure, temperature,
composition and velocity profiles was measured to a downstream
distance of 30 slot heights for two values of the hydrogen-to-a=r
mass flux ratio: 0.088 and 0.120. From the data, there are
determined the growth rates of the turbulent species, energyand
momentum transfer layer thicknesses, and the decay rates of the
composition, temperature and velocity maxima. The attainment of
self-similarity in the case of species transfer is also examined.
Author
N71-20128# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN APPLICATIONS OF
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
G.G. Popeand LA. Schmit. eds. Feb. 1971 203 p refs
(AGARD-AG-149-71; AGARDOGRAPH-149) Avail: NTIS
CONTENTS:
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS L. A Schmit
andG. G. Pope p 2 13 refs
2. A BASIS FOR ASSESSING THF STATE OF THE
ART L.A. Schmit p 14 29 refs
3. CLASSICAL OPTIMIZATION THEORY RELEVANT
TO THE DESIGN OF AEROSPACE STRUCTURES G G Pope
p 30-33 refs
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INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS
L A Sehmit and G G Pope In its Structural Design Appl. of
Mathematical Programming Tech Feb 1971 p 2 13 refs
Avail NTIS
The application of mathematical programming methods to
aerospace structural design is discussed The fundamental ideas are
dlustrated by considering the elementary examples of a simply
supported column and a two-bar truss The traditional approach to
least weight destgn of aircraft structures is stated to be formulating
the optimization problem in terms of equations, and a variation is
the reduction of the objective function to one of a single variable.
Terminology used in mathematical programming is defined and the
main features in applying the techniques to structural design are
outlined Mathematical programming techniques applied to materials
selection is usually characterized by a discrete set of available
materials, even for composite materials. N.E.N.
N71-20139"# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France).
OPTIMIZATION UNDER AEROELASTIC CONSTRAINTS
H. Ashley, S. C. Mclntosh, Jr., and W. H. Weatherhill In its
Structural Design Appl. of Mathematical Programming Tech. Feb.
1971 p 144-173 refs Sponsored by NASA and the AF
(NASA-CR-117198) Avail: NTIS CSCL20K
Two major lines of development in the optimization of
aeroelastic constrants for high performance aircraft design are
discussed. The optimization of problems with one-dimensional space
variable can be identified as a variational problem and reduced to
systems of first-order ordinary differential equations, Discretization
by assumed-mode and finite element methods are also described,
and the controt variables are replaced with a finite vector of n
adjustable element properties. Minimization of the chosen merit
function amounts to a search of n-vectorspace. Mathematical
discussions of examples are given for each method, and the
importance of each method in future development is indicated.
N.E.N.
N71-20140# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IN AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATION DESIGN
B. Silver and H. Ashley In its Structural Design Appl. of
Mathematical Programming Tech. Feb. 1971 p 174-194 refs
Avail: NTIS
Parametric analysis and automated search methods for
preliminary design optimization are compared, and methods of
optimization that go beyond parametric analysis are investigated.
Indirect methods, such as the calculus of variations, are mentioned.
Direct methods of optimization are discussed including selection of
design variables, constraint formulation, methods with and without
derivatives, one dimensional search methods, and convergence
criteria. The indirect methods solve auxiliary problems, while the
direct methods adopt a hill-climbing strategy on the objective
function directly, Operational results of direct search methods are
given, and the field of man-computer interactive design is briefly
described. N.E.N.
N71-20156"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va.
INVESTIGATION OF FLOW FIELD DEVELOPMENT FOR A
SERIES OF SONIC BOOM WINDTUNNELMODELS
Harry L Runyan, Herbert R. Henderson, Odell A. Morris, and
ChristineG. Pusey Washington Mar, 1971 21 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6143: L-7236) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A wind tunnel experiment has been conducted at a Mach
number of 27 to study the growth of the pressure field as a
function of distance from sonic boom models, Six models were
tested: two delta planforms and four rectangular planforms including
one model with side plates The measured sonic boom pressure
signatures are compared with ealeulatee signatures based on
theories for two- and three_dimensiona I flows Author
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N71-20157# Aircraft Research Association, Ltd. Bedford
(England).
POSSIBILITIES FOR SCALE EFFECT ON SWEPT WINGS
AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS. RECENT EVIDENCE FROM
PRESSURE PLOTTING TESTS
A. B. Haines Feb. 1971 36 p refs Presented at AGARD Fluid
D_/n. Panel Specialists' Meeting, Goettingen, Germany. 26 28 Apr.
1971
(ARA-18) Avail: NTIS
The possibilities for scale effect on swept wings under super-
critical flow conditions at high subsonic speeds are discussed on the
basis of evidence from pressure plotting tests on a variety of wings
For the Super VC 10. comparison of pressure distributions meas-
ured in flight, and in model tests at R = 5.4 million shows some
scale effect but it is not dramatic, largely because there is no incip-
ient rear separation tendency in the tunnel tests. For other designs
however, the scale effect could be much greater: it is shown that
the underfixing technique has limitations when applied to a
sweptback wing. Examples are included where the flow patterns are
very complex with many interacting features, in such cases, it is
often difficult even to forecast whether the scale effect is favorable
or unfavorable. Author
N71-20158=# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL CAPABILITY OF 18 x 5.5, TYPE 7, AIRCRAFT
TIRES ON WET SURFACES
ThomasA Byrdsong Washington Mar. 1971 19 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6202: I--7547) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1A
An experimental investigation was made to evaluate the
free-rolling cornering capability of a high-speed aircraft nose-wheel
tire. Data were obtained for several 18 × 5.5. type 7 tires with
three tread designs (three-grooved. six-grooved, and dimple) at
wheel yaw angles up to 30 deg and ground speeds up to 110 knots
on various wet and flooded test surfaces. The results show a
characteristic variation of cornering capability with wheel yaw angle
and suggest a maximum cornering capability at an angle of
approximately 10 deg, The surface texture, wetness condition, and
ground speed are shown to have a pronounced effect on the
cornering capability of the test tires. The results also show that the
tires with three- and six-grooved-tread designs developed cornering
capability that was comparable to and significantly greater than
that of the dimple-tread tires Author
N71-20180# Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.. Long Beach, Calif.
FORMAT-FORTRAN MATRIX ABSTRACTION TECHNIQUE.
VOLUME 2: DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL COMPUTER
PROGRAM, EXTENDED, SUPPLEMENT 3 Final Report, 1 Jul.
1968 -30 Apt. 1970
W. J. Lackey and S. H, Miyawaki Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio
AFFDL Aug. 1970 161 p refs
(Contract F33615-68-C-1633)
lAD-715982: DAC-33569-Vol-2-Suppl-3;
AFFDL-TR-66-207-Vol-2-Suppl-3) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/11
The FORMAT System has been updated by the incorporation
of additional basic capability and the refinement of existing
capability. A simpler mode of updating case data and extended force
method matrix generation capability has been incoq3orated in Phase
I of the system. A refined Structure Cutter module, capabilities for
matrix partitioning and instruction looping, and an additional
eigenvalue/eigenvector extraction module havebeen incorporated in
Phase II. Finally the limitations which existed in the matrix
plotting capability in Phase III have been eliminated. Programming
documentation for the extended capability of Phase II of the FORMAT
System is presented in the report, Author (GRA)
N71-20181"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A
ROCKET-VEHICLE MODELWITH LOW-ASPECT-RATIO
WING AND TAIL SURFACES
ErnaldB. Graves Washington Mar. 1971 52 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2159- L-7339) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to determine
the static aerodynamic characteristics of a rocket vehicle model
with low aspect ratio cruciform wing and tail surfaces at Mach
numbers from 1 50 to 464 The results indicate that the model with
the wings in the aft position provided less variation in the center
of pressure location with Mach number than the model with the
wings in the forward position For both wing positions, however,
the model exhibited non-linear pitching moment characteristics _n
the lower Mach number and angle of attack ranges. Little or no
induced roll or yaw was indicated over the ranges of angle of attack
and Mach number Author
N71-20182"# General Motors Corp., Indianapolis, Ind Allison
Div.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ADVANCED
CONCEPTS TO INCREASE TURBINE BLADE LOADING.
VOLUME 7: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MODIFIED
JET-FLAP ROTOR BLADE
H G. Lueders Washington NASA Mar 1971 31 p refs
(Contract NAS3-7902)
(NASA-CR-1759: EDR-4909-VoI-7) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
The performance of a single stage turbine with a modified
jet flat rotor blade was investigated over a range of secondary
airflows and expansion ratios while operating at design equivalent
speed The blade modification cons=sted of reducing the axial chord
at all radii 0.276 inch by remowng metal from the leGding edge
portion of the original blade The nose of the blade was recontoured
to blend into the suct=on and pressure surfaces The leading edge
portion of the original blade had very little turning and it was
therefore anticipated that the additional loading to the modified
blade would be small. The results of the investigation are compared
to the performance of the original let flap blade Both rotors we
tested with the same stator. Auth
N71-20183*# Southampton Univ. (England) Inst. of Sound and
Vibration Research.
THE TRANSMISSION OF SONIC BOOM SIGNALS INTO
ROOMS THROUGH OPEN WINDOWS. PART 1: THE
STEADY STATE SOLUTION
P.G. Vaidya [1970] 35 p refs
(Grant NGR-52-025-003)
(NASA-CR- 111786) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20A
As a first step m calculating transient pressLre time-histories
in rooms due to sonic booms, a solution is sought for the pressure
field generated inside a room due to an incoming ha_-monic wave.
incident onto a window. The basic problems of sound radiation and
diffraction are first discussed. These are used to obtain a solution
in the case of a room with hard walls and normal incidence, first
by viewing the room as a terminated duct, and later by the Green's
function method. The concept of the mode excitation distribution
function is used to match the boundary conditions This concept
has been extended for oblique incidence. General properties of the
distribution function were derived Author
N71-20191"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
A WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF HELICOPTER
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL IN REARWARD FLIGHT IN
GROUND EFFECT
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Robert J. Huston and Charles E. K. Morris, Jr. Washington Mar.
1971 40 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6118; L-7432) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
An investigation was conducted in the Langley full-scale
tunnel to study the aerodynamics that produce directional-control
problems for a helicopter with a tail rotor in low-speed rearward
flight in ground effect. A helicopter model mounted close to the
tunnel floor was tested in tail winds from 0 to 25 knots. Author
N71-20195"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va
A STUDY OF THE MIXING OF HYDROGEN INJECTED
NORMAL TO A SUPERSONIC AIRSTREAM
R. Clayton Rogers Washington Mar. 1971 54 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6114; L-7386) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
The effects of the ratio of jet dynamic pressure to free-stream
dynamic pressure, in the range of 0.5 to 1.5. on the penetration
and mixing of a sonic hydrogen jet injected normal to a Mach 4
airstream were determined. Free-stream conditions consisted of a
stagnation temperature of 300 K and stagnation pressures of 13.6
and 20.4 atmospheres. Turbulent boundary-layer thickness at the
injection station was 2.70 injector diameters. Measurements of
hydrogen volume fraction and pitot pressure were made at
downstream stations between 7 and 200 injector diameters. It was
found that the penetration trajectory was proportional to the 0.3
power of the dynamic-pressure ratio and the decay of the maximum
concentration (to values of 0,1) was inversely proportional to the
square root of the downstream distance. Nondimensional
concentration profiles for the vertical surveys were approximated by
Gaussian-type functions and showed similarity at stations equal to
or greater than 60 injector diameters. Author
N71-20196# National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario) Div of Mechanical Engineering
CIRCULATION CONTROL BY SLOT SUCTION ON A
CIRCULAR CYLINDER. MEASURED FORCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SMOOTH DOUBLE SLOTTED
CYLINDER
RA. Tylerand R.G Williamson Jul 1970 30 p refs
(NRC 11714: LR-539) Avail NTIS
Force characteristics are presented for a uniformly smooth
circular cylinder, equipped with one and two spanwise sharp-edged
slots (slot separation 60 deg. s/d _ 0.05). Suction coefficients
from zero to about 1 0 (per slot) were applied over the complete
incidence range at low mainstream Mach number (Mn 015, R
sub e 100.000 to 700,000) Tile single slot data are compared
with earlier results for arelattvely rough cylinder The two-slot data
are examined in some detail for the zero suction rate over the
cornplete incidence range, and the full test range of suction
coefficient at the particular incidence involving rear symmetry of slot
position Author
N71-20248# 8oe_ngCo,Seattle, Wash Aerospace Group
PREDICTION OF MECHANICAL EROSION OF CHARRING
ABLATORS
Laur_ H Hil_berg /n NBS Space Simulation Oct 1970
p 837 851 refs
Avail SOD $5 25
A simple method has been developed for predicting the
mechanical erosion of charring ablators exposed to an aerodynamic
environment The method requlresthe knowledge of two variables:
the aerodynamic shear stress at the ablating surface and the
surface temperature Test data are used to obtain two emptrical
constants necessary for correlating the erosion recession rate in
terms of these two variables. The empirical constants have been
determined for phenolic cork. phenolic carbon, epoxy-novolac, and
high density silicone rubber. Author
N71-20251# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio. Flight Dynamics Lab.
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIR FORCE
FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY REENTRY NOSE TIP
(RENT) FACILITY
J. C. Beachler In NBS Space Simulation Oct. 1970 p 893 904
refs
Avail: SOD $5.25
Reentry missile nose tip development requires ground test
facilities capable of simultaneously producing extreme pressures
and heat transfer rates. A Reentry Nose Tip (RENT) Facility was
developed to produce this high pressure hyperthermal environment,
The present and planned capability of this facility is described and
typical pressure and heat transfer profiles of the test jet are shown.
Author
N71-20256"# Scripta Technica. Inc., Washington. D.C.
SECOND APPROXIMATION IN THE PROBLEM OF STRONG
VISCOUS INTERACTION ON THIN THREE DIMENSIONAL
BODIES [VTOROE PRIBIZHENIE V ZADACHE O SlLNOM
VIAZKOM VZAIMODEISTVII NATONKIKH
PROSTRANSTVENNYKH TELAKH }
V. V. Mikhailov NASA Mar. 1971 11 p refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Mekh. Zhidk. Gaza (Moscow),
Sep.--Oct. 1970 p 107-113
(Contract NASw-2036)
(NASA-TT-F-13538) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
A hypersonic perfect gas flow past a thin three dimensional
body under conditions of strong viscous interaction is studied.
Relations are derived which make it possible to reduce the problem
of determining the aerodynamic characteristics of an axisymmetric
body to a calculation of a flow past a certain equivalent body of
revolution at zero angle of attack. A second approximation for the
heat transfer and drag coefficients is obtained by the method of
outer and inner coalescing asymptotic expansions, An estimate is
made of the range of applicability and the accuracy of the
asymptotic theory on the basis of a comparison with examples of
exact numerical calculations Author
N71-20271"# Bell Aerospace Co., Buffalo, NY.
AN ANALYSIS OF CORRELATING PARAMETERS
RELATING TO HOT GAS INGESTION CHARACTERISTICS
OF JET VTOL AIRCRAFT
V. Krishnamoorthy Mar 1971 46 p refs
(Contract NAS1-10448)
(NASA-CR-111867) Avail: NTIS CSCL0tA
Inlet-air temperature rise data obtained from previous tests
on two small-scale configurations of a jet VTOL fighter-type model
over a range of exhaust pressure ratios, exhaust gas temperatures
and surface wind velocities, was analyzed for correlation with
several correlating parameters. The correlating parameters are used
to predict the large-scale model inlet temperature rise. The large
and small-scale results are compared Author
N71-20288"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF A 0.9 HUB-TIP-RATIO
AXIAL FLOW PUMP ROTOR WITH A BLADE-TIP DIFFUSION
FACTOR OF 0.63
DonaldC. Urasek Washington Mar. 1971 34 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2235: E-5765) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
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A 9-inch diameter axial flow rotor with a 0.9 hub-tip radius
ratio, a design flow coefficient of 070. and a blade tip diffusion
factor of 0.63 was tested in cold water under both cavitating and
noncavitatmg conditions. Radial surveys of the flow conditions at
the blade inlet and outlet were made At design flow. the rotor
produced an overall head-rise coefficient of 0.537 with an overall
efficiency of 920 percent The efficiency remained high over the
entire flow range Author
N71-20291"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio
FULL SCALE TESTS OF A SHORT LENGTH, DOUBLE
ANNULAR RAM INDUCTION TURBOJET CORRBUSTOR FOR
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
Porter J. Perkins. Donald F Schultz. and Jerrold O. Wear
Washington Mar. 1971 41 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6254: E-5899) Avail; NTIS CSCL 21E
A 40-in. diameter combustor 20.25 in. in length gave
performance equalling or exceeding that of a similar combustor 50
percent longer Tests were with inlet-air at 1150 F and 90 psia
at 1050 F and 60 psia, and at 600 F (589 K) and 90 psia, with
2200 F (1478 K) exit temperatures. Combustion efficiency was
100 percent, exit temperature profiles were good, and no visible
smoke was measured At cruise and takeoff, pattern factors were
0.20 and 0.25. and pressure loss 8.4 percent and 6.2 percent.
respectively. Blowout limits, altitude relight, and response to rapid
increase in fuel flow were measured over a wide operating range.
Durability was satisfactory for 100 hr although some metal burning
occurred at the 1150 F inlet temperature Author
N71-2029Z*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va.
UTILIZATION OF A FIXED BASE SIMULATOR TO STUDY
THE STALL AND SPIN CHARACTERISTICS OF FIGHTER
AIRPLANES
Frederick L. Moore, Ernie L Angtin, Mary S. Adams. Perry L. Deal.
and Lee H. Person, Jr Washington Mar. 1971 35 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6117; L-7420) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1A
An investigation was conducted to determine the feasibility
of using a fixed-base simulator for studies of the stall and spin
characteristics of fighter airplenes The simulator equipment consisted
of a fixed-base cockpit with limited physical cues. including a visual
display containing a target airplane for a realistic tracking task.
The project was conducted as a real-time digital simulation with
six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear equations of motion in which
aerodynamic input data for two representative fighter configurations
were used. One configuration was included to document its stall
characteristics, whereas the spin and recovery characteristics of the
other configuration were studied The results of the study indicated
that the fixed-base simulation technique could be employed for
studying the stall and spin characteristics of an airplane, Author
N71-20305_# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Electronics Research Center, Cambridge. Mass
FIXED-BASE SIMULATION EVALUATION OF VARIOUS
LOW-VISIBILITY LANDING SYSTEMS FOR HELICOPTERS
Paul S Rempfer. Lloyd E Stevenson, and Joseph S. Koziol, Jr.
Washington Apr. 1971 119 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-5913: C-119) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
A fixed-base simulation evaluation x various low-visibility
landing systems for helicopters has been made. The low-visibility
mission consisted of a straight-in glide slope and Iocalizer approach
with a flare and deceleration maneuver at the end The landing
systems consisted of a fully automatic system and six manual
systems. The manual systems consisted of three flight control
N71-20369
modes each being flown with a flight director indicator and then
with raw data displays. The three flight control modes were an
attitude command mode with an unaugmented vertical axis, an
attitude command mode with rate of descent command mode. The
landing systems and the helicopter were simulated on a hybrid
computer The landing systems were all digital A series of six
subjects consisting of two engineers and four instrument-rated pilots
flew each of the modes for the landing mission Performance data
were recorded by the digital computer and analog recorders. The
relatice performances of the modes are presented Author
N71-Z0330_ Curtiss-Wright Corp, Wood-Ridge. NJ
GASTURBINE COMBUSTION APPARATUS Patent
Ralph J. Sneeden. inventor (to NASA) Issued 18 Mar 1969 (Filed
23 Jun 1965) 11 p CI 60-3936: Int CI F02gl/00, 3/00;
Int CI F02c3/00 Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-XLE-10347-1 : US-Patent-3.433,015;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-466390) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL21E
The design and characteristics of a combustion apparatus
for a gas turbine engine are presented The apparatus consists of
a gas turbine unit in which the turbine nozzle guide vanes are used
to introduce substantially all of the diluent air into the combustion
gases Mixing of the diluent air with the combustion gases produces
a uniform temperature of the resulting gases both circumferentially
and radially thus avoiding regions of excessive temperature in the
_ombustion gases. Official Gazette of the U.S Patent Office
N71-Z0334# Comision Nacional de Investigaciones Espamales.
Buenos Aires (Argentina).
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS [SISTEMAS
AUTOMATICOS DE CONTROL DE VUELO}
T. Hajduk 1969 33 p In SPANISH Its Informe de Contrato
No, 9
Avail: NTIS
The dynamic response of a vehicle and its automatic flight
control system is analyzed for four distinct types of systems. The
system types are: (1) use of an activating signal to realign the
control surfaces; (2) use of an error in postion for the basic
correction signal; (3) use of a signal derived from the angular
ve/ocity of the vehicle; and (4) use of angular velocity of the
displacement of the control surfaces for the correction signal.
Transl. by F.O.S
N71-20347# National Aerospace Lab. Tokyo (Japan)
INVESTIGATION OF COMBUSTION PERFORMANCE OF
TURBOJET COMBUSTOR
Teikich= Otsuka, Shoii Horiuchi. and Kokichi Homma 1970 37 p
refs In JAPANESE: ENGLISH summary
(NAL-TR-204) Availl NTIS
Combustion performances of turbojet combustor models
were studied varying inlet-air pressure, temperature and velocity
independently Characteristics of the combustion performance
such as combustion efficiency and temperature distribution in the
combustion zone were obtained for different air-entry hole
arrangements and fuel nozzles of the can-type combustors.
Author
N71-20369# Dunlap and Associates, Inc, Santa Monica. Calif.
THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN
AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDINGS AND ACCIDENTS
Clyde A Brictson In AGARD Adaptation and Acclimatisation in
AerospaceMed. Mar, 1971 7 p refs
Avail: NTIS
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An analysis of carrier landing accidents during a five year
period (1965 -1969) showed that environmental causal factors
contributed to 27% of all jet landing accidents. Pitching deck was
the most frequently cited environmental causal factor and was
cited in 15% of the landing accidents. The F4 aircraft had the
highest percentage of environment related mishaps (36%). half of
which were pitching deck accidents (18%). Furthermore, pitching
deck conditions were found to, be related to two accident types.
hard landings and undershoots, which accounted for 93% of all
landing accidents. Pi(ot/aircraft height tracking responses under
different levels of deck pitch were analyzed and results indicate that
deck motion in excess of four feet may result in a 180 deg phase
relation between deck pitch and pilot height tracking for certain
aircraft Synchronized records of deck motion and pilot aircraft
height tracking during final approach to night carrier landing deck
chasing phenomenon and provide graphic evidence of the
consequences of 180 deg phase lags, especially for high accident
risk aircraft Author
N71-20392"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
DESIGN STUDY OF SHAFT FACE SEAL WITH
SELF-ACTING LIFT AUGMENTATION. 3: MECHANICAL
COMPONENTS
Lawrence P Ludwig and Robert L Johnson Washington Mar
1971 19 p refs
(NASA-TND 6164; E-5980) Avail: NTIS CSCL11A
A main shaft face seal with self-act_ng geometry was designed
for gas turbine engine applications The seal design goal was to
minimize thermal deformation; this was achieved, in part, through
use of thermal shielding and through use of a molybdenum alloy
which has high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion
Also. the seal seat was structurally isolated from the shaft by a
radial spacer which mitigated the thermal movements of the shaft
Further, axial clamping of the seat through a bellows spacer limited
the axial clamping force and thus minimized clamping deformation
Wear measurements after 120 hours of operation under simulated
engine conditions of a 200 psi {138 N/sq cm) pressure differential,
a 400-ft/sec (122-m/sec) sliding speed, and a 1000 F (811 K)
sealed gas temperature showed that thermal deformation was not
excessive Author
N71-20398"# Wyoming Univ, Laramie Dept of Physics
AN AIRCRAFT BORNE DUST PARTICLE COUNTER AND
ITS APPLICATIONS TO THE STUDY OF CLEAR AIR
TURBULENCE
James M Rosen and Robert A Sadler [19701 16 p refs
(Contract NAS1 9592)
(NASA-CR 111864) Avail: NTIS CSCL04B
The instrumentation required for the detailed mapping of aerosol
concentration in a region of clear air turbulence is described The
stages presented are the initial development of an airborne aerosol
detector, environmental testu_g, and field testpng The results indicate
that a qualdatlve measurement of atmospheric aerosols can be
made by an airborne particle counter F 0 S
N71-20419"# National Aeronauttcs and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland Ohio
SMOKE EVALUATION OF AMODIFIEDJ-57 COMBUSTOR
Jack Grobman and Leonidas C Papathakos Washington Mar
1971 38 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2236; E-6005) Avml NTiS CSCL21E
An experimental mvesttgatLon was conducted to reduce
smoke emission from a J-57 turboiet engine burning ASTM A-1
fuel by making modifications to the primary zone of the combustor
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Tests were performed with a single J-57 combustor liner that was
installed in a 12-inch-diameter pipe Mixing and percentage airflow
in the primary zone were increased by varying the geometry of
combustor dome and liner air-entry openings The final modification
reduced the smoke number from 64 to 24 at simulated takeoff
conditions (combustor inlet total pressure. 123 arm) This was
accompanied by a significant reduction in altitude relight capability.
Author
N71-20420"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio
SUMMARY OF COLD-AIR TESTS OF A SINGLE-STAGE
TURBINE WITH VARIOUS STATOR COOLING TECHNIQUES
Thomas P. Moffitt, Herman W Prust. Jr, Edward M Szanca. and
Harold J Schum [1971) 22 p refs Presented at the 16th
Ann Intern Gas Turbine Conf, and Prod Show, Houston. Tex. 28
Mar. 1Apr 1971: sponsored by the Am Soc ofMech Engr
(NASA TM-X-52968) Avail NTIS CSCL21E
The results of a series of cold-air tests of the aerodynamic
effects of coolant on turbine performance are preser_ted Annular
stator exit surveys and single-stage tests were made of a 30-inch
diameter turbine using three stmulated coolant types of staler
blading The first ejected coolant into the mamstreamthroughaslot
in the blade trailing edge The other two were of the porous skin
type. one utilizing a self-supporting shell with discrete holes for
variable porosity, and the other a wtre mesh skin wrapped around
an internal support strut with individual metering orifices and
supply passages Results are presented in terms of stator exit wake
traces, stator efficiencles, stage efficiencies, and rotor efficiencies
Author
N71-20421"# Lockheed-California Co., Burbank.
RESEARCH PROGRAM TO DETERMINE ROTOR RESPONSE
CHARACTERISTICS AT HIGH ADVANCE RATIOS Final
Report
W. A. Kuczynski and G. J. Sissingh Feb. 1971 220 p refs
Sponsored in part by Army
(Contract NAS2-5419)
(NASA-CR-114290; LR-24122) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
The stability and response characteristics of directly controlled
rigid rotors at high advance ratios were determined experimentally.
The applicability of _,n existing mathematical model was evaluated
by correlation with the test resu(ts. Provisions were made in the
design of the rotor to vary the blade Lock number and the first
flapping mode frequency. The blade Lock number was changed by
adding weight at the tip of each blade. The flapping frequency was
varied in two ways; by changing the stiffness of an inboard section
of the blade (flapping flexure) and by changing the rotor speed.
For each blade, one tip weight and two flexures were available
which yielded four basic rotor configurations, Each basic configuration
was tested at various rotational speeds. Eighteen discreet
combinations of blade Lock number and flapping frequency were
investigated. Nominal blade Lock number values were 5.0 and 3.0
and flapping frequency ranged from 1.14 to 2.39. Response data
were taken at advance ratios up to 1.75 (including hover). Rotor
derivatives with respect to four excitations were obtained, including
collective pitch, longitudinal cyclic pitch, lateral cyclic pitch, and
rotor shaft angle of attack. Author
N71-20429" Hughes Research Labs, Malibu, Calif
THRUST DYNAMOMETER Patent
Siegfried Hansen. inventor (to NASA) Issued 26 Aug. 1969 (Filed
10 Oct. 1967) 4 p CI. 73-117.4: Int, CI. G0115/12 Sponsored
by NASA
(NASA-Case-XLE-05260: U S-Patent-3.463.001 ;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-674355) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL14B
A dynamometer for measuring the thrust of jet and rocket
N71-20548
enginesisdescribed.Thethruststandhasa movableengine
mountingplatformsupportedatthreepointsaboveafixedplatformbylegshavingpivotalends.Counterweightsarelocatedbelow the
platform and connected through rigid lever arms to the legs.
Displacement of the platform along the direction of the thrust axis
of the engine provides measurement of the thrust.
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent Office
N71-20505# Bureau of Mines, Bartlesville, Okla.
RADIOTRACER STUDY OF TURBINE AIRCRAFT FUEL
STABILITY
M. L Whisman. F. O. Cotton. J. W. Goetzinger. and C. C Ward
Mar. 1971 34 p refs
(BMRI-7493) Avail: Issuing Activity
A radiotracer method for detecting the contribution of selected
components and additives to thermally induce deposits of turbine
aircraft fuels is discussed Fuels were examined before and after
52 weeks of storage at 130 F Of particular concern was the
influence of aromatic hydrocarbon fuel constituents on
thermal-stability quality of jet fuels during storage. A microfuel coker
test apparatus was used to thermally stress the test fuels and
blends, and the resultant contribution to deposits of selected fuel
components, labeled with carbon-14, was determined by
radioactive-counting techniques. Author
N71-20523'_# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
EFFECTS OF SURFACE CATALYSIS ON HEAT TRANSFER
TO SHUTTLE ORBITERS
HowardA. Stine 15 Mar. 1971 21 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-62016) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20M
The aerothermodynamic environment generated during much
of the shuttle orbiter's entry flight consists of a flow of atoms and
molecules. Oxygen is completely atomic and nitrogen is partly
atomic and partly molecular Two kinds of interactions of atoms with
the shuttle surface are reviewed. First. the catalytic efficiency of the
surface can change the incident heat transfer rate by factors of from
two to three, depending upon whether the surface is chemically
inert or chemically active, over the enthalpy range of peak heating
A corresponding surface radiation equilibrium temperature change
of about 240 deg is calculated to be possible. Second. although
information is scarce, indications are that oxidation rates of metals
under attack by oxygen atoms can be one to two orders of
magnitude greater than those corresponding to attack by oxygen
molecules, Substantial improvement in shuttle operational capability.
survivability, and longevity evidently can accrue if interaction of
atomic oxygen with the shuttle surface can be suppressed
Author
N71-20531 *# Techtran Corp., Glen Burnie. Md
COMBUSTION OF MAGNESIUM PARTICLES IN RAREFIED
AIR [GORENIYE CHASTITS MAGNIYA V RAZREZHENNOM
VOZDUKHE]
V. A. Fedoseyev et al Washington NASA Mar 1971 4 p
refs Transl. into ENGLISH from Fiz. Aerodispersnykh Sistem
(USSR),no. 2, 1970 p 98 101
(Contract NASw-2037)
(NASA-TT-F-13503) Avail: NTIS CSCL21B
The results are evaluated of an experimental study of the
combustion of large particles of magnesium during a change in the
pressure of the ambient medium within the range from 100 to 760
mm Hg. It is found that the combustion time of a magnesium
particle during an increase in the external pressure does not decrease
monotonically, but passes through a maximum at pressures of the
order of 400 mm Hg. Data concerning the length of the particle
flame are obtained. Author
N71-20533"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
CONVERSION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL TURBOJET
COMBUSTOR FROM ASTM A-1 FUEL NATURAL GAS FUEL
FrancisM. Humenik Washington Mar. t971 33 p refs
(NASA-TM-X:2241; E-6031) Avail: NTIS CSCL20M
A side-entry turbojet combustor previously developed with
ASTM A-1 fuel was redesigned to use natural gas fuel. The
rectangular test section simulated a segment of an annular turbojet
combustor. Five combustor liner configurations and two fuel nozzle
geometries were evaluated. Natural gas fuel temperatures ranging
from -259 to 1200 F were investigated. The test conditions were as
follows: nominally atmospheric inlet pressure: inlet air temperature
to 600 F: and diffuser inlet Mach numbers of 0.24.0.30, and 037
corresponding to nominal reference velocities of 77, 100. and 120
ft/sec, respectively The combustor configurations were designed
to achieve combustor exit temperatures combustion efficiency and
desirable radial exit-temperature profiles having low pattern factors
were achieved with only minor combustor modifications. Ignition
was readily obtained with natural gas temperatures of -235 F.
Author
N71-20539# Illinois Univ. Urbana
HEAT TRANSFER IN RESONANT CAVITIES SPANNED BY
LOW SPEED, TURBULENT, SHEAR LAYERS
D L. FentonandR A White [1970] 13 p refs
(Grant NSF GK-2053)
Avail: Issuincl Activity
The effect of cavity resonance on the dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities at low speeds was measured
in a free-jet wind tunnel A model of heat transfer in resonant
cavities spanned by low speed, turbulent, shear layers was used to
correlate both resonant and nonresonant results The effect of
resonance at low speeds where the pressure oscillations were weak
in relation to high speed results did not produce major flow
changes It was concluded that the cavity thermal characteristics
could be satisfactorily predicted by the nonresonant theory since the
resonance effects were immeasurable. J.M.
N71-20540# Illinois Univ., Urbana.
SOME RESULTS ON THE HEAT TRANSFER WITHIN
RESONANT CAVITIES AT SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
MACH NUMBERS
Robert A White [1970] 31 p refs
(Grant NSF GK-2053)
Avail: Issuing Activity
The heat transfer within two cavities (L/D = 1.25 and 2.0)
exhibiting self induced pressure oscillations (commonly referred to
as resonance) is discussed The tests were conducted with free
stream Mach numbers between 0.35 and 1.5 with corresponding
unit Reynolds numbers of 3.300.O00/ft to 4,100.O00/ft. The
approaching boundary layer and shear layer over the cavities were
turbulent at all times The pattern for the heat transfer coefficient
distribution over the cavity walls was in good agreement with that
found by other investigators. The effect of the self-incJuced pressure
oscillations, however, was found to cause large changes in the
level of the heat transfer, with low values occurring at the distinctive
peaks of the pressure oscillations The ratio of the integrated heat
transfer within the cavity to the heat transfer from a flat plate with
area equal to the area of the cavity opening was found to vary from
I 10 to 0.40. depending on Mach number and cavity resonance
conditions Author
N71-20548# Loughborough Univ. of Technology (England). Dept
of Transport Technology.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY Research
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Report, 1970
K. L.C. LeggandD.J. Johns. eds. 1970 121 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Research efforts reported are concerned with: (1) aircraft
an'It missiles: (2) automobiles and heavy road vehicles. (3) surface
trains and tube transport vehicles; and (4) marine and tracked
hovercrafts. Other topics include problems of industrial aerodynamics
_elevant to civil engineering structures and their optimization and
control G.G
N71-20670" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif.
ATTITUDE CONTROLS FOR VTOL AIRCRAFT Patent
Frank A. Paulh inventor (to NASA) Issued 14 Oct 1969 (Filed
24Jan. 1968) 7 p C1.244-76;Int C1.964c13/50, 15/14
( NASA-Case-XAC-08972 ; US-Patent-3,472,470;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-700174) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL01A
Attitude control for VTOL aircraft can be achieved by employing
reaction nozzles displaced from various axes of the aircraft. The
nozzles are arranged two sets with each set of nozzles being fed
by a separate duct system selectively connected to a source of gas
under pressure, preferably bled off from a jet engine For control
about each orthogonal axis, nozzles of the first set are controlled
mechanically and nozzles of the second set are controlled electrically
by servo motors. A valve is interposed between the supply duct
and ducts feeding the separate systems and is movable into two
positions to supply one or the other system exclusively of the
other. Biasing means urges the valve into position for manual
control and electrically operated means urges it into position for
electrical control Hence, the system Ls returned to manual control
immediately at pilot option or by failure of the electrical system
Official Gazette of the U.S Patent Office
N71-20617# Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne. Calif.
A PRACTICAL OPTIMIZATION DESIGN PROCEDURE
FOR STABILITY AUGMENTATION Final Technical Report.
Jan, Nov, 1969
R. L. Stapleford, D. T. McRuer, L. G Hofmann. and L. G. Teper
Wright-PattersonAFB, Ohio AFFDL Oct. 1970 125 p refs
(Contract F33615-69-C-1359)
(AD-717168; STI-TR-187-1; AFFDL-TR-70-11) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 1/3
A systematic procedure for the design of aircraft stability
augmentation systems is presented. The key features of this
procedure are the selection of essential feedbacks from an
examination of several handling quality metrics and the use of
parameter optimization techniques to determine the numerical values
of the SAS parameters. The optimization probiem is structured to
include both manual and SAS feedbacks The cost function includes
pilot tracking errors and SAS control deflections, A method of
selecting the relative weighting is presented. The feasibility of this
procedure is demonstrated by applying it to the longitudinal axis
of the F-4 aircraft. Three widely different flight conditions are
selected. For all three, the same SAS form (pitch rate and normal
acceleration feedbacks to the elevator), the identical problem
formulation, and the same method of. selecting the cost function
weights are used The resulting systems are judged quite satisfactory
and well within the short-period requirements of the current military
handling qualities specification Author (GRA)
N71-20630*# Cornel/Aeronautical Lab., Inc.. Buffalo, NY.
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION
OF A DOPPLER RADAR TECHNIQUE FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF THE FLOW GENERATED BY WING TIP
VORTICES Final Summary Report
William W. Joss, Hendrik W, Prinsen. and Calvin C. Easterbrook
20Jan. 1971 55 p refs
(Contract NAS1-10290)
(NASA-CR-111877; CAL-AF-3015-C-1) Avail: NTIS CSCL20P
Results are described of tests conducted to determine if
radar reflective chaff injected at the wing tip of an aircraft would
be ingested into the vortex structure and sufficiently distributed to
allow velocity profiles to be measured by a Doppler radar. The
results are presented in the form of flow field visualization results
and an analysis of radar returns. The data show that individual
chaff filaments dispensed at the wing tips of an Aztec aircraft are
entrained by the wing tip vortices. An examination of the radar
returns reveals the presence of large Doppler spreads in relatively
small regions of the vortices It was also found that a substantial
percentage of the chaff had a tendency to form clumps which
hampered the determination of the detailed velocity profiles.
Author
N71-20666# National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
Atlantic City. N J
VORLOC 2 FAR PART 171 COMPLIANCE TEST Final
Report, Mar. Sep. 1970
FredenckW Marschall Apr. 1971 65 p
(FAA-RD-71-12: FAA-NA-71-5) Avail: NTIS
A low cost simplified directional approach system called
VORLOC was developed The equipment was examined by the
Federal Aviation Administration as part o1 an effort to determine the
acceptability of VORLOC 2 as a non-federal IFR aid for pubhc use
This examination consisted of performing tests to gather data
relative to the requuements of part 171, subpart F, of the Federal
Awation Regulations Test data were also obtained on the effect
of environmental factors on elements of the system The tests are
described and the resulting data are presented in graphs and
tables Author
N71-20674"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
A SUPERSONIC INLET-ENGINE CONTROL USING ENGINE
SPEED AS A PRIMARY VARIABLE FOR CONTROLLING
NORMAL SHOCK POSITION
Francis J Paulovich. George H. Neiner. and Ralph E. Hagedorn
Washington Mar. 1971 43 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6021: E-5492) Avail: NTIS CSCL21A
A cross coupled inlet engine control system concept is
presented for a supersonic propulsion system consisting of a
mixed compression inlet and a turbojet engine The control system
employs manipulation of both bypass door flow area and engine
speed to stabilize normal shock position in the inlet Specifically. the
case of slow-acting bypass doors used as a reset control where
engine speed is the primary means of shock position control is
described. Experimental results are presented showing performance
of the control system with a NASA-designed inlet and a turbojet
engine operating at Mach 2.5 in the Lewis 10- by 10-Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Author
N71-20685# Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer
Luft- und Raumfahrt. Goettingen (West Germany). Abteilung
Aerodynamik
A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE EQUATION FOR THE
DRAG OF THE KARMAN VORTEX STREET [KRITISCHE
BETRAGHTUNGEN DER FUER PERIODISCHE TOTWASSER
GELTENDEN KARMANSCHEN WlDERSTANDSGLEICHUNG 1
M. Tanner Jun. 1970 23 p refs In GERMAN; ENGLISH
summary
(DLR-FB-70-27: AVA-FB-7007) Avail: NTIS; ZLOI Munich: 6 DM
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The periodic wake behind bluff bodies is examined with
special regard to the Karman drag equation. The assumptions of
the Karman equation are inspected under new points 'of view
considering the effect of the steady part of the base flow on the
drag. This gives a new estimate for the vortex strength. The
differences existing between the drag measured directly and that
derived from the Karman equation are explained. Author (ESRO)
N71-20695# California Univ., La Jolla. Dept. of the Aerospace
and Mechanical Engineering Sciences.
A KOITER-TYPE METHOD FOR FINITE ELEMENT
ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR.
VOLUME 2: USER'S MANUAL FOR PROGRAM BEHAVE
Final Report, 17 Oct. 1969-17 Oct. 1970
R, T. Haftka. R. H. Mallett. and W Nachbar Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio AFFDL Nov. 1970 108 p
(Contract F33615-69-C- 1899)
(AD-717181 ; AFFD L-TR-70-130-Vol-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/11
The report contains the description of the FORTRAN language
program BEHAVE that was used to obtain the numerical results
for the example problems that are presented and discussed in
Volume I. Program BEHAVE is designed for the analysis of the
structural behavior of rigidly jointed planar frames. The finite element
used for the analysis is the stability element described in Section
IV of Volume I. BEHAVE can perform a linear stability analysis, a
Modified Structure method analysis, a direct nonlinear analysis, and
comhinatlnn of the a_bove anal_e,_ This volume consists of three
parts: a Users guide; a programmers manual; and a listing of the
program and subroutines. Author (GRA)
N71-20702# Dynamic Science. Irvine, Calif,
FLIGHT VIBRATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
ON FORMATION OF COMBUSTIBLE MIXTURES WITHIN
AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS Final Report, 23 Jun. 1969 31
Mar. 1970
T. C. Kosvic, N. L Helgeson, and B. P. Breen Sep. 1970 87 p
refs
(Contract DAAJO2-69-C-D063)
(AD-875901; SN-162-F: USAAVLABS-TR-70-43) Avail: NTIS
CSCL21/2
The objective of the study was to determine fuel tank vapor
space characteristics for a simulated helicopter fuel tank and to
evaluate the potential hazard which exists. Fuel/air ratios were
measured as a function of time and position within the ullage of
the fuel tank for specified flight profiles. These results were
compared to published flammability limits as a basis for assessing
flight hazard potential. The flight profiles were simulated by
withdrawing fuel at rated engine usage from a vibrating tank held
at constant pressure and temperature. Parametric variations were
made in fuel temperature 40 to 100 F. flight altitude 0 to 15,000
feet. vibration environment, and fuel properties Liquid JP-4
versus JP-4 emulsion EF 4-104 H. Another important variable not
considered initially but which was uncovered during the course of
this investigation was the effect that the rubberized tank liner could
have on the measured fuel/air ratios. The extent of this effect was
found to be related to fuel temperature and exposure time of the
liner to tt_e fuel. The experimental results showed those ranges of
the test variables which had a significant effect on the measured
fuel/air ratios, They also demonstrated that fuel/air mixture
gradients do exist in fuel tanks under flight conditions. It was found
that tanks which would be considered safe as determined by
calculations for equilibrium conditions actually contain flammable
regions, even for level flight. An analytical model for the ullage
space was written which included transient fuel vapor diffusion and
convection which was brought about by venting of the ullage.
(GRA)
N71-20719"# Scientific Translation Service. Santa Barbara, Calif.
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR SINGLE-ROTOR HELICOPTERS
I. S. Dmitriyev et al Washington NASA Mar. 1971 325 p
refs Transl. into ENGLISH of the "Sistemy Upr. Odnovintovykh
Vertoletov'" Moscow. Mashinostr.. 1969 325 p
(Contract NASw-2035)
(NASA-TT-F-636) Avail: NTISHC$6.00/MF$095 CSCL01C
The theoretical foundations of helicopter stability, controllability,
and maneuverability are discussed to the extent necessary for the
design of control systems, with major attention being devoted to
clarification of the physical aspects of the phenomena. Those
characteristics of helicopter control systems which differentiate them
from airplane control systems are examined. The optimal helicopter
controllability characteristics, the rigid lifting rotor with control
gyroscope, and the mathematical description of the pilot transfer
functions in the closed loop helicopter control system are examined.
Author
N71-20754# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div
ESTIMATION OF STABILITY OF ELASTIC NONClRCULAR
CONICAL AND CYLINDRICAL ORTHOGONAL CASINGS
Yu. P. Petrov 16 Oct 1971 36 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH
from Samoletostr. Tekh Vozdush. Flora (Kharkov), no. 15. 1968
p 75 89
(AD-717014: FTD-HC-23-460-70) Ava,l: NTIS CSCL20/11
Noncircu!ar conica! and c;,!indrica! shells, orthotropic and
tsotropic, are used in various branches of industrial construction:
aircraft construction, ship construction, etc The stability analysis of
such shells, even in geometrically linear formulation, is a very
complex problem. The solution of this problem with the aid of the
presently known approximate analytic methods involves serious
difficulties. It is probable that this is one of the reasons for the very
small number of studies devoted to the stability of noncircular
conical and cylindrical thin-wall shells In the present paper this
problem is solved by the differential-difference method, which is
known in the literature as the method of straight lines or strip
method. Author (GRA)
N71-2076B_ Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
A DIGITAL COMPUTING DEVICE FOR AN INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
V. O. Storozhenko et al 28 Oct. 1970 10 p refs Transl. into
ENGLISH from Dopov Akad Nauk Ukr. RSR, Ser. A. F.-T. M. N.
(Kiev).v. 29, no. 9. 1967 p 827 -829
(AD-717058; FTD_HC-23-1504-68) Avail: NTIS CSCL9/2
The operation of a computer serving an inertial navigation
system with stabilization in the horizontal plane requires the solution
of a system of three nonlinear differential equations involving, as
variables, the latitude and longitude of the moving object, and the
angle which characterizes the position of the plane in the azimuth
with respect to the geographical system of coordinates.
Unfortunately. a computer designed to deal directly with these
equations involves a number of technical difficulties leading to
substantial errors. By introducing the Rodrigues-Hamilton parameters.
the author reduces the computing function essentially to the
solution of four linear differential equations equivalent to the original
system. One apparent advantage of a computer so designed is that
no shift to a second coordinate system is required in the case of
navigation near the poles. Author (GRA)
N71-20766"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF
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SCREEN INDUCED TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON
TURBOJET STALL MARGIN
James E Calogeras. Charles M Mehalic, and Paul L Burstadt
Washington Mar. 1971 55 p refs
(NASA-TN-X-2239; E-5981) Avail: NTIS CSCL21E
The effect of several circumferential, radial, and combined
distortions on the stall margin of a J85-GE-12 turbojet engine was
investigated The compressor was found to have a critical angle
of circumferential distortion equal to 60 deg For both single and
multiple circumferential distortions, loss in compressor pressure
ratio at stall was correlated with a simple distortion index based on
the lowest mean pressure in any 60 deg sector of the compressor
face flow field, Hub radial distortion was found to affect the
pumping capacity and pressure ratio of the compressor, but not stall
margin; however, tip radial distortion did affect the stall margin. The
circumferential component of a combined pattern was generally
found to be the predominant factor affecting stall margin. Author
N71-20768# Rome Univ. (Italy) School of Aerospace
Engineering.
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY OF MULTIWEB WING
STRUCTURES [CONTRIBUTO ALLA TEORIA DELLE
STRUTTUREALARI MULTILONGHERONE]
Carlo Arduini and Giuliano Quozzo Jul 1970 49 p refs In
ITALIAN: ENGLISH summary Its ATTI del Centro Ric Aerospaziall
No 29
Avail: NTIS
The problem of the torsion of a multiweb wing structure
is analyzed in the presence of stresses normal to the plane of the
section The transmission along the span of the stiffening effect
produced by the base section being built m is studied in detail The
analysis has been performed on a discrete scheme as well as on
a continuous scheme when the webs are in very large number
Author (ESRO)
N71-20774# Lincoln Lab. Mass Inst of Tech.. Lexington
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL Quarterly Technical Summary, 1
Aug. 31 Oct. 1970
HerbertG Weiss 15 Nov 1970 22 p
(Contract F19628 70-C-0230)
(AD-716816; ESD-TR-70-352) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17/7
The report covers the development of improved surveillance
and communication subsystems to meet the demands of the
automated NAS/ARTS Air Traffic Control system Field
measurements of the beacon interference environment were
completed and studies to upgrade sensor efficiency were intensified
Effort toward the development of a discrete address interrogator
with a data link was concentrated upon the core problem of
designing the signaling waveforms for both up and down links of the
system. Particular attention is being given to system performance
in the interference and multipath environment, as well as to system
and equipment compatibility with ATCRBS. The project to develop
an airborne s_tuation display of NAS/ARTS data has reached the
stage for definition of an experimental system The computer
simulated cockpit display has evoked enthusiastic response from
experienced pilots and traffic controllers Preliminary work on the
laser beam warning system for Logan Airport was completed with
successful demonstration of the prototype hardware in the
Laboratory Author (GRA)
Results of helicopter clearing experiments conducted at
the Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisburg,West Virginia. during the
period 7 to 29 Sep 1969. are presented and discussed. Thirty-five
hover experiments and runway-clearing experiments were performed
on 10 separate days with fog layers ranging from 125 to 525 ft
in depth The hover experiments, which were successful in virtually
all cases, yielded clearings that varied from 400 to 2800 ft in
length extent. The largest clearings occurred with the shallowest fog
during tests conducted within one hour or so of the natural
dissipation time of the fog. The runway-clearing experiments were
successful in clearing the full 6000 ft extent of the runway on two
occasions, were partially successful on four occasions and were
unsuccessful on 12 occasions. Six helicopter landings were
accomplished through artificially-created clearings. Quantitative
information is described concerning the wake penetration distances
of the helicopters, the steady-state clearing times, the total
entrainment (mixing) values and the persistence times of the clearings
following helicopter departure from the test sites. The temperature,
humidity and wind speed values within the cleared zones are also
given for certain of the experiments, Author (GRA)
N71-20811# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio Foreign TechnologyDiv
STABILITY OF DEFORMABLE SYSTEMS
A S Volmir 22 Oct 1970 113 p refs Transl into ENGLISH
from the book "Ustoichivost Deformiruemykh Sistem" Moscow,
Nauka Press, 1967 113 p
(AD-716938; FTD-HC-23 465-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/11
The book deals with the stability of various structural elements.
such as bars, plates, shells, beams and frame works of different
shapes and designs. It outlines certain problems of hydroelast_c_ty,
and aeroelasticity Criteria of dynamic stability, of initial imperfection,
excentnc compression, dynamic programming and uses of analog
computers are discussed Author (GRA)
N71-20824# Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio
ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS PRODUCED BY THE C-hA
AIRCRAFT DURING GROUND OPERATIONS Final Report,
Sep. 1969 Apr. 1970
John N Cole and Robert G. Powetl Oct 1970 113 p refs
(AD-716814;AMRLTR-70 53) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/1
Sound pressure levels produced by the C-5A aircraft during
ground runup at idle, taxi. and takeoff power settings were measured
at locations 200 meters radially distant from the aircraft. These
data were used to compute power spectra, directivity indices, and
contours of equal sound pressure tevel. A-weighted overall sound
level, permissible exposure time, speech interference level and
perceived noise level (tone-corrected) These contours can be used
to estimate these quantities over a maximum range from 125 to
1500 meters from the aircraft during ground operation for standard
meteorological conditions Measurements were also made at more
than 40 locations where maintenance and ground crews must
typically be located during normal operations A-weighted and
C-weighted overall sound levels and permissible exposure times
were determined for personnel at these locations with and without
ear protection Preferred speech interference I'evels were also
determined, Author (GRA)
N71-20806# Air Force Cambridge Research Labs., Bedford, Mass.
FOG MODIFICATION BY USE OF HELICOPTERS
Vernon G Plank, Alfred A Spatola. and James R, Hicks 28 Oct
1970 164 p Prepared in cooperation with Atmospheric Sci.
Lab Its Environ Res Papers No 335
(AD-716818; AFCRL-70-O593: ECOM-5339) Avail: NTIS CSCL
4/2
N71-20847# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England). Aerodynamics Dept.
LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL TESTS ON A
WING-FUSELAGE MODEL WITH AREA SUCTION THROUGH
PERFORATIONS AT THE LEADING-EDGE FLAP KNEE
S. F, J, Butler and J. A. Lawford London Aeron Res, Council
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1970 59 p refs Supersedes RAE-TR-67153:ARC-29756
(ARC-R/M-3640; RAE-TR-67153; ARC-29756) Copyright. Avail:
NTIS; HMSO: _'_150; BIS: S5.40
Distributed suction may be preferable to tangential blowing
as a method of boundary layer control to achieve high lift for civil
aircraft, because of its lower flow rates and power requirements.
Tests using practical perforated suction surfaces at the knee of futt
span leading edge flaps are reported, for conventional hinged flaps
and for an extending area arrangement having increased knee
radius. Stalling incidence increased progressively with suction rate.
Flow requirements were insensitive to perforation arrangement and
were little affected by simulated heavy rain; they were significantly
reduced by increase of open-area ratio (with accompanying fall of
plenum chamber depression and suction power) and increased by
surface imperfections and intersurface leaks. Author (ESRO)
N71-20848# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England). Aerodynamics Dept.
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AT M-8.5 OF WIRES AND
PROBES ON THE WAKE OF A MAGNETICALLY SUSPENDED
ROUNDED BASE CONE
J. F. W. Crane London Aeron. Res. Council 1970 25 p refs
Supersedes RAE-TR-70023:ARC-32287
(ARC-CP-1133: RAE-TR-70023; ARC-32287) Copyright. Avail:
NTIS; HMSO: 35p; BIS: $1.40
Transverse and axial probes and wires in the wake produce
two types of interference with the wake. With transverse probes
and wires the effect is to narrow the wake shock diameter and
move its source downstream. With axial probes and wires there
is an opposite effect. The former is apparent when the probe is
within three base diameters of the model, and the latter is
apparent when the edge of the viscous core is approached from
within. Author (ESRO)
N71-20849# Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough
(England). Engineering Physics Dept.
AIRFLOW RATE REQUIREMENTS IN PASSENGER
AIRCRAFT
E A, Timby London Aeron. Res. Council 1970 30 p refs
Supersedes RAE-TR-69228:ARC-31984
(ARC-CP-1136: RAE-TR-69228: ARC-31984) Copyright. Avail:
NTIS: HMSO: 40p: BIS: $1.60
Airflow requirements for cabins of passenger transport aircraft
are considered from the aspects of breathing, temperature control,
odor control, pressurization, and equipment cooling. In supersonic
aircraft the consequences of a pressurization failure and the
requirements of equipment cooling are likely to prevent much
reduction in airflow below current figures, In subsonic aircraft the
airflow could be reduced for pressurization but is likely to be
dictated by odor control on which information is lacking under
representative conditions. The minimum engine air bleed rate would
occur for a system which recirculates and purifies a proportion of
the cabin air Development of cabin air distribution systems would
be required if airflow is to be reduced. Author (ESRO)
N71-20857# British Aircraft Corp.. Filton (England). Electronics
and Space Systems.
CONCORDE FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION
T. T. Waiters 1970 34 p Presented at the 6th Intern. Aerospace
Instrumentation Syrup., Cranfield, Engl,. Mar. 1970
(ESS/ES-13) Avail: NTIS
The equipment used for flight data recording in the Concorde
prototype 002 is described and particular reference to the digital
system which is used for the recording of quasistatic parameters
is made. The major developments in the instrumentation for the
preproduction aircraft are also described. Author (ESRO)
N71-2OSS9# Entwicklungsring Nord, Bremen (West Germany).
EUROPEAN EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON RE-ENTRY
VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
H. Torte 1970 40 p refs Presented at the 4th EUROSPACE
US-European Conf+, Venice. 22-25 Sep 1970
Avail: NTIS
The tests performed in French and German wind and shock
tunnels for studying the thermal and stability behavior of some
configurations of reentry vehicles in different flow regions, are listed.
ESRO
N71-20902_ Aeronautical Research Council (Gt. Brit.).
CIVIL AIRCRAFT AIRWORTHINESS DATA RECORDING
PROGRAMME, SPECIAL EVENTS RELATING TO AIRSPEED
CONTROL AND HANDLING (JANUARY 1968 TO FEBRUARY
1969)
1970 41 p refs Supersedes RAE-TR-69238:ARC-32354
(ARC-CP-1135; RAE-TR-69238; ARC-32354) Copyright. Avaih
NTIS; HMSO: 55p; RIS: $2.20
A small number of jet aircraft in normal airline service
are fitted with recorders which produce continuous trace records
of airworthiness data for 14 parameters. Throughout the recording
period the records have been searched for unusual occurrences,
and each one has been studied to determine its nature and, where
possible, its cause. A selection of events relating to airspeed
control and handling recorded between January 1968 and February
1969 is described. Author (ESRO)
N71-20922# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
A DISCUSSION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEMS OF
BALLISTIC ROCKETS
Kuang-Ch'u I 11 Sep. 1970 9 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Hang K'ung Chih Shih (Mainland China), no. 4. 1960 p 1 2
lAD-717096: FTD-HT-23-575-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL 16/4
Russia launched two multistage ballistic missiles in 1960.
The deviation of the landing point with respect to trajectory range
was only one sixth-thousandth and the deviation of speed of flight
was three+one-hundred-thousandths, which indicated that a
condition of high perfection had been reached in rocket control
systems. The operating principles of rocket control systems were
introduced. The function of rocket control systems was explained.
A block diagram and three major components of the automatic
stabilizer were discussed. These components are: position fixing
element: amplification/conversion device and steering mechanism.
Finally, speed measurement mechanisms were brought up since
target accuracy is greatly influenced by errors in speed What the
author introduced was simply a concept of control system
equipment. Author (GRA)
N71-20924# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio. Foreign Technology Div.
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
B Lyanov 23 Oct 1970 11 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Naukn-Tekhn Obshchestva SSSR [Moscow), v 68. no. 4. 1966
p 30 33
(AD-717053: FTD-HT-23-122-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL1/3
Discussed briefly are some of the problems which were
encountered in the riveting and welding of D16T and V95T
high-strength aluminum aircraft alloys, and which led to the
development of the glue-welding technique used extensively in the
construction of AN-24 aircraft [fuselage - 67 percent glue-welded).
An 11-month comprehensive testing program is described and the
successful use of FL-4S adhesive, cured 7 hrs at 140 degrees, is
mentioned The glue-welding technique is described in general
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terms and the subsequent use of KLN-1 and VK-1MS epoxy-thiokol
resins (polymerized at 145-150 degrees cent=grade) is reported
Author (GRA)
N71-20938# Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough
(England). Aerodynamics Dept.
AN ANALYSIS OF OBLIQUE AND NORMAL DETONATION
WAVES
L H. Townend London Aeron. Res. Council 1970 45 p refs
Supersedes RAE-TR-66081 ; ARC-28317
(ARC-R/M-3638; RAE-TR-66081; ARC-28317) Copyright. Avail:
NTIS; HMSO: _ 1,10; BIS: $4.05
Plane detonation waves are analyzed, on the assumption
that the ratio of specific heats and the molecular weight are
constants. Heat release is quoted in terms of a dimensionless
parameter F, such that, for Chapman-Jouguet detonations F = 1,
for any strong detonation 1 less than F less than 2, and for shock
waves F = 2. Wave properties are shown to be functions either
of heat release and the component of upstream Mach number
normal to the wave. or of heat release and both normal and
streamwise components of upstream Mach number. The expressions
can be used to generalize existing programs for flows with two
dimensional or axisymmetric shock waves; they thus allow
computation of two dimensional or axisymmetric flow fields formed
between a body and a detonation wave. Author (ESRO)
N71-210OB* National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
EVENT RECORDER Patent
James M. Russell, Ill and William E. Fox. inventors (to NASA)
Issued 21 Nov. 1967 (Filed 30 Dec. 1965) 3 p CI. 346-50
(NASA-Case-XLA-01832; US-Patent-3,354,462;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-517858) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 14B
An event recorder with a constant speed motor which
rotates a recording disc is described. An ignitable coated wire that
produces carbon when subjected to an electrical current is positioned
immediately above the recording disc, When an event occurs, a
current is energized causing carbon to be deposited on the disc. The
angular position of the carbon spot with respect to a known
reference mark indicates the time of the event.
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent Office
CONTROL DISPLAYS
D. H. Weir, R. H. Klein. and D. T. McRuer Washington NASA
Mar. 1971 97 p refs
(Contract NAS2-3746)
(NASA-CR-1748) Avail: NTIS CSCL01D
Recent developments in the theory of manual control displays
lead to principles for analytical design of flight directors, given the
dynamics of the (augmented) vehicle and its manual control
system. The theory shows that there are effective director/vehicle
controlled element dynamics which are preferred from the standpoint
of pilot response and system performance. Other considerations
include response compatibility, display consistency, director/vehicle
system which satisfies both pilot-centered and guidance control
requirements. The analytical process for longitudinal control of
transport-type aircraft during landing approach is discussed.
Author
N71-21102"# Air Force Avionics Lab,, Holloman AFB, N.Mex
Detachment 1
OVERVIEW OF THE AF AVIONICS LABORATORY REENTRY
ELECTROMAGNETICS PROGRAM
Robert Rawhouser In NASA. Langley Res. Center The Entry
Plasma Sheath and its Effects on Space Vehicle Electromagnetic
Systems, Vol 1 1970 p 3 17
Avail: NTIS HC$9.00/MF$O.95 CSCL201
Studies of wave propagation through plasma since 1959
are reported Interest was initially generated by the Oyna Soar
program, which was to be a manned space vehicle. Model tests
were run in the hotshot tunnels More significant than the results
was the realization of the magnitude of the problem. A program
was inaugurated to study the problem from numerous approaches.
and many theoretical problems were solved Shock tube and tunnel
experiments on various configurations yielded results. Reflectometers
to yield antenna impedance measurements in the presence of
plasma were installed on some early Alias missiles. ASSET vehicles,"
and Trailblazer 2 vehicles. Four Trailblazers were instrumented and
flown to obtain data on wave propagation through plasma and
plasma noise Considerable effort was placed on methods of
alleviating the effects of plasma. Methods chosen for the program
were the aerodynamic gas spike, a strong steady magnetic field.
and the modulated electron beam The latter two were difficult to
instrument. In addition, the laboratory sponsored two Athena
missile flights to investigate plasma influence on electromagnetic
countermeasures. Author
N71-21085# Serendipity Associates. Arlington, Va.
A STUDY OF THE MAGNITUDE OF TRANSPORTATION
NOISE GENERATION AND POTENTIAL ABATEMENT.
VOLUME 2: MEASUREMENT CRITERION Final Report
Nov. 1970 117 p refs
(Contract DOT- 0S-A9-01 S)
(OST-ONA-71-1-Vol-2) Avail: NTIS
A-weighted sound level (in dbA) and noise pollution level
(in dbA) were examined to determine their relationships to other
measures and their prediction of reaction; i.e,, loudness, annoyance,
noisiness. The A-weighted sound level, on the average, correlated
as well with subjective response as the other measures. Only for jet
aircraft pure tones was there a significant predictive performance
difference between effective perceived noise level and dbA. Average
community response measures were developed for aircraft and
motor vehicle noise. Using the aircraft noise and number index and
motor vehicle traffic noise index data, the noise pollution level was
shown to correlate as well with average community response as
both of the measures. Author
N71-21087"# Systems Technology, Inc.. Hawthorne, Calif
PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN OF ADVANCED FLIGHT
DIRECTOR SYSTEMS BASED ON THE THEORY OF MANUAL
N71-21166# Air Force Systems Command, Wright Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Foreign Technology Oiv.
MECHANICS OF CAPTIVE AERONAUTICS
B. I. Khalespskii 10 Nov. 1970 128 p refs Transl into
ENGLISH from Mono. Mekh. Priv Vozdukhoplavaniy (Moscow).
1945 p 1 116
(AD-717015; FTD-MT-24-259-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL1/1
Contents: Aerostatics; Aerodynamics: Lifting-operating
characteristics of a balloon: Balloon dynamics. GRA
N71-211699 National Transportation Safety Board, Washington,
D.C.
MIDAIR COLLISION INVOLVING AMERICAN AIRLINES
FLIGHT 30, BOEING 707-323 N7595AA AND LINDEN
FLIGHT SERVICE CESSNA 150. N60942, AT EDISON, NEW
JERSEY, 9JANUARY 1971
3Mar. 1971 12 p
(SB-71-28) Avail: Issuing Activity
The facts, circumstances, and conditions of a midair collision
between a Boeing 707 and a Cessna 150 aircraft at Edison. New
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Jersey on January 9, t971 are presented, The information is interim
in nature pending completion of the investigation and issuance of
a formal report. Author
N71-21205_ Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England). Aerodynamics Dept,
SOME FLIGHT AND WIND-TUNNEL LONGITUDINAL
STABIMTY MEASUREMENTS ON THE BAC SLENDER-WING
AIRCRAFT
C. S. Barnes and R. Rose London Aeron. Res. Council 1970
25 p refs Supersedes RAE-TR-70054:ARC-32330
(ARC-CP-1134: RAE-TR-70054; ARC-32330) Copyright. Avail:
NTIS; FIMSO: 35p; BIS: $1.40
Preliminary flight measurements of the longitudinal trim
and dynamic stability of the BAC 221 aircraft have been made,
The flight measurements are of reasonable quality in spite of
difficulties associated with the aileron control system, an eady
instrumentation standard, and the handling characteristics of the
aircraft at high incidence. Useful comparisons with wind tunnel results
are made, and the agreement is generally reasonable, although
some unexplained differences remain. Flight and wind tunnel tests
to investigate the differences are planned. Author (ESRO)
distance between the shield and the jet axis is small - that is.
when the jet is immediately adjacent to the shield. This part of the
sound can be attributed to the radiation from a distribution of
acoustid dipoles which are produced by the turbulent pressure
fluctuations on the shield surface. The quadrupole radiation of the
free turbulence is reduced by the shield Author
N71-21258# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington.
D C
FAIRINGS FOR AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
B. A. Prigoda et al 12 Mar. 1971 10 p Transl. into ENGLISH
from Obtekateli Antenn Letaternykhapporatov (Moscow). 1970
p 181-192
(JPRS-52608) Avail: NTIS
Calculations of electromagnetic wave transmission through a
curvilinear dielectric wall and for fairing with optimal transparency
are discussed. Cylindrical. hemispherical, conical, and ogival fairings
are considered. A device is described for speeding the calculations
of the angles of incidence of the beams on the fairing wall, and
only the center portion of the fairing, receiving most of the
radiation, is used in the calculations. N.E,N
N71-21223# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Famborough (England).
ON THE EFFECT OF GUSTS AND CROSSWIND ON THE
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT IN THE LANDING
APPROACH [BOENEINFLUSSE AUF DIE DYNAI'IlK EINES
e
i FLUGZEUG BEIM LANDEANFLUG}
P. Hamel et al Oct. 1970 33 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH
" of the publ. "DGIR Jahrestagung 1969. Vortrag No, 52'
(RAE-Lib-Trans- 1524) Avail: NTIS
The response of a slender delta aircraft to vertical and
lateral gusts has been investigated with the following results.
(1) Steady sideslip as in crosswind -produces strong inter-mode
"coupling which considerably alters the characteristics of the
longitudinal short period and of the roll subsidence mode. (2) Wind
shear in the earth boundary layer increases the sensitivity to lateral
gusts. (3) It is possible to reduce the gust sensitivity both of the
longitudinal and the lateral motion by suitable choice of aerodynamic
properties. Simple criteria are given to define these conditions.
Author
N71-21226# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Famborough (England).
ON THE GENERATION OF SOUND RESULTING FROM
THE PASSAGE OF A TURBULENT AIR JET OVER A FLAT
PLATE OF FINITE DIMENSIONS [ZUR
SCHALLERZEUGUNG DURCH EINEN TURBULENTEN
LUFSTRAHL UEBER EINER ENDLICH GROSSEN EBENEN
PLATTE]
F. R. Grosche Oct. 1970 110 p refs Transl. into ENGLISH of
Mitt. Max-Planck-lnst. Stromungsforsch Aerodyn. Versuchsanstalt
(Gottingen). no. 45.1969
(RAE-Lib-Trans-1460) Avail: NTIS
The generation of sound by a jet of air of high subsonic
velocity, issuing from a slot nozzle and passing over a rigid, flat
plate of finite dimensions was investigated, Configurations of this
type are of interest in, among other fields, the screening of the
jet noise from jet installations. Accordingly. the plate is also
termed a shield. The relevant basic concepts of aerodynamic sound
generation and a description of the measurements made are
presented, In particular, the following points have been investigated:
(1) the dependence of the acoustic far field on the shield length;
on the distance between the jet axis and the shield, and on the
jet velocity and (2) the sound source distribution in the turbulent
jet. both with and without a shield, Additional sound is generated
in the neighborhood of the trailing edge of the shield, when the
N71-21269 California Univ., Berkeley.
A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR CALCULATING STEADY
UNSYMMETRICAL SUPERSONIC FLOW PAST CONES
Daniel Ejike Ndefo (Ph.D, Thesis) 1969 85 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms: HC $4.40/Microfilm $3.00 Order No.
70-6175
Telenin's numerical method is adapated to the problem
of steady supersonic flow past pointed conical bodies at yaw. The
method is formulated for cones of circular cross-sections with the
intention of determining bounded analytic solutions uniformly valid
in the region between the shock and cone surfaces. Attention is
focused on the nature of the entropy field and the behavior of the
streamlines as influenced by variations in the free-stream conditions.
As an example, numerical computations are carried out for flow
past a circular cone of semi-apex angle 20 deg yawed at angles
of attack varying from O deg to 20 deg with respect to a
free-stream of Mach number 3.53, Solutions are compared with
experimental results and with solutions based on other numerical
methods. The entropy layer is shown to be very thin at small angles of
attack but relatively thick at large angles of attack, The directions
from which the streamlines enter the vortical singularity are found
to depend on the angle of attack Dissert. Abstr.
N71-21284# National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario),
STRATOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND TEMPERATURE
GRADIENTS MEASURED BY AN RB-57F. COLDSCAN
FLIGHTS 19 TO 56
J. I. Mac Pherson (Natl, Aeron, Estab.) and E. G. Mordssey (Natl.
Aeron. Estab.) Nov, 1970 80 p refs
(LR-642) Avail: NTIS
Since January 1969, a weather reconnaissance aircraft
has carried a special instrumentation system to measure and record
stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature gradients
encountered at altitudes from 40.000 to above 60,000 feet. altitudes
to be flown by the supersonic transports. To date 57 data flights
have been flown, covering 62.000 nautical miles of the central and
western United States, Ontario and the Pacific Ocean south of
Panama. Detailed accounts of a selection of 20 events from Flights
19 through 56 show significant temperature gradients or light to
moderate turbulence. These presentations include time histories of
the recorded variables, flight tracks showing event positions, and
meteorological analyses. Data are presented on the correlation
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between measured stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature gradients, on the altitude and geographical distribution
of the turbulence and temperature change encounters, and on the
positions of the recorded incidents relative to the jet stream.
Author
N71-21320"# TRW Systems Group. Redondo Beach. Calif.
EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF HOLOGRAPHIC
INTERFEROMETRY
RalphF. Wuerker [1969] 13 p refs Submitted for publication
(Contract NAS2-4992)
(NASA-CR-114291) Avail NTIS CSCL20E
Industrial applications of holography and holographic
interferometry are discussed including the recording of high speed
elusive phenomena, aerodynamic visualization, nondestructive
testing, and contouring Optical systems insensitive to the incoherence
of laser illuminators are cited. Holography with Q-switched ruby
lasers are emphasized using optical arrangements to compensate for
spatial and temporal incoherence of the illuminators J.M.
N71-21363# Army Aviation Systems Test Activity. EdwardsAFB.
Calif.
INVESTIGATION OF ENGINE RIGGING, AIRSPEED AND
ROTOR RPM EFFECTS ON STEADY STATE
AUTOROTATIONAL PERFORMANCE Final Report, Apr.
1968 Dec. 1969
JohnB. Fitch and John J Shapley, Jr, Dec. 1970 35 p refs
(AD-717047;USAASTA-70-23) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/3
An investigation was conducted to define the effects of
various airspeeds, rotor speeds, engine rigging and gross weights
on a UH-1C helicopter during autorotation Results of the
investigation confirmed previous qualitative conclusions that the use
of low rotor speed to obtain maximum glide distance can be
hazardous, especially at high gross weight conditions; and that
current autorotation rate of descent information in operators manuals
is insufficient for the operators use The investigation further
revealed that with a normal engine rigging, there is a measurable
amount of engine output torque at low rotor speeds (310 rpm and
below) during practice autorotations This situation, encountered in
a training environment, could produce a false sense of security in
an individual faced with an actual emergency Although the
operational pilot cannot duplicate controlJed test conditions, he
should understand normal performance limits and the consequences of
exceeding those limits The report furnishes UH-1C autorotational
data not currently available to the operator which should be
incorporated into the appropriate manuals. Author (GRA)
N71-21368# Battelle Memorial Inst,, Columbus, Ohio
MICROWAVE LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEMS INITIAL
CONCEPT VALIDATION TESTS Final Report
GeorgeT Ruck Dec 1970 62 p
(Contract F33615-70-C-1795)
lAD 717183:AFFDL-TR 70-156) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17/7
The report outlines in a very general sense an Air Force
microwave land=ng guidance system concept-validation program
This is to provide the necessary background for the bulk of the
report which is concerned with an identification of the critical areas
of the RTCA stgnal format and system description, and some initial
tests designed to validate some of the critical features of the RTCA
format The initial tests addressed are laboratory and field tests
that can be conducted wtth standard laboratory equipment and/or
equipment currently under procurement by AFFDL These tests are
concerned with those crttical areas of the RTCA format that can
be validated without flight testing and without requiring special
purpose test hardware other than that which will be available early
m 1971 Initial flight tests necessary for validating certain elements
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of the guidance system have not been specifically discussed since
the initial laboratory and field tests must be conducted in order
that meaningful flight test plans can be prepared and the flight test
data analyzed. Some discussion is also given of the facilities
required for the conduct of a validation test program Since facility
procurement often involves long lead times, the required facilities
must be identified as early as possible Author (GRA)
N71-21408"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING BY A POROUS ELLIPTIC
CYLINDER WITH NONLINEAR RESISTANCE
William Edward Zorumski (Ph.D. Thesis Virginia Polytech. Inst.)
Mar. 1971 109 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-67019) Avail: NTIS CSCL20A
Equations for high intensity acoustic waves are derived
from the general equations governing a compressible isotropic
Newtonian fluid. The integral conservation laws of continuum
mechanics are used to determine a general set of laws. similar to
shock wave relations, which describe the interaction of these
waves with thin porous sheets of material. A special case of these
taws, where the velocity normal to the sheet is continuous and the
pressure drop .across the sheet is a nonlinear function of the
normal velocity, is used to study acoustics problems with nonlinear
material effects. Numerical. approximate, and exact solutions are
obtained from the one-dimensional problem where two regions are
coupled through a porous sheet with nonlinear resistance. Solutions
for scattering from a thin rigid porous elliptic cylindrical shell are
found in terms of Mathieu functions. Coupling terms in these
equations are given by integrals involving Mathieu functions which
are evaluated by exact methods Author
N71-21475" Natiooai Aeronautics and Space Admimstration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
HYPERSONIC TEST FACILITY Patent
Frank L Clark, Charles B Johnson, Wayne D. Erickson. and Roger
I. Buchanan, inventors (to NASA) Issued 18 Jul 1967 (Filed 29
Jut. 1965) 8 p CI. 73-343 Continuation in-part of US Patent
Appl SN266107, filed 18 Mar 1963
(NASA Case-XLA-05378; US Patent-3,331.246;
US-Patent-AppYSN 484156) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 14B
A hypersonic test facility for ablation studies and other
testing of aeronautic and space vehicles under condittons of high
pressure and high temperature is described The principal feature
of the test facility is the incorporation of a heat exchange facility
for heating a gas under high pressure from room temperature to more
than 3,000 degree R. with the further capability of continuous
operation for a period of fifteen minutes or more while maintaining
a steady state high exit gas temperature.
Official Gazette of the US. Patent Office
N71-21493" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va
NACELLE AFTERBODY FOR JET ENGINES Patent
Mark R. Nichols. inventor (to NASA) Issued 17 Oct 1967 (Filed
15 Nov. 1966) 13 p CI. 239-265.19 Continuation-in-part of
US Patent Appl. SN-262297. filed 28 Feb. 1963
(NASA-Case-XLA- 10450; US-Patent-3,347,466;
US-Patent-Appl-SN-594587) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL21E
An afterburner-equipped jet engine nacelle is described.
It involves the addition of several three-dimensional bodies, or
horns, extending aft from the steep portion of the boattail portion
of the nacelle and from any blanked-off portion of the nacelle base
In this way, a slotted surface is formed aft of the annular base
surrounding the nozzle of the primary jet. This addition is designed,
in accordance with the principles of the equivalent-body theory, to
effectively increase the ratio of nacelle body length to the maximum
diameter of the body. and to reduce the slope of the boattail.
Experiments indicate that the afterbodies can be hinged to the
nacelle and diverted by actuation to provide a thrust-reversing
device. D, L.G.
N71-21508"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio.
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC
CHANGES ON THE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF
TANDEM-BLADED COMPRESSOR STATORS
Nelson L Sanger Washington Mar 1971 62 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6264; E-5876) Avail: NTIS CSCL 2OD
The effects of changes in geometry on the performance of
15 tandem-bladed stators is reported. Five geometrical parameters
were evaluated for flow only in the two-dimensional plane Using
results from this study a tandem blade was designed for which the
analytically calculated loss was relatively small A parameter that
approximated the incidence of the mean flow on the rear blade
showed an ability to identify effective tandem blade configurations
Boundary-layer calculations indicated that the shorter chord length
tandem blade segments could not sustain as high a suction surface
diffusion as conventional solid blade sections Author
N71-21512"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Resuarch Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
PRELIMINARY THERMAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF
THE SOLAR BRAYTON HEAT RECEIVER
Raymond K Burns Washington Mar. 1971 41 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6268; E-6042) Avail: NTIS CSCL IOA
The solar heat receiver, a combination heat exchanger and
heat storage device, is designed to transfer 40 kilowatts of heat
to the working gas of a Brayton engine. During a sun period of
an Earth orbit, a parabolic collector is used to focus solar radiation
into the receiver. Excess input solar energy is stored as heat of
fusion of lithium fluoride and is withdrawn by the Brayton cycle
during shade periods. The analysis predicted an acceptable variation
in outlet gas temperature between 1490 and 1550 F (1080 and
1120 K) for a nominal design value of 1500 F (1089 K), Author
N71-21523# Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme, Calif.
AIRFIELD MARKING PAINTS FOR ASPHALTIC
PAVEMENTS
RichardW. Drisko Dec 1970 71 p refs
(AD-716755; NCEL-TR-705) Avail: NTIS CSCL 11/3
Specially formulated marking paints for striping airfields were
field tested. The polyvinyl acetate paint at CBC. Port Hueneme
was still in excellent condition 4 years after application. In all cases
single-thickness ratings were as good as or better than
corresponding double-thickness ratings, especially for the
double-thickness alkyd ratings. The polyvinyl acetate paint performed
best on the runway at Guam. but the three oteoresinous phenolic
varnish paints and one of the two alkyd paints performed slightly
better on the roadway. On a runway at NAS, Point Mugu the
polyvinyl acetate paint performed the best of the six paints
tested Miscellaneous problems with airfield marking paints at other
activities are discussed and solutions presented, Laboratory tested
included analyzing water-emulsion paints for possible use as marking
paints and developing simple test procedures for identifying alkyd
and chlorinated resins in fresh and weathered marking paints.
Author (GRA)
N71-21600_ Catholic Univ. of America. Washington. O.C Dept.
of Space Science and Applied Physics.
THREE DIMENSIONAL PLANING AT HIGH FROUDE
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NUMBER Final Report
D. P. Wang and Paul Rispin 19 May 1970 34 p refs
(Contract NO0014- 67- A-0377-0006)
(AD-717067; Rept-70-O03) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13/10
The steady motion of a planing surface of moderate aspect
ratio at small angles of attack is considered. Unearized theory is
used with a square-root type of pressure singularity representing
the flow near the leading edge. As asymptotic solution for the
pressure distribution on the planing surface at la¢ge Froude number
(or small beta, the inverse of the Froude number) is sought. The
lowest order term of the pressure distribution, obtained by setting
beta equal to zero, is found to be the same as the pressure
distribution on the lower side of the corresponding thin wing. Higher
order terms in beta are obtained by an iteration process.
Explicit solutions are obtained to order beta squared for rectangular
planforms. Numerical results are calculated for rectangular fiat plate
planing surfaces of aspect ratios from 05 to 2.0. It is found that
for large aspect ratios the lift coefficient is reduced by the gravity
effect and for small aspect ratios it is increased, the dividing aspect
ratio being about 1.5. The results compare reasonably well with
experimental data. Author (GRA}
N71-21607# National Transportation Safety Board. Washington.
D.C.
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT: PILGRIM AVIATION AND
AIRLINES, INCORPORATED, DE HAVILLAND TURBO PROP
DHC-6. N12PM. IN LONG ISLAND SOUND NEAR
WATERFORD, CONNECTICUT. 10 FEBRUARY 1970
27Jan. 1971 39 p
(NTSB-AAR-71-1 ; SA-418) Avail: NTIS
On February 10, 1970, Pilgrim Aviation and Airlines, Inc..
scheduled air taxi Flight 203, a Turbo Prop De Havilland DHC-6.
Twin Otter. N124PM, was ditched in Long Island Sound near
Waterford Connecticut, The ditching occurred approximately 2 hours
and 16 minutes after Flight 203 departed from Trumbull Airport,
Groton. Connecticut. on an Instrument Flight Plan and clearance
in instrument weather conditions for a scheduled flight to the John
F. Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New York The flight
hetd in the New York area for an extended period, and then
diverted to the Tweed Airport at New Haven. Connecticut, where it
attempted and missed an instrument landing approach. At the time
of the ditching, the flight was attemDtincl to return to Trumbull
AirpOrt. Author
N71-21623_ Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab.
CRITICAL EVALUATION OF A NONUNIFORM FLOW
SONIC BOOM REDUCTION CONCEPT Technical Report.
Oct. 1968-Jul. 1969
Thomas M. Weeks Sep. 1970 37 p refs
(AD-717193; AFFD L-TR-70-65) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/1
An investigation was made of a nonuniform flow field sonic
boom elimination device. The two-dimensional flow field consists
of a slit jet impinging on an inclined flat plate airfoil, The report
presents independent analyses of the problem as well as a critique
of the analysis. The major finding is that one can expect no more
than a 10% reduction in the strength of the leading edge shock
wave at a thousand chord lengths from the plate when compared
to the corresponding case without jet flow (same chord and lower
surface pressure). Under identical conditions, a 20% reduction is
found. Author (GRA)
N71-21624_ Civil Aeronautics Board. Washington. D.C Bureau
of Safety.
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD ANNUAL REVIEWS OF US
AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS FOR CALENDAR YEARS
1938 - 1952
N71-21627
1971 498 p refs
(PB-196672: CAB-BOSR-38/52) Avail: NTIS HC $600/MF
$0.95 CSCL01B
Comparatively, significant factors surrounding accidents in
U.S. scheduled air carrier passenger operations during the calendar
years 1951 and 1952 are reported Detailed tabulations of accident
causes, types, operational phases, etc., as well as pertinent charts,
are appended Each scheduled operator is shown in relation to the
number of passengers and passenger miles flown, revenue plane
miles flown, number of accidents, and resultant injuries, if any
Additionally, a composite tabulation is included which shows the
division of these operations as follows: ( 1 ) domestic operations: and
(2) international, US flag Author (GRA)
N71-21627# Texas Transportat=on Inst.. College Station
AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR TEXAS: COMMENTARY
John P. Doyle, Vergll G Stover, John C. Goodknight, and Robert
J Hammons Aug 1970 33 p
(PB-196932) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1B
The development of commercial air transportation for the
state of Texas is discussed Subjects presented are: (1) the state
role, (2) inventory of facilities. (3) use of V/STOL aircraft, (4)
development of transportation system, and (5) funding Author
transportation for Texas is presented. Abstracts are included for a
number of the individual references included in the listing The
document is organized according to the following topics: (1) aircraft.
(2) airport. (3) bibliographies and reference lists. (4) commercial air
carriers, (5) financing. (6) forecasts. (7) general aviation. (8)
legislation and administration. (9) regional economic activity patterns
and development, (10) regulation. (11) traffic control/nav aids. (12)
travel patterns, and (13) V/STOL Author (GRA)
N71-21632# Texas Transportation Inst., College Station.
AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR TEXAS: V/STOL
APPLICATIONS, 1970
RobertJ HammonsandJohnP. Doyle Sep. 1970 23 p refs
(PB-j9693m) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
V//STOL as a transportation system and the applicability
of such a system to air transportation in Texas is discussed.
Background information justifying a need for V/STOL systems is
discussed as is current and future V//STOL aircraft designs and fixed
terminal facilities necessary to" support the system, These criteria
are then applied to air transportation needs in the state of Texas
with emphasis on intermetropolitan area V/STOL systems. While
such a system is feasible in the state, no accelerated activity is
recommended for the present time. Author (GRA)
N71-21628# Texas Transportationlnst,College Station
AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR TEXAS: WORK PLAN
John C Goodknight and John P Doyle Aug 1970 94 p refs
(PB-196933) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
The research and development efforts anticipated and required
for the preparation of the Texas Air Transportation Plan are
discussed The work plan is largely concerned with proposec
procedures to be developed and used for the estimation of demand
for air transportation services and facilities. The document treats
three overall classes of demand (1) commercial passengers. (2) air
cargo, and (3) general aviation Techniques suggested for forecasting
demands use socioeconomic characteristics of the region as the
basis for these estimates. The work plan identifies potential sources
for such information and a tentahve schedule for collecting these
data and the generalized schedule for completion of the several
phases of the Texas Air Plan Study Author (GRA)
N71-21629# Texas Transportationlnst. College Station
AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR TEXAS: AIRPORT
INVENTORY
Robert J Hammons and John P Doyle Sep 1970 22 p refs
(PB-196935) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
An inventory of existing airport facilities in the state of
Texas is presented. Information from existing FAA airport records
was compiled, coded and computerized The results of this process
furnished 942 pages of pertinent facts about the airports in Texas
plus the capability for rapid retrieval of facts In addition to a
general listing, several other computer programs were written
which provide listings of specific information of particular interest
Author (GRA)
N71-21630# Texas Transportation Inst. College Station.
AIR TRANSPORTATION FOR TEXAS: REFERENCE, 1970
John C Goodkmght and Gina Taylor Sep 1970 81 p refs
Prepared _n cooperation with Tex State Div of Planning
Coordination
(PB-196936) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
A compilation of references on the various aspects of air
336
N71-21634# Ohio State Univ. Research Foundation. Columbus.
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION AND BURNING IN RAMJET
COMBUSTORS Final Report. 1 Feb. 1966 31 Mar. 1970
Rudolph Edse Jun 1970 205 p refs
(Grant AF-AFOSR=0203-67)
(AD-716855; OSURF 2153 3: AFOSR-70-2467TR) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 21/2
Induction distances, transient pressures, and wave propagation
rates were determined in cylindrical tubes for detonation waves in
stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen m_xtures initially at one atmosphere
and temperatures ranging from 300K down to 123K. The
induction distances became considerably shorter as the initial gas
temperature was decreased At temperatures from 500 to 123Kthe
normal burning speed of stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures
was found to be proportional to the absolute temperature of the
unburnt gas High-strength shock waves were fired into lean
hydrogen-oxygen mixtures to study the propagation rates of the
flames behind these waves (overdriven detonations). Ignition delay
times in hydrogen-nitric oxide mixtures were found to be very long
Stable detonation waves could not be produced in these mixtures
Quantum yields and induction times have been measured in flowing
mixtures of hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine to determine the
feasibility of photochemically initiated supersomc combustion
Expressions have been derived to predict the induction times and
quantum yields A method has been developed for calculating the
state of the gas behind a normal shock in a shock tube for the
case that both the driver and the driven gas undergo chemical
changes during the process Resulst indicate that for dissociating
hydrogen calculations based on the use of certain values of the
specific heat ratio may be in error by 30% for the calculated
particle speed. Author (GRA)
N71-21638# California Univ,, Berkeley
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM NOISE GENERATION.
PROPAGATION, AND ALLEVIATION, PHASE 1, PART 1
Robert HoronieffandWalterW. Soroka Sep 1970 181 p refs
(Contract DOT-OS-A9-118)
(PB-196391:DOT-OST-ONA-71-2-1 -Pt-1) Avail: NTIS CSCL
20A
Contents Progress report in research on noise annoyance:
A preliminary study of sound propagation around obstacles; An
N71-21842
analysis of noise levels generated by let transport aircraft; On
measuring the cost of noise from subsonic aircraft; Progress report
on land use. community impact, and land value project GRA
N71-21663# Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington. D.C. Bureau
of Safety
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD ANNUAL REVIEWS OF US
AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS FOR CALENDAR YEARS
1953 -1957
1971 481 p refs
(PB-196673; CAB-BOSR-53157) Avail: NTIS NC $600/MF
$0.95 CSCL01S
Contents: U.S air carrier accidents; General aviatK)n accidents.
GRA
N71-21665# Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington. DC. Bureau
of Safety.
CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD ANNUAL REVIEWS OF AIR
CARRIER ACCIDENTS FOR CALENDAR YEARS 1958 -1963
1971 469 p refs
(PB-196674; CAB-BOSR-58/63) Avail: NTIS HC $600/MF
$095 CSCL 01B
The record of aircraft accidents, incident to flight, which
occurred in US Air Carrier operations during the calendar years
1958 1962 is reported. It includes a statistical recapitulation of
all accidents, and a brief description of each accident along with
the probable cause as determined by the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Author (GRA)
N71-21676_ Massachusetts Inst, of Tech., Cambridge.
Engineering Projects Lab,
A PREMMINARY STUDY OF ACTIVELY CONTROLLED
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE SUSPENSIONS
David A, Hullender, David N. Wormley. and Herbert H, Richardson
15Jun. 1970 161 p refs
(Contract C-85-65)
PB-196465: EPL-70-76110-11) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13F
The primitive vehicle suspension system coupling a simple
vehicle model point contact with a two-dimensional guidaway hewng
random irregularities is defined. The optimum linear suspension
which minimizes a linear combination of vehicle heave acceleration
(passenger comfort) and suspension-guideway displacement
(suspens_n excurs_n) is synthesized using Weiner-Hopf filter theory.
The mechanics of flexible base externally pressurized air cushion
vehicle suspensions are discussed, including the use of a feedback
control flow into the cushion region. Author (USGRDR)
N71-21707# Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, Mo.
Directorate of Right Standards and Qualification.
A STUDY OF THE ARMY HOT DAY DESIGN HOVER
CRITERION
Robert Bellaire and William Bousman Aug. 1970 118 p refs
(AD-717025: ADS-TN-68-1) Avail" NTIS CSCL 1/3
A study is presented of the Army hot day desK:jn hover criterion.
Models are developed to represent rotorcraft, cost, environment
and operation, and these models are integrated to examine the
effectweness and cost of the rotorcraft as a function of design altitude
and temperature. Although no optimum design hover criterion can
be derived, the effects of rotorcraft type and size. and performance
degradation to be expected in the field are identified, and the
appropriate range of design altitudes and temperatures are obtained.
Author (GRA)
N71-21727# General Electric Co.. Philadelphia. Pa Missile and
Space Div.
PROGRESS AND GOALS FOR AERONAUTICAL
APPUCATIONS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY
Daniel J, Fink and Roy E. Anderson [1970] 9 p Presented at
EUROSPACE |4th US-European Conf.). Venice, 25 Sep. 1970
(PIB-A-57) Avail: Issuing Activity
Current and projected technological applications are briefly
described, using VHF satellite communication as an example.
Ranging experiments with ATS 1 and ATS 3 satellites are explained
and illustrated with lattitude determinations of Gander.
Newfoundland, and position fixing for an aircraft over the North
Atlantic. The quality of voice communication is compared for HF
with no satellite link, ground to ground with ATS 3 satellite link,
aircraft to ground via ATS 3 link. and ship to land with ATS 3
link. It is recommended that a comparison should be made of the
performances of HF and VHF for transoceanic communications, the
VHF satellite performance should be weighed against cost, and the
L-band technology should be developed. N.E.N.
N71-21796# California Univ.. Berkeley.
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM NOISE GENERATION.
PROPAGATION AND ALLEVIATION. PHASE 1: PART 2:
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Robert Horonjeff and Walter W. Soroka Sep. 1970 217 p refs
(Contract DOT-OS-A9-118)
(PB-196392; DOT-OST-ONA-71-2-Pt-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL20A
A bibliography of research on noise annoyance was collected
and presented in sections with summaries of research in each
section and annotations for many articles Special emphas_s was
placed on a review of existing and possible methodologies in
research and on the collection of relevant articles from diverse
disciplines. Sections are included on loudness and noisiness,
psychological responses, survey research, physiological responses.
effec_ts on performance, single attribute sca!ing, mu!tiattribute scaling.
community noise, noise propagation, general discussions of the
problem of noise, and bibliographies. Author (GRA)
N71-21803# Massachusetts Inst of Tech, Cambridge.
Aeroelastic and Structures Research Lab
BRIEF HANDBOOK FOR THE SUM OF T_NO HARMONICS
John Dugundjiand Prakash Hore Nov 1970 48 p
(Contract F44620-69- C-0091 )
(AD-717201; ASRL-TR-159-2; AFOSR-70-2515TR) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 20/11
A systematic illustration of the sum of two harmonics is
presented Various patterns for the response such as waviness.
beats, and iiggles are obtained The general relation of these
patterns to the frequencies and amplitudes of the two harmonics
is indicated The patterns are shown to be repeatable for phase shifts
of generally less than 360 degrees between the two harmonics.
Numerous and systematic examples for the responses are given
over a wide range of frequencies, amplitudes, and phase angles.
Author (GRA)
N71-21842# National Environmental Satellite Center. Washington.
D.C.
CALCULATION OF CLEAR COLUMN RADIANCES USING
AIRBORNE INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE
RADIOMETER MEASUREMENTS OVER PARTLY CLOUDY
AREAS
William L. Smith Mar. 1971 18 p refs
(NOAA-TM-NESS-28) Avail: NTIS
In June 1970. a brassboard version of the infrared temperature
profile radiometer was flown on the NASA Convair-990, This flight
was made primarily to obtain measurements to test the hypothesis
that radiance propagating from clear port,_ns Of a partly cloudy field
could be calculated directly from the total radiance measurement
over the field. Such clear column radiances are needed if one is
to determine the temperature and water vapor profiles of the
atmosphere to the earth's surface. Sample results presented show
these calculations are feasible, and indicate that measurements
from the medium resolution scanning radiometers to be used on
future polar-orbiting satellites can be used to provide global
soundings. Author
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A
A-_ AIRCR&PT
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
N71-19387
ABLATION
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles nnder
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05378] N71-21q75
ABLATIVE HATERIALS
Rathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
R71-202q8
AC GENERATORS
Dual magneto ignition system for business and
small military aircraft, describinq development,
design and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] A71-242q7
ACCELER&TED LIFE TESTS
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
A71-22633
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment
sealant, usinq reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
&71-2_083
ICCELERATIOE (PHYSICS)
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
A71-2q816
F-dD aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel
tests for buffet onset prediction, considering
effects of g level and fluctuation amplitude and
frequency
[&IAA PAPER 70-3_I] A71-2_863
ACCELEROEETERS
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
A71-23173
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
_ircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacinq and water depth sensor warninq
indicators
A71-239Q6
U.S. General Aviation safety record, discussinq
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] A71-25132
ACOUSTIC ATTENOATIO|
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression
effects on total spectra
[SAE PAPEr 710386] &71-24250
ACOOSTIC EXCITATION
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
A71-23603
ACOUSTIC mEASUREmEnTS
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft
N71-19457
acoustic measurements of deflected jet ¥TUL
aircraft
[AD-715939] N71-195,9
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of NASA Langley wind
tunnel
[NASA-CE-111868] N71-19630
Inlet plennw chamber noise measurement comparison
^__ _n _=_._--_ diameter La_-- rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[NAS_-TB-X-2191] R71-19707
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during
qround tests
[AD-71681_] N71-2082q
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-OEA-71-1-VOL-2] R71-21085
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
&eroacoustic phenomena in free torbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
A71-23607
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot
nozzle and passinq over rigid, flat plate of
finite dimensions
[RAE-LIB-TEAES-1460] N71-21226
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propaqation
over long distances through turbulence modeled
by sound speed fluctuation, including acoustic
scattering effect
A71-22858
_athewatical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[N&SA-TN-I-67019] R71-21q08
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
lirfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calcnlatinq acoustic radiation by linear theory
A71-2G816
ADDITIVES
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve
ductility of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] N71-19735
ADHESIVE BORDIRG
_iqh peel strength epoxy and orethane adhesives
for aircraft bonding, discussing high
temperature caring and honeycomb panel repair
&71-2406_
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
_71-2q069
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding strnctaral designs,
discussing C-5& tow qeiqht saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-2_084
k-1
ADHESIVES SUBJECT INDEX
ADHESIVES
High peel strenqth epoxy and urethane adhesives
for aircraft bonding, discussing high
temperature caring and honeycomb panel repair
a71-24064
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
a71-24069
alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6al-4V and Ti-6al-6Y-2Sn
alloys for testing
a71-24093
adhesive primers corrosion resistance test
methods, noting aircraft design implications
a71-24112
aERODYNaMIC BALANCE
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
a71-23581
aERODYNaMIC BRAKES
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] a71-22915
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk.
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
gl%de path angular control
[SaE PAPER 710387] a71-24251
IERODTNAMIC CHaE&CTERISTICS
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading
edge. obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
a71-23608
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller
aerodynamics
a71-24103
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conferwal
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] a71-24253
aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in
wake behind star-shaped body at supersonic
speed, determining drag and shock waves location
a71-24371
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics.
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
a71-2_593
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects. Mach number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
A71-2_819
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
elasticallv deformed load bearing wing using
large aspect ratio
[aD-716509] W71-19559
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight
tests
[aD-7163_5] N71-19560
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low
Mach numbers by predicting instability and
transition points
[NAL-TR-198] N71-20101
analytical and simulator investigations Of height
control system for vertical takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TR-200] N71-20102
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio winq and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TM-X-2159] N71-20181
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter
aircraft
[NASa-TN-D-6117] N71-20292
aERODYNaMIC COEFFICIENTS
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] N71-20115
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow On thin
three dimensional body
[NaSa-TT-F-13538] N71-20256
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
N71-19377
afterburner-equipped Jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[NaSA-CASE-XLA-10450] N71-21gg3
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics
of sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[Alma PAPER 69-1133] A71-24851
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
A71-2_866
Three dimensional interactions in half cone
pressure fields and effects on intakes mounted
adjacent to aircraft fuselage
N71-19367
Wind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
N71-19386
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low
Mach numbers by predicting instability and
transition points
[NAL-TE-198] N71-20101
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies
measured directly and compared with measurements
derived from won Karman equation
[DLR-FB-70-27] N71-20685
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating
wing in subsonic flow of ideal gas
a71-23615
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing. showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
A71-24362
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics measured for
circulation control by slot suction
[NRC-1171_] N71-20196
AERODYNAMIC BEAT TE&NSFER
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
N71-19952
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
N71-202,8
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for
missile heat transfer simulations
N71-20251
AERODYNAMIC HEATING
aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
a71-2320_
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave.
considering aerodynamic field in supersonic wind
tunnel
a71-23813
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface
and methods for improving heat transfer
[NaSA-TM-X-62016] N71-20523
AERODYNAMIC LO&DS
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response
under random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleigh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
A71-22080
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications
to high lift flaps aircraft
a71-22592
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic loads, using
branch modes method
&-2
SUBJECTINDEX AIR CONDITIONING
A71-23606
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
N71-19381
AERODYNAHIC iOISE
Unsteady low Nach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic exnansions, considering application
to aerodynamic noise
A71-23936
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
k71-2q83q
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
L71-2U915
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
A71-24952
Investigation of generation of sound by jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot
nozzle and passing over rigid, flat plate of
finite dimensions
[RAE-LIB-TRAWS-I_60] N71-21226
AERODYNIHIC STABILITY
Sprinq supported circular cylinder stability in
make flog of similar cylinder at various
spacings using quasi-static aerodynamic
derivatives and flutter theory
&71-22942
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance.
aerodynamic and structural parameters.
discussing tradeoffs in operational rec_irements
foe specific configuratioms
A71-2q012
Turbelence characteristics affecting aerodynamic
stability over heterogeneous terrain
[kD-716361] NY1-19603
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NAS&-TM-I-2091] N71-19706
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tsnnel tests
[NAL-TR-210] N71-19749
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios
and correlation of mathematical model with wind
tunnel test data
[RASA-CH-114290] W71-20a21
&EWODYW&RIC ST&LLIIG
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to deteriine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter
aircraft
[WASA-TN-D-6117] W71-20292
AERODYW_HICS
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones
in free flight tests at Rach 17
[&IA& PAPER 70-55_] A71-22090
French book on hypersonic aerodynawics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
A71-22278
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
k71-2q589
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - AGARD It.-tare series
[AGARD-LS-q3-71] N71-20051
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift
devices on conventional airfoils
N71-20052
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
$71-20053
&erodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
R71-2005_
kerodynanics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
N71-20067
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[NASA-TN-D-6118] W71-20191
kEROELISTICITY
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
A71-23609
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate
in tWO dimensional supersonic flow under
harnosic presssre near critical Hach number
A71-2_6_3
Detersinine aerodynamic characteristics of
elastically deformed load bearing ming using
large aspect ratio
[AD-716509] N71-19559
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
notions of flight vehicles based on torsional
and flexsral deformations
[AD-716517] W71-19696
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for
aircraft design using differential equation
idealization and finite element approximation
[WASA-CR-117198] W71-20139
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars. plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] N71-20811
AEROSOLS
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medius mithin range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
[HASA-TT-F-13503] N71-20531
&EROSPkCE ENGINEERING
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[AGARD-AG-149-71] 171-20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programminq applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
_71-20129
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[kD-716q10] W71-19769
kEROTRERHOCHEWISTRT
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochesistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
A71-22278
AEROTHERBODY|AHICS
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
N71-20062
iFTERBODIES
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences
at ssbsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TR-I-66888] R71-19368
kfterburner-eguipped jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[N&SA-C&SE-ILA-10_50] W71-21q93
AIR BREATHING _GIWES
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
WqI-19_63
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
N71-19_6a
Design requirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716_96] N71-19488
KIR CiRGO
Air cargo volsme development trends, examining
morldwide airport terminal capacities and
palette/ containerization systems modular design
and operation
A71-2_82_
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
A71-2q871
iIR CONDITIONING
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, pomer drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability
and control
[SAE P&PEB 710391] A71-2q255
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft
noting air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization reguirements
[&RC-CP-1136] N71-208q9
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AIR DUCTS
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
A71-24834
AIR FLOW
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flowfield
A71-22078
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, usinq
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
A71-2_000
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel
air flow
A71-2_378
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics measured for
circulation control by slot suction
[NRC-11714] N71-20196
Cabin air conditioning for passenqer aircraft
notina air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] N71-20849
AIR INTAKES
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface wind
velocities for correlating parameters
[NASA-CR-111867] N71-20271
AIR NAVIGATION
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer,
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
A71-24150
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] N71-20765
&IR PURIFICATION
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft
noting air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] N71-20849
AIR TR&FFIC
Jurisdiction of air traffic and space law, noting
applicability to start and landing phases of
spacecraft
A71-23000
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
A71-23070
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] N71-21628
Compilation of references on various aspects of
air transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] N71-21630
AIR T_AFPIC CONTROL
_TC system analysis, discussing airport and
airspace utilization, area navigation, midair
collisions and traffic mix
A71-22470
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
A71-22891
Radar analoq simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
A71-22950
Aircraft industry ATC techniques and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
A71-22951
_TC services traininq and operations methods
adopted by International Aeradio Lid
&71-22952
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
A71-22953
Digital simulator for traininq _TC officers,
considerinq authenticity and working and
geographical environments
A71-2295_
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems,
discussing advantages and implications for
controllers
A71-22955
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for minimum flight
schedule deviation under random disturbance due
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-24158
ATC station ground to air communication via VHF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power
radio transmitters and low noise over the
horizon receivers combination
A71-24175
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
A71-24271
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software equipment
A71-2_774
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] N71-19702
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716425] N71-198_8
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air
traffic control system
[AD-716816] N71-20774
AIR TRANSPORTATION
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
A71-22989
U.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
A71-22990
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
A71-24265
V/STOL component of unified transportation system,
discussing transportation modes, airport
locations, noise reduction, cost factors, etc
A71-24274
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussing technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
A71-24285
U.S. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] A71-25132
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-19601_] N71-19397
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in R.I.
[PB-195940] N71-19865
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-TM-X-2228] N71-20114
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] N71-21628
Compilation of references on various aspects of
air transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] N71-21630
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
[PB-196391] N71-21638
&IRBOR|E EQUIPMENT
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for
wapping clear air turbulence
[NASA-CR-111864] N71-20398
&IRBORNE/SPACEBORNR COMPUTERS
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer,
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
&71-24150
&IRCRiFT ICCIDENT INVESTIGATION
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on
SUBJECT I|DBI AIRCRAFT ENGINES
survivability and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] &71-2_261
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] H71-2162q
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] M71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-lq667q] R71-21665
AIRCRAFT &CCIDE|TS
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
A71-22891
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
A71-22989
U.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
A71-22990
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacinq and mater depth sensor warning
indicators
A71-239_6
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
[FAA-ED-71-3] N71-19901
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
N71-20369
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing
707 and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on
January 9, 1971
[SB-71-28] _71-21169
AIRCRAFT _ITEiNAS
Device and method for calculating optimal fairinqs
for aircraft antennas
[JPRS-52608] N71-21258
&IRCRAFT BRIKES
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] A71-22915
&IRCRAFT ChRRIERS
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
N71-20369
AIRCRAFT COHEUMICATIOH
Aircraft communication using ATS links
[PIB-A-57] N71-21727
AIRCRAFT COHFIGUR&TIONS
Aladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of
suitably flapped wings with multiple propulsion
units with fishtail exhaust nozzles inside
rectangular ejectors
A71-24283
Aircraft continuous elastonechanical system
parameters deterwination by qround vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
A71-249q6
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
[N&SA-TM-X-6688q] N71-19357
Flow field interference beneath swept wing-
fuselage store installation on aircraft
N71-19380
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] N71-19q49
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2091] N71-19706
&ZRCR&FT CONTROL
Aircraft industry ATC techniques and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
A71-22951
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust coverinq probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
A71-24013
Automatic control system for fighter aircraft
sideslin correction, using rudder position
sensor, transverse acceleroneter and hiqh pass
filter for anticipatory sideslip reduction
A71-2q288
Constrained gain problem optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal qains and
application to aircTaft control problems
A71-2q859
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles, Part I, covering dynamics of
linearized systems, deterninistic and random
inputs, stability, oscillations, thrust control,
etc
A71-24897
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
A71-2q910
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles
displaced from various axes of aircraft
[MASA-CASE-IAC-08972] N71-20570
KIRCN&FT DESIGN
Havker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power
plants, systems and landing gear
A71-22890
Ultrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and
other aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
A71-22996
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and
flow on swept wings in short and medium range
aircraft design, concerning STOL capability i_
India
A71-23199
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
s_ecificutions as function of pe_rforaance_
aerodynamic and structural parameters,
discussing tradeoffs in operational requirements
for specific configurations
&71-2q012
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test
methods, noting aircraft design implications
A71-2q112
FAA flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for
new civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] A71-2_241
MASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight
tests, STOL performance and high speed cruise
technology
[SIE PAPER 710378] A71-2_2qq
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] A71-2q256
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SAE PAPER 710393] A71-24257
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
R71-2005_
_iqh lift applications in transport aircraft
design
N71-20058
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
N71-20059
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan
STOL aircraft considering cost effectiveness
N71-20063
0ptiaization of aeroelastic constraints for
aircraft design using differential equation
idealization and finite element approximation
[NAS&-CR-117198] N71-20139
C0nputer and optimization techniques in aircraft
design
H71-201q0
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired
blades with fixed tension alonq shroud
A71-22595
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usaqe
A71-22633
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Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine
design and fabrication for general aviation
aircraft
A71-22811
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural'features, power
plants, systems and landing gear
A71-22890
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-134 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
A71-22947
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
A71-22956
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and
gas dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial VTOL aircraft
A71-22964
_igh temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and NaC1
A71-23288
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with Joining processes
A71-23299
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant
for simulating air snpply from compressor stages
of aircraft gas turbine engines
A71-23583
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] A71-24239
Dual magneto ignition system for business and
small military aircraft, describing development,
design and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] A71-24247
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] A71-2q248
VTOL heat engine and propnlsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus Jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise fnnction
A71-24751
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
A71-24752
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
N71-19375
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[NASA-SP-259] N71-19451
Characteristics of fans and compressors for
aircraft turbine engines
N71-19452
Aerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbine
engines
N71-19453
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
N71-19q54
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
N71-19455
Development and characteristics of low cost
engines for general aviation aircraft
N71-19458
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine
stall performance
N71-19461
Design requirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716496] N71-19488
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-52977] N71-19677
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part I, interface problems between engine and
airframe
H71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
N71-20062
AIRCR&FT EQUIPMEMT
Soviet book on asynchronous generators for
aircraft covering design and operation
A71-23420
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
A71-23581
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems dawage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
A71-2qO79
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, Jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
A71-2q080
AIRCRAFT FUELS
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consnmption
[SAE PAPER 710369] A71-2q239
Proceedings of conference on aircraft propulsion
[NASA-SP-259] N71-19451
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
Microwave landing guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in ETCA signal format
[AD-717183] N71-21368
AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
A71-24997
Snrvey conducted to develop minimum requirements
for airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA-AS-71-1] N71-19q26
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environment
[AD-875901] N71-20702
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing
707 and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on
January 9, 1971
[SB-71-28] N71-21169
AIRCRAFT HTDRAULIC STSTEMS
Analytical nonlinear landing gear model of
flexible aircraft and strut lockup-breakout
interaction using digital simulation language
/DSL/
[SAE PAPER 710401] A71-24263
AIRCRAFT IIDUSTRY
Aircraft industry ATC techniques and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
A71-22951
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering Jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Master
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital conputer
A71-23759
Book on aviation technology and market structure
cowering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
A71-23982
AIRCRAFT I_STRUME_TS
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing A71-22770
Navy pilots performance improvement through
symbolic flight displays
A71-23675
Benefits and problems of using head-np displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[HASA-CR-117135] N71-19752
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manual control displays
[NASA-CR-1748] N71-21087
AIRCRAFT LAiDI_G
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
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A71-2q013
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path anqular control
[SKE PAPER 710387] A71-2q251
Developing basic methodoloqy for predicting
aircraft stopping distance on vet runway using
computerized simulation
[FAA-gA-7O-5] g71-20068
Influence of environmental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
N71-20369
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manual control displays
[NASA-CR-17_8] N71-21087
AIRCRAFT L&U_CHI,G DEVICES
Statistical prediction of external store
separation characteristics from aircraft
N71-19388
AIRCRAFT HAIBTEE&RCE
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance techniques
[SAR PAPER 710381] &71-2_2_6
AIRCRAFT HODELS
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-291] A71-23q23
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
[FAA-&R-70-19] N71-19812
Boll-control effectiveness of spoiler
configurations on aircraft model with variable
sweep wings at supersonic speeds
[N_SA-TR-X-2165] N71-20126
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-R/R-36.0] N71-208.7
AIRCRAFT |OISE
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise qeneration
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
A71-2_952
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft
N71-19457
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during
ground tests
[lD-71681g] W71-2082_
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ORA-71-1-VOL-2] N71-21085
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
[PB-196392] N71-21796
AIRCRAFT PARTS
¥TOL aircraft gear systems, discussing bearings,
shaft connection, Ti alloy components, etc
A71-22963
Pomder metallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and siutered Ti-6Al-q¥ alloy
A71-2_762
AIRCRAFT PERFORMAECE
Cessna Citation tsin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
&71-22112
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[AI&A P&PER 71-313] K71-2397q
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynaaic and structural parameters,
discussing tradeoffs in operational requirements
for specific configurations
A71-2_012
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional
and flexural deformations
[AD-716517] N71-19696
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
A71-23579
AINCR&FT S&FETT
&ircraft industry ATC techniques and equipment
contribution to aircraft control and safety
A71-22951
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
&71-22953
Commercial business and utility aircraft chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA requirements.
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390] A71-2q25q
VTOL propulsion systems safety requireaents,
considering single and double breakdowns
A71-2q752
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
A71-2q997
U.S. General _viation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] A71-25132
_ircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
[SAE PAPER 710_03] &71-25133
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control eguipmen_ an_ flight evaluation
A71-22112
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications us function of performance.
aerodynamic and structural parameters,
discussing tradeoffs in operational requirements
for specific configurations
A71-24012
AIRCRAFT STABILITY
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics# stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
A71-24013
Inclined engine cold circular Jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
A71-24593
Optimal control stabilization under continuous
small disturbances applied to aircraft stability
in horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
A71-24726
Propulsion syF_em-and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-2_753
Wind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
B71°19382
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft
structural fatigue, describing system components
consisting of sensors in critical structure
areas and indicator unit with visual display
&71-22725
Eetallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating,
shot peening and plasma spraying
[RACE PAPER 23] A71-22889
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, puget
plants, systems and landing gear
&71-22890
lircraft dings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel
mass interaction
A71-2327q
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
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A71-23427
Stress concentration correcting factors for
fillets in landed aircraft structures
A71-23539
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with R1 alloy specimens
A71-23690
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy Darts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
A71-23691
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
A71-23938
High peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives
for aircraft bonding, discussing high
temperature curing and honeycomb panel repair
A71-2q06q
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-2_084
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6al-4¥ and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
A71-24093
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
A71-24102
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
A71-24770
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
A71-24871
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft
structures using random pulse generator applied
to jet landing gear break strut fatigue test
A71-24954
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGAHD-CP-71-71] N71-19353
optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
N71-19356
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
R71-19358
Three dimensional interactions in half cone
pressure fields and effects on intakes mounted
adjacent to aircraft faselage
N71-19367
AIRCRAFT TINES
Rate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[FAA-RD-71-2] N71-20069
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] N71-20158
AIRCRAFT WAKES
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
A71-23667
aIEFOIL PROFILES
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control
in energy transfer over airfoil profiles
k71-23201
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachmeut
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[ONEEA-TP-923] a71-23762
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] A71-24253
Airfoils accelerating near sound velocity,
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
A71-24816
Propeller blade profile thickness distribution for
given pressare distribution, deriving integral
equation with singalar kernel function via
source-sink and vorticity distribatiou
linearized theory
A71-24945
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary
airfoil section movement near rectilinear wall
A71-25015
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TE-220T] N71-19750
aIRFOILS
Two dimensional test facility in blowdowu wind
tunnel trausonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-293] A71-22957
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
A71-24589
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
A71-2_761
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust
loads
A71-24947
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift
devices on conventional airfoils
N71-20052
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
N71-20056
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
R71-20064
calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low
Mach numbers by predicting instability and
transition points
[NAL-TR-198] N71-20101
AIRFRAME M&TERIaLS
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[kD-717053] N71-20924
AIRFRAMES
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of
simultaneous inputs from _00 channels of tape
recorded strain, load and deflection data
A71-227_7
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] A71-24854
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
sahsonic and supersouic speeds
N71-19369
Construction and operation of aN-2_ airplane
including airframe description
[aD-716499] N71-19515
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part I, interface problems between engine and
airframe
R71-20061
Digital compater program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[AD-715982] N71-20180
FORTRan program for Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural
behavior of airframes
[AD-717181] N71-20695
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
ATC services training and operations methods
adopted by International Aeradio Ltd
A71-22952
Airline passenger survey to determine future
requirements for state airport system
[PB-195939] N71-19611
AIRPL&EE PRODUCTION COSTS
Cost reduction concepts in gas tarbine engine
design and fabrication for general aviation
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aircraft
&71-22811
&IRPORT PL&IIIIG
ATC system analysis, discussing airport and
airspace utilization, area navigation, midair
collisions and traffic mix
&71-22470
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foal as
runway basic unit
A71-229q9
Boeing 7_7 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading,
unloading, baggage claim and customs control
A71-23696
Aircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfacing and water depth sensor warning
indicators
A71-239q6
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, .sing
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
A71-2_300
AIRPORTS
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections and reinforcement
problems
A71-24756
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and
palette/ containerization systems modular design
and operation
A71-2q82q
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements
for airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA_AS-71-1] N71-19_26
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Wash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Bd.
[PB-196023] W71-19q34
Airline passenger survey to determine future
requirements for state airport system
[PB-195939] B71-19611
Design, constraction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] N71-19702
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in R.I.
[PB-1959q0] B71-19865
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] W71-20806
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] M71-21523
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] N71-21629
AIRSHIPS
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons
and other lighter than air devices
[AD-717015] N71-21166
AIRSPEED
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight
recorders
[ARC-CP-1135] N71-20902
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, a.d gross
weight effects on UH-I C helicopter duriug
autorotation
[AD-7170_7] N71-21363
&LGORITHBS
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[ AGARD-AG-149-71] N71-20128
ALTITUDE SIMUL&TIOR
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing
A71-22770
ALUHINUH &LLOYS
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with A1 alloy specimens
A71-23690
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
A71-23691
A1 alloys one step fatigue tests under combined
high temperature and structural vibration
conditions
A71-2q821
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] W71-2092q
I|ILOG CORPUTENS
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
computer
A71-22726
AEAL_ SIHUL&TIOI
Radar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
A71-22950
&|GLE OF ATT&CK
Shock wave shape attached to cone noving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
A71-22q05
Plenum chamber with nozzle iind tunnel model,
noting jet flow phenomena at various angles of
attack
A71-24865
ingle of attack effects on induced rolling moment
of low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
B71-19363
&RTHROPOBETRY
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output
samples of flight crew anthropowetry
[AD-716395] W71-19817
&_TIICIRG &DDITIVRS
Ground deicing system fur transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snou removal
A71-22948
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PIPER 710371] A71-2q2q0
APERIODIC FURCTIOWS
Wing aperiodic motion during change from one
frequency to another, using Laplace and Fourier
transforms to reduce partial to ordinary
differential equation
A71-24353
&PPLICATIORS TECH|OLOGY SATELLITES
Dioscures project Coumercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
A71-22276
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
A71-23070
&ircraft communication using iTS links
[PIB-&-57] M71-21727
APPROACH CORTROL
Environmental tests of VORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach systen to determine
compliance with FIR-Part 171
[FAA-RD-71-12] N71-20666
APPROIIBATIOR
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing-
body configurations at subcritical speeds
N71-1936Q
ARGOI
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systens,
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation poi.t
A71-24328
ARR01 WIIGS
Wind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
W71-19382
ASPECT RATIO
Determinine aerodynamic characteristics of
elastically deformed load bearing wing usinq
large aspect ratio
[AD-716509] R71-19559
A-9
KSTMPTOTIC METHODS SUBJECT IWDEX
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison
of 20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[NASA-TE-X-2191] N71-19707
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
Hiqh aspect ratio Jet flap lifting-line theory,
using matched asymptotic expansions method
A71-22083
Unsteady low Bach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application
to aerodynamic noise
171-23936
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and
flow on swept wings in short and medium range
aircraft desiqn, concerning STOL capability in
India
171-23199
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Unperturbed atmospheric parameters calculation
from surface measurements of blunt body at
hypersonic speeds under various aerodynamic
conditions
171-22678
&TMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
ranqe
171-24915
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
Cut-off Bach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground fo_ flight track in relation to
atmospheric parameters
171-23577
ITMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature measured at supersonic transport
altitudes by B-57F aircraft
[LR-5,2] N71-21284
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propaqation
over long distances through turbulence modeled
by sound speed fluctuation, including acoustic
scatterinq effect
171-22858
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
171-23669
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
171-24817
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation
for Jet aircraft response for flight through
turbulent upwash field
A71-24870
Turbulence characteristics affecting aerodynamic
stability over heterogeneous terrain
[AD-716361] N71-19603
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature measured at supersonic transport
altitudes by B-57F aircraft
[LR-542] N71-21284
ATOMIZING
TWo phase mixture nonegnilibriu| flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photoqraphic studies
171-24380
ATTITUDE CONTROL
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describinq design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SA_ PAPER 710393] 171-24257
Airc[aft with automatic thrust controller.
caleulatinq transfer fnnctions characterizinq
speed and attitude control modes
171-24910
Frinciples of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[AD-717096] N71-20922
AUSTEBITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels.
examining short and long time application as
turbine enqine parts
171-23295
High temperature steel and alloys netallurqical
processes for stationary and aircraft qas
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turbine engine components, discussing
production-quality control-research
interrelationship
171-23301
IUTOMITIC CONTROL
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
171-22953
Automated fueling for Kennedy Jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
b71-24300
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller.
calculatinq transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control nodes
171-2_910
IUTOM&TIC FLIGHT CONTROL
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight controls and
electronic head down displays, discussing
handling qualities, lift effectiveness and
autostabilization
171-23944
Automatic control system for fighter aircraft
sideslip correction, using rudder position
sensor, transverse accelerometer and high pass
filter for anticipatory sideslip reduction
171-2q288
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles, Part I, covering dynamics of
linearized systems, deterministic and random
inputs, stability, oscillations, thrust control,
etc
A71-2q897
Dynamic response of vehicle and its automatic
fliqht control system
N71-2033_
IUTOMITIC LARDING CONTROL
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-TN-D-5913] N71-20305
AUTOMATION
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
171-2_271
IUTOMOBILE ICCIDENTS
Diqital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
source schlieren system for N_E trisonic wind
tunnel
[DME/NAE-1970/3/] N71-19401
AUTOROTITIOR
Airspeeds. rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on UH-I C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-717047] N71-21363
&VIONICS
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability
increase by redundancy and rational methods,
discussing preventive maintenance
171-24670
IXIIL FLOR
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-485] 171-24856
AXIAL FLOW PUMPS
Design and perfornance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor
of 0.63
[NASA-TM-X-2235] M71-20288
IXI&L FLOW TURBINES
Axial tnrbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
171-23601
AXISYMMETRIC BODIES
Circular stagnation line position on
axisymmetrical blunt bodies with circular sharp
edqe
171-23672
Numerical solution of axisynmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous qas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
method
171-24370
AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisynmetric nozzle based on logarithmic
SUBJECT IWDEX BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
velocity law
A71-22q09
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisyuxetric steady floe of
homogeneous inviscid gas
k71-24372
Linear theory of weakly pertnrbed supersonic plane
axisynnetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
k71-24373
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisyxuetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity using
build-up method
k71-2_376
B
B-52 IIRCRAI_
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
N71-19383
B-57 &IRCR&FT
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature measured at supersonic transport
altitudes by B-57F aircraft
[LR-5Q2] R71-2128Q
B&C AIRCR&FT
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
N71-19375
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests
of BAC 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ABC-CP-II3q] R71-21205
BALLOON FLIGHT
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons
and other lJgh+er than air device_
[AD-717015] N71-21166
BALLOONS
Aerodynamic characteristics of captive balloons
and other lighter than air devices
[kD-717015] N71-21166
BE&BS (SUPPORTS)
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due
to arbitrary temperature distribution
A71-22103
BENDING VIBRATION
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired
blades with fixed tension along shroud
A71-22595
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guidance and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[AGABD-R-582-71] N71-20002
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
appllcations, and literature review
[&GARD-AG-1q9-71] B71-20128
BIRDS
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural damage, flight safety and testing
procedures
A71-2q997
BL&DES (CUTTERS)
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
A71-2q096
BLOWDOWE WIRD TUNNELs
Tea dimensional test facility in blowdown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[_IA& P&PER 71-293] A71-22957
BLOWING
Wind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom
overpressure surface at 18 and 30 n/sec air
speeds
A71-23663
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable
rotating cone, discussing skin friction and heat
transfer
A71-2qq06
BLUFF BODIES
Draq in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies
measured directly and compared with measurements
derived from van Karuan equation
[DLR-FB-70-27] N71-20685
BLU_T BODIES
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones
in free flight tests at Mach 17
[AIA_ PAPER 70-554] A71-22090
Unperturbed atmospheric parameters calculation
from surface measurements of blunt body at
hypersonic speeds under various aerodynamic
conditions
A71-22678
Circular stagnation line position on
axisynnetrical blunt bodies with circular sharp
edqe
_71-23672
BODIES OF REVOLUTION
Hind tunnel vortex flow study on body of
revolution with or without wings
H71-19355
BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] N71-19353
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[NASA-TH-I-66886] N71-19361
Calculation methods for wing-body interference
drag on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
N71-19362
&pproxiuation of pressure distribution on wing-
body configurations at subcritical speeds
H71-1996q
Numerical calcalation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] R71-20115
BOEIBG AIRCRAFT
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant requirements, describing Boeing
laboratory environment approach
A71-2342_
BOEING 7_7 AIRCR&FT
Boeing 7_7 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading,
unloading, baggage claim and customs control
A71-23696
BOBBS (ORDNAHC_
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
H71-19383
BOHOH
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
BORON COEPOUgDS
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
a71-2_770
BOUNDkRY LAYER CONTROL
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control
in energy transfer over airfoil profiles
A71-23201
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and
wing with drag and high lift devices extended
N71-20065
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary layer control of short takeoff
aircraft
[NAL-TH-201] N71-20106
BOUHDAR, LKYER FLOW
Boundary layer flow with large mass injection
rate, presenting numerical method with rapid
convergence for increasing blowing parameter
&71-22108
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
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BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION SUBJECT INDEX
layer equations reduction
A71-22109
Incompressible viscous fluid nousteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
A71-23092
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
A71-23578
In-flight profile draq measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
A71-23667
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over
thin Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge
airfoils, using small perturbation and
quasi-similar theories
A71-23957
Numerical solution of nonuniform euthalpy mixed
axisymmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity using
build-up method
A71-2_376
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable
rotating cone, discussing skin friction and heat
transfer
A71-24406
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
N71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
N71-19836
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
A71-24368
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to oblique shock during separation
A71-24592
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CR-117052] N71-19834
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
N71-19837
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
N71-19845
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic
propulsion system with simulated wing boundary
layer
[NASA-TM-X-2184] N71-19853
Flow separation concepts under high lift
conditions
N71-20055
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
N71-20064
BOUNDARY LATER TRANSITION
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
N71-19952
BOUNDARY L&YERS
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow
around high speed slender bodies with surface
mass transfer
[AIAA PAPER 68-719] A71-22084
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
A71-23855
BE&NCRING (PBYSICS)
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic leads, using
branch modes method
A71-23606
BUBBLES
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[ONERA-TP-923] A71-23762
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
A71-24811
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
N71-20064
BUFFETING
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel
tests for buffet onset prediction, considering
effects of g level and fluctuation amplitude and
frequency
[AIAA PAPER 70-341] A71-24863
Determination of unsteady forces during wind
tunnel test of elastic model by placing wind
tunnel model in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-114287] N71-19796
C
C-5 &IECRAFT
Variable weight composite materiais for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-24084
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
A71-24871
C_BIN ATMOSPHERES
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft
noting air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] N71-20849
CALIBRATING
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects, Much number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
A71-24819
CAEOPIES
Snatch force duriug lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] A71-22915
CARBON DIOXIDE
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel
air flow
A71-24378
CARBOR FIBERS
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
CARBURETORS
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] A71-24240
CARGO AIRCRAFT
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping,
discussing mobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] A71-22779
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and
palette/ containerization systems modular design
and operation
A71-24824
CASCADE FLOW
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible iuviscid small perturbation flow
theory
A71-22943
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
A71-23601
CAVITT RESONATORS
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low
speed, turbulent, shear flow
N71-20539
A-12
SUBJECT INDEX COERUSTIOR CHASBERS
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent,
subsonic and supersonic speeds including
resonance effects
g73-205q0
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
A71-23581
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust
loads
A71-2q9q7
CENTER OF PRESSURE
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain %tin
A71-23581
CENTRII_GAL cOmPRESSORS
Papers on centrifugal compressors covering fluid
dynamics and saall high pressure ratio radi_l
compressors design and performance
A71-2q215
Centrifugal coapressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
A71-2q216
High pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
&71-24217
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating poser
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressure and teaperature
A71-2q218
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
coanressor design, testing and efficiency
A71-2q219
Mechanical feasibility and aerodynamic
effectiveness of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-716370] R71-19558
CERTIFICATION
Business Jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[S&E PAPER 710384] &71-24249
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna. considering
certification requirements
[SAE PAPER 710q00] A71-24262
CESSNA AIRCRAFT
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics,
commnnications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
CHAFF A71-22112
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by
uinq tip vortices usinq reflective chaff
dispensed into vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] N71-20630
CHANNEL FLOW
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications
to high llft flaps aircraft
A71-22592
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel
air floe
CHARRING A71-2_378
Eatheaatical model for predicting erosion of
charring ablator in aerodynamic environment
E71-202_8
t_EBICAL COEPOSITIO|
Ultrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and
other aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
A71-22996
CHEBICAL REACTIONS
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic qas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
A71-23054
CHROBIUB STEELS
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
A71-23295
CI2CULkR CONES
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisyumetric steady flow of
homogeneous inviscid gas
A71-24372
CIRCULAR CTLIEDERS
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
A71-22098
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in
wake flow of similar cylinder at various
spacings using quasi-static aerodynaaic
derivatives and flutter theory
A71-229q2
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics measured for
circulation control by slot suction
[RRC-II71q] N71-20196
CIVIL AVIATION
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sseep wings
A71-24850
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-117135] N71-19752
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of
Texas
[PB-196932] N71-21627
Characteristics of ¥/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
[PB-196934] R71-21632
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for
mapping clear air turbulence
[EASA-CR-III86q] N71-20398
CLOUD COVER
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TH-RHSS-28] N71-218_2
COAGULATION
Two phase mixture noneguilibriun flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
A71-24380
COBALT ALLOTS
High temperature Hi and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and telperature
A71-23302
COCKPITS
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with coaputer input and output
saaples of flight crew anthropoaetry
[AD-716395] H71-19817
cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716_25] H71-19848
COLLISIOE AVOIDANCE
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software equipment
A71-2477q
COLLISIONS
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
N71-19387
COBBUSTION
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, coabustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid
cooling, etc
A71-22965
COEBUSTIOW CHABBERS
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TN-D-625q] N71-20291
Combustion characteristics of turbojet coubustion
chambers with variations of mulet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[MAL-TR-20q] H71-20347
E-13
COMBUSTION EFFICIENCT SUBJECT INDEX
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTM A-I fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TM-X-2241] N71-20533
COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
configurations on combustion efficiency
N71-19455
COMBUSTION PHYSICS
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue
University consisting of buildings, housing test
cells, data acquisition system, propellant
storage and instrument service area
A71-22727
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure,
temperature, and velocity
[NAL-TR-20_] H71-20347
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Hg
[NASA-TT-F-13503] N71-20531
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ARC-R/M-3638] N71-20938
COMBUSTION STABILITY
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave,
considering aerodynamic field in supersonic wind
tunnel
A71-23813
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
A71-22948
Commercial ¥/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer,
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
A71-24150
FA& flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for
new civilian and military aircraft designs
[S&E PAPER 710372] A71-24241
Propulsion technology for STOL and ¥/STOL
commercial aircraft
N71-19456
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-117135] N71-19752
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long
Island Sound near Waterford, Cosnecticut on
February 10, 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] N71-21607
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] N71-2162_
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of
Texas
[PB-196932] N71-21627
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
[PB-19693_] N71-21632
Tabulation data OK* United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] N71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196674] N71-21665
COMMUNICATION THEORY
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boon rise
times by statistical theory
A71-24817
COMPATIBILITY
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] A71-24239
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
Metallic and nonmetallic composite materials in
Jet engine component design, discussing integral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop, rotors and
airfoils
A71-23307
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-24084
COMPRESSIBLE FLON
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-24565
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
A71-24761
COMPRESSOR BLADES
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
Axial compressor subsonic stages theoretical and
experimental investigation, discussing blade
design, calculation and experimental methods and
results A71-24958
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
N71-19370
COMPRESSON EFFICIENCY
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
A71-24219
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inwiscid flow equations in variable
area duct
[AIAA PAPER 69-484] A71-24855
COMPRESSOR rOTORS
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison
of 20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[NASA-TM-X-2191] N71-19707
COMPRESSORS
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid
cooling, etc
A71-22965
COMPUTATION
Electronic computation - Conference, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, August 1970
A71-23273
COMPUTER PEOGNAMMING
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] N71-20765
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOW speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] A71-2_253
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
H71-19377
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at
subsonic speeds
N71-19385
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output
samples of flight crew anthropometr¥
[AD-716395] N71-19817
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[AD-715982] N71-20180
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN
Aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and weight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel
mass interaction
A71-23274
A-1 u,
SUBJECT INDEX COETROLLABILITI
Man oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
171-23275
British Aircraft Corporation Bumerical Raster
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
A71-23759
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[ N&S&-TR-X-66886 ] N71-19361
Bathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural desicfn - algorithmic tools.
applications, and literature review
[ AG&RD-KG-lqg-71 ] R71- 20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programming applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
N71-20129
Computer and optimization techniques in aircraft
design
m71-201q0
COBPOTERI_ED SIBULITIO|
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
A71-22276
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at
high speed
§71-19379
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
E71-19381
Digital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
source schlieren system for WAE trisonic wind
tunnel
[ DEE/N&E- 1970/3/] R71-19q01
Developing basic methodology for predicting
aircraft stopping distance on wet runway using
computerized simulation
[ FAA-N&-70- 5 ] @71-20068
CONCAVIT!
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
R71-19836
CONCORDE AIRCR&FT
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, consideriRg supersonic flight
characteristics
171-23579
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controllinq temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
171-23580
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
A71-23581
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking, considering stamping and engraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin
material parts
171-23582
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and "plant
for simulating air supply from compressor stages
of aircraft gas turbine engines
A71-23583
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ ESSPES-I 3 ] W71-20857
COWDENSATIO|
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systems,
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation point
A71-24328
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties,
combining integrated solution equations into
sinqle transcendental equation for equilibrium
condensation
&71-2q336
COWFEESNC_S
Electronic computation - conference, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, AUqUSt 1970
171-23273
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] E71-19353
Proceedings of conference ou aircraft propulsion
[WAS&-SP-259] N71-19q51
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[ &D-71q362] H71-19830
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
devices - AGARD lecture series
[LGARD-LS-_3-71] N71-20051
CONICAL BODIES
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone
at incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by
pressure distribution technique, comparing heat
transfer, Pitot probe measurements, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-48] 171-22088
Bean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
A71-22091
Shock wave shape attached to cone mowing in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
A71-22_05
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ARC-CP-1133] N71-208q8
Numerical method for calculating steady
asymmetrical supersonic flog past pointed
conical bodies at yaw
H71-21269
CONICAL IELETS
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
usinq flow data in freestream
A71-2_866
Boundary layer interactions with turbulent heated
compressed flows from hypersonic inlets
N71-19952
COWICAL SHELLS
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-71701q] N71-2075q
COETAINERS
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
worldwide airport terminal capacities and
palette/ containerization systems modular design
and operation
A71-2q82q
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
A71-2_871
COETROL EQUIPBEWT
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles
displaced from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08972] N71-20570
CONTROL BOBENT G_EOSCOPES
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-TT-F-636] N71-20719
CONTROL SIBUL&TIO|
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
A71-2295_
Aircraft notion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for minimum flight
schedule deviation under random disturbance due
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-2_158
CONTROL ST&BILITT
Optimal control stabilization under continuous
small disturbances applied to aircraft stability
in horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
A71-2q726
COBTEOL SURF&CES
Inclined engine cold circular Jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft lonqitudinal stability
&71-2_593
COMTROLL&BILITT
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
A-15
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handling and performance in STOL applications
N71-20060
Control system designs for USSH single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-TT-F-636] N71-20719
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight
recorders
[APC-CP-1135] N71-20902
CONVERGENT NOZZLES
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic
velocity law
A71-22409
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
A71-24616
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES
Method of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] N71-19709
CONVEXITY
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
N71-19836
COOLING SYSTEMS
Development of improved turbine cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
N71-19454
Single stage turbine operation with various stator
cooling techniques and effects on stator, staqe,
and rotor efficiencies
[NASA-TM-X-52968] N71-20420
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to
rotated coordinates system, obtaining negative
products in aircraft
A71-249_W
CORNERS
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NASA-TN-D-6202] N71-20158
CORROSION RESISTANCE
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentomide and NaCI
A71-23288
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with A1 alloy specimens
A71-23690
CORROSION TESTS
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test
methods, noting aircraft design implications
A71-24112
COST EFFECTIVENESS
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
telecommunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describinq simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
A71-22276
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
A71-23691
ODtimizinq propulsive/lift system for turbofan
STOL aircraft considering cost effectiveness
N71-20063
COSt effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCRL-72380] N71-20109
COST ESTIMATES
Economic analysis of intercit7 short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-T_-X-2228] N71-20114
COST REDUCTION
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine enqine
design and fabrication for general aviation
aircraft
A71-22811
Development and characteristics of low cost
engines for general aviation aircraft
N71-19458
CHECK INITIATION
High temperature tnrbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-23290
CRANES
Telecontrolled Rotormobile flying crane with Jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
A71-24420
CRRSE INJURIES
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shonlder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on
survivability and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] A71-24261
CR&SE LARDING
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
[FAA-AM-70-19] N71-19812
CREEP PROPERTIES
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
A71-23204
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-70-4047] N71-19921
CRITICAL VELOCITT
Critical speeds for inviscld compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-24565
CROSS FLOW
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
A71-22098
CRTOGENIC FLUIDS
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
N71-19463
CV-990 AIRCRAFT
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TM-NESS-28] N71-21842
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flowfield
A71-22078
critical speeds for inviscid compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-2_565
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-717014] N71-20754
D
DAMAGE
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
A71-25052
D&TA &CQUISITION
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue
University consisting of buildings, housing test
cells, data acquisition system, propellant
storage and instrument service area
A71-22727
D&TA CONVERTERS
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOR area navigation
display systems low power operation
A71-22610
DAT& CORRELATIOR
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic mind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIAA PAPER 71-291] A71-23423
It-16
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DATA PROCESSING
Experiwental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems
control
A71-23928
DATA PEOCESSIEG EQDIPBEET
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ ESS/ES-13] N71-20857
DATA STORAGE
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[NASA-CASE-ILA-01832] N71-21006
DECISIOE RAKING
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
A71-2q265
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
A71-_q271
DECOUPLING
Flight path optimization with multiple time
scales, discussing decoupling of high order
three dimensional aircraft flight problem into
several low order problems
A71-2_858
DEICING
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
A71-22948
DELTa NIEGS
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
A71-23617
Leading edge suction analogy for predictiug low
spced lift and drag-_ue-to-lift characteristics
of sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AI_A PAPER 69-1133] A71-2_851
Lift and drag interference characteristics of
delta winged half cones with leading edges
N71-19359
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[NAS_-TM-X-66914] N71-19831
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-152q] N71-21223
DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density
profile over flat plate at single Reynolds
number, using 8ach-Zender interferoneter
A71-24270
DENSITY BEASUBENENT
Density gradient visualization with scblieren
optical system, discussing propeller
aerodynamics
A71-24103
Mean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal
to turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
A71-25085
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at
high speed
N71-19379
DETONATION WAVES
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation
over long distances through turbulence modeled
by sound speed fluctuation, including acoustic
scattering effect
A71-22858
normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ARC-R/N-3638] N71-20938
DB 121 AIRCRAFT
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power
plants, systems and landing gear
A71-22890
DIFFEREETIKL EQUATIOES
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential equations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
A71-23804
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for
aircraft design using differential equatiOn
idealization and finite element approximation
[NASA-CB-117198] N71-20139
DIGITAL COEPUTERS
British aircraft Corporation Numerical Haster
Geometry system using parameter surface
uathematics and digital computer
A71-23759
DIGITAL EAVIGATION
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI YOR area navigation
display systems low power operation
A71-22610
DIGITAL SINULATIOE
analytical nonlinear landing gear node1 of
flexible aircraft and strut lockup-breakout
interaction using digital simulation language
/DSL/
[SAE PAPER 710_01] A71-2,263
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on ATC terninal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software equipment
A71-2q77q
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical environments
A71-229_q
DIRECTIOEAL CONTROL
Directional control capability of 18 x 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on vet surfaces
[N&SA-TN-D-6202] §71-20158
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[WASA-TW-D-6118] N71-20191
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFW ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[SAE PAPER 71037q] A71-24243
DISCIPLINING
&it traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
A71-22891
DISKS (SHAPES}
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
A71-2q000
DISPLA! DEVICES
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI YON area navigation
display systems low power operation
A71-22610
Heal time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
computer
a71-22726
Navy pilots performance improvement through
symbolic flight displays
&71-23675
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight controls and
electronic head down displays, discussing
handling qualities, lift effectiveness and
autostabilization
A71-2394q
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[N_SA-CR-117135] N71-19752
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716q25] N71-198q8
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air
traffic control system
[AD-716816] H71-2077_
DISTRICT OF COLUNBIA
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International airport from Wash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Hd.
[PB-196023] N71-19q3q
A-17
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DITCHING (LANDING)
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long
Island Sound near Waterford, Connecticut on
February 10, 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] N71-21607
DOPPLER R&DAR
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by
wing tip vortices using reflective chaff
dispensed into vortices
[N_SA-CR-111877] N71-20630
DORNR&SH
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on
wings of missile tails
N71-19360
DRAG MEISUREMERT
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
A71-23667
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in
wake behind star-shaped body at supersonic
speed, determining drag and shock waves location
A71-24371
Calculation of profile drag of airfoils at low
Mach numbers by predicting instability and
transition points
[NAL-TR-198] N71-20101
DROP SIZE
Two phase mixture nonequilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
A71-24380
DROP TESTS
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of lettisoned drop
loads from aircraft
N71-19378
DHCTED F&NS
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
A71-24834
DUCTED FLOW
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct,
characterizing flow boundaries by pressure
readings and Schlieren flow visualization
A71-23605
DUCTILITY
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve
ductility of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] N71-19735
DYNAMIC CONTROL
Soviet papers on automatic control for flight
vehicles, Part I, covering dynamics of
linearized systems, deterministic and random
inputs, stability, oscillations, thrust control,
etc
A71-24897
DTEAMIC LOADS
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
A71-25052
DTYAMIC PRESSURE
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
COmputer
A71-22726
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects
on penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected
normal to supersonic airstreams
[RASA-TN-D-6114] R71-20195
DTNAMIC RESPONSE
TWO diwensional rigid winqs, investigating
response characteristics to gust loads
A71-23_40
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
A71-25052
Dynamic response of vehicle and its automatic
flight control system
N71-20334
DTNAMIC STABILITE
surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic equilibrium
without radial load
A71-22799
DTE&MIC STRUCTURAL &N&LTSIS
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
N71-19358
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsioR
system integration into supersonic transport
design
H71-19373
Digital computer program description with updating
case data mode and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[kD-715982] N71-20180
DT|AMOMETERS
Development of thrust dynawometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[NASA-CASE-XLE-05260] H71-20429
E
ECONOMIC &R&LTSIS
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
_71-23982
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCRL-72380] N71-20109
EDDY VISCOSITT
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
A71-24338
EDUCATION
ATC services training and operations methods
adopted by International Aeradio Ltd
A71-22952
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and working and
geographical euvironments
A71-22954
ELASTIC BARS
C-5A cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
_71-24871
ELASTIC BODIES
Nornal shock wave interaction with deformable
solid walls, determining explosion or sonic
booms effects on elastic structures and
protection devices
A71-24483
Determination of unsteady forces during wind
tannel test of elastic model by placing wind
tunnel model in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-11_287] N71-19796
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
A71-2_9q6
ELASTIC SHELLS
Critical speeds for inviscid cowpressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-24565
Estimation of stability of elastic noncirculmr
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-717014] N71-20754
ELECTRIC GENER&TORS
Soviet book on asynchronous generators for
aircraft covering design and operation
A71-23420
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SkE PAPER 710392] A71-24256
ELECTRIC IGWITION
Dual magneto ignition system for business and
small military aircraft, describing development,
design and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] A71-242_7
ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Soviet monograph on electric space propulsio_
systems theory covering ion and plasma engines,
gas turbine engines, nuclear energy sources,
A-18
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solar cells, etc
A71-2_011
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid notion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, shoving
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
A71-23956
ELECTROCHEHISTRY
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking, considerinq stampinq and enqraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin
material parts
&71-23582
ELECTRO|IC COBTROL
ATC electronic automation systems development for
air safety improvements
A71-22953
ELECTRO|ICS
Electronic computation - Conference, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, Auqust 1970
A71-23273
ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS
Hathenatical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[N&SA-TH-X-67019] N71-21_08
ENERGY TRANSFER
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
floi quantity affecting boundary layer control
in energy transfer over airfoil profiles
_71-23201
ENGINE CONTROL
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-13_ aircraft, discussing fuel flog requlator
assembly and operation
A71-22947
Turboprop an_ _urboshaft engine control
requirements, showing torque and power
dependence on engine speed and control block
diagrams
A71-2q755
Dynamics and control of s_apersouic propulsion
systems
H71-19q62
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling nornal shock
position
[NASA-TN-D-6021] H71-20674
ENGINE DESIGN
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine
design and fabrication for general aviation
aircraft
A71-22811
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
A71-2_216
Hiqh pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
A71-24217
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
k71-24219
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance t_hniques
[SAE PAPER 710381] A71-2_2q6
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
A71-2q593
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector
control influence on VTOL transport aircraft
transition characteristics and ground acoustic
field
[DGLR-70-0_0] A71-2q7q9
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
&71-2q750
VTOL heat engine and propulsion systen design and
performance, citing Pegasus jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
A71-2_751
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft,
examining high bypass lift engine design
&71-2_861
Characteristics of fans and compressors for
aircraft turbine engines
N71-19_52
Aerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbine
engines
H71-19q53
Design requirements for air breathing aircraft
engines
[AD-716896] W71-19488
Deternininq amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-117031] H71-20050
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double annular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TH-D-625_] N71-20291
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[R&SA-C&SE-XLE-103_7-1] W71-20330
EHGINE FIILURE
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and double breakdowns
A71-2q752
EHGI|E INLETS
Real time remote test site colputation and display
of coupler engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
computer
A71-22726
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression
effects on total spectra
[SAN PAPER 710386] A71-2q250
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] A71-2q854
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
_71-19460
Effects of esgine inlet disturbances on engine
stall performance
H71-19q61
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
[NASA-TN-D-6021] W71-2067q
ENGINE NOISE
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
A71-24750
Sources and characteristics of aircraft noise for
conventional and ¥/STOL aircraft
N71-19q57
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison
of 20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[HASA-TI-I-2191] H71-19707
EHGIHE PiRTS
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considering boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
Hiqh temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and qas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentozide and WaCI
A71-23288
Sigh temperature turbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-232g0
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
A71-23295
&ircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
&71-23299
High temperature Hi and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and jet engine parts, considerinq
nicrostructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
A71-23302
Betallic and nonmetallic composite materials in
Jet engine component design, discussing inteqral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop, rotors and
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ENGINE TESTS SUBJECT INDEX
airfoils
A71-23307
ERGIEE TESTS
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension,
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
A71-22633
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
A71-22956
Sigh pressure ratio radial outflow compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
A71-24217
Small high pressure ratio single-stage centrifugal
compressor design, testing and efficiency
A71-2_219
ENTHALPY
Mass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Mach number and high enthalpy flows
[NASA-TM-X-52974] N71-19699
ERTROPT
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
A71-23603
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, power drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability
and control
[SAE PAPER 710391] A71-24255
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant requirements, describing Boeing
laboratory environment approach
A71-2342q
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant
for simulating air supply from compressor stages
of aircraft gas turbine engines
A71-23583
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with AI alloy specimens
A71-23690
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
A71-24115
Environmental tests of VORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAR-Part 171
[FAA-ED-71-12] N71-20666
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] N71-21523
EPOXT RESIES
High peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives
for aircraft bondinq, discussing high
tesperature curing and honeycomb panel repair
A71-2406_
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizinq boron-epoxy
material
A71-24770
EQUATIONS OF MOTIOR
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential equations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
A71-23804
Wing aperiodic motion during change from one
frequency to another, using Laplace and Fourier
transforms to reduce partial to ordinary
differential equation
A71-24353
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight
tests
[AD-716345] N71-19560
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] N71-20765
EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
A71-23054
EQUIPMENT SPECIFIC&TIONS
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] A71-2424_
ERROR CORRECTIEG DEVICES
Stress concentration correcting factors for
fillets in landed aircraft structures
A71-2353_
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on
airfoil models
A71-2495_
EUROPEAN &IRBUS
wind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplanE
interference on European airbus models
N71-1937L
EXHAUST GASES
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASR-CR-117031] N71-2005C
EXHAUST ROZZLES
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] A71-24854
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwing
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-66887] N71-19366
Aircraft afterbody and engine nozzle interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-66888] N71-19368
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft N71-19459
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
N71-19"59
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGR
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6164] N71-20392
EXTERNAL STORES
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at
high speed
N71-19379
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning
of external stores from F-2 aircraft
N71-19384
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at
subsonic speeds
N71-19385
Wind tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive fliqht drag and
separation characteristics
N71-19386
statistical prediction of external store
separation characteristics from aircraft
N71-19388
F
F-111 AIRCRAFT
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of
simultaneous inputs from _00 channels of tape
recorded strain, load and deflection data
A71-22717
F-2 AIRCRAFT
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynauic drag effects caused by Jettisoning
of external stores from F-2 aircraft
N71-19384
F-_ AIRCBAFT
optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] E71-20617
F-8 AIRCRAFT
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel
A°20
SUBJECT INDEX FLAT PLATES
tests for buffet onset prediction, considering
effects of g level and fluctuation amplitude and
frequency
[AIAA PIPER 70-3qI] A71-2_863
FABRICATION
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication an_
assembly methods
A71-23q27
FAIqb-S&FE SYSTEMS
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710q0_] A71-2426_
PAIRINGS
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for, aircraft antennas
[JPRS-52608] W71-21258
FANS
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and
gas dynamical energy distribution systems-for
commercial VTOL aircraft
A71-2296q
FATIGUE (mATERIALS)
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft
structural fatigue, describing system components
consisting of sensors in critical structure
areas and indicator unit with visual display
A71-22725
Wing structure fatigQe substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710404] A71-2426_
Analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
[WRC-1169_] N71-19857
FATIGUE LIFE
aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
A71-2320_
aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
A71-23938
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 71040q] A71-2426_
FATIGUE TESTS
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
A71-23580
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710404] A71-2426_
A1 alloys one step fatigue tests under combined
hiqh temperature and structural vibration
conditions
A71-2q821
Noustationary stress modeling in aircraft
structures using random pulse generator applied
to Jet landing gear break strut fatigue test
A71-2q95_
Aircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
[SAE PAPER 710403] A71-25133
analysis of aircraft wheel failures to determine
cause of fatigue fracture and establishment of
qualification tests
[NRC-II69q] H71-19857
FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
Determination of unsteady forces during wind
tunnel test of elastic model by placing wind
tunnel model in feedback circuit of servosystem
[NASA-CR-114287] N71-19796
FEEDBACK CONTROL
Constrained gain problem'optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal gains and
application to aircraft control problems
A71-24859
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[&D-717168] N71-20617
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gymoscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NAS&-TT-F-636] N71-20719
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
TI alloys structural high tew_rature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
A71-23427
Feasibility of using fixed simulator to determine
stall and spin characteristics of fighter
aircraft
[N&SA-TR-D-6117] N71-20292
FILLETS
Stress concentration correcting factors for
fillets in landed aircraft structures
A71-23539
FIJITE DIFFERE|CE THEORY
Bethod of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] N71-19709
FINITE ELEHENT RETHOD
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
[WASA-TH-X-66884] H71-19357
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers
by finite element method
[AD-716463] N71-19856
Optimization of aeroelastic constraints for
aircraft design using differential equation
idealization and finite element approximation
[NASA-CR-117198] N71-20139
FORTRAN program for Koiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural
behavior of airframes
[AD-717181] N71-20695
FINNED BODIES
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
R71-19365
FINS
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance
partially immersed in turbulent boundary layer
at Math 5
[AD-716023] W71-19656
FIRE PI6HTIBG
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements
for airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA-AS-71-1] W71-19_26
FLARNABILITT
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environment
[AD-875901] W71-20702
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
Sultielesent flap mechanism design, considering
drive angles which deflect least from 90 degrees
A71-22652
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[HASA-TR-X-6691q] N71-19831
FLAT PLATES
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
A71-22582
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density
profile over flat plate at single Reynolds
number, using much-render interferoneter
A71-24270
C-bA cargo box side wall deformations, examining
square plates center deflections with elastic
beams
A71-2_871
Hean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal
to turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
A71-25085
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
A71-25096
Won_iform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit jet impinging on inclined flat plate
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FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS SUBJECT INDEX
[AD-717193] M71-21623
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
A71-23579
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
A71-2q013
FAA flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for
new civilian and military aircraft designs
rSAE PAPER 710372] A71_24241
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequenc[ mud damping, pitch
control sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] A71-242_2
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAR PAPER 710388] A71~29252
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Influence of environnental factors in aircraft
carrier landings and accidents
N71-20369
FLIGHT CONTROL
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems
control
A71-23928
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing desiqn studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SAE PAPER 710393] A71-24257
Optimal control of rotational and transversal
motions of flight vehicles based on torsional
and flexural deformations
[AD-716517] N71-19696
FLIGHT CREWS
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output
sa=ples of flight crew anthropometry
raP-716395] N71-19817
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS
Navy pilots performance improvement through
symbolic flight displays
A71-23675
Turn rate qyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
[SAE PAPER 710380] A71-24245
FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
A71-23938
FLIGHT MECHANICS
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems
control
A71-23928
FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation
for Jet aircraft response for flight through
turbulent upwash field
A71-24870
FLIGHT PATHS
Cut-off Much number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to
atmospheric parameters
A71-23577
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression
effects on total spectra
[SAE PAPER 710386] A71-24250
Flight path optimization with multiple time
scales, discussing decouplinq of high order
three dimensional aircraft flight problem into
several low order problems
A71-2a858
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
[ ARL/A-322 ] N71-19391
FLIGHT PL&NS
Commercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer,
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
A71-24150
FLIGHT RECORDERS
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight
recorders
[ARC-CP-1135] N71-20902
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01832] N71-21006
FLIGHT SIMULATIOH
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period freguenc_ and damping, pitch
control sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] A71-24242
Wisd tunnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
N71-19386
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] R71-1944g
FLIGHT SINULkTORS
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
N71-19369
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for
missile heat transfer simulations
N71-20251
FLIGHT STABILITT TESTS
F-8D aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel
tests for buffet onset prediction, considering
effects of q level and fluctuation amplitude and
frequency
[aIAA PAPER 70-341] A71-2_863
LOW speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests
of BAC 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ARC-CP-1134] N71-21205
FLIGHT TEST INSTRHMEWTS
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[kIkA PAPER 71-313] A71-2397q
FLIGHT TESTS
Hawker Siddeley Trident 3B flight test program,
booster engine, structural features, power
plants, systems and landing gear
&71-22890
Concorde airworthiness reqeirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic fliqht
characteristics
A71-23579
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAB PAPER 710369] A71-24239
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPER 710394] &71-24258
Determining eguatioas of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight
tests
[kD-716345] N71-19560
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
N71-20060
H-126 Jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
N71-20066
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[ARA-18] N71-2015_
k-22
SUBJECTINDEX FLOW VISUILIZATION
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Book on foam polyurethanes synthesis and use in
flight vehicles
a71-23162
FLOATS
Floatinu airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic unit
A71-229Q9
FLOW CHaRaCTERISTICS
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
a71-2_368
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model,
Doting jet flow phenomena at various angles of
attack
A71-24865
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
usinq flow data in freestrean
A71-24866
Smooth doable-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics measured for
circulation control by slot suction
[RRC-11714] R71-20196
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low
speed, turbulent, shear flow
W71-20539
FLOg DEFLECTION
Bultielement flap mechanism design, considering
drive angles which deflect least from 90 degrees
&71-22652
Steady nonrotational flog around rectilinear
profile in finite width nniform current in
linear theory, calculating fluid exerted forces
&71-23822
FLOg DISTORTIOW
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable
solid walls, determining explosion or sonic
booms effects on elastic structures and
protection devices
&71-2Qq83
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to oblique shock during separation
a71-24592
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[aIa_ PAPER 69-q85] a71-24856
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
Bach disk in underexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[aIaa PAPER 70-231] A71-22097
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow. obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
A71-23092
aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in
wake behind star-shaped body at supersonic
speed, determining drag and shock waves location
A71-2q371
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in
toroidal shell, obtaining flow patterns steady
star 9 solutions for turbomachinery design
_71-2_520
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature Jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
quiescent medium
A71-24588
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum flux
A71-24616
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-_85] a71-2_856
aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airfraae-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AG&RD-CP-71-71] N71-19353
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic =ndervinq
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[RASA-TB-I-66887] E71-19366
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[RASA-T_-X-66885] N71-19371
aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
B71-19372
Doppler radar measurements of flow generated by
wing tip vortices asisg reflective chaff
dispensed into vortices
[NASA-CR-111877] B71-20630
Nonuniform flow field sonic boon reduction device
using slit Jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[&D-717193] N71-21623
FLOg HQUaTIOHS
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochemistry, flom equations, heat
transfer, etc
&71-22278
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties,
cowbisiag integrated solution eqsations into
single transcendental equation for equilibrium
condensation
&71-2q336
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow equations in variable
area duct
[AIAa PAPER 69-_8q] a71-2q855
FLOE GEOBETRY
Bumerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy nixed
azisyanetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity using
build-up method
a71-2_376
FLOg BEaSURHHENT
Bean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
W_ke
a71-22091
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for
axial velocity distribution in conformity with
laminar boundary layer equations solution
A71-2_gqq
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[N&SA-CE-117052] N71-1983q
FLOg ST&BILIT!
Laminar mixing reqion stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order
equation for disturbance amplitude function
A71-22851
FLOg THEORY
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisyuaetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
A71-2q373
FLOE VELOCITY
_arefied gas flow density and velocity by total
head and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic
flow core region
A71-22728
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
A71-23578
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
A71-23855
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
&71-2_000
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
A71-Zq_53
F10v with time harmonic function velocity is wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
A71-24qbq
FLOE VISU|LIZ&TIOI
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and
k-23
FLUID DYNAMICS SUBJECT INDEX
test facilities
A71-22788
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
A71-24362
Digital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
source schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind
tunnel
[DME/NAE-1970/3/] N71-19401
Multiple-source schlieren system for NAE trisonic
wind tunnel
N71-19403
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance
partially immersed in turbulent boundary layer
at Mach 5
[RD-716023] N71-19656
FLUID DYNAMICS
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
A71-24216
FLUID FILTERS
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] A71-24248
FLUID FLOW
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in
toroidal shell, obtaining flow patterns steady
state solutions for turbomachinery design
A71-2_520
FLUOROCARBONS
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment
sealant, using reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
A71-2_083
FLUOROSILICATES
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat, jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
A71-24080
FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flowfield
A71-22078
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response
under random excitation Or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleiqh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variatioual principle
A71-22080
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in
wake flow of similar cylinder at various
spacings using quasi-static aerodynamic
derivatives and flutter theory
A71-22942
FOG
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] N71-20806
FORCE DISTRIBUTION
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear
profile in finite width uniform current in
linear theory, calculating fluid exerted forces
A71-23822
Mean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal
to turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
A71-25085
FORCED VIBRATION
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate
in two dimensional supersonic flow under
harmonic pressure near critical Mach number
A71-24643
FORGING
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
A71-23299
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective DEices
A71-23691
FORTHAN
FORTRAN program for Loiter-type method for finite
element analysis of nonlinear structural
behavior of airframes
[AD-717181] N71-20695
FRACTURE STRENGTH
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
FR&NE PHOTOGRAPHY
High speed photographic assembly with turbine
drive for continuous recording and frame
photography A71-24872
FHEE FLIGHT
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness On slender cones
in free flight tests at Mach 17
[AIAA PAPER 70-554] A71-22090
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
A71-23669
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect On free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
[ARL/A-322] R71-19391
FREE FLOW
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order
equation for disturbance amplitude function
A71-22851
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetoaasdynamics with nonuniform
noneguilibrium free stream, using Green function
technique R71-23200
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
A71-24866
FREE JETS
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
A71-23607
Flow field properties of impinging free jets from
circular couvergent nozzle, measuring velocity,
surface pressure and momentum fluI
A71-2_616
FROUDE NUMBER
Three dimensional surface planing at high Froude
number with small angle of attack
[AD-717067] N71-21600
FUEL CELLS
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts A71-20079
FUEL COHSUMPTION
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressure and temperature
A71-24218
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] A71-24239
FUEL CONTAMINATION
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of Jet engine fuels
[BMRI-7493] N71-20505
FUEL FLOW rEGULATORS
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-134 aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
A71-22947
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-2q753
FUEL PUMPS
Concorde aircraft fuel system and fuel pumps,
considering center of gravity and center of
pressure relationship to maintain trim
A71-23581
A-24
SUBJRCT INDEX GENERAL |IIITION AIRCRAFT
FURL TKNKS
Supersonic transport fuel tank environnents and
sealant requirements# describing Boeing
laboratory environment approach
A71-2342q
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical.
precompressed foal and swellable elastoler seal
concepts
A71-2q079
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat. Jet
fuel. moisture and heat aging
&71-24080
Long tern exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
A71-2q081
Accelerated testing of Jet fuel containaent
sealant, using reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
A71-2q083
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled nndergro_d bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
A71-24300
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environment
[AD-875901] N71-20702
FUEL TESTS
Conversion of experimental turbojet colbustor from
ASTM A-I fuel to natural gas fuel
[N&SA-TM-X-2241] N71-20533
FUSELIGES
Three dilensional interactions in half cone
pressure fields and effects on intakes mounted
adjacent to aircraft fuselage
N71-19367
13
G&S BEARINGS
Surface geometry effect of polyceatric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynamic equilibriul
without radial load
A71-22799
GAS DENSITT
Rarefied gas flow density and velocity by total
head and flow r_te adapters, noting isentropic
flow core region
A71-22728
G&S DFNAMICS
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thernodynaaics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid
cooling, etc
A71-22965
GAS FLOW
Rarefied gas flow density and velocity by total
head and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic
flow core region
A71-22728
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
A71-2305_
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial leads
A71-23609
Numerical solntion of axisyanetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
m_thod
A71-24370
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of
homogeneous inviscid gas
A71-2_372
GAS INJECTION
Boundary layer flow with large mass injection
rate. presenting numerical method with rapid
convergence for increasing blowing parameter
A71-22108
Hypersonic flow interaction with transverse Jet,
discussing experimental investigation of
Reynolds nnmber, jet pressure ratio and mass
flux effects
A71-2294_
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic-channel
air flow
A71-24378
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection.
deriving approximate solution for binary mixture
flow with variable fluid properties
A71-25097
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] N71-20127
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects
on penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected
normal to supersonic airstreans
[NASA-TN-D-6114] N71-20195
GAS JETS
Aeroaconstic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets.
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
A71-23607
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine
design and fabrication for general aviation
aircraft
A71-22811
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels.
vanadium pentoxide and MaC1
A71-23288
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas
turbine engine components, discussing
production-quality control-research
interrelationship
A71-23301
Concord, environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, therlal shock rigs and plant
for simulating air supply fron compressor stages
of aircraft gas turbine engines
A71-23583
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressare and temperature
A71-2q218
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-52977] N71-19677
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-117031] N71-20050
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augaentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6164] N71-20392
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[NASA-TN-D-6268] N71-21512
GAS TURBINES
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discnssing die forging and
machining combined with joining processes
A71-23299
High temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and jet engine parts, considering
licrostructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
A71-23302
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour
geometries by direct variational procedures
A71-24379
GAS-GAS INTERACTIONS
Interaction flowfield of two dimensional
supersonic airstreal with transversely injected
jets of various gases, presenting wall static
pressure, gas concentration and temperature
measurements
A71-22111
GEARS
¥TOL aircraft gear systems, discussing hearings.
shaft connection. Ti alloy coaponents, etc
A71-22963
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
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GEOMETRY SUBJECT INDEX
desiqn, performance characteristics,
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control equipment and flight evaluation
A71-22112
Cost reduction concepts in gas turbine engine
desiqn and fabrication for qeneral aviation
aircraft
&71-22811
FAA flying and handling qualities program,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for
new civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] A71-2q2ql
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch
control sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] A71-242_2
Executive let landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFE ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[SAE PAPER 71037q] A71-2q243
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight
tests, STOL performance and high speed cruise
technology
[SAE pAPER 710378] A71-242_
Business Jet aircraft noise certification,
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAE PAPER 710384] A71-24249
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on
survivability and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] A71-2q261
Wing structure fatigue substantiation procedures
under fail-safe concept for general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 710404] A71-24264
Development and characteristics of low cost
engines for general aviation aircraft
N71-19q58
Benefits and problems of using head-up displays in
commercial and general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CR-117135] N71-19752
GEOMETRY
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Master
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
A71-23759
GLASS FIBERS
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] N71-19574
GLIDE P&TES
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] A71-2q251
GLIDERS
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
layer wake, using moments method
A71-23667
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
A71-23669
GLIDING
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic
speed deployment, investigating turn capability,
opening reliability_ structural integrity and
effective draq
A71-2_868
GREEN FUNCTION
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetoqasdynamics with nonuniform
nonequilibrium free stream, using Green function
technique
A71-23200
GROOVES
_ate of wheel spin-up, and fire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[FAA-RD-71-2] N71-20069
GROUND EFFECT
LOW speed wind tunnel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary laver control of short takeoff
aircraft
[NAL-TR-201] N71-20106
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[EASA-TW-D-6118] N71-20191
GROUBD EFFECT MACHIEES
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping,
discussing mobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] A71-22779
Wave resistance of air cushion vehicle traveling
over water of uniform finite or infinite depth
in steady or unsteady motion
[AD-716055] N71-19731
Mathematical model for suspension system of
actively controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196q65] N71-21676
GROUED HA|DLI|G
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading,
unloading, baggage claim and customs control
A71-23696
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMEET
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft,
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
A71-22948
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability
increase by redundancy and rational methods,
discussing preventive maintenance
A71-2q670
GROUND TESTS
Aircraft continuous elastomechauical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
A71-24946
Sound pressure levels produced by C-5A during
ground tests
[AD-71681_] N71-20824
GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
ATC station ground to air communication via VHF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power
radio trausmitters and low noise over the
horizon receivers combination
A71-24175
GUST ALLEVIATORS
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation
for jet aircraft response for flight through
turbulent upwash field
A71-24870
GUST LOADS
Two dimensional rigid wings, investigating
response characteristics to gust loads
k71-234_0
Optimal control stabilization under continuous
small disturbances applied to aircraft stability
in horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
A71-24726
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity,
discussing motion in turbulent air and gust
loads
A71-249q7
GYROCOMPASSES
Small parameter method in gyrocompass theory,
deriving differential equations for motion of
sensitive element of two rotor gyrocompass
A71-2380q
GTROSCOPES
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guidance and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[AGARD-R-582-71] N71-20002
H
H-126 AIRCRAFT
H-126 Jet flap research aircraft development and
testing N71-20066
HALF CONES
Lift and drag interference characteristics of
delta winged half cones with leading edges
N71-19359
Three dimensional interactions in half cone
pressure fields and effects on intakes mounted
adlacent to aircraft fuselage
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M71-19367
HANDBOOKS
Handbook for summing two harnonics
[AD-717201] H71-21803
HARHOHIC &H&LYSIS
Handbook for summing two harmonics
[AD-717201] H71-21803
BiRRORIC FUNCTIONS
Flow with time harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
&71-2q_5_
HiRBOIIC OSCIL_TIOI
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating
ling in subsonic floe of ideal gas
A71-23615
RE&T EICR&RGK_S
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
A71-23580
HEAT FLUX
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on floe characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boumdary layer and
separation point location
A71-24368
HEAT HESISTART ALLOYS
High temperature li and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
A71-23302
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[MASA-TM-Z-52977] 171-19677
HR&T STOR&GE
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Braytos engine
[RAS&-TR-D-6268] 171-21512
HEAT TRARSFER
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerothermochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
A71-22278
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic
flow, comparing wind tunnel measurements with
modified reference enthalpy method predictions
for laminar and turbulent flov
A71-22941
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer ei%h viscous interaction,
calculating heat transfer On flat plate and
slender wedge
A71-25096
Heat and mass transfer iu supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection,
deriving approximate solution for binary mixture
flom with variable fluid properties
A71-25097
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent,
subsonic and supersonic speeds including
resonance effects
i71-205q0
HEAT TREATRRRT
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6Al-qY and Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
A71-2_093
HELICiL FLOH
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flomfield
A71-22078
Primary/secondary flov density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow induction, describing
experimental results mith I/7-I/I density ratios
A71-2q853
HELICOPTER COITROL
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[HAS&-TT-F-636] R71-20719
HELICOPTER DESIGR
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic loads, using
branch nodes method
A71-23606
Design criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter in
hot veather climate
[ AD-717025] R71-21707
HELICOPTERS
helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
A71-23670
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[WASA-TN-D-6118] N71-20191
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and six manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[N&SA-TN-D-5913] N71-20305
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environuent
[_D-875901] N71-20702
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] N71-20806
HIGH ALTITUDE ERVIRORRERTS
Supersonic transport air traffic meteoroloqy,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
k71-23070
HIGH ASPECT RATIO
Hiqh aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory,
Qsinq matched asymptotic expansions method
A71-22083
HIGH SPEED C&EERAS
High speed photographic assembly with turbine
drive for continuous recording and frame
photography
A71-2q872
HIGH STRERGTH &LLOTS
Problems in riweting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] N71-2092.
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating,
shot peening and plasma spraying
[RACE PAPER 23] A71-22889
Ultrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and
other aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
A71-22996
HIGH TEHPRRITURE E_VIROHHEETS
High temperature corrosion in aircraft engine
components and gas turbines by sulfur in fuels,
vanadium pentoxide and WaCl
A71-23288
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing Jet engine applications
A71-23296
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
A71-23_27
HIGH TBBPEEATURE GASES
Inwiscid flov distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
quiescent medium
A71-2a588
HIGH TERPERATURE TESTS
High temperature dynamic strain qage test
equipment for evaluating precision, life and
environmental limitations
A71-22719
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
&71-2320q
A1 alloys one step fatigue tests under combined
high temperature and structural vibration
conditions
A71-2_821
HIGHWAYS
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
A-27
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systems
[PB-19601_] N71-19397
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenqer travel
[NASA-TM-X-2228] H71-2011_
HOLOGRAPHY
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and
test facilities
A71-22788
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
equipment to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CR-114291] N71-21320
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
Hiqh peel strenqth epoxy and urethane adhesives
for aircraft bonding, discussing high
temperature curing and honeycomb panel repair
A71-2_06_
Variable weiqht composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural desiqns.
discussing C-5A tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-24084
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
Optimal control stabilization under continuous
small disturbances applied to aircraft stability
in horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
A71-2_726
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading
edge. obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
A71-23608
Hind tunnel tests with jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
N71-19374
HOT WEATHER
Desiqn criteria for optimal hoverable helicopter in
hot weather climate
[AD-717025] N71-21707
HOVERING STABILITY
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change durinq air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-2U753
Desiqn criteria for optimal howerable helicopter in
hot weather climate
[AD-717025] N71-21707
HUMAN EICTORS ENGINEERING
Cockpit geometry evaluation program results and
techniques with computer input and output
samples of flight crew anthropometry
[AD-716395] N71-19817
HYDRODYNAMICS
Have resistance of air cushion vehicle traveling
over water of uniform finite or infinite depth
in steady or unsteady motion
[AD-716055] N71-19731
HYDEOELASTICITY
Hydroelasticity. aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] H7_-20811
HYDROGEN
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydroqen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] N71-20127
HYDROLYSIS
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investiqating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
A71-2_115
HYDROPLAMING
_ircraft aquaplaning skidding prevention by runway
resurfaciug and water depth sensor warning
indicators
A71-23946
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussinq technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
A71-24285
Estimated aerodynawics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[N_S_-TM-X-2091] N71-19706
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LATER
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction.
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
A71-25096
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
N71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
N71-19836
HYPERSONIC FLOW
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
A71-22109
French book on hypersonic aerodynamics covering
aerotbermochemistry, flow equations, heat
transfer, etc
&71-22278
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic
flow, comparing wind tunnel measurements with
modified reference enthalpy method predictions
for laminar and turbulent flow
A71-22941
Hvpersonic flow interaction with transverse jet,
discussing experimental investigation of
Reynolds number, jet pressure ratio and mass
flux effects
A71-22944
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
A71-23054
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
A71-2,338
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
method
A71-24370
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-71Q362] N71-19830
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams,
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings,
and wing-body combinations
[NASA-TM-X-66914] H71-19831
_ttached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
N71-19837
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NAS_-CASE-XLA-05378] N71-21475
ETPEWSONIC HE&T TRANSFER
Appromimatiwe solutions for beat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on tbin
tbree dimensional body
[NASA-TT-F-13538] N71-20256
HYPERSOHIC REENTRY
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
N71-21102
H_PERSONIC SPEED
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones
in free flight tests at Macb 17
[AIAA PAPER 70-554] A71-22090
Unperturbed atmospheric parameters calculation
from surface measarements of blunt body at
hypersonic speeds under various aerodynamic
conditions
A71-22678
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
N71-198_5
HYPERSONIC N&KES
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ARC-CP-1133] N71-20848
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
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tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05378] N71-21475
I
ICE FORMATION
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPEB 710371] A71-2q240
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, cousiderinq increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPER 71039_] A71-24258
IDEAL FLUIDS
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotatioual notion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
A71-2q_53
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in
toroidal shell, obtaining flow patterns steady
state solutions for turbomachinery design
&71-2q520
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary
airfoil section movement near rectilinear wall
171-25015
IDEAL GAS
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method,
considering angle of attack
A71-22q05
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating
wing in subsonic flow of ideal gas
A71-23615
IGMITIOM SYSTEMS
Dual magneto ignition system for business and
small military aircraft, describing development,
design and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] A71-2q2_7
IMAGE CONVERTERS
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and
test facilities
171-22788
IMPACT DAMAGE
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellable elastomer seal
concepts
A71-2q079
Bird impact hazard to general aircraft, discussing
structural dawage, flight safety and testing
procedures
A71-24997
IMPACT TESTS
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping,
discussing mobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[&IAA PAPER 70-1221] 171-22779
Digital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
source schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind
tunnel
[DME/NAE-1970/3/] N71-19q01
IN-FLIGHT MOEITORIEG
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft
structural fatigue, describing system components
consisting of sensors in critical structure
areas and indicator unit with visual display
171-22725
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressure sensors in boundary
la)er wake, using moments method
A71-23667
Aircraft structural fatigue life in-flight
monitoring, describing sensor installation on
aircraft fin structure and measurement results
A71-23938
Concorde 002 aircraft equipment for flight data
recording and processing
[ESS/ES-13] N71-20857
INCOHEREMCE
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
equipment tO compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CB-114291] E71-21320
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOE
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using
downwash integral equation Fourier transform
K71-22946
Incompressible viscous fluid sonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in Boundary layer
A71-23092
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
171-23956
Second-order slender wing theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio wings
with and without leading edge separation
[NASA-CR-66762] N71-19912
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to deformable
constant area airfoil displacement
A71-24453
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary
airfoil section movewent near rectilinear wall
A71-25015
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Man oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing node
A71-23275
IEERTIA
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantaqes
A71-23670
IERRTIAL COORDINATES
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to
rotated coordinates system, obtaining negative
products in aircraft
A71-2_9_9
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Weather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
A71-2q963
Gyroscope theory and applications to inertial
guidance and navigation, vehicle stabilization,
and related uses - bibliography
[AGARD-R-582-71] N71-20002
Computerized solution of nonlinear differential
equations for inertial navigation systems
[AD-717058] N71-20765
IEFRARED SCAEMERS
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TM-MESS-28] N71-218q2
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
A71-2_915
INJURIES
U.S. General Aviation safety record, discussing
National Transportation Safety Board and
accident/injury prevention
[SAE PAPER 710397] 171-25132
IMLET FLOW
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisyumetric nozzle based on logarithmic
velocity law
A71-22_09
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow equations in variable
area duct
[AIAA PAPEr 69-48_] A71-24855
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
N71-19370
IASTRUMEMT ERRORS
High temperature dynamic strain gage test
equipment for evaluating precision, life and
environmental limitations
A71-22719
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INSTRUREHTFLIGHTRULES SUBJECTINDEX
Turn rate qyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulnessunder various flight
conditions
[SAE PAPER 710380] a71-24245
INSTH_HEIT FLIGHT RULES
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPER 710394] A71-24258
Environmental tests of FORLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAR-Part 171
rFaA-RD-71-12] N71-20666
IISTRUMEIT L&EDING SYSTEMS
microwave and modular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
A71-23943
Fixed base simulation evaluation of one fully
automatic and sir manual low visibility landing
systems for helicopters
[NASA-TN-D-5913] M71-20305
microwave landing guidance systess initial concept
validation tests in RTCA signal format
[aD-717183] N71-21368
INTAKE SIWTEMS
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
N71-19372
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
N71-19460
IITEGRAL TRAMSFORMATIOES
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TR-220T] N71-19750
IETEREERENCE DRAG
aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGAED-CP~71-71] N71-19353
Wind tunnel vortex flow stud v on body of
revolution with or without wings
W71-19355
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
N71-_9356
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
rNASA-T_-X-6688,] N71-19357
Lift and drag interference characteristics of
delta winged half cones with leading edges
N71-19359
Numerical analysis of downwash interference on
wings of missile tails
N71-19360
Calculation methods for wing-body interference
drag on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
W71-19362
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
confiquration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
W71-19365
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwinq
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[NASA-TN-X-668871 W71-19366
Aircraft aftezbody and engine nozzle interferences
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-66888] N71-19368
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
W71-19370
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[NASA-TM-X-66885] N71-19371
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
W71-19372
Wind tunnel tests with Jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
N71-1937_
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
|oanted Dower plants on BAC aircraft
H71-19375
Wind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
N71-19376
Cosputer progras for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by saperposition
N71-19377
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of jettisoned drop
loads from aircraft
N71-19378
Flow field interference beneath swept wing-
fuselage store installation on aircraft
N71-19380
Computerized prediction of interference flow field
for wing-fuselage store location on bomber
aircraft
N71-19381
Wind tunnel studies of external store induced flow
field instability effects on longitudinal
stability of arrow wing aircraft
N71-19382
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by Jettisoning
of ezternal stores from F-2 aircraft
N71-19384
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and mosents on aircraft stores at
subsonic speeds
N71-19385
IETEBFERENCE LIFT
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage Junctions
N71-19354
Lift and drag interference characteristics of
delta winged half cones with leadisg edges
W71-19359
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[WASA-TW-X-66886] N71-19361
IETER|aL COBBUSTIOH ENGIMES
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics,
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid
coolinq, etc
A71-22965
INTERIaTIOHaL COOPERATION
Microwave and modular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
A71-239_3
I_TERIaTIOHaL LaW
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
A71-22989
U.S. view on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
A71-22990
I_VEWTORIES
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] W71-21629
IN¥ISCID FLOW
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of
homogeneous inviscid gas
a71-24372
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
a71-2_565
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low tesperature
quiescent medium
A71-29588
IOEIC HAVES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
A71-2_517
A-30
S_BJECT _DEX JETTISOJI|G
J
J-57 ENGINE
Engine modifications to reduce smoke emission from
J-57 turbojet engine
[NASA-TR-I-2236] N71-20q19
J-85 ENGINE
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
[NKSA-TM-X-2239] S71-20766
JE_ &IRCRkFT
Cessna Citation twin turbofan business aircraft
design, performance characteristics.
communications, navigation and automatic flight
control eqnipwent and flight evaluation
&71-22112
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation
for Jet aircraft response for flight through
turbulent upwash field
A71-2_870
Wind tunnel tests with Jet simulation of tailplane
interference on European airbus models
B71-1937q
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air tewperatnre
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface wind
velocities for correlating parameters
[NASA-CH-111867] S71-20271
Sound pressure levels prodUCed by C-5A daring
ground tests
[AD-71681_] N71-2082_
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight
recorders
[ARC-CP-1135] N71-20902
JET &IRCRAFT NOISE
Busl,ess jet aircraft Boise certification.
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAS P&PER 710384] A71-2q2_9
Acoustic measurements of deflected Jet VTOL
aircraft
[&D-715939] N71-195q9
Air transportation system noise propagation asd
reduction
[PB-196391] N71-21638
JET BOUNDARIES
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct.
characterizing flow boundaries by pressure
readings and Schlieren flow visualization
A71-23605
JET ENGINE FUELS
Automated fueling for Kennedy jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
A71-24300
Development of radiotracer method for detectisg
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
[BHRI-7493] N71-20505
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTM A_I fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TB-I-2241] N71-20533
JET ENGINES
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering Jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness.
fatigue and stress corrosion
&71-23292
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing Jet engine applications
A71-23296
Siqh temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and Jet engine parts, considering
microstructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
&71-23302
Setallic and nonnetallic composite materials in
Jet engine component design, discussing integral
blade/disk, reinforcement hoop. rotors and
airfoils
&71-23307
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
&71-2q751
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust Of gas jet
turbine engines
[NASA-CR-117031] N71-20050
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[NASA-CASE-ILk-05260] N71-20429
Afterburner-equipped jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[NAS_-CASE-ILA-1O_50] N71-21_93
JET EIE&UST
Hath disk in anderezpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[kI_k PAPER 70-231] k71-22097
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure.
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
k71-2_867
JET FL_PS
High aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory.
using matched asymptotic expansions method
k71-22083
S-126 jet flap research aircraft development and
testing
N71-20066
Single stage turbine performance with modified jet
flap rotor blade
[RASA-CR-1759] N71-20182
JET FLOW
Hypersonic flow interaction with transverse jet.
discussing experimental investigation of
Reynolds number, jet pressure ratio and mass
flux effects
A71-229qQ
Inviscid flow distribution of high temperature jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
qsiescent medium
k71-2q588
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model,
noting Jet flow phenomena at various angles of
attack
171-24865
JET ISPI|gEHEHT
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection
from spray nozzle, determining jet penetration
in supersonic stream by scattered light and
schlieren photographs
A71-22089
Floe field properties of impinging free Jets from
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity.
surface pressure and momentum flux
A71-2q616
Nonuniform flog field sonic boom reduction device
using slit Jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] N71-21623
JET LIFT
High aspect ratio jet flap lifting-line theory.
using matched asymptotic expansions method
A71-22083
Telecontrolled Rotormobile flying crane with Jet
powere4, lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
A71-2_q20
JET HIII|G FLOg
Supersonic and subsonic Jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct.
characterizing flow boundaries by pressure
readings and Schlieren flow visualization
A71-23605
Primary/secondary flow density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow induction, describing
experimental results with I/7-I/I density ratios
A71-2q853
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] N71-20127
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects
on penetration and nixing of hydrogen injected
normal to supersonic airstreams
[NASA-TN-D-6114] N71-20195
JET SOZZLES
Inclined engine cold circular Jet effects on tail
control surfaces aerodynamic characteristics.
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
A71-2q593
JETTISONI|G
Photographic recording of aerodynamic interference
in wind tunnel simulation of Jettisoned drop
loads from aircraft
k-31
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) SUBJECT INDEX
N71-19378
Computerized prediction of separated store
trajectories dropped from bomber aircraft at
high speed
N71-19379
Flight test measurements on interference and
aerodynamic drag effects caused by jettisoning
of external stores from F-2 aircraft
N71-19384
Wind funnel evaluation of lifting body store
configurations for captive flight drag and
separation characteristics
N71-19386
Statistical prediction of external store
separation characteristics from aircraft
N71-19388
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Aerodynamic interference effects between wing and
fuselage junctions
N71-19354
JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION
Direct and inverse application of Dorodnitsyn
technique to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukowski airfoil sections
[NAL-TR-220T] N71-19750
K
KINETIC ENERGY
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy.
examining takeoff advantages
A71-23670
t
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone
at incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by
pressure distribution technique, comparing heat
transfer. Pitot probe measurements, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-48] A71-22088
Laminar boundary layer interaction with shock wave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
A71-23618
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over
thin Joukowski. parabolic and slender wedge
airfoils, using small perturbation and
quasi-similar theories
A71-23957
Incident thermal flux parameters and wall
temperature effects on flow characteristics in
preseparation zone of laminar boundary layer and
separation point location
A71-2_368
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable
rotating cone. discussing skin friction and heat
transfer
A71-24406
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection.
deriving approximate solution for binary mixture
flow with variable fluid properties
A71-25097
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
N71-19833
Hypersonic laminar boundary layer growth over
concave and convex surfaces
N71-19836
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
N71-19837
Laminar two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
N71-19845
LkMI_IR FLOW
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow
around high speed slender bodies with surface
mass transfer
[AIAR PAPE_ 68-719] A71-22084
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic
flow. comparing wind tunnel measurements with
modified reference enthalpy method Predictions
for laminar and turbulent flow
A71-22941
Asymptotic far field velocity component in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
A71-23578
LAMINAE MIXING
Laminur mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order
equation for disturbance amplitude function
A71-22851
LAMINAR WAKES
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
A71-22091
LANDING GEAR
Ultrahigh tensile steels for landing gear and
other aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
A71-22996
Liqht aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna. considering
certification requirements
[SAE PAPER 710400] A71-24262
Analytical nonlinear landing gear model of
flexible aircraft and strut lockup-breakout
interaction using diqital simulation language
/DSL/
[SAE PAPER 710401] A71-24263
Nonstationary stress modelinq in aircraft
structures using random pulse generator applied
to jet landing gear break strut fatigue test
A71-24954
LANDING INSTRUMENTS
Design and development of flight director systems
based on theory of manna1 control displays
[NASA-CH-1748] N71-21087
LANDING SIMULATION
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IRE ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind component
[SAE PAPER 710374] A71-24243
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI YOH area navigation
display systems low power operation
A71-22610
LATERAL CONTROL
Executive jet landing approach lateral-directional
handling under IFR ILS simulated conditions,
investigating Dutch roll control power effect on
crosswind couponent
[SAE PAPER 710374] k71-24243
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler
configurations on aircraft model with variable
sweep wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-X-2165] N71-20126
LAUNCH VEHICLES
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance system requirements.
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[AIAA PAPER 71-313] A71-2397_
LEADING EDGE SLATS
LOW speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-E/M-36,O] N71-20847
LEADING EDGES
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded lea_inq edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
A71-22945
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading
edge. obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
A71-23608
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[ONEEA-TP-923] A71-23762
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
N71-19833
A-32
SUBJECT INDEX LOADS (FORCES)
Second-order slender wing theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio wings
with and without leading edge separation
[NASA-CR-66762] N71-19912
Representations of flow separation bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
N71-2006q
LEGAL LIABILITY
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary procedure, considering clearances,
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
A71-22891
European view on liability and compensation
limitation for death and injury in international
commercial air transport
A71-22989
U.S. #mew on legal liability and compensation for
death and injury in international air transport
&71-22990
LIFT
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using
downwash integral equation Fourier transform
A71-229_6
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics
of sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AIAA PAPER 69-1133] A71-2_851
Lift characteristics of semicircular channel winq
with pusher propeller at trailing edge,
comparing theoretical, wind tunnel and flight
test results
A71-2q857
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on
airfoil models
A71-2_q_3
LIFT AUGREITATION
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications
to high lift flaps aircraft
&71-22592
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, shoeing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
A71-23956
Aerodynamics and applications of lift auqnentation
devices - AGARD lecture series
[AGARD-LS-_3-71] N71-20051
Hiqh lift systems design for combat aircraft
171-20059
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part I. interface problems between engine and
airframe
N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2. thermodynamic problems
g71-20062
Optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan
STOL aircraft considering cost effectiveness
N71-20063
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinged flaps and boundary layer control, and
wing with drag and hiqh lift devices extended
N71-20065
Aerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
N71-20067
LIFT DEVICES
Aerodynamics and applications of lift augmentation
d_vices - AGARD lecture series
[AGARD-LS-q3-71] N71-20051
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift
devices on conventional airfoils
N71-20052
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
N71-20053
Flow separation concepts under high lift
conditions
N71-20055
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
N71-20056
Three dimensional testing of high lift device
models
N71-20057
High lift applications in transport aircraft
design
g71-20058
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
N71-20059
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problems betmeen engine and
airframe
N71-20061
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thernodynaaic problems
N71-20062
High lift wing characteristics - wing with plain
hinqed flaps and boundary layer control, and
wing with drag and high lift devices extended
N71-20065
&erodynanics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
N71-20067
LIFT DRiG RATIO
Estimated aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2091] N71-19706
LIFT FAES
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
A71-24750
LIFTING ROTORS
Telecontrolled Rotoraobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
A71-24420
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
Light aircraft standard fuel flight evaluation,
discussing compatibility with grades 80/87 and
100/130 certified engines and comparative
operational fuel consumption
[SAE PAPER 710369] A71-2_239
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] A71-242_0
Dual magneto ignition system fOE business and
small military aircraft, describing development,
design and test program
[SAE PAPER 710382] A71-242_7
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] A71-24248
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PAPER 710387] A71-2q251
Light aircraft longitadinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bohweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] A71-24252
Constant attitude light aircraft flight control
system, describing design studies for minimum
pilot command requirements
[SAE PAPER 710393] A71-24257
Light aircraft qualification for icing conditions
from flight test data, considering increase in
instrument rated pilots and IFR flying activity
[SAE PAPER 71039_] A71-2q258
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna, considering
certification requirements
[SAE PAPER 710g00] A71-2_262
LIQUID INJECTION
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection
from spray nozzle, determining jet penetration
in supersonic stream by scattered light and
schlieren photographs
A71-22089
LOAD TESTS
Aircraft wing fatigue test procedures for gust,
maneuver, ground-air-ground, taxi and landing
impact loads
[SAE PAPER 710403] A71-25133
LOADING OPERATIORS
Boeing 747 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading.
nnloading, baggage claim and customs control
A71-23696
LOADS (FORCES)
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
A71-23669
A-33
LONG TERM EFFECTS SUBJECT INDEX
LONG TERM EFFECTS
Lonq term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
A71-24081
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Liqht general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch
control sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] A71-24242
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downspring and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] A71-24252
LONGITUDINAL STABILITT
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing downsprinq and bobweight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] A71-24252
Low speed wind tunnel and fliqht stability tests
of BAC 221 aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ARC-CP-1134] N71-21205
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
Second-order slender winq theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio winqs
with and without leading edqe separation
[NASA-CR-66762] N71-19912
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TM-I-2159] N71-20181
LOW SPEED MIND TUNNELS
Low speed wind tunnel tests of qround proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary layer control of short takeoff
aircraft
[NAL-TR-201] N71-20106
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low
speed, turbulent, shear flow
N71-20539
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-R/M-3640] N71-20847
LUBRICATING OILS
Light aircraft engine lubricating oil filter types
and model specification, noting dirt holding
ratings
[SAE PAPER 710383] A71-242_8
M
MACH CONES
Mach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic
leading edges in supersonic flow, considering
axial disturbance velocity and pressure
distributions
A71-23616
MACH NUMBER
Mach disk in underexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[AIAA PAPER 70-231] A71-22097
Cut-off Mach number of sonic banq propagation on
ground for flight track in relation to
atmospheric parameters
A71-23577
Unsteady low Mach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application
to aerodynamic noise
A71-23936
MACNINER_
Pesearch projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
N71-205_8
MACHINING
Aircraft engines and stationary gas turbines high
precision components, discussinq die forging and
machining combined with Joining processes
A71-23299
MAGNESIUM
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 am Hq
[NASA-TT-F-13503] N71-20531
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
A71-23956
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ARC-CP-1133] N71-20848
MAGNETOHTDRODYNAMIC FLOW
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetoqasdynamics with nonuniform
nonequilibriu| free stream, using Green function
technique
A71-23200
MAGNUS EFFECT
Determining equations of motion and aerodynamic
characteristics for Magnus rotors by flight
tests
[AD-7163_5] N71-19560
MAINTENANCE
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability
increase by redundancy and rational methods,
discussing preventive maintenance
A71-24670
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Man oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
A71-23275
MANAGEMENT METHODS
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] N71-19702
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation industry
A71-24265
mANDRELS
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
A71-24096
MANUFACTURING
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] N71-1957_
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCRL-72380] N71-20109
MARINE PROPULSION
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers
by finite element method
[AD-716463] N71-19856
MARKET RESEARCH
Book on aviation technology and market structure
covering technological and scientific effects on
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
A71-23982
MARKING
Concorde aircraft components electrochemical
marking, considering stamping and engraving
unacceptability for highly stressed thin
material parts
A71-23582
NARTLAND
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Wash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Md.
[PB-196023] N71-19_3_
MASS FLOE RATE
Mass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Math number and high enthalpy flows
[NASA-TM-X-52974] N71-19699
MASS TRANSFER
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow
around high speed slender bodies with surface
mass transfer
[AIAA PAPER 68-719] A71-2208_
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers with light gas injection,
deriving approximate solution for binary mixture
flow with variable fluid properties
A71-25097
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow
around high speed slender bodies with surface
A-34
SUBJECT INDEX MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
mass transfer
[AIAA PAPER 68-719] A71-2208a
Two phase mixture noaeguilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
A71-2q380
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched
string and point contact theories validity
A71-2_864
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios
and correlation of mathematical model with wind
tunnel test data
[MASA-CR-114290] W71-20q21
Numerical method for calculating steady
asymmetrical supersouic flow past pointed
conical bodies at yaw
W71-21269
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[NASA-TM-X-67019] N71-21q08
Mathematical model for suspension system of
actiwely controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196_65] W71-21676
MATRIX METHODS
Digital computer program description with updating
case data node and extended force method matrix
generation capability
[kD-715982] N71-20180
MECHANICAL DRVICRS
Aerodynamic effects of mechanical high lift
devices on conventional airfoils
N71-20052
MECHANICAL DRIVES
Fan propulsi.n power plants uith uechanicai and
gas dynamical energy distribution systems for
commercial ¥TOL aircraft
A71-2296q
MECH&NICAL PROPERTIES
Ultrahigh tensile steels for landing near and
other aircraft design applications, discussing
composition, mechanical properties, quality
requirements, manufacture and testing
A71-22996
High temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and Jet engine parts, considering
microstrncture and mechanical behavior nnder
stress and temperature
A71-23302
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, using integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
A71-2_9_6
MENTAL PERFORMANCE
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
A71-24271
METAL BONDING
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
k71-2q069
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6al-qV and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
A71-2q093
METAL COATINGS
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating,
shot peening and plasma spraying
[NACE PAPER 23] A71-22889
METAL FATIGUE
Metallic coating effects on aircraft high strength
steel fatigue, considering chromium plating,
shot peening and plasma spraying
[MACE PAPER 23] &71-22889
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
A71-2320q
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering Jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness.
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
A1 alloys one step fatigue tests under combined
high tenperatnre and structural vibration
conditions
a71-2q821
METAL-METAL BO|DING
Corrosion resistance of adhesive bonded airframe
structure components under outdoor weather and
salt spray conditions, discussing test results
with Kl alloy specimens
A71-23690
METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for
mapping clear air turbulence
[NASA-CR-III86q] N71-20398
METEOROLOGY
Supersosic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
A71-23070
MICROSTRUCTURE
High temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and Jet engine parts, cousiderisg
nicrostructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
A71-23302
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
Microwave and nodular solid state ILS designs.
discussing accelerated progress, international
staudard aud present system life expectancy
A71-239q3
Microwave lauding guidance systems initial concept
validation tests in RTCa signal format
[AD-717183] _71-21368
MIDAIR COLLISIONS
aTC system analysis, discussing airport and
airspace utilization, area navigation, midair
collisions and traffic mix
A71-22q70
Investigation of midair collision between Boeing
707 and Cessna 150 at Edison, New Jersey, on
January 9, 1971
[SB-71-28] N71-21169
MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] W71-19702
MILITIRY AIRCRAFT
FAA flying and handling qualities progra|,
discussing development of optimum and minimum
acceptable flight characteristics criteria for
new civilian and military aircraft designs
[SAE PAPER 710372] A71-2q2ql
High lift systems design for combat aircraft
N71-20059
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
N71-20060
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
A71-2_115
MINIMUM DRAG
Nuuerical solution of azisymmetric minimum draq
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
method
A71-2q370
MISSILE CORFIG_ATIONS
Numerical analysis of downeash interference on
wings of missile tails
W71-19360
Angle of attack effects on induced rolling moment
of low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
N71-19363
MISSILE CONTROL
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitude control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[AD-717096] N71-20922
NIXING LENGTH FLOg THEORY
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisynmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity using
build-up method
A-35
MOISTURE CONTENT SUBJECT INDEX
A71-24376
MOISTURE CONTENT
Directional control capability of 18 X 5.5. type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[NAS_-TN-D-6202] N71-20158
MOLECULAR BE&MS
Aerodynamic molecular bean interactions with solid
surfaces
[NASA-CR-117041] N71-20040
MOLECULAR COLLISIONS
Aerodynamic molecular bean interactions with solid
surfaces
[NASA-CR-1170_I] N71-20040
MOMENTS OF INEHTI&
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to
rotated coordinates system, obtaining negative
products in aircraft
A71-2_949
MOUNTING
Aerodynamic interference caused by rear fuselage
mounted power plants on BAC aircraft
N71-19375
N
NACELLES
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic
propulsion system with simulated wing boundary
laver
[NASA-TM-X-218_] N71-19853
Afterburner-equipped Jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[NASA-CASE-XLA-10_50] N71-21493
NASA PROGRAMS
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight
tests. STOL performance and high speed croise
technology
[SAE PAPER 710378] A71-2_2_
NAVIGATION AIDS
Commercial Y/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requirements, discussing airborne computer.
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
A71-24150
Weather influence On lonq range radio naviqation
aids. considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
A71-2,963
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716,25] N71-198_8
NICKEL ALLOYS
Hiqh temperature Ni and Co alloys for stationary
gas turbines and Jet engine parts, considering
mierostructure and mechanical behavior under
stress and temperature
A71-23302
NOISE INTENSITY
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examinimg suppression
effects on total spectra
iSlE PAPER 710386] A71-24250
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of NASA Langley wind
tunnel
[NASA-CR-111868] N7_-19630
NOISE PROPAGATION
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from nodal spectra and
pressure measurements
A71-24834
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
[PB-196391] N71-21638
NOISE REDUCTION
Business jet aircraft noise certification.
discussing test programs and cost reduction
[SAE PAPER 710384] A71-242_9
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
A71-2_750
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-1-VOL-2] N71-21085
Nonuniform flow field sonic boon reduction device
using slit jet impinginq on inclined flat plate
[JD-717193] N71-21623
Air transportation system noise propagation and
reduction
[PB-196391] N71-21638
Aircraft noise generation, propagation, and
reduction and noise effects on environment
[PB-196392] W71-21796
NOISE SPECTRA
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression
effects on total spectra
[SAE PAPER 710386] A71-2_250
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
A71-24102
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
Thin mirfoils theory in nonequilibrinm
naqnetoqasdynamics with nonuniform
nonequilibrium free stream, using Green function
technique A71-23200
Two phase mixture nonequilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
A71-24380
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[NASA-TM-X-67019] N71-21,08
NONUNIFOWM FLOW
Thin airfoils theory in nonequilibrium
magnetoqasdynamics with nonuniform
nonequilibrium free stream, using Green function
technique A71-23200
Numerical solution of monunifora enthalpy nixed
axisymnetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity usinu
build-up method
A71-24376
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom reduction device
using slit Jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[AD-717193] N71-21623
NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ARC-R/M-3638] N71-20938
NOSE CONES
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for
missile heat transfer simulations
N71-20251
NOZZLE DESIGN
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for
axial velocity distribution in conformity with
laminar boundary layer equations solution
A71-24944
Method of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] N71-19709
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[NASA-CASE-XLE-10347-1] N71-20330
NOZZLE FLOW
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic
velocity law
A71-22409
Nozzle area rated two component flow properties.
combining integrated solution equations into
single transcendental equation for equilibrium
condensation
A71-24336
Flow field properties of impinging free Jets fron
circular convergent nozzle, measuring velocity.
surface pressure and momentum flux
A71-24616
NOZZLE GEOMETRY
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour
geometries by direct variational procedures
A71-24379
Compressor smrge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inviscid flow equations in variable
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area duct
[AIAA PAPER 69-q8q] A71-2@855
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flog
measurement, determining nozzle profile for
axial velocity distribution in conformity with
laminar boundary layer equations solution
A71-249_q
|OZZLES
Plenum chamber with nozzle mind tunnel model,
noting let flow phenomena at various angles of
attack
A71-2_865
NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping.
discussing mobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[AIA_ PAPER 70-1221] A71-22779
NUCLEAR PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping.
discussing iobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] A71-22779
NUCLE&R PROPULSION
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systems.
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation point
A71-2_328
HUBERICAL AHALTSIS
Boundary layer flow with large mass injection
rate, presenting numerical method with rapid
convergence for increasing blowing parameter
A71-22108
Ruuerical solution of axisymnetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow, obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
method
A71-2_370
Calculation methods for wing-body interference
draq on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
N71-19362
NUTS (FASTENERS)
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft.
illustratinq flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
Dressed and sintered Ti-6AI-qV alloy
A71-2_762
0
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
Supersonic boundary layer flow profile distortion
due to oblique shock during separation
A71-2_592
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustion products in supersonic flow
[ARC-R/M-3638] R71-20938
OPERATOR PERFORRAHCE
Air traffic controllers legal responsibility and
disciplinary Procedure. considering clearances.
flight crew instructions and aircraft accidents
A71-22891
ATC automation system design, considering
controllers decision time savings
A71-2q271
OPTICAL THICKNESS
Inwiscid flow distribution of high temperature Jet
of optically thick radiating gas exhausting from
two-dimensional nozzle into low temperature
quiescent medium
A71-2Q588
OPTIMAL CONTROL
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for minimum flight
schedule deviation under random disturbance due
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-2_158
Optimal control stabilization under continuous
small disturbances applied to aircraft stability
in horizontal flight under vertical gust loads
A71-24726
Constrained gain problem optimality conditions,
presenting algorithm for optimal gains and
application to aircraft control problems
A71-2_859
Optimal stochastic control and gust alleviation
for jet aircraft response for flight through
A-37
turbulent upwash field
A71-2@870
OPTIRIZATIOH
Optimization of slot angle, slot positioning and
flow quantity affecting boundary layer control
in energy transfer over airfoil profiles
£71-23201
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] A71-2q256
Flight path optimization with multiple time
scales, discussing decoupliug of high order
three dimensional aircraft flight problem into
several log order problems
A71-24858
Optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
E71-19356
Optimal bomb release intervals from B-52 aircraft
bombing system
H71-19383
optimization of aeroelastic constraints for
aircraft design using differential equation
idealization and finite element approximation
[NASA-CR-117198] E71-20139
Computer and optimization techniques in aircraft
design
N71-201_0
Optimization design procedures for development of
stability augmentation systems
[AD-717168] R71-20617
OSCILL&TIHG CTKIEDERS
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in
wake flow of similar cylinder at various
spacings using gaasi-static aerodynamic
derivatives and flatter theory
A71-229_2
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind
tunnel, discussing self exciting force induction
A71-23057
OSCILLATIO| D&HPERS
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
acceleroneters, using porous glass materials
A71-23173
Light aircraft longitudinal stability control
systems, discussing dovnspriug and bobueight
effects on flight characteristics
[SAE PAPER 710388] A71-24252
OYERPRESSURE
Wind tunnel stability tests of wing with different
blowing nozzle arrangements on bottom
overpressure surface at 18 and 30 m/sec air
speeds
A71-23663
OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Nigh temperature turbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-23290
Nigh temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizing jet engine applications
A71-23296
OITGEE PRODUCTION
Commercial business and utility aircraft chemical
ozyqen generators to satisfy FAA requirements,
discussing weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390] A71-2Q25_
OIYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Coluercial business and utility aircraft chemical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAR requirements.
discussinq weight, size and maintenance savings
and increased safety
[SAE PAPER 710390] A71-2,25q
P
PACKIWGS (SEAL_
Development of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
_71-19a64
PAINTS
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
A71-2_102
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] N71-21523
PANEL FLUTTER SUBJECT INDEX
_ANEL FLUTTER
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response
under random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleiqh-Ritz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
A71-22080
PARABOLIC BODIES
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over
thin Joukowski, parabolic and slender wedge
airfoils, using small perturbation and
quasi-similar theories
A71-23957
PARACHUTE DESCENT
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic
speed deployment, investigating turn capability,
opening reliability, structural integrity and
effective drag
A71-2,868
PARAHETERIZATION
British Aircraft Corporation Numerical Raster
Geometry system using parameter surface
mathematics and digital computer
A71-23759
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
A71-2_373
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Combustion of larue magnesium particles during
pressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Bq
[HASA-TT-F-13503] E71-20531
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Cabin air conditioning for passenger aircraft
noting air purification and recirculation, odor
control, and pressurization requirements
[ARC-CP-1136] E71-20849
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] N71-21624
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents daring 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] N71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196674] N71-21665
PASSENGERS
Airline passenger survey to determine future
requirements for state airport system
[PB-195939] N71-19611
PAVEEENTS
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] N71-21523
PERFOREANCE PREDICTION
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic loads, using
branch modes method
A71-23606
Centrifugal compressor fluid dynamics, discussing
unresolved problems governing design and
performance prediction
A71-24216
Finite element computer program for estimating
airplane aerodynamic interference
[N_SA-TM-X-6688_] N71-19357
Computerized prediction of aerodynamic lifting
characteristics for wing-horizontal tail and
canard wing configurations
[NASA-TM-X-66886] E71-19361
Statistical prediction of external store
separation characteristics from aircraft
E71-19388
Mathematical model for predicting erosion of
charrinq ablator in aerodynamic environment
M71-202_8
PERFORMRNCE TESTS
High temperature dynamic strain qaqe test
equipment for evaluating precision, life and
environmental limitations
A71-22719
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6AI-QV and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
A71-2_093
Trisonic wind tunnel calibration tests results
including second throat effects, Hach number and
static pressure distributions, flow inclination
and aerodynamic characteristics
A71-24819
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[ERC-117_0] E71-19635
Desigu and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
flow pump rotor with blade-tip diffusiou factor
of 0.63
[RASA-TH-X-2235] N71-20288
PERTURBATION THEORY
Unsteady low Mach number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application
to aerodynamic noise
A71-23936
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
A71-2_373
Nonuniform transonic shear conpressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
A71-24761
PHOTOCHROMISM
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
k71-24102
PHOTODIODES
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design,
using photodiodes for LSI VOR area navigation
display systems low power operation
k71-22610
PHOTOELECTROHAGNETIC EFFECTS
Airborne photoelectric particle counter for
mapping clear air turbulence
[NASA-CR-111864] R71-20398
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPHENT
High speed photographic assembly with turbine
drive for continuous recordinq and frame
photography
A71-24872
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
High speed photographic assembly with turbine
drive for continuous recording and frame
photography
A71-24872
PHOTOHULTIPLIEB TUBES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
A71-2_517
PILOT PERFORMANCE
Navy pilots performance improvement through
symbolic flight displays
k71-2367_
PIPER AIRCRAFT
Piper Cherokee aircraft air conditioning system,
discussing various operating principles, design
criteria, power drain, effects on aircraft
performance and weight, system serviceability
and control
[SAE PAPER 710391] A71-24255
PISTON ENGINES
Gasoline icing inhibitors effect on light aircraft
piston engine carburetor icing
[SAE PAPER 710371] A71-2_2_0
Light aircraft piston engines design and
maintenance, discussing engine design features,
materials, lubrication, controlled flight
operation and maintenance techniques
[SAE PAPER 710381] A71-242_6
PISTON THEORY
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
A71-21173
PITCH (INCLINATION}
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch
control sensitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE pAPER 710373] A71-2_242
PLANE HAVES
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
A-38
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combustion products in supersonic flow
[&RC-R/M-3638] N71-20938
PLAWING
Three dimensional surface planing at high Froude
number with small angle of attack
[_D-717067] N71-21600
PLASMA EAVES
Ion acoustic waves propaqation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
mind tunnel
&71-24517
PLASBA-ELECTROMAGEETIC IETERACTIOE
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
R71-21102
PLASTIC COATIMGS
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic
rain erosion protection for aircraft structures,
using whirling arm apparatus with simulated
rainfall
A71-2_101
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-70-40q7] N71-19921
PLASTICS
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
A71-24115
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
&71-2360g
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate
in two diJensionai supersonic flow under
harmonic pressure near critical Bach number
K71-2q643
PLEEUM CHARMERS
Plenum chamber with nozzle wind tunnel model,
noting jet flow phenomena at various angles of
attack
171-2q865
Inlet plenum chamber noise measurement comparison
of 20 inch diameter fan rotors with aspect
ratios of 3.6 and 6.6
[NASA-TM-I-2191] E71-19707
PLUMES
Much disk in underexpanded exhaust plume predicted
by dividing flow field into subregions
[AIA& PAPER 70-231] A71-22097
PEEUMATIC EQUIPMEET
Aerodynamics of pneumatic high lift devices
E71-20053
POLYURETHANE FOAM
Book on foam polyurethanes synthesis and use in
flight vehicles
A71-23162
POLYURETUIIE RESIES
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic
rain erosion protection for aircraft structures,
using whirling arm apparatus with simulated
rainfall
A71-2_I01
POROUS BOUNDARE LAYER CONTROL
Two dimensional test facility in bloudown wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AI&A PAPER 71-293] A71-22957
Low speed mind tunnel model assessment of porous
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ _RC-R/B-36,0 ] E71-20847
POROUS gALLS
Mathematical models for acoustic scattering by
porous elliptic cylinder with nonlinear
resistance
[NASA-TM-Z-67019] N71-21q08
POTENTIAL FLOW
Steady uonrotational flog around rectilinear
profile in finite width uniform current in
linear theory, calculating fluid exerted forces
A71-23822
Low speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen confornal
A-39
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[SkE PAPER 710389] A71-2_253
Ideal incompressible holomorphic fluid plane
irrotational motion velocity due to _eformable
constant area airfoil displacement
A71-2_53
Critical speeds for inwiscid compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-2q565
Airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of two dimensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary
airfoil section movement near rectilinear wall
A71-25015
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of quadrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] E71-20115
POTTIEG COBPOU|DS
Plastics as potting compounds in military aircraft
electrical systems, investigating resistance to
reversion and hydrolytic stability
A71-24115
POUDER METALLURGY
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft,
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and sintered Ti-6AI-qV alloy
171-2_762
POWER EFPICIEECT
Power augmented lift STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications
to high lift flaps aircraft
A71-_592
Nigh pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressure and temperature
A71-24218
POEER SERIES
Sypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
_71-22109
POWER SPECTRI
Wean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal
to turbulent flow, giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
A71-25085
PR&EBTL _EBER
Asymptotic far field velocity cowponent in Prandtl
boundary layer equations for steady laminar two
dimensional flow past rigid body
A71-23578
PRESSIRG (FORBIEG)
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
A71-23691
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIOR
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone
at incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by
pressure distribution technique, comparing heat
transfer, Pitot probe measurements, etc
[IIAA PAPER 70-48] &71-22088
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
A71-229_5
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
A71-23092
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading
edge, obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
A71-23608
Bach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic
leading edges in supersonic flow, considering
axial disturbance velocity and pressure
distributions
A71-23616
Lea speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
PRESSURE DRAG SUBJECT INDEX
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[SAE PAPER 710389] A71-2_253
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
A71-24811
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-485] A71-24856
Propeller blade profile thickness distribation for
given pressure distribution, deriving integral
equation with singular kernel function via
source-sink and vorticity distribution
linearized theory
A71-2_9_5
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing-
body configurations at subcritical speeds
N71-1936_
Flow field development for series of sonic boom
wind tunnel models
[NASA-TN-D-61_3] H71-20156
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[ARA-18] N71-20157
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[NASA-CA-Ill786] N71-20183
PRESSURE DRAG
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
A71-22098
PRESSURE EFFECTS
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressure and temperature
A71-24218
Aerodynamic infrasound, considering atmospheric
pressure variations in seconds to minutes period
range
A71-24915
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing stractural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
A71-25052
Combustion of large magnesium particles during
nressure change in ambient medium within range
from 100 to 760 mm Ug
[NRSA-TT-F-13503] N71-20531
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure distortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
[NASA-TM-X-2239] N71-20766
PRESSURE GAGES
Static pressure measaring instraments operating
principles and characteristics
A71-22768
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Supersonic wind tassel measurements of tarbu]ent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] N71-19548
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Static pressure measaring instrements operating
principles and characteristics
A71-22768
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct.
characterizing flow boundaries by pressare
readings and Schlieren flow visualization
A71-23605
PRESSURE REDUCTION
Accelerated testing of Jet fuel containment
sealant, using reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
A71-2_083
PRESSURE SENSORS
In-flight profile drag measurement of gliders with
total and static pressare sensors in boandary
layer wake. using moments method
A71-23667
PRIMERS (CO&TINGS)
Adhesive primers corrosion resistance test
methods, noting aircraft design implications
_71-24112
PROBABILITY THEORY
Uncertainty factors in management decisions and
operations optimization in international air
transportation indastry
A71-29265
PROBES
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[ARC-CP-1133] N71-208_8
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas
turbine engine components, discussing
production-quality control-research
interrelationship
A71-23301
Q_ality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing.
discussing smelting, ingot homogenization
staging, costs and facilities
A71-23303
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
A71-2_096
PROFILES
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear
profile in finite width uniform current in
linear theory, calculating fluid exerted forces
A71-23822
PROPELLANT STORAGE
Combustion research laboratory at Pardae
University consisting of baildings, housing test
cells, data acquisition system, propellant
storage and instrument service area
A71-22727
PROPELLER BLIDES
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discassing propeller
aerodynamics
A71-29103
Propeller blade profile thickness distribution for
given pressure distribution, deriving integral
eqaation with singalar kernel fasction via
source-sink asd vorticity distribution
linearized theory
A71-24945
PROPELLER F&NS
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 dew cross flow in
V/STOL propelsion tannel
[NRC-117_0] N71-19635
PROPELLERS
Analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers
by finite element method
[AD-716463] N71-19856
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
Aladin 2 French STOL project, consisting of
suitably flapped wings with multiple propalsion
anits with fishtail exhaast nozzles inside
rectangalar ejectors
A71-24283
Propulsion system and fael regalator design effect
on thrust change daring air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-2_753
Supersonic trassport inlet-engine-airframe
compatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] A71-2,854
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL
commercial aircraft
N71-19456
Interaction of nacelle-moanted sapersonic
propulsion system with simulated wing boundary
layer
[EASA-TM-X-218_] N71-19853
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling normal shock
position
[NASA-TN-D-6021] N71-20674
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasus Jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
A71-24751
Supersonic compressor performance, discussing
shock and damp losses and wave structare model
errors
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A71-2_869
Effects of engine inlet disturbances on engine
stall performance
N71-1g_61
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
N71-19462
PROTECTIVE COATIEG5
High temperature turbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-23290
High temperature oxidation protective coatings
behavior, emphasizinq jet engine applications
A71-23296
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic
rain.erosion protection for aircraft structures.
using whirling arm apparatus with simulated
rainfall
A71-24101
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[RASA-TH-X-52977] g71-19677
PULSE GEWERATORS
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft
structures usinq random pulse generator applied
to jet landing gear break strut fatigue test
A71-24954
121
O SNITCHED LASERS
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
eqaipmeut to compensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CR-114291] N71-21320
QUALITY CONTROL
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas
turbine engine components, discussing
production-quality control-research
interrelationship
k71-23301
Quality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing.
discussing smeltinq, inqot homogenization
staqinq, costs and facilities
A71-23303
R
RADAR BEACONS
Development of improved surveillance and
communication subsystems for automated air
traffic control system
[AD-716816] N71-20774
RADAR EQHIPEERT
Radar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
A71-22950
RADAR NAVIGATION
Cockpit display of automatic radar control systems
data
[AD-716_25] N71-198_8
RADIAL FLOW
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
A71-24000
High pressure ratio radial outflom compressor
analysis, design, construction and testing
A71-2q217
RADIATIOW EEASURIWG IRSTRUERNTS
Development of radiotracer method for detecting
contribution of selected components to storage
instability of jet engine fuels
[BRRI-7493] H71-20505
RADIO CONTROL
Tel,controlled Rotornobile flying crane with jet
powered lifting rotor for carrying heavy loads
over short distances
A71-2q_20
RADIO RQUIPERNT
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability
increase by redundancy and rational methods.
discussinq preventive maintenance
A71-24670
RADIO IAVIGATIOR
Weather influence on long range radio navigation
aids. considerinq supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
A71-2q963
RADIO TRANSHISSIOR
Radio mare propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
H71-21102
Device and method for calculating optimal fairings
for aircraft antennas
[JPRS-52608] N71-21258
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
Feasibility of rail access to Friendship
International Airport from Wash., D.C. and
Baltimore, Hd.
[PB-196023] N71-19_34
Economic analysis of intercity short-haul business
passenger travel
[NASA-TB-I-2228] H71-2011q
RAIl IMPACT DAH&GE
Polyurethane coatings development for subsonic
rain erosion protection for aircraft structures.
using whirling arm apparatus with simulated
rainfall
A71-2UI01
RAHJET ENGINES
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures iu ramjet
engines
[AD-716855] N71-2163q
RANDON LOADS
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response
under random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loadinG, using Rayi_igh-Ritz approxlaation to
Hamilton variational principle
A71-22080
RANDOB PROCESSES
Aircraft notion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for minimum flight
schedule deviation under random disturbance dae
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-2_158
RANDOm VIBRKTION
Rotor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 70-5_8] A71-22081
RAREFIED GAS DYWAHICS
Rarefied gas steady and unsteady motions,
proposing approximate method for various
problems
A71-22372
Rarefied gas flow density and velocity by total
head and flow rate adapters, noting isentropic
flow core region
A71-22728
Aerodynamic molecular beam interactions with solid
surfaces
[HASA-CE-117041] H71-200_0
RATIOS
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effects
on penetration and mixing of hydrogen injected
normal to supersonic airstreams
[NASA-TN-D-611_] H71-20195
RAYLEIGH-RITZ mETHOD
Nonlinear panel flutter analysis and response
under random excitation or nonlinear aerodynamic
loading, using Rayleigh-Pitz approximation to
Hamilton variational principle
&71-22080
REACTOR SAFETY
Nuclear surface effect vehicle and subsonic
aircraft for transoceanic cargo shipping.
discussing mobile reactor safety tests under
high speed impact conditions
[AIAA PAPER 70-1221] A71-22779
REAL TIRE OPERATION
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
compater
&71-22726
Digital simulation facility for airborne collision
avoidance system effects on A_C terminal
automation, discussing operation, hardware and
software equipment
A-Ill
REATTACHED FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
A71-24774
RE&TTiCHED FLOE
Backward _acing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment
A71-24622
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
N71-19837
RECEIVERS
Thermal performance analysis of solar Brayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[HASA-TH-D-6268] R71-21512
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow, using
downwash inteqral equation Fourier transform
A71-22946
REEWTRT COMMUHICATION
Radio wave propagation through plasmas studied for
communication with hypersonic vehicles during
reentry
N71-21102
RREETRV EFFECTS
Performance of reentry nose tip facility for
missile heat transfer simulations
N71-20251
REEHTRT VEHICLES
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[HASA-TM-X-52977] N71-19677
Wind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
N71-20859
REFRACTED EAVES
Short N wave refraction and _iffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peakinq and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
A71-2_811
REFRACTORY HATHRIALS
High temperature turbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-23290
REFRACTORY HETALS
Protective coatings for heat resistant materials
for aircraft gas turbine engines, and refractory
metals for reentry vehicles
[NASA-TM-X-52977] N71-19677
REFUELING
automated fueling for Kennedy Jet airport, using
computer controlled underground bulk storage-
satellite tank pipeline system
A71-2_300
REIEFORCBD PLASTICS
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
A71-2_069
Filamentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
A71-24770
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass winqs with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] H71-1957_
REINFORCBBEHT (STRUCTURES}
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaylnu additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacinq used sections and reinforcement
problems
A71-2q756
Torsional stress analysis of saltiweb wing
structures
871-20768
REIEFOBCIEG FIBERS
Composite materials for compressor blades in
aircraft engines, considerinq boron and carbon
fiber reinforced materials
A71-23286
Fi]amentary composites for primary aircraft
structural applications, emphasizing boron-epoxy
material
A71-24770
RELEASING
Optimal bomb release intervals from E-52 aircraft
bombing system
N71-19383
RELIABILITY EIGIEEERING
Soviet book on aircraft ground support and onboard
radio equipment operation and reliability
increase by redundancy and rational methods,
discussing preventive maintenance
A71-2_670
RESCUE OPERATIOES
Survey conducted to develop minimum requirements
for airport fire fighting and rescue services
[FAA-AS-71-1] N71-19_26
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPEEET
High temperature steel and alloys metallurgical
processes for stationary and aircraft gas
turbiue engine components, discussing
production-quality control-research
interrelationship
A71-23301
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716410] N71-19769
RESEARCH FACILITIES
Combustion research laboratory at Purdue
University consisting of buildings, housing test
cells, data acquisition system, propellant
storage and instrument service area
A71-22727
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
N71-205_8
REUSIDLE SPACECRAFT
Interactions of atoms with space shuttle surface
and methods for improving heat transfer
[HASA-TH-X-62016] N71-20523
RETNOLDS NUEBEE
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachment
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[OHERA-TP-923] A71-23762
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
U.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
A71-2_174
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density
profile over flat plate at single Reynolds
number, using Hach-Zender iuterferometer
A71-2_270
RHODE ISLAND
Survey of passenger volume and destinations at
Theodore F. Green State Airport in H.I.
[RB-195940] E71-19865
RIBBON PARACHUTES
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic
speed deployment, investigating turn capability,
opening reliability, structural integrity and
effective drag
A71-24868
RIGGIEG
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects On UB-I C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-7170q7] N71-21363
RIGID STRUCTURES
Plane rigid airfoil with fized center of gravity,
discussinq motion in turbulent air and gust
loads A71-2_9_7
RIGID WINGS
TWo dimensional rigid wings, investigating
response characteristics to gust loads
A71-23440
RING WINGS
Lift characteristics of semicircular channel wing
with pusher propeller at trailing edge,
comparing theoretical, wind tunnel and flight
test results A71-24857
RIVETING
Problems in riveting and welding of high strength
aluminum aircraft alloys
[AD-717053] R71-20924
RIVETS
Additions of nickel ann niobium to improve
ductility of AFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] N71-19735
A-_2
SUBJECT INDEX SCULIEREK PHOTOGR&PRY
ROADS
Retanorphisn of snow for high strength roads and
runways
[AD-716q17] N71-19908
ROCKET LAUNCHERS
External store interference caused by rocket
launcher pod positioning on aircraft wing
R71-19387
ROCKET VEHICLES
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TS-X-2159] R71-20181
ROLLING HOREIlTS
Angle of attack effects on induced rolling moment
of low aspect ratio missile at transonic speed
R71-19363
ROTARY GYROSCOPES
Turn rate qyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presenting
in-fliqht investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various fliqht
conditions
ISIS PAPER 710380] A71-2_2q5
ROTARY RIBGS
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
A71-23670
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
A71-24096
ROTATIBG BODIES
Bloninq and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable
• orating cone, discussing skin friction and heat
transfer
A71-2q_06
ROTATING CYLIKDERS
Fla%_er analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flonfield
A71-22078
ROTATIKG LIQUIDS
Incompressible nonviscous rotating fluid in
toroidal shell, obtaining flog patterns steady
state solutions for turbonachiner¥ design
A71-2Q520
ROTATING STALLS
Interference effect between oscillating and
distorted inlet flow on compressor stall
R71-19370
ROTOR IERODTKARICS
Wind tunnel investiqation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[RASA-TR-D-6118] N71-20191
Stability and response characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios
and correlation of mathematical model with wind
tunnel test data
[RASA-CR-11_290] N71-20q21
ROTOR BL,DES
Rotor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 70-548] A71-22081
ROTOR BL&DES (TURBOB&CHI|ERY)
Single stage turbine performance mith modified _et
flap rotor blade
[RASA-CR-1759] H71-20182
ROTOR LIFT
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sweep minqs
A71-2_850
ROTOR SPEED
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on UB-I C helicopter during
auto•oration
[AD-717047] N71-21363
ROTORS
Surface geometry effect of polycentric qas bearinq
on rotor stability in dynamic equilibrium
without radial load
A71-22799
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
floe pump rotor mith blade-tip diffusion factor
of 0.63
[NASA-TR-X-2235] R71-20288
RUBY LASERS
Q-switched ruby laser holography with optical
equipIent to coIpensate for spatial and temporal
incoherence for contouring, aerodynamic
visualization, and nondestructive testing
[NASA-CR-11_291] N71-21320
RUBWLY CORDITIORS
Aircraft aguaplaning skidding prevention by runnay
resurfacing and water depth sensor marning
indicators
A71-23946
Developinq basic methodology for predicting
aircraft stopping distance on net runway usinq
computerized simulation
[FIA-RA-70-5] R71-20068
Bate of wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway qrooves
[FAI-RD-71-2] R71-20069
Fog modification over airports using helicopters
[AD-716818] N71-20806
RUBRATS
Floating airport structural design, using ho!lon
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runnay basic unit
A71-22949
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers,
replacing used sections and reinforcement
problems
A71-2_756
Hetanorphisa of snow for high strength roads and
runways
[AD-716417] N71-19908
Directional control capability of 18 • 5.5, type 7
aircraft tires on wet surfaces
[RASA-TR-D-6202] R71-20158
Airfield tests of specially formulated marking
paints for asphalt pavements
[AD-716755] R71-21523
5
SAFETY FACTORS
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements,
considering single and doable breakdowns
A71-2_752
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and arial loads
A71-23609
SATELLITE WETRORKS
Dioscures project commercial satellite system for
teleconnunications, air traffic control and
navigation, describing simulation method used in
cost effectiveness study
A71-22276
SCALE EFFECT
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
U.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
A71-2_I7U
Relaxation in scaling parameters effect on free
flight path of wind tunnel model with forced
ejection
[ARE/A-322] N71-19391
Possibilities for scale effect on swept nings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[ARA-18] R71-20157
SCHEDULIRG
Aircraft motion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for nininun flight
schedule deviation under random disturbance due
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-2_158
SCHLIBRER PBOTOGR&PHY
Schlieren system conversion to holographic
visualization in operational wind tunnels and
test facilities
A71-22788
Density gradient visualization with schlieren
optical system, discussing propeller
aerodynamics
A71-24103
Digital computer simulation of automobile
impacting flexible safety barrier, and multiple
1-113
SEALERS SUBJECT INDEX
source schlieren system for NAE trisonic wind
tunnel
[DME/_RE-1970/3/] N71-19401
Multiple-source schlieren system for NAE trisonic
wind tunnel
N71-19403
SEALERS
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant requirements, describing Boeing
laboratory environment approach
A71-23_24
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
A71-2_081
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment
sealant, nsing reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
A71-2_083
SEALING
Fluorosilicone sealants for aircraft fuel
containment, discussing resistance to heat. jet
fuel, moisture and heat aging
A71-24080
SEALS (STOPPERS)
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-616,] N71-20392
SEAT BELTS
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants,
discussing vertical force effects on
survivability and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] A71-2_261
SECONDAB_ FLOW
Primary/secondary flow density ratio effect on
rotary jet flow indnction, describing
experimental results with I/7-I/I density ratios
A71-24853
SECONDARY INJECTION
Liquid properties effect on secondary injection
from spray nozzle, determining Jet penetration
in supersonic stream by scattered light and
schlieren photographs
A71-22089
SECONDART RADAR
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC svstems.
discussing advantages and implications for
controllers
A71-22955
SELF EXCITATION
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind
tunnel, discussing self exciting force induction
A71-23057
SELF SEALING
Aircraft self sealing fuel tank and fuel cell
systems damage control, considering chemical,
precompressed foam and swellnble elastomer seal
concepts
A71-2_079
SEPARATED FLOW
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
A71-22582
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaded
horizontal tail plane with snbsonic leading
edge, obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
A71-23608
Attached and separated laminar boundary layer
characteristics over high cooled, curved
compression surfaces in hypersonic airflow
N71-19837
Second-order slender wing theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio wings
with and without leading edge separation
[NASA-CR-66762] N71-19912
Flow separation concepts under high lift
conditions
N71-20055
Representations of flow separatlon bubbles near
airfoil leading edge
N71-2006_
SERVICE LIFE
Turboprop aircraft engine service life extension.
correcting deficiencies via accelerated tests
based on relation between failure rate and usage
A71-22633
SH&FTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS}
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TN-D-6164] N71-20392
SHARP LEADING EDGES
Circular stagnation line position on
axisymmetrical blunt bodies with circular sharp
edge
A71-23672
Leading edge suction analogy for predicting low
speed lift and drag-due-to-lift characteristics
of sharp edge delta and related wing planforms
[AIAA PAPER 69-1133] A71-24851
SHEAR FLOW
Nonnniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
A71-2G761
SHEAR LAYERS
Laminar mixing region stratified free shear layer
stability between two uniform streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order
equation for distnrbance amplitude function
A71-22851
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating tnrbulent shear
layer reattachment
A71-24622
Transonic aircraft Jet exhaust wave structnre,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
A71-24867
SHEAR STRENGTH
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
A71-2_069
SHELL STABILITY
Estimation of stability of elastic noncircular
conical and cylindrical orthogonal shells
[AD-717014] N71-20754
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Numerical solution of nonuniform enthalpy mixed
axisvmmetric gas flow in curvilinear regions
with upper boundary and discontinuity using
build-up method
A71-24376
SHOCK LOADS
Supersonic COmpressor performance, discussing
shock and dump losses and wave structnre model
errors
A71-2_869
SHOCK NAVE INTEEACTIOH
Hypersonic strong interaction flow over inclined
surface, using asymptotic expansion in powers of
hypersonic interaction parameter for boundary
layer equations reduction
A71-22109
Laminar bonndary layer interaction with shock wave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
k71-23618
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable
solid walls, determining explosion or sonic
booms effects on elastic strnctures and
protection devices
A71-2_483
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary
layers and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
N71-19_96
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in snpersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-714362] N71-19830
Supersonic, turbulent bonndary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CR-117052] N71-1983_
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES
Shock wave shape attached to cone moving in ideal
gas studied by Pade-Shanks approximation method.
considering angle of attack
k71-22405
SHOCK HAVE PROPAGATION
Sonic boom and explosion shock wave propagation
over long distances through turbulence modeled
by sound speed fluctuation, including acoustic
scattering effect
A71-22858
SHOCK WAVES
combustion reactions development with velocity
qradient downstream steady shock wave,
A-_q
SUBJECT INDZI SONIC BOOBS
considering aerodynaeic field in supersonic wind
tunnel
&71-23813
Dissipative fluid sonic flog and shock conditions
downstream of symmetrical plane barrier
A71-2382q
Aerodynawic characteristics and flow pattern in
wake behind star-shaped body at supersonic
speed, determining drag and shock waves locatlop
A71-2_371
Investlgation of generation of sound by Jet of air
at high subsonic velocity issuing from slot
nozzle and passing over rigid, flat plate of
finite dimensions
[R&E-LIB-TR&NS-Iq60] N71-21226
SHORT HIUL AIRCRAFT
V/STOL component of unified transportation system,
discussing transportation nodes, airport
locations, noise reduction, cost factors, etc
171-2427q
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft,
examining high bypass lift enqine design
A71-2q861
SHORT TAKEOFF AXECR&FT
Power augmented llft STOL aircraft operating costs
reduction by channel wing concept, discussing
aerodynamic theory and structural applications
to high lift flaps aircraft
A71-22592
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and
flow on swept wings in short and medium range
aircraft design, concerning STOL capability in
India
_71-23199
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning wind tunnel and flight
tests, STOL performance and high speed cruise
technology
[SAE PAPER 719378] A71-2q2qq
_ladi_ 2 French STOL project, consisting of
suitably flapped wings with multiple propulsion
units with fishtail exhaust nozzles inside
rectangular ejectors
&71-2q283
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft,
examining high bypass lift engine design
&71-2q861
Propulsion technology for STOL asd V/STOL
commercial aircraft
H71-19_56
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
N71-20060
Lift augmentation devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 1, interface problens between engine and
airframe
H71-20061
_Lc aug,aeration devices effect on STOL engine -
Part 2, thermodynamic problems
N71-20062
O0tiaizinq propulsive/lift system for turbofan
STOL aircraft considering cost effectiveness
N71-20063
Low speed wind tuunel tests of ground proximity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary layer control of short takeoff
aircraft
[NAL-TR-201] N71-20106
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
[RAE-LIB-TR&WS-152q] N71-21223
SRROUDED PROPELLERS
Lift characteristics of senicircular channel uinq
with pusher propeller at trailing edge,
comparing theoretical, wind tunnel and flight
test results
&71-24857
SRRO_ED TURBINES
shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired
blades with fixed tension along shroud
A71-22595
SIDESLIP
Automatic control systen for fighter aircraft
sideslip correction, using rudder position
sensor, transverse accelerometer an_ high pass
filter for anticipatory sideslip reduction
&71-2_288
SIGNIL PROCESSING
Real time remote test site computation and display
of complex engine inlet distortion parameters
from dynamic pressure signal, using analog
computer
A71-22726
SILICONE RUBBER
Contoured silicone internal pressure bag mandrels
for helicopter rotor blades fabrication
A71-2_096
SILICONES
Accelerated testing of jet fuel containment
sealant, using reduced pressure and hybrid
fluorocarbon silicone
A71-24083
SLENDER BODIES
Boundary layer model of laminar viscous flow
around high speed slender bodies with surface
mass transfer
[_IA& PAPER 68-719] A71-2208_
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic
flow, comparing wind tunnel measurements with
modified reference enthalpy method predictions
for laminar and turbulent flow
A71-22941
Reactive equilibrium hypersonic gas flow over
slender pointed body, neglecting rate chemistry
A71-2305q
SLENDER CONES
Aerodynamic effects of bluntness on slender cones
in free flight tests at Each 17
[RIAA PAPER 70-55q] &71-22090
SLENDER RINGS
Second-order slender wing theory for
incompressible flow over low aspect ratio wings
with and without leading edge separation
[NASA-CR-66762] N71-19912
Low speed wind tunnel and flight stability tests
of RAC 22! aircraft longitudinal balance, noting
aileron difficulties
[ARC-CP-113q] _71-21205
SLOTS
Smooth double-slotted circular cylinder
aerodynamic force characteristics eeasured for
circulation control by slot suction
[HRC-1171_] N71-20196
SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
Lift correction in perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on
airfoil models
A71-24953
SBALL PERTURBATION FLOW
Oscillating airfoil wake interaction with fixed
cascade, considering two dimensional
incompressible inviscid small perturbation flow
theory
A71-22943
SHOAL
Determining amount of smoke in exhaust of gas Jet
turbine engines
[N&S_-CR-117031] N71-20050
Engine modifications to reduce smoke emission from
J-57 turbojet engine
[NASA-TH-X-2236] E71-20_19
SNOW
Hetamorphisz of snow for high strength reads and
runways
[AD-716_17] N71-19908
SOLLE EREEGY
Therwal performance analysis of solar Hrayton heat
receiver in transferring heat to working gas of
Brayton engine
[ NASA-TN-D-6268] N71-21512
SOLID STATE DEVIcEs
_icrouave and nodular solid state ILS designs,
discussing accelerated progress, international
standard and present system life expectancy
A71-239q3
SOLID SHRF&CES
Aerodynamic molecular bean interactions with solid
surfaces
[N&SA-CR-1170_I] N71-20040
SOLIDS
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementar_ structures
[SC-T-70-q0q7] N71-19921
SONIC EOOSS
sonic boom and explosion shock uave propagation
&-45
SONIC NOZZLES SUBJECT IEDEI
over long distances through turbulence modeled
by sound speed fluctuation, including acoustic
scattering effect
A71-22858
Cut-off Mach number of sonic bang propagation on
ground for flight track in'relation to
atmospheric parameters
i71-23577
Normal shock wave interaction with deformable
solid walls, determining explosion or sonic
booms effects on elastic structures and
protection devices
i71-2_483
Short N wave refraction and diffraction by gas-
filled soap bubble, discussing measurements to
explain peaking and rounding in sonic boom
pressure signature
i71-24811
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
&71-24817
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressure wave model
171-25052
Flow field development for series of sonic boom
wind tunnel models
[NAS&-TN-D-6143] N71-20156
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[NASA-CR-111786] N71-20183
Nonuniform flow field sonic boom redaction device
using slit Jet impinging on inclined flat plate
[iD-717193] N71-21623
SOEIC NOZZLES
Sonic nozzle design for precise mass flow
measurement, determining nozzle profile for
axial velocity distribution in conformity with
laminar boundary layer equations solution
A71-2494_
SOUED FIELDS
keroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets.
discussing structare, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
i71-23607
SOUND PRESSURE
Fan noise random propagation and sound power in
cylindrical air ducts from modal spectra and
pressure measurements
171-2_83_
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoastic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Liqhthill theory
A71-24952
Structures dynamic loading and damage by sonic
booms, discussing structural response prediction
by boom pressare wave model
A71-25052
Sound pressure levels produced by C~5A during
ground tests
[AD-716810] N71-2082,
SOUND TRIESMISSION
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[NASA-CR-111786] N71-20183
SOUND WIVES
Ion acoustic waves propagation and structure
measurements with metal electrode technique and
continuous channel electron multiplier in plasma
wind tunnel
A71-24517
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector
control influence on VTOL transport aircraft
transition characteristics and ground acoustic
field
[DGLR-70-0_0] A71-24749
Airfoils accelerating uear sound velocity.
calculating acoustic radiation by linear theory
A71-2q816
SPACE FLIGNT
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[NASA-C_SE-XFR-031071 N71-19_49
SPICE LIi
Jurisdiction of air traffic and space law. noting
applicability to start and landing phases of
spacecraft
171-23000
SPICE EAINTEEABCB
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maintenance systew reguirements,
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[milk PAPER 71-313] 171-23974
'SPICE SHUTTLES
Space shuttle flight test instrumentation for
launcher, spacecraft and airplane triple
operational and maiutenance systen requirements.
discussing digital data bus monitoring concept
[iIAA PAPER 71-313] 171-23974
Hypersonic air transportation future prospects,
discussing technical problems and feasibility in
view of space shuttle development
171-24285
I=teractions of atoms with space shuttle surface
and methods for improving heat transfer
[NASk-TN-X-62016] N71-20523
SPICECEIET CONMUEIC&TION
Aircraft communication using iTS links
[ PIB-I-57 } N71-21727
SPICECRIFT COEPIGURATIOES
Wind tunnel stability and thernal cycling tests
performed On reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
N71-20859
SPACECRIFT PBOPULSIOE
Soviet mouograph on electric space propulsion
systems theory covering ion and plasma engines,
gas turbine engines, nuclear energy sources,
solar cells, etc
k71-2_011
SPICECRAFT REENTRY
Event recorder with coustant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[N&SA-CISE-XLI-01832] N71-21006
SPEED CONTROL
lircraft with automatic thrust controller.
calculating transfer functious characterizing
speed aud attitude control modes
i71-24910
SPOILERS
Light aircraft spoilers to minimize landing risk,
discussing spoiler/dive brake area effects on
glide path angular control
[SAE PIPER 710387] k71-24251
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler
configurations on aircraft model with variable
sweep wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-2165] N71-20126
SPRAY EOZZLES
Ligsid properties effect on secondary injection
from spray nozzle, determining Jet penetration
in supersonic stream by scattered light and
schlieren photographs
A71-22089
SPRAYED COATINGS
Ground deicing system for transport aircraft.
discussing antifreeze liquid spray application
after mechanical snow removal
k71-22948
SPEIEGS (EL&STIC)
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna. considering
certification requirements
[SAE PIPER 710_00] i71-2_262
STIGBATIOE POINT
Circular stagnation line position on
axisymmetrical blunt bodies with circular sharp
edge i71-23672
ST&IELESS STEELS
Additions of nickel and niobium to improve
ductility of iFC-77 steel for rivet material
[AD-716677] N71-19735
STITIC &ERODYBAMIC CB&RICTBBISTICS
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[IIAi PAPER 71-291] A71-23_23
Low speed wind tunnel tests of ground promimity
effects on static longitudinal characteristics
and boundary laver control of short takeoff
aircraft
[N_L-TR-201] N71-20106
i-_6
SUBJECT INDEX STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STATIC PRESSURE
Static pressure measuring instruments operating
principles and characteristics
A71-22768
ST|TIC TESTS
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of
simultaneous inputs from a00 channels of tape
recorded strain, load and deflection data
A71-22717
Engine inlet noise prediction from static test and
flyover data as function of time at various
observer locations, examining suppression
effects on total spectra
[SAE PIPER 710386] A71-2q250
ST&TISTIC&L &RKLYSIS
Aircraft notion and traffic control at air
corridors intersections for minimum flight
schedule deviation under random disturbauce dam
to weather, using statistical simulation
A71-2q158
Determining types of acoustical measurements
suitable for test section of N&SA Langley mind
tunnel
[NA SA-CR- 111868 ] N71-19630
STaTISTICaL CORRELATION
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface wind
velocities for correlating parameters
[ NASA-CP- 111867 ] N71-20271
Stability and response Characteristics of directly
controlled rigid rotors at high advance ratios
and correlation of mathematical model with mind
tunnel test data
[ MkSA-CR-11_290 ] N71-20_21
ST&TOE BL&DES
analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
con pressor stators
[ NASA-TR-D-626_ ] N71-21508
STEADY FLOW
Rarefied gas steady and unsteady motions,
proposing approximate method for various
problems
A71-22372
Combustion reactions development with velocity
qradient downstream steady shock nave,
considering aerodynamic field in supersonic mind
tunnel
A71-23813
Steady nonrotational flow around rectilinear
profile in finite uidth uniform current in
linear theory, calculating fluid exerted forces
A71-23822
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of
homogeneous inviscid gas
A71-2_372
STE&DT STATE
Pressure field steady state calculations for sonic
boom signal transmission into rooms through open
windows
[ NAS&-CR- 111786 ] N71-20183
STEEL sTRUCTURES
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna, considering
certification requirements
[SAE P&PER 710400] A71-24262
STOICHIONETRT
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoicbiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet
en g in es
[ AD-716855 ] N71-2163q
STOPPING
Developinq basic methodology for predicting
aircraft stopping distance on wet runway using
computerized simulation
[ FAA-NA-70-5 ] N71-20068
STR&IN GAGES
Wiqh tenperature dynamic strain gage test
equipment for evaluating precision, life and
environmental limitations
A71-22719
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft
structural fatigue, describing system components
consisting of sensors in critical structure
areas and indicator unit with visual display
A71-22725
STRATIFIED FLOW
Laminar mixing region stratified fr£._ shear layer
stability betueen two uniforn streams from
numerical solution of linear sixth order
equation for disturbance amplitude function
&71-22851
Symmetrical airfoil in stratified fluid flow
determining camber and incidence effects
A71-2_589
STRATOSPHERE
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stratosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
A71-23070
Stratospheric turbulence and horizontal
temperature measured at supersonic transport
altitudes by 8-57F aircraft
[LR-5a2] N71-2128q
STRESS ANALYSIS
Shrouded aircraft engine turbine blades vibration
stresses found minimum by setting up paired
blades with fixed tension along shroud
A71-22595
analysis of elastic strength of marine propellers
by finite element method
[AD-716q63] N71-19856
Torsional stress analysis of multiueb wing
structures
W71-20768
STRESS CONCEIrTR&TION
Stress concentration correcting factors for
fillets in landed aircraft structures
A71-23539
STRESS CORROSION
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering Jet
engines app]_a%ions and structural stabi!!ty
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
STRESS WE&SURENEJT
Nonstationary stress modeling in aircraft
structures using random pulse generator applied
to jet landing gear break strut fatigue test
A71-2_95q
STRETCHING
Snatch force during lines-first deployment of
aerodynamic decelerator, including effects of
canopy skirt acceleration and suspension wave
propagation characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 70-1171] A71-22915
STRUCTURAL &WILTSIS
Photochromic paints for nondestructive testing of
aerospace materials and structures
Calculations on plasticity and creep properties of
elementary structures
[SC-T-70-_0_7] N71-19921
Wydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] N71-20811
STRUCTURAL DESIGW
Floating airport structural design, using hollow
concrete blocks filled with polystyrene foam as
runway basic unit
A71-229q9
aircraft wings automated preliminary structural
design and ueight determination procedures based
on external shape, aerodynamic loads and fuel
mass interaction
A71-2327q
Soviet book on aircraft preliminary design
specifications as function of performance,
aerodynamic and structural parameters.
discussing tradeoffs in operational requirements
for specific configurations
A71-Eq012
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-hA tow ueight saving Ti honeycomb
applicatioQs
A71-2108q
Light aircraft steel landing gear springs
structural design at Cessna, considering
certification requirements
[S&E PAPER 710_80] A71-2_262
STRUCTURALSTABILITY SUBJECT INDEX
Design, construction, operation, and management of
military airports
[AD-716603] R71-19702
Mathematical programming techniques applied to
aerospace structural design - algorithmic tools,
applications, and literature review
[ AGARD-RG-1_9-71] N71-20128
Basic concepts of mathematical programming applied
to structural design of aerospace vehicles
N71-20129
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due
to arbitrary temperature distribution
A71-22103
Ti allovs in aircraft industry, considering jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness,
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
A71-23609
Hydroelasticity, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
stability of bars, plates, shells, and beams of
various structural elements.
[AD-716938] N71-20811
STRUCTURAL STRAIN
Strain level counter monitoring aircraft
structural fatigue, describing system components
consisting of sensors in critical structure
areas and indicator unit with visual display
A71-22725
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic loads, using
branch modes method
A71-23606
A1 alloys one step fatigue tests under combined
high temperature and structnral vibration
conditions
A71-2_821
Fuel tank vapor space characteristics for
simulated helicopter fuel tank and evaluation of
existing potential hazard from vibration
environment
[AD-875901] N71-20702
Handbook for summing two harmonics
[AD-717201] N71-21803
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
Variable weight composite materials for aircraft
optimal adhesive bonding structural designs,
discussing C-SA tow weight saving Ti honeycomb
applications
A71-24084
STRUTS
Analvtical nonlinear landing gear model of
flexible aircraft and strut lockup-breukout
interaction using digital simulation language
/DSL/
[SAE PAPER 710q01] A71-24263
SUB&SSEMBLIES
Experimental flight mechanics in terms of data
processing quality, discussing subsystems
control
A71-23928
SUBCRITICAL FLOW
Approximation of pressure distribution on wing-
body configurations at suhcritical speeds
R71-1936_
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
wind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
N71-19376
Computerized prediction of flow field interference
forces and moments on aircraft stores at
subsonic speeds
N71-19385
SUBSONIC FLOW
Pressure distribution on arbitrary finite
symmetrical wings with rounded leading edges at
zero incidence in subsonic flow
A71-229Q5
Supersonic and subsonic Jets coexistence in
rectilinear constant section duct,
characterizing flow boundaries by pressure
readings and Schlieren flow visualization
A71-23605
Aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating
wing in subsonic flow of ideal gas
A71-23615
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flow between two disks, using
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
A71-24000
Tnrbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considering eddy viscosity function
A71-2Q338
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel
air flow
A71-2_378
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
A71-24952
SUBSONIC SPEED
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high snbsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[_BA-18] N71-20157
Resonant cavity heat transfer in tarbulent,
subsonic and supersonic speeds including
resonance effects
N71-205a0
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
A71-23855
SUCTION
Blowing and suction effects on laminar boundary
layer flow of quiet fluid over permeable
rotating cone, discussing skin friction and heat
transfer
A71-2q406
Low speed wind tunnel model assessment of porons
boundary layer control by suction at civil
aircraft leading edge flaps
[ARC-R/M-3640] E71-20847
SUPERCRITIC&L FLOW
Pressure drag and cross flow force coefficients of
inclined circular cylinder in supercritical flow
A71-22098
SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
Computer program for determining low speed
interference effects of flow fields about
arbitrary bodies by superposition
R71-19377
SUPERSATURATION
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systems,
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation point
A71-24328
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic heating effects on fatigue and creep
properties of supersonic aircraft alloys at high
temperatures, considering deformation mechanisms
interaction
A71-2320_
Long term exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
A71-2_081
Transonic aircraft jet exhaust wave structure,
examining reflection geometry at shear layer and
shock diamond train
A71-2_867
Weather influence on long range radio navigation
aids, considering supersonic aircraft operation
and inertial navigation
A71-2_963
Flight and wind tunnel evaluations of flow field
effects on performance of supersonic underwing
exhaust nozzle at transonic speeds
[RASA-TM-X-66887] N71-19366
Wind tunnel surveys of flow fields about wing
fuselage store configuration inlets of transonic
and supersonic aircrafts
[NASA-TM-X-66885] N71-19371
Aerodynamic flow field interference effects on
supersonic intakes
N71-19372
Design and characteristics of exhaust system for
supersonic aircraft
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SUBJECT INDEX SUPERSONIC |OZZLES
$71-19q59
Design and characteristics of supersonic cruise
inlets
$71-19q60
Aerodynamic stability of supersonic free flight
model from static and dynamic subsonic and
supersonic wind tunnel tests
[NAL-TR-210] N71-19749
SUPERSONIC BOUWD&RT L&TEES
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density
profile over flat plate at single Reynolds
number, using Hach-Zender interferometer
&71-2q270
Supersonic boundary layer flo, profile distortion
due to oblique shock during separation
AYl-2q592
Heat and mass transfer in supersonic laminar
boundary layers mith light gas injection,
deriving approximate solution for binary mixture
flow with variable fluid properties
171-25097
SUPERSONIC CORB_STIOU
Supersonic combustion and burning rates of
stoichiometric hydrogen mixtures in ramjet
engines
[AD-716855] N71-2163q
SUPERSONIC COUBUSTIOW RAMJET E_GIUES
Double oblique shock inlet scramjet model
development as test bed for instrumentation and
hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion experiments
A71-2_862
SUPERSONIC COIUERCIAL AIR TR&ESPOET
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
[FA&-AE-70-19] N71-19812
SUPEISOUIC COMPRESSORS
Supersonic compressor p_rformance, discussing
shock and dump losses and gave structure model
errors
A71-2q869
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary
layers and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
g71-19q96
Eechanical feasibility and aerodynamic
effectiveness of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AD-716370] N71-19558
SUPERSONIC DRAG
Aerodynamic interference characteristics of
airframe-propulsion systems of transport and
military aircraft
[AGARD-CP-71-71] N71-19353
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
N11-19358
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
R71-19373
SUPERSONIC PLIGHT
Concorde airworthiness requirements and Air
Registration Board participation in flight test
program, considering supersonic flight
characteristics
A71-23579
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
N71-19_62
SUPERSONIC FLOW
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone
at incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by
pressure distribution technique, comparing heat
transfer, Pitot probe measurenemts, etc
[AI&A P_PER 70-q8] A71-22088
Liquid properties effect on secondary imjection
from spray mozzle, deteralning jet penetration
id supersonic stream by scattered light and
schlieren Photographs
A71-22089
Interaction flowfield of two dimensional
supersonic airstream with transversely injected
jets of various qases, presenting wall static
pressure, gas concentration and temperature
measurements
A71-22111
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow,
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
_71-23603
Supersonic flow separation around cross shaped
horizontal tail plane with subsonic leading
edge, obtaining pressure distribution and
aerodynamic characteristics
A71-23608
Plane sandwich plates in supersonic gas flow,
investigating aeroelastic stability, transverse
shear flexibility and axial loads
A71-23609
Hath cones reflection at thin wing subsonic
leading edges in supersonic flog, considering
axial disturbance velocity and pressure
distributions
A71-23616
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
A71-23617
Vortex layer near circular cone surface in
supersonic axisymmetric steady flow of
homogeneous inviscid gas
A71-24372
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
&71-2q373
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment
&71-2q622
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate
in two dimensional supersonic flow under
harmonic pressure near critical Each number
&71-246_3
optimization of interferences between aircraft
components in supersonic flow
R71-19356
Hass-flux probe as useful diagnostic tool in high
Each number and high enthalpy flows
[NASA-TH-X-5297q] N71-19699
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-71_362] R71-19830
Supersonic, turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression cormer at very high Reynolds
number
[HASA-C_-117052] N71-1983q
Roll-comtrol effectivemess of spoiler
confiqnrations on aircraft model with variable
sweep miugs at supersonic speeds
[EASA-TR-X-2165] _71-20126
Jet to free-stream dynamic pressure ratio effect_
....... _u vL ,,InhuMan injected
normal to supersonic airstreams
[NASA-TN-D-611q] W71-20195
Normal or oblique plane detonation waves producing
combustiom products in supersonic flom
[ARC-R/H-3638] N71-20938
Numerical method for calculatimg steady
asymmetrical supersonic flow past pointed
comical bodies at yaw
N71-21269
SUPERSONIC IELETS
Double oblique shock inlet scramjet model
development as test bed for instrumentation and
hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion experiments
A71-2_862
Supersonic conical inlet additive drag formula,
using flow data in freestream
A71-2q866
Dynamics and control of supersonic propulsion
systems
N71-19_62
Effect of circumferential, radial, and combined
pressure aistortions on stall margin of J-85
engine
[WASA-TM-X-2239] R71-20766
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Supersonic and subsonic jets coexistemce in
rectililJear constant section duct,
characterizing flow boundaries by pressure
readings and Schlieren flom visualization
A71-23605
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
injected from mall slot into airstream
[_ASA-CR-1793] N71-20127
SUPERSORIC NOZZLES
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
SUPERSOHIC SPEEDS SUBJECT INDEI
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systems.
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation point
A71-24328
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour
geometries by direct variational procedures
&71-2q379
Method of finite differences used for supersonic
nozzle design
[AD-716026] N71-19709
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstreas mean flow predictions analysis.
considering eddy _iscosity function
A71-24338
Calculation methods for wing-body interference
drag on supersonic aircraft in stationary or
nonstationary flow
N71-19362
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with low aspect ratio wing and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TM-I-2159] N71-20181
Resonant cavity heat transfer in turbulent.
subsonic and supersonic speeds including
resonance effects
N71-20540
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Supersonic transport air traffic meteorology,
considering high altitude and flight velocities,
applications technology satellites for lower
stra.tosphere thunderstorms, clear air
turbulence, etc
_71-23070
Supersonic transport fuel tank environments and
sealant requirements, describing Boeing
laboratory environment approach
A71-23_2_
Supersonic transport inlet-engine-airframe
cozpatibility programs, noting exhaust nozzle
installation effects, distortions and noise
[AIAA PAPER 68-993] A71-24854
Aerodynamic configuration effects of propulsion
system integration into supersonic transport
design
N71-19373
SUPERSONIC TURBINES
Supersonic gas turbine nozzles with condensed
particles, determining optimal contour
geometries by direct variational procedures
A71-2q379
SUPERSONIC WAKES
Mean flow measurement of cone laminar supersonic
wake
A71-22091
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow pattern in
wake behind star-shaped body at supersonic
speed, determining drag and shock waves location
A71-2q371
SUPERSONIC RIND TUNNELS
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave.
considering aerodynamic field in supersonic wind
tunnel
A71-23813
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
laver channel
N71-19365
Multiple-source schlieren system for NAB trisonic
wind tunnel
N71-19403
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary laver in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[_D-716336] N71-19548
Supersonic inlet engine control using engine speed
as primary variable for controlling norual shock
position
[N_SA-TN-D-6021] N71-2067,
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
Wire and probe support interference on hypersonic
wakes of magnetically suspended round based
conical body
[_RC-CP-1133] N71-208_H
SURFACE PINISRIWG
Surface treatment effects on high shear strength
adhesive bonding of fiber reinforced plastics to
metal substructures
A71-24069
Airport runway surface strengthening, discussing
overlaying additional rigid or flexible layers.
replacing used sections and reinforcement
problems
A71-2_756
SURFACE GEOMETRY
Surface geometry effect of polycentric gas bearing
on rotor stability in dynasic equilibrium
without radial load
A71-22799
SURFACE REACTIONS
Uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction.
calculating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
A71-25096
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
Surface roughness ensuring turbulent reattachaent
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[ONEEA-TP-923] A71-23762
SURF&CE TEMPERATURE
Estinuted aerodynamics of all-body hypersonic
aircraft configurations
[NASA-TM-X-2091] N71-19706
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
Principles of operation and characteristics of
attitade control systems for surface-to-surface
missiles
[_D-717096] N71-20922
SURFACE VEHICLES
Visual factors in air and surface transportation
systems
[PB-Ig601q] N71-19397
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-ONA-71-I-VOL-2] N71-21085
SURGES
Compressor surge effect on mixed compression inlet
flow from numerical solution of one dimensional
unsteady inwiscid flow eguations in variable
area duct
[AIAA P_PER 69-48_] A71-24855
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Secondary surveillance radar in ATC systems.
discussisg advantages and implications for
controllers
A71-22955
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES}
Mathematical model for suspension system of
actively controlled air cushion vehicle
[PB-196465] N71-21676
SWEPT RINGS
Fluid mechanics of atmospheric environment and
flow on swept wings in short and medium range
aircraft design, concerning STOL capability in
India
A71-2319g
Swept wing body configurations for reduced drag at
supersonic speed
N71-19358
Flow field interference beneath swept wing-
fuselage store installation on aircraft
N71-19380
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at
high subsonic speeds on basis of pressure
plotting tests
[AHA-18] N71-20157
SYMMETRICAL BODIES
Nonuniform transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
A71-2_761
SFSTEBS &NALVSIS
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying information
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] A71-2q256
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe engine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
N71-19369
Construction and operation of AN-2g airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716499] H71-19515
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SUBJECT IIDEX THERH_L RESIST&HCE
STSTEHS E|GINEEBIWG
Design optimization of aircraft starting and
generating systems, identifying infornation
required and system analysis methods
[SAE PAPER 710392] A71-2_256
ATC automation system design, considering
comtrollers decision time savings
A71-2q271
Design and performance of 0.9-hub-tip-ratio axial
floe pump rotor with blade-tip diffusion factor
of 0.63
[W&SA-T_-I-2235] H71-20288
T
TabLES (DATA)
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] 171-195q8
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1938 to 1952
[PB-196672] H71-2162Q
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1953 to 1957
[PB-196673] H71-21663
Tabulation data on United States commercial
aircraft accidents during 1958 to 1963
[PB-196671] H71-21665
TlIL ASSEHBLIES
Wind tunnel investigation of helicopter
directional control in rearward flight in ground
effect
[WASA-TW-D-6118] N71-20191
T&IL SURFKCES
Inclined engine cold circular jet effects on tail
cnmtrol surfaces aerodynamic characteristics,
considering aircraft longitudinal stability
A71-2q593
Numerical analysis of dounvash interference on
wings of missile tails
N71-1936_
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of rocket
vehicle model with log aspect ratio wing and
tail surfaces
[NASA-TN-I-2159] N71-20181
TAKEOFF
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing and takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
A71-2_013
TECHgOLOGT UTILIZ&TIO|
Book on aviation technology and aark_f _+_--+-_o
_--_-_,_ _=_u_uglca_ auu sclentific effects ou
industry innovative behavior, R and D programs,
operating costs, etc
A71-23982
NASA aerodynamic research applicable to business
aircraft concerning mind tunnel and flight
tests, STOL performance and high speed cruise
technology
ISlE _APER 710378] &71-2q2_q
TELEVISION TR&NSRISSIOB
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[N&SA-CASE-XFR-03107] N71-19q49
TEHPER&TURE COmTROL
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
171-23580
TEHPER&TURE DISTRIBUTION
Beans torsional rigidity under thermal stress due
to arbitrary temperature distribution
&71-22103
TEHPERiTURE EFFECTS
High pressure ratio centrifugal compressors for
small gas turbine engines, investigating power
and specific fuel consumption variation with
pressure and temperature
171-2q218
TERPER&TURE PROFILES
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface mind
velocities for correlating parameters
[HASA-CR-111867] W71-20271
Calculations of clear column radiances using
infrared temperature profile radiometer
measurements taken by Convair-990 over partly
cloudy areas
[NOAA-TH-NESS-28] N71-218q2
TENSORS
Tensor inertia conversion from principal to
rotated coordinates system, obtaining negative
products in aircraft
A71-2q9q9
TERHIHAL F&CILITIES
Boeing 7_7 aircraft passenger handling measures in
Frankfurt airport, discussing loading,
unloading, baggage claim and customs control
A71-23696
Air cargo volume development trends, examining
morlduide airport terminal capacities and
palette/ containerization systems nodular design
and operation
A71-2q82q
Inventory of private and public airports and air
facilities in state of Texas
[PB-196935] H71-21629
TEST EQUIP|LE|T
F-111 airframe static test instrumentation,
describing computerized processing of
siuultaneous inputs from _00 channels of tape
recorde_ strain, load and deflection data
A71-22717
nigh temperature dynauic strain gage test
equipment for evaluating precision, life and
environmental limitations
A71-22719
TEST FACILITIES
Altitude rate generation for aircraft instruments
testing
A71-22770
High thrust aircraft engines test facility design
A71-22956
Two dimensional test facility in blovdomn wind
tunnel transonic section, discussing porous
sidewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AI&A PAPER 71-293] A71-22957
TEXAS
Transportation management, regional planning, and
commercial aviation development for state of
Texas
[PB-196932] N71-21627
Research and development aspects of air
transportation system for state of Texas
[PB-196933] N71-21628
Inventory of private and public airports and air
[PB-196935] H71-21629
Compilation of references on various aspects of
air transportation for Texas
[PB-196936] N71-21630
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
[PB-19693_] N71-21632
THEODORSE| TR&WSFORR&TIO!
Lou speed airfoil characteristics calculation by
digital computer, using Theodorsen conformal
transformation method for potential flow
pressure distribution
[S&E PAPER 710389] A71-2q253
THERMAL CTCLIEG TESTS
Wind tunnel stability and thermal cycling tests
performed on reentry vehicle configurations in
French and German test facilities
N71-20859
THEHH&L F&TIGUE
Concorde thermal fatigue test installation,
controlling temperature by transfer temperature
variation in single heat exchanger block
A71-23580
THERRAL PROTECTIO|
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
[FAA-RD-71-3] R71-19901
THEBff&L RESIST|HCE
Long tern exposure effects on high temperature
resistant supersonic aircraft fuel tank sealants
A71-2q081
Design of shaft face seal with self-acting lift
augmentation for gas turbine engines
[NASA-TH-D-616_] H71-20392
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THERMAL SHOCK
Concorde environmental testing, considering
endurance tests, thermal shock rigs and plant
for simulating air supply from compressor stages
of aircraft gas turbine engines
A71-23583
THERMAL STRESSES
Beams torsional rigidity under thermal stress due
to arbitrary temperature distribution
A71-22103
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Cavity resonance effects on dynamic and thermal
characteristics of resonant cavities in low
speed, turbulent, shear flow
N71-20539
THERMODYNAMICS
French book on thermodynamics and gas dynamics
covering theoretical and applied thermodynamics.
air compressors, combustion, internal combustion
engines, water vapor, compressible fluid
cooling, etc
A71-22965
THIN AIRFOILS
Thin airfoils theory in nonegeilihrium
magnetoqasdvnamics with nonuniform
noneguilibrium free stream, using Green function
technique
A71-23200
Electrical resistive incompressible fluid motion
past thin airfoils in oblique field, showing
inverse dependence of lift on magnetic Reynolds
number
A71-23956
Laminar incompressible boundary layer flow over
thin Joukowski. parabolic and slender wedge
airfoils, using small perturbation and
quasi-similar theories
&71-23957
THIN BODIES
Approximative solutions for heat transfer and drag
coefficients in viscous interacting flow on thin
three dimensional body
[N_SR-TT-F-13538] N71-20256
THIN PLATES
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
A71-22582
THIN WALLED SHELLS
Flutter analysis of rotating thin cylindrical
shell with outer surface exposed to inviscid
helical air flowfield
A71-22078
Critical speeds for inviscid compressible
potential flow past thin elastic cylindrical
shells, using long wave approximation
A71-24565
THIR WINGS
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow. using
downwash integral equation Fourier transform
A71-22946
Mach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic
leading edges in supersonic flow. considering
axial disturbance velocity and pressure
distributions
A71-23616
THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDART LAYER
Three dimensional laminar boundary layer on cone
at incidence in supersonic flow evaluated by
pressure distribution technique, comparing heat
transfer. Pitot probe measurements, ere
[RIAA PAPER 70-Q8] A71-22088
THREE DIMERSIONAL FLOW
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow. obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
A71-23092
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
A71-23601
Three dimensional testing of high lift device
models
N71-20057
Numerical calculation of steady three dimensional
potential flow around lifting nonplanar
aerodynamic configurations based on surface
distribution of gaedrilateral vortex-rings
[TT-7009] W71-20115
THREE DIMERSIONAL MOTION
Flight path optimization with multiple time
scales, discussing decoupling of high order
three dimensional aircraft flight problem into
several low order problems
A71-24858
THRUST
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-24753
THRUST CONTROL
Soviet book on aircraft flight with incomplete and
asymmetrical thrust covering probabilistic
characteristics, stability, landing end takeoff
with partial engine failures, etc
A71-2_013
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller.
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control modes
A71-24910
THRUST MEASUREMERT
Instantaneous aerodynamic force measurements and
flow visualization on flapping wing, showing
increase of thrust force mean value over maximum
steady state value
A71-24362
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[NRC-117_0] W71-19635
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[NASA-CASE-XLE-05260] N71-20429
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Lift/cruise engine design end thrust vector
control influence on VTOL transport aircraft
transition characteristics and ground acoustic
field
[DGLR-70-040] A71-247_9
TIME FUNCTIONS
Flow with time harmonic function velocity in wind
tunnel, controlling rate by sonic striction of
varying cross section
A71-2_45,
TIME MEASUREMEIT
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
A71-2_817
TIRE SHARIIG
Ban oriented program system for industrial
facilities engineering design with modular
structure, operating in time sharing mode
A71-23275
TIRES
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched
string and point contact theories validity
A71-24864
TITANIUM ALLOTS
Ti alloys in aircraft industry, considering Jet
engines applications and structural stability
improvements related to fracture toughness.
fatigue and stress corrosion
A71-23292
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels.
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
A71-23295
Quality assurance in Ti and Ti alloys processing.
discussing smelting, ingot homogenization
staging, costs and facilities
_71-23303
TI alloys structural high temperature applications
in fighter aircraft, considering fabrication and
assembly methods
A71-23427
Precision forging and pressing of A1 alloy and Ti
alloy parts of aircraft structures at cost
effective prices
A71-23691
Alloy and heat treatment effect on Ti bondability
for adhesive bonded aircraft structure, using
annealed and aged Ti-6_I-4V and Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn
alloys for testing
A71-2_093
Powder metallurgy parts application in aircraft.
illustrating flareless-sleeve coupling nut of
pressed and sintered Ti-6AI-_V alloy
A-52
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&71-2q762
Titanium fuselage environmental conditions in
post-crash fuel fires
[ FIA-RD-71-3] N71-19901
TOLERANCES (HNCHANICS)
Cost effectiveness of closer tolerances in
manufacturing
[UCRL-72380] B71-20109
TORSION&L STRESS
Beans torsional rigidity under thermal stress due
to arbitrary temperature distribution
A71-22103
Torsional stress analysis of uultineb wing
structures
N71-20768
TOUCHDON|
Bate df wheel spin-up, and tire degradation at
aircraft touchdown with different runway grooves
[FAA-RD-71-2] R71-2006g
TOWED BODIES
Rigid towed and free flight glider, considering
loads and turbulent atmosphere effects
171-23669
TRAILING EDGEs
Limits of hypersonic boundary layer theory, and
leading and trailing edge phenomena in laminar
hypersonic boundary layer
R71-19833
TR&IBIBG SIBUL&TORS
Radar analog simulators for Polish air traffic
controllers training, describing optical and
electronic equipment
171-22950
Digital simulator for training ATC officers,
considering authenticity and sorking and
geographical environments
A71-2295q
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Aircraft with automatic thrust controller,
calculating transfer functions characterizing
speed and attitude control nodes
&71-2_910
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors with control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[NASA-TT-F-636] H71-20719
TB&NSOrIC FLOW
Dissipative fluid sonic flou and shock conditions
downstream of symmetrical plane barrier
A71-2382Q
Ronuniforn transonic shear compressible flow past
symmetric airfoil, using linearized small
disturbance theory
Direct and _-- .... ._ll ..... . u_ uorodnitsyn
cecnnlque to incompressible transonic flow over
symmetric Joukouski airfoil sections
[RIL-TR-220T] g71-19750
TRIBSOBIC FLUTTER
F-dD aircraft transonic flight and wing tunnel
tests for buffet onset prediction, considering
effects of g level and fluctuation amplitude and
frequency
r_!KA PAPER 70-3_I] A71-2_863
TRANSONIC SPEED
Gliding guided ribbon parachute for transonic
speed deployment, investigating turn capability,
opening reliability, structural integrity and
effective drag
R71-2Q868
TRANSONIC WIND TUN|EES
Two dimensional test facility in blomdown wind
nnel transonic section, discussing porous
dewall boundary layer control effects on
airfoils geometric characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 71-293] A71-22957
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIkA PAPER 71-291] A71-23q23
High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel need in
U.S., discussing wing maximum lift and pitching
moment, shock induced flow separation, etc
A71-2_17q
Lift correction iu perforated two dimensional
transonic wind tunnels, considering incidence
angle and streamline curvature effects on
airfoil models
A71-24953
TRANSPORT AIRCnFT
Static aerodynamic data correlation for high
subsonic speed transport aircraft model in
transonic wind tunnels, including relative
buoyancy and turbulence effects
[AIIA PAPER 71-291] A71-23q23
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector
control influence on ¥TOL transport aircraft
transition characteristics and ground acoustic
field
[DGLR-70-0_0] A71-2q7q9
Construction and operation of AB-2_ airplane
including airframe description
[AD-716q99] B71-19515
High lift applications in transport aircraft
design
g71-20058
Flight testing military transport aircraft for
handling and performance in STOL applications
R71-20060
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
N71-205_8
Jet transport aircraft airspeed control and
controllability data obtained by flight
recorders
[ARC-CP-1135] R71-20902
Aerodynamic characteristics of slender delta wing
aircraft and response to vertical and lateral
gusts during landing approach
[RAE-LIB-TRARS-152Q] R71-21223
TRANSPORT VEHICLES
Research projects in automotive engineering for
ground and air transportation
W71-205q8
TRAPEgOIDAL WINGS
Design and fabrication of plane and trapezoidal
fiber glass wings with laminar profiles
[AD-716526] H71-1957Q
TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERI|G
&TC station ground to air communication via YflF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power
radio transmitters and low noise over the
horizon receivers combination
A71-2_175
TU-13Q AIRCRAFT
D-30 bypass engine hydraulic control system for
Tu-13q aircraft, discussing fuel flow regulator
assembly and operation
A71-229q7
THRBIWE BLADES
Shrouded aircraff =--;-_ _ .... _ vxuKa_lon
_=_S Iound minimum by setting up paired
blades with fixed tension along shroud
A71-22595
Siugle stage turbine performance sith modified Jet
flap rotor blade
[NASA-CR-1759] N71-20182
TURBINE ENGINES
High temperature turbine parts protective
coatings, discussing aluminum diffusion
prevention and crack and oxidation resistance
A71-23290
Chromium and titanium alloyed austenitic steels,
examining short and long time application as
turbine engine parts
&71-23295
High speed photographic assembly with turbine
drive for continuous recording and frame
photography
A71-2Q872
Characteristics of fans and compressors for
aircraft turbine engines
H71-19_52
Aerodynamic characteristics of advanced turbime
engines
R71-19_53
Development of improved turbise cooling processes
and facilities for conducting turbine cooling
research
N71-19q5U
Effects of engine design and propulsion system
c0nfiqnrations on combustion efficiency
R71-19m55
Application and characteristics of cryogenic fuels
for air breathing gas turbine engines
N71-19q63
A-53
TURBOCOMPRBSSORS SUBJECT INDEX
single stage turbine operation with various stator
cooling techniques and effects on stator, stage.
and rotor efficiencies
[NASA-TM-X-52968] U71-20420
TURBOCOMPBESSORS
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[ATAA PAPER 69-485] A71-24856
Axial compressor subsonic stages theoretical and
experimental investigation, discussing blade
design, calculation and experimental methods and
results
A71-24958
Single stage turbine operation with various stator
cooling techniques and effects on stator, stage.
and rotor efficiencies
[NASA-TM-X-52968] N71-20420
TURBOFAN ENGINES
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft.
examining high bypass lift engine desiqn
A71-24861
High bypass turbofan powered propulsion simulator
for airframe enqine integration analyses at
subsonic and supersonic speeds
R71-19369
Wind tunnel evaluation of interference drag in
turbofan engine-wing configuration of subsonic
aircraft
N71-19376
optimizing propulsive/lift system for turbofan
STOL aircraft considerinq cost effectiveness
H71-20063
TURBOFANS
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and
gas dynamical energy distribution systems for
comwercial VTOL aircraft
A71-22964
TURBOJET ENGINES
Developmeut of bearings, seals, and lubricants for
air breathing turbojet engines
N71-1gQ64
Interaction of nacelle-mounted supersonic
propulsion system with simulated wing boundary
layer
[NISA-TM-X-2184] N71-19853
Performance tests and characteristics of short
length, double anmular ram induction turbojet
combustion chambers for supersonic flight
[NASA-TN-D-625_] N71-20291
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[N_SA-CASE-XLE-10347-1] N71-20330
Combustion characteristics of turbojet combustion
chambers with variations of inlet air pressure.
temperature, and velocity
[RIL-TR-208] N71-20307
Conversion of experimental turbojet combustor from
ASTM A-I fuel to natural gas fuel
[NASA-TM-X-22#]] N71-20533
TUBBOMACHINE BLADES
Analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
[NASA-TN-D-626_] N71-21508
TURBOMACHINERT
Axial turbomachine three dimensional cascade flow
calculation from dynamics vector equations
A71-21601
Analytical investigation of effects of geometric
changes on flow characteristics of tandem bladed
compressor stators
[NASA-TM-D-6264] N71-21508
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
Ditching of DHC-6 turboprop aircraft in Long
Island Sound near Waterford, Connecticut on
February 90. 1970
[NTSB-AAR-71-1] N71-21607
TURBOPROP EMGINES
Turboprop aircraft enqine service life eKtension.
correctin_ deficiencies via accelerated tests
based ou relation between failure rate and Usage
k71-22633
Turboprop and turboshaft engine control
requirements, showing torgue and power
dependence on engine speed and control block
diagrams
A71-24755
TUBBOSHAFTS
Turboprop and turboshaft engine control
requirements, showing torque and power
dependence on engine speed and control block
diagrams
A71-24755
TURBULENCE EFFECTS
Rotor blade random vibrations in response to
turbulence
[AIAA PAPER 70-548] &71-22081
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow.
considering modes with vorticity, entropy and
acoustic aspects
A71-23603
Surface roughness eusuring turbulent reattachment
at low Reynolds numbers on airfoil sections with
separation near leading edge resulting in
bubbles
[ONERA-TP-923] A71-23762
Atmospheric turbulence effects on sonic boom rise
times by statistical theory
A71-2_817
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer density
profile over flat plate at single Reynolds
number, using Mach-Zender interferoneter
k71-24270
Air and carbon dioxide intensive injection effect
on turbulent boundary layer of subsonic channel
air flow
A71-24378
Subsonic turbulent boundary layer noise generation
and acoustic pressure on aircraft surface, using
Lighthill theory
A71-2_952
Interference flow field of fin-flat plate
configuration in supersonic turbulent boundary
layer channel
N71-19365
Oscillating interaction of turbulent boundary
layers and shock waves in supersonic diffusers
N71-19q96
Supersonic wind tunnel measurements of turbulent
boundary layer in moderate adverse pressure
gradient
[AD-716336] N71-19508
Fin-flat plate combination model for flow
visualization studies of fin protubance
partially immersed in turbulent boundary layer
at _ach 5
[AD-716023] N71-19656
Supersonic. turbulent boundary layer interaction
with compression corner at very high Reynolds
number
[NASA-CR-117052] N71-1983,
TURBULENT FLOW
Turbulent flow in initial section of convergent
axisymsetric nozzle based on logarith=ic
velocity law
A71-22409
Heat transfer to slender bodies in hypersonic
flow. comparing wind tunnel measurements with
modified reference enthalpy method predictions
for laminar mud turbulent flow
k71-22941
Turbulence properties in supersonic flow.
considering modes with vorticitx, entropy and
acoustic aspects
A71-23603
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow. investigatinq turbulent shear
layer reattachment
A71-2#622
Plane rigid airfoil with fixed center of gravity.
discussinq motion in turbulent air and gust
loads
A71-24947
Mean and fluctuating forces on flat plates normal
to turbulent flow. giving power spectral density
measurements of drag fluctuating component
A71-25085
TURBULENT JETS
Aeroacoustic phenomena in free turbulent gas jets,
discussing structure, noise-turbulence
correlations and acoustic field generation at
subsonic/critical velocities
A71-23607
TURBULENT ff&KES
Spring supported circular cylinder stability in
A-54
SUBJECT IIDRI
wake flow of similar cylinder at various
spacinus using quasi-static aerodynamic
derivatives and flutter theory
A71-229n2
Cylinder vibration due to wake force in wind
tunnel, discussing self exciting force induction
A71-23057
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstream mean flow predictions analysis,
considerinq eddy viscosity function
A71-24338
Drag in turbulent wakes behind bluff bodies
measured directly and compared with measurements
derived from yon Karnan equation
[DLR-FB-70-27] E71-20685
TUR|IRG FLIGBT
Turn rate gyro installation angle and airspeed
effects on instrument reliability, presentinq
in-flight investigation results relative to turn
rate information usefulness under various flight
conditions
ISlE PAPER 710380] R71-2q2_5
TWO DIBERSIOHIL BODIES
Tmo dimensional riqid winqs, investigating
response characteristics to gust loads
A71-234_0
TUO DIHE|SIOI&L FLOg
Backward facing step in confined supersonic two
dimensional flow, investigating turbulent shear
layer reattachment
A71-2_622
Nonlinear forced vibrations of aeroelastic plate
in two dimensional supersonic flow under
harmonic pressure near critical Bach number
&71-2_6_3
airfoil profiles coupling method for determining
complex potential of tee diuensional ideal
incompressible fluid flow due to arbitrary
airfoil section moveuent near rectilinear wall
171-25015
L_ni_a_ two dimensional boundary layer separation
measurements at moderately hypersonic speeds
R71-198&5
Two dimensional wind tunnel tests on airfoils with
high lift devices
U71-20056
lerodynamics of two dimensional flow on high lift
systems
R71-20067
Two dimensional, supersonic mixing of hydrogen
inlected from wall slot into airstream
[NASA-CR-1793] N71-20127
TUO DIREESIOR&L JETS
Interaction flowfield of two dimensional
supersonic airstream with transversely injected
lets of various gases, presenting wall static
pressure, gas concentration and teun_+---
measurpuo-_-
A71-22111
TWO PHISE FLOW
Linear theory of weakly perturbed supersonic plane
axisymmetric flows of gas-particles mixture,
deriving partial differential equation for
perturbation potential
k71-2_373
Two phas 9 mixture nonequilibrium flow mathematical
model with allowance for colliding droplets
coagulation and atomization based on high speed
photographic studies
A71-2q380
U
U.S.S.R.
Soviet aviation R and D structure and management
[AD-716Q10] g71-19769
Control system designs for USSR single-rotor
helicopters including controllability
characteristics, rotors math control gyroscopes,
and transfer functions in closed loop systems
[N&SA-TT-F-636] N71-20719
UB-1 HELICOPTER
Airspeeds, rotorspeeds, engine rigging, and gross
weight effects on UH-I C helicopter during
autorotation
[AD-7170QY] R71-21363
UBLO&DIRG
Evacuation tests from 280-passenger SST mock-up
through different type exits
VAPOR PRESSURE
[FAA-_R-70-19] N71-19812
URSTEADY FLOg
Rarefied gas steady and unsteady motions,
proposinq approximate method for various
problems
171-22372
Twin vortex development in unsteady separated flow
past thin flat plate, using flow visualization
A71-22582
Thin rectangular wing load distribution in
nonstationary incompressible flow. using
downwash integral equation Fourier transform
171-229q6
Incompressible viscous fluid nonstead7 three
dimensional flow, obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
&71-23092
Pulsed subsonic wind tunnel, calculating
instantaneous flow velocity with allowance for
boundary layer thickness at walls
A71-23855
Unsteady low Hath number flow calculation by
singular perturbation method with matched
asymptotic expansions, considering application
to aerodynamic noise
171-23936
Unsteady inward and outward velocities of subsonic
radial air flog between two disks, using
hot-wire anemometer and cylindrical wave
equation
_71-2_00_
Determination of unsteady forces during Rind
tunnel test of elastic model by placing wind
tunnel model iu feedback circuit of servosysteI
[NASA-CR-11_287] N71-19796
URBAN TRANSPORTATION
Urban air and surface vehicle noise levels and
abatement potential
[OST-O.A-71-I-VOL-2] W71-21085
URETHARES
_iqh peel strength epoxy and urethane adhesives
for aircraft bonding, discussinq hiqh
tenperature curing and honeycoIb panel repair
A71-2_06q
UTILITY AIRCRIFT
Couuercial business and utility aircraft cheuical
oxygen generators to satisfy FAA requirements,
discussing weight, size and Iaintenauce savings
and increased safety
[SIE PkPER 710390] 171-2_25_
V
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
V/STOL aircraft automatic flight control_ _-_
electrnn_ _ "- ---_Io, ulscussinq
.anu£ang qualities, lift effectiveness and
autostahilization
A71-239q_
Couuercial V/STOL aircraft area navigation system
requireleuts, discussing airborne computer,
flight plan data storage and control subsystems
and horizontal orientation display
A71-2Q150
V/STOL component of unified transportation system,
discussinq transportation modes, airport
locations, noise reduction. COSt factors, etc
171-2q27_
V/bTOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sweep wings
171-2_850
Propulsion technology for STOL and V/STOL
commercial aircraft
N71-19q56
Characteristics of V/STOL aircraft for commercial
transportation system and applications to Texas
requirements
[PB-lg693_] N71-21632
VKRELESS DIFFUSERS
Sechanical feasibility and aerodynamic
effectiveness of rotating vaneless diffuser
[AU-716370] N71-19558
VAPOR PRESSURE
Ar condensation onset location in supersonic
nozzles for nuclear space propulsion systems.
using supercooled vapor pressure measurements
beyond saturation point
_71-2_328
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VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Delta wing of symmetrical thickness and optimum
variable geometry for two supersonic cruising
speeds
A71-23617
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
V/STOL civil aircraft, considering rotor lift and
variable sweep wings
471-24850
Aerodynamics of variable sweep aircraft design
N71-20054
Roll-control effectiveness of spoiler
configurations on aircraft model with variable
sweep wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-X-2165] N71-20126
VEHICLE WHEELS
Flexible tires theoretical models application to
wheel shimmy analysis, examining stretched
string and point contact theories validity
A71-24864
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Turbulent flew in initial section of convergent
axisymmetric nozzle based on logarithmic
velocity law
A71-22409
Incompressible viscous fluid nonsteady three
dimensional flow. obtaining velocity field and
pressure distribution in boundary layer
A71-23092
Mach cones reflection at thin wing subsonic
leading edges in supersonic flow. considering
axial disturbance velocity and pressure
distributions
A71-23616
Combustion reactions development with velocity
gradient downstream steady shock wave.
considering aerodynamic field in supersonic wind
tunnel
A71-23813
Turbulent wakes from subsonic-hypersonic bodies
for downstream mean flow predictions analysis.
considering eddy viscosity function
A71-2_338
Velocity and static pressure redistribution in
distorted flow field upstream of axial flow
compressors
[AIAA PAPER 69-_85] A71-2_856
VERTICAL ROTION
General aviation aircraft accidents involving seat
belt and shoulder harness restrained occupants.
discussing vertical force effects on
survivability and injuries in severe crashes
[SAE PAPER 710399] A71-2_261
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Helicopter rotor inertial system kinetic energy,
examining takeoff advantages
A71-23670
Balanced measured thrust performance of various
axial fan configurations in 90 deg cross flow in
V/STOL propulsion tunnel
[NRC-117_0] N71-_9635
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VTOL aircraft gear systems, discussing bearings.
shaft connection. Ti alloy components, etc
A71-22963
Fan propulsion power plants with mechanical and
gas dynamical energy distribution system_ for
commercial VTOL aircraft
A71-22964
Lift/cruise engine design and thrust vector
control influence on VTOL transport aircraft
transition characteristics and ground acoustic
field
[DGLR-70-040] A71-24749
VTOL lift fan engine design for minimum noise
levels, noting silencers application
A71-24750
VTOL heat engine and propulsion system design and
performance, citing Pegasns Jet lift engine as
compromise between takeoff and cruise function
A71-24751
VTOL propulsion systems safety requirements.
considering single and double breakdowns
A71-24752
Propulsion system and fuel regulator design effect
on thrust change during air ejection for VTOL
aircraft stabilization in hovering flight
A71-24753
Turbofan VTOL or STOL intercity aircraft.
examining high bypass lift engine design
A71-24861
Acoustic measnrements of deflected jet VTOL
aircraft
[AD-715939] N71-19549
Analytical and simulator investigations of height
control system for vertical takeoff aircraft
[NAL-TR-200] N71-20102
Jet VTOL fighter-type model inlet-air temperature
rise analysis with various exhaust pressure
ratios and gas temperatures and surface wind
velocities for correlating parameters
[NASA-CR-111867] H71-20271
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction nozzles
displaced from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASR-XAC-08972] N71-20570
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQ.IPMENT
ATC station ground to air communication via VBF
tropospheric scatter, discussing high power
radio transmitters and low noise over the
horizon receivers combination
A71-2_175
VHF OMNIRANGE WAVIGATIOR
Converter-indicator direct digital readout design.
using photodiodes for LSI VOR area navigation
display systems low power operation
A71-22610
Environmental tests of VOBLOC 2 simplified
directional approach system to determine
compliance with FAR-Part 171
[RAA-RD-71-12] R71-20666
WIBRRTION DAMPING
Light general aviation airplanes flying qualities
in-flight simulation, considering longitudinal
short period frequency and damping, pitch
control semsitivity and lift curve slope
[SAE PAPER 710373] A71-2_242
VIBR&TION RODE
Helicopter vibrational behavior prediction in
flight with known aerodynamic loads, using
branch modes method
A71-23606
VIBRATIOW TESTS
Aircraft continuous elastomechanical system
parameters determination by ground vibration
tests, usinq integral equation, phase resonance
and separation technique
A71-2,946
VISCOUS DAMPING
Linear damping in piston type liquid damped
accelerometers, using porous glass materials
A71-23173
VISCOUS FLOW
Laminar boundary layer interaction with shock wave
in viscous supersonic flow near concave
compression corner
471-23618
Numerical solution of axisymmetric minimum drag
bodies in hypersonic viscous gas flow. obtaining
coefficient of friction by local variations
method
A71-24370
uniform surface blowing effects on hypersonic
boundary layer with viscous interaction.
calcnlating heat transfer on flat plate and
slender wedge
A71-25096
Proceedings for symposium on viscous interaction
phenomena in supersonic and hypersonic flow
[AD-714362] N71-19830
Viscous interacting flow in hypersonic streams.
including flow over flaps, corners, delta wings.
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